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The present Volume IV (Selection of documents presented to Second Congress) contains documents which have been selected because of their permanent
value. a includes the report of the President of the Organization, the reports of pTesidents of regional associations and technical commissions and
the report of the Secretary-General. It contains also other documents on certain technic21 and administrative aspects of the work of the Organization
which, it is considered, are important for future reference.
A complete list of the titles of all documents presented to Second Congress is published in Volume I (Abridged Report with resolutions).
The issue of this present Volume IV
Report of the Second Congress.

completes

the issue

of the Final

presented to
SECOND CONG: :E::iS

Geneva, ·14 April - 13 Uay 1955

A. - REP 0 R T S
(Agenda item 2)
A.l - REPORT OF THE PRESIDENT
(Agenda item 2.1, document Cg-II/69)
I.

Introduction

1.
This second session of Congress is in some ways a first session. It is
the first general assembly of the 1florld Meteorological Organization in Geneva,
its headquarters location. It is the first time Congress can view the work of
the Organization in full operation. It is the first opportunity for Congress
to receive and discuss reports from presidents of constituent bodies and evaluate progress made through the technical commissions, the regional associations
and the Executive Committee. It is the first time delegates can visit the offices of the Secretariat and meet the staff in their working environment. The
Second Congress will be first in other ways - perhaps most important, in its
foresight and resolution in planning future programmes for advancement of the
services of meteorology throughout the world.
Four years ago the First Congress performed a major task in giving life
to the new Organization, establishing policies to guide it, designing its operating machinery and authorizing its budget and programme for the First Financial Period. The Second Congress has assembled to review the work and progress
of the past four years, to consider how well the policies, the administration
and the structure of the Organization have functioned in actual practice, and
to plan for the future. The reports of the several presidents of associations
and commissions, and the publications from the past sessions of these bodies
with their resolutions and recommendations are the materials by which Congress
will measure progress and on which i t will develop a future programme. It ·is
important for every delegate to consider carefully the substance of these reports and the related documents and proposals based thereon which this session
is expected to evaluate. The decisions of this Congress could have greater influence on international co-operation in advancement of meteorology and its
service applications for mankind than any previous world assembly of delegates
representing national meteorological services in all regions of the globe.
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The following report shows some of the highlights of accomplishments,
plans and problems since the First Congress, but it can show only a small
fraction of the great total of activity and productivity of the associations,
the cOl~miseior.s, their 55 working groups and the work of the Secretariat. It
i.s not practicable nOr desirable to include in this report all important activities and accomplishlnents. In reading what is written here one should not
lo~;e sight of the vastly greater material contained in the reports, the docuIT·Gn~.s, worko ng papers and other articles produced by the many bodies, groups
and individuals whose tireless efforts have made the sum toti'll of what the WMO
has accompli3hed since the First Congress.
2.

}geE'DJr.2 2f_ t.be_WMO_
On April 1, 1955, the Organization had 87 Members (62 States and 25 Territories). Twenty-two new Members have been added since the close of the First
Congress on April 28, 1951. There have been no withdrawals or suspensions of
Members during the interim period, but Indo-China is not included in these totals since the French Government gave notification on November 24, 1954, that
it hnd relinquished the responsibilities undertaken towal'ds the Organization
with respect to this Territory. On behalf of the Organization it is a pleasure
to welcome the new Members.
States
Austria
Bolivia
Bulgaria
Ceylon
Cuba
Denmark
Ecuador.
Ethiopia
Germany, Federal Republic of
Guatemala
Haiti
Japan
Luxembourg
Nether lands
. Syria
Viet Nam

Date of entry
March 25,,1955
June 14, ·1954
April 11, "1952
June.22, 1951
April3,1952
August 9, 1951
July: 7, 1951
January 2, 1954
July 10,· 1954
April 20, 1952
September 13, 1951
September 10, 1953
November 28, 1952
October 12, 1951
August 15, 1952
April 1, 1955

Territories

Date of receipt
of declaration
(Article 34{a) of
the Convention

The Netherlands Antilles
Netherlands New Guinea
S1.'.rinam
Spanish Guinea
Spanish Morocco
British Caribbean Territories

October 12, 1951
October 12, 1951
October 12, 1951
March 25, 1954
March 25, 1954
September 24, 1953
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Furthermore, France and the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern
Ireland have notified that they will jointly apply the Convention to the Condominium of New Hebrides (September 1, 1953) and the United Kingdom that it
will apply the Convention to British Somaliland from November 2, 1953.

30
Under Article 7(h) of the Convention and General Regulation 92(6) Congress considers the reports and activities of the Executive Committeeo The
first function of the Committee specified in Article 14 of the Convention is
to "supervise the execution of the resolutions of Congress"o References to the
Executive Committee and the President are also found in Articles 5(b), 13 and
15 of the Convention and in Regulations 9 and 106 0 In his annual reports to
the Executive Committee in accordance with Regulation 106 the President has
included
(a)
(b)
(c)

a resume of activities;
action taken under Regulation 9(4); and
other matters affecting the Organization and its constituent bodieso

These annual reports together with those of the Secretary-General summarize
each year's activities for review by the Executive Committee and are to be
considered as supporting documentation for the following paragraphs of this
report to Congress submitted under the. general headings stated in the foregoing (a), (b) and (c).
4.

~u.!)t_ol

'!y0Ek_
For those who wish to see the volume of work in statistical terms, it
may be stated that the Executive Committee will have held six sessions embracing 80 days in all, with a total of 76 plenary meetingso It adopted about
200 resolutions presented in 450 printed pages of abridged reports, supported
by several thousand pages of minutes, documents and working paperso Regional
associations convened for one session each, six in total. They adopted nearly
180 resolutions and 75 recommendations in session and several more by correspondence. Each technical commission held one session, total eighto Theyadopted 70 resolutions and 304 recommendations. More than 50 working groups have
had to work mostly by correspondence. In a few cases it has been possible for
them to have meetings. In order to reach some indication of the amount of work
the officers and members of constituent bodies and working groups have contributed·to the Organization during the past four years, including time in
attendance at meetings but not including the voluminous work of the full-time
staff of the Secretariat, it has been conservatively estimated that the total
amount cannot be less than 200,000 man-hours and may be as high as 300,000.
If the extensive extra-time work of association and commission presidents,
the many long night meetings and other items are included, the total may be
even more. This is equivalent to 80 or 100 man-years, or more. One complete
set of 11,~AO reports, documents, working papers and publications produced since
1951 exceeds 20,000 pages and the total of mimeographed or printed materials
issued by the Organization exceeds 1,000,000 pages per year, a stack 50 metres
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high. These figures are not offered vauntingly - perhaps they were better not
cited - nevertheless they do evidence a volume of work.
5.

E~c.!!tlv..§ ~orgmltJ;e..§

Since its establishment in April 1951 the Committee has lost three of
its original members. In March 1953, Mr. M. Aslam, director of the Meteorological Service of Pakistan, lost his life in an airplane accident. His place
in the Committee was filled by designation, under Regulation 99, by Mr. Eo\".
Timcke (Australia). In May 1953, Mr. V.V. Sohoni retired as president of Regional Association II. His vacancy in the Committee has been filled by the
new president of fCegional Association II, Iilr. S. Basu. In August 1953 Sir
Nelson Johnson, last president of the International Meteorological Committee
of the IMO and president of the First Congress of WMO, retired as director of
the i3ritish Meteorological Office and was succeeded by Mr. O.G. Sutton. The
Executive Committee designated Mr. Sutton, under Regulation 99, to fill the
vacancy left by Sir Nelson Johnson. Mr. Aslam, Mr. Sohoni and Sir ~lelson
Johnson were active in international meteorology for many years. Their many
services and ready co-operation toward progress of the I/,lO and WMO are widely
appreciated and have been appropriately recognized. Our associations with them
co.ntinue as pleasant memories.

The official family of r:i.iO has grown too large for us to speak individually about all to whom time has brought its toll since 1951 but we have on
occasion expressed the lasting appreciation and respects of the Organization
for former colleagues in international meteorology who are no longer with us.
In further recognition and remembrance of all who have served well and faithfully with the HMO, these words of gratitude expressed for these three former
members of the Executive Corrumittee individually serve as a reminder and continuing token of respect toward all.
With reference to the Executive Committee, as a whole, appreciation is
. dt;e to members for their faithful attendance, their many hours of work, often
prolonged, and the·ir constant co-operation. The Committee has performed well
the functions given it by Congress and I know of no great problems in its
.functions, operating procedures or composition that require attention of Congress. Its resolutions are given in other documents.
6.1 Be.§oluJ;i.£n.§ .£fJ.ir.§t_C2n,9r.£s.§
.
In its initial session, right after Congress adjourned, the Executive
Committee took up the tasks of implementing the 48 resolutions adopted by
Congress. The Committee's executive decisions are recorded in WiVlO publications Nos. 1.RC.I, 3.RC.2, 4.RC.3, 6.RC.4, 20.RC.5 and 34.RC.6 containing
the resolutions approved in its yearly sessions. The Committee or its officers, its working groups or designees have acted on all resolutions, but not
all actions have been completed. Many were administrative or definitive in
character and have now been fulfilled or are retained for policy guidance.
These include Resolutions I to 7, 9, 14, 16, 19 to 30, and 32 to 42. Resolution 8 - Agreement on privileges and immunities - has had the necessary action
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by the Organization and is awaiting attention of most of the Member States.
Ten Members have already acceded to the Convention on the Privileges and Immunities of the specialized agencies in respect of the WMO. Nearing completion after exhaustive work by the commissions and working groups which undertook them are Resolutions 15 - Preparation of provisional Technical Regulations - and 18 - International Cloud Atlas project. The latter has been an almost endless task. Mr. Bleeker, Mr. Vif\ut and members of the working group
have been most thorough and painstaking in their efforts to produce an Atlas
that will be above criticism. They first expected tc have it in production in
1953; later it was believed certain that plates could be published before Congress convened. Unforeseen difficulties with the basic material and with the
establishment of identical English and French texts have, however, further delayed production. It is expected that copies of the plates will be in the
hands of delegates before Congress adjourns. The only other major resolution
of Congress which l1as been delayed is Resolution 41 (Cg-I) - Location of the
Secretariat. The first part of the resolution provides for removal from Lausanne to Geneva. This was accomplished promptly at the end of 1951. Regarding
the last part of Resolution 41, it has been advantageous for the Organization
to delay the plans for construction of a new headquarters building. The reasons
will be given in a separate document. The remaining resolutions of First Congress are continuing programme items or are to be the subjects of reports to
Congress, such as Resolutions 10 (Cg-I) -Participation by WMO in the United
Nations Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance for Under-Developed Countries, 12 (Cg-I) - Establishment of an International Meteorological Institute,
and 31 (Cg- 1) - Revision of proportional contributions.
6.2
In acting on.the resolutions of Congress, the Executive Committee and
its officers have been guided by the general policies and programme specified
in Resolutions 9 (Cg-1) , 14 (Cg-I) and 26 (Cg-I). It is noted that the provisions in these resolutions include many subjects but are on the whole relatively limiting and in many respects conservative.
7.1

13e.£li2n21_ El,§s2cj,aj;i2n.2
Only one regional association has had a change in president since the
First Congress. On· retirement of Mr. Sohoni in May 1953, vice-president Mr. A.A.
Solotoukhine, who declined nomination as president, served as acting president
of Regional Association II until election of Mr. S. Basu by mail ballot early
in 1954. Sessions of the regional associations were held on dates and in places
shown in the list below. The associations have performed their prescribed functio'ns well. Their activities, resolutions and recommendations are documented
in the regular reports and publications previous ly distributed to all Members.
Their outstanding problems are those of inadequate synoptic networks in the
less populous countries and in contiguous seas. Meteorological telecommunications are seldom adequate but are being steadily improved. There are also problems of membership status, travel and secretariat staff costs for regional
meetings. These will be discussed in other documents under the general problem
of costs and economic limitations.

6
7.2
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Regional association sessions were as follows
RA I
Tananarive, 19-30 January 1953
RA II
New Delhi, 2-14 February 1955
RA III
Rio de Janeiro, 15-25 September 1953
RA IV
Toronto, 4-7 August 1953
RA V
1!1elbourne, 19-31 January 1954
RA VI
Zurich, 26 May - 8 June 1952.

Je.fh.!:)i.fal .f0!!!~ls.§ i2n1
The only change in prGsidency of a technical commission occurred when
Mr. John Patterson requested to be relieved on completion of the session of
the Commission for Instruments and Methods of Observation, in Toronto inSeptember 1953. Mr. Patterson had given many years' of outstanding services to
the· IMO and WMO. He was succeeded as president of CIMO by Mr. A. Perlat, who
was elected in September 1953.
8.1

Work of the commissions during the last four years has been monumental.
The range and foresight of their resolutions and recommendations reflect the
scope, complexity and future possibilities of meteorology and the wisdom of
the Organization in providing for meetings of leading weather scientists of
the world to work on these problems. In general, the commissions have functioned very creditably. They serve technical and scientific purposes rather
than speedy executive action. Their functional form of organization requires
.co-ordination and often involves long discussions and delays. The sessions of
commissions with many members are costly to governments and to the WMO. But
these disadvantages are often outweighed by necessity to bring together the
wor:d's best meteorologists to find the scientific truths which open the way
to progress. In such cases "truth" before dispatch is the only way. Congress
will consider changes in commission structure. Improvements probably are possible but proposals need to be examined carefully and vital features of technical commission functions need to be perpetuated.

"

8.2
The commissions have produced volumes whose scope cannot be summarized
adequately within this report. It is partial to cite some and not all, but in
order to give a few particulars one can resort to alphabetical selection and
. mention the first and last - namely, the Commissions for Aerology and Synoptic
. 'Meteorology.

8.3
In the Abridged Final Report of CAe, there are 12 resolutions and 35 recommendations. They comprise recommended physical constants and standards,
etc., and recommendations for aerological diagrams and for working groups on
a great variety of other problems in aero logy, the branch of meteorology that
has become more and more vital as the foundation of weather forecasting. Of
special importance is the proposal for the International Geophysical Year
(Recommendation 22 (CAe-I)). Congress will read more about the IGY in other
documents. This programme offers the greatest opportunity of our time·for collecting essential data over the globe for study of the high atmosphere and
its relation to synoptic weather patterns. Its importance merits all of the
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interest, support,and international co-operation the national meteorological
services can give. For much of the planning in WMO and in the Special. Committee for the International Geophysical Year (CSAGI), Mr. J. Van Mieghem is to
be credited.
8.4 Omitting the excellent work of other commissions and passing over to
CSM, the meetings of this commission extended over 28 days (CAel!! lasted 30
days, the longest). Its working groups laboured at night as well as in the
daytime - a tradition inherited from. the Commiss ion for Synoptic Weather Information. ~ and its members poured over l36documents and many more working
papers, adopted 12 resolutions and 55 recommendations, the last one in support of plans for' the International Geophysical Year. Other major actions by
CSM are revision of many of the international meteorological codes, recommendations on synoptic networks, improved plans and procedures for meteorological
telecommunications, and as also, by other commissions, draft provisional Technical Regul~ti6ns.
8.5 '" Sessions of technical commissions were :.
roronto,
10 August - 5 September 1953
.' CAe
. Montreal,
CAeM
. 15 June - 14 July 1954
3 - 20 November 1953
CAgM. - Paris,
.CBP
Paris,
24 November - 12 December 1953
. Washington, 12 -. 25 March 1953
CCI
CIMO'
Toronto,
10 August - 4 September 1953
London,
CMM
14 - 29 July 1952
Washington, 2 - 29 April 1953.
CSM
8.6
Reference has been made previously to contributions of working groups
now more than 50 in number. \ilhiletheir titles and activities cannot be included in this report, their work has been heavy and their assistance valuable.
9.

Other activities
-----.,....--

Only brief reference is made to a few of the many other WMO activities
and publications worthy of attention. Within the Expanded Programme of'Technical Assistance, meteorological projects approved for implementation in 15
countries this year represent a budget Of almost 140,000 US dollars. The EPTA
assists in building meteorological serv-ices in countries where needed. It has
made much progress against great difficulties and it deserves praise and support.· The arid zone programme, the comparison of barometers and the special
studies of technicalsubj'ects of immediate public concern are among the other
noteworthy activities of' WMO. The first of these special studies was published as Technical :NoteNo.l (w MO-pub. No. 24.TP. 7) on "Artificial .inducementof
precipitation". This comprises an authentic summary of experiments in this
subject in s'everal countries and includes a list of 60 worthwhile references.
To date,' nine Technical Notes have been published, all on timely meteorological problems of general interest. Also many excellent articles have been published in the quarterly WMO Bulletin inaugurated in accordance with Resolution 16 (Cg-I). Tables of world thunderstorm data have been produced
and

__'I-
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world maps of such data are under preparation as result of recommendations
adoptedbya Joint Committee of the International Radio Consultative Committee (ITU) and WMO. International barometer conventions developed by CHAO have
been adopted for world-wide use. The Technical Regulations after review and
final adoption by Congress will comprise an impressive system of recommended
practices and standards for"operations of meteorological services. In his annual report of the Organization prepared for the United Nations, the Secretary-General has summarized the administrative and financi.al aspects as well as
some of the programme features of the WMO. In his reports, as well as briefly
in the following paragraph, the activities of WMO in international meetings
with other organizations are summarized. The brief references here are indicative of the scope and variety of WMO interests and activities.
10.1 Bela,!i,2n.§hlp.§ l!nj ~e.§tln.9s_wl tb ,2tbe1.' In,!e1.' nl!tlo,!]al Eoji2s_
The First Congress approved an agreement with the United Nations which
was accepted by the General Assembly of the UN in December 1951. Subsequently, the Executive Committee on behalf of the WMO approved working arrangements
with the Food and Agriculture Organization, the International Civil Aviation
Organization, the International Union of Geodesy and Geophysics, the United
Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization and the World Health
Organization. A working arrangement was also adopted with the UN Technical Assistance Administration in connexion wi th WMO projects in the Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance. "Consultative" status has been established
with non-governmental organizations such ao :
(1) International Society of Soil Science;
(2) International Organization for Standardization;
(3)
(4)

International Radio Maritime Committee;
International Federation of Agricultural Produce;:s;

(5)
(6)

International Scientific Radio Union;
International Federation of Air Line Pilots' Associations;

(7)
(8)

World Federation of United Nations Associations;
International Federation for Documentation;

(9)

Pacific Science Association.

The WMO has been represented at meetings of other international organizations whenever the agenda appeared to bear on subjects of direct interest
to the Organization. In many cases, particularly in distant parts of the
world, the director or an official of the national meteorological service in
whose country the meeting was held has served as representative on request
of your president. For other meetings an officer of the Organization or the
Secretary-General or his representative has been authorized to attend. The
policy on attendance at meetings has been realistic and economical but nevertheless appreciative of the broad and varied interests of the WMO and the
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services of applied.meteorology of concern to many other organizations. During
the four-year period, the WM.o has been represented at approximately 15.0 meetings of other international bodies.
10.2 In .view of the importance of close ICAO-lVMO co-operation the Executive
Committee (Second session of the Executive Committee, 21st.meeting) authorized
an ad hoc c·ommittee consisting of the President, the first Vice-President, and
the president of CAeM, to negotiate with representatives of rGAO. They met
jointly with an rCA.o committee in Montreal in January 1952, A paper on working arrangements was drafted and in subsequent months there were further discuss ions between representa ti ves of the committees and long and careful consideration, Finally, an agreed draft was presented· to the fourth session of
the Executive Committee and was adopted by the Committee as the basis for
working arran<;Jements between ICAO and WMO. The text is given in the annex to
Resolution 3 (EG-IV) and the arrangements have been in effect since 1 January
1954,
Actlyijeles of t~ Secret.§!riat
The President is responsible for reporting on the activities of the Secretariat (Regulation 92(6), and Article 22(a) of the Convention). The Secretary-General has kept the President fully informed on the technical and
administrative work of the Secretariat, including the financial status. At
all times he has been most co-operative and zealous in seeking highest standards of administration and accountability in his· office and in work of the
Secretariat as a whole, He has carefully carried out the resolutions, regulations and other provisions pertaining to his office, and the entire staff
under his leadership is to be congratulated on the excellent progress it has
made, After the First Congress the process of advertising newly authorized
posts, interviewing candidates in several countries, reviewing selections and
completing the transfeJ;'. and installation of new staff members took many months.
The responsibilities of a Secretariat are often dlfficul t tofulf'il with satisfaction to all concerned. While the staff is responsible to the SecretaryGeneral, they are expected to serve many different officors or members who
have very different views. They have performed their duties well and the tangible evidence of their work is seen in the progress in documentation, Technical Notes and other publications produced by them •. There has been steady
improvement in the scope, content and format of these producHons; ·The work
involved in pTeparing documentation for sessions of the 16 ·constituent bodies,
in recoJ;'ding and editing their proceedings, completing· the reports and publications after sessions and J;'eplying to correspondence is heavier than is
. commonly thought. In· the world today with its gJ;'owing reliance on meteorological services the Secretariat in its role as the continuing, full-time
international "clearing house" for the activities of the 1'.fM.o becomes increasingly important. Anyone interested in details not given in this bJ;'ief report
may find furt.her evidence of the very satisfactory administration and work
of the Secretariat in the annual and current reports of the Secretary-General
and in other publications of the .organization,
11,1
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1102 When Mr. G. Swoboda reached 60 years of age in September 1953, his contract as Secretary-General terminated under the terms of Resolution 36 (Cg-I).
After examination of the circumstances the Executive Committee agreed to offer appointment as Acting Secretary-General to Mr. Swoboda under provisions
of Regulation 140. The offer was accepted effective 8 September 1953. All WMO
Members were informed by letter. Subsequently, all were notified that new applications for the post of Secretary-General were invited for consideration
and decision by this Congress (see Doc. Cg- II/lO*).
III.

_~ction_.!E]£~E-Regula.!ioD 9(42...of_.!he General Regulations

12.1 Under the provision for action by the President on urgent recommendations of associations and commissions, the items in paragraphs 12.2 to 12.5
were approved on behalf of the Executive Committee subject to later confirmation by that body.
12.2 Collection of ship reports in the Philippine area

-------------------------

Revision of responsibility for collection of ship reports in the Philippine area was recommended by the pres~ident of RA V and was approved by the
President of the Executive Committee in February 1952. This action was confirmed in Resolution 23 (EC~III).
12. 3 .~n.!eEn2tJoEa] S21.2u.9 ~tla~
Recommendation 49 (CSM-I) concerning publication of the Atlas had been
referred to the Committee by postal ballot. The recommendation with further
decisions on this subject were approved by the President and later confirmed
by the Committee in Resolution 30 (EC-IV).
12.4 fO.!l3!b.2r3! tJo.!} :1i1h_ tbeJ.2o.9 .§n.s! ~g.r i2 ul t.!:)r.§' .9r£jaDi3aj;i.S2n_
Recommendation 4 (CAgM-I) in December 1953 concerning possible fields
of co~operation with FAO was approved ad interim in order that it might be
discussed at an early assembly of that organization. This action was confirmed by Resolution 21 (EC-V).
12.5

Chanqes in code forms
----------Following co-ordination with

the presidents of CSM and CAeM concerning
the results of a postal ballot on various paragraphs of Recommendation 24
(CAeM-I/MET~IV), the proposal of the president of CSM was approved by the
President of the Executive Committee. This action will be subject to confirmation by the sixth session of the Executive Committee.

*

This document is not published.
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l3.l Without attempting to bring up all important matters affecting the Organization it seems a-propos under this heading to mention a few which are
fundcmental. In effect these matters are set forth cor.lprehensively in the
agenda item3 and documents for Congress based on the wo~ok of the 16 constituent bodies of the Organization, They have er.:leavoured to include all matters
vital to the success of the Organization and its fTtU:'9 rn~ogress"
-'13~2

Sooner or later Congress must l'0Vie1f,1 DJsic concsp'~s of iJ~:,plied fJeteorology to decide whether budget progran;me and gen<)r<:ll polic·ies pertaining to
responsibilities 2nd o})ligations of the Cr92nization are adeCj:Jate to attain
the purposes of VIMO and fulfil its responsibilities in lIfodd rwteorology. The
decision should encompass many facto1:'s - the st:~ll unknown future possibilities of applied meteorology, some of which call for early development, also
an estimate of world support for what a specialized agency of the United Nations is expected to do in a field so vital to life as weather and climate~
and other fa~tors. In the past, applied meteorology has been mostly an "informational" or "advisory" service. In the future it will be also a "production" service, at least to some extent. Scientists cannot say to what extent
this is possible or impossible until we have greater knowledge of the atmosphere and its mechanics.

13.3 A few of th2 important mntters affecting the Ol'ganization are repeated
here .. The regional associations, technical commissions and working gY'oups,
etc., have l'eported much difficulty in getting their work done because they
find that even minimum provisions have not been made fOl' financing their activities. The First Congress was aware of this difficulty but i t stressed
economy in administration and opposed a large budget that might encourage
superfluous meetings. It hoped the voluntary par'cicipation as practiced by
IMO would suffice. But meteorological resPQnsibilities and opportunities

have increased l..mder HMO and costs of activities of associations, commissions and working groups have become- gre2ter than -governments aTe willing to
bear individually. Even under very conservative policies it is necessary to
devote time to riHO work and to have secretarial iCssistance and tccavel funds
to attend working conferences when necessury. That there are urgent problems
in meteorology, and opportunities fOl' great ben2fits to mankind cannot be
doubted when one reviews the proceedings and recorlnlCndations of our technical
bodies. There are solutions to these difficulties without committing the WMO
to excessive costs for b:-Cl.veJ. or for unnecessary rns8tings and other uneconomical practices. As seen in the r-roposals and documents refer.!'ing to these
difficulties Congress will be a,ked to consider various solutions. More use
might be made of small "'orking groups to ans"ler technical questionc.. Operating costs for these would be relatively :.0\'1. Many technical matters might
conceivably be solved by presidents or representatives of commissions, or
other bodies working di::ectly with technical officers of the Secretariat.
This would require consultation by letter with others vitally concerned and
proIn::>t attention to correspondence would need to be assured. The First Congress considered reduction in number of commissions by consolidation without
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curtailmer;t of essential functions ur;d sc;ns plan 0:: this kind !'light be reconsidered. Sm311er technical group" selected by the cO;"~-:1issions with more direct
action than working groups at present dght be h2lp:"u.l.. Or, an enlarged Secretariat with more technical staff ancl added l'cspcnsibHities ha~ been suggested. The advantages and disadvantages of the sev~r~ll propos~ls need careful
study.
13.4

Already urgent requests for c:eteorolog:oocQl co-operatbn in kindred fields

have added to what is expected of comrrdssioD3 C':nd the S9c:.::'Etariat. In hydrome.te_orologY9 for example., new projects h=3~Je lxc'ought reque~~ts for ~~Ji\j:b collabora-

tion. Unless the Organization accepts Hs resPGn2ib~lHies in this cooponent
brench of meteorology, a subject in.3"p~rable fro:;1 p,,?cipitation and other
weather factors, the opportunity will pa<;;..::,} A--:. in the fie]_d of aeronautical

meteorology where 'iMO has seen the value of the principle of \;niversali ty and
the importance of good working relationships, it i" highly desirable in hydro-,
meteorology to foresee requirements 2nd set up clcse working relationships in
matters of mutual concern with othQr organizations in the early stages. There
are similar responsibilities in other related fields of sci.9nce and its applied
services"
13.5 Opportunities for WMO in applied meteorology could be expanded into a
voluminous reporto Many of them relate directly to safety of life, protection
of property and to economical and socia: welfare,. The possibilities are seen
in many of the resolutio'ls and recommendations of aS30ciat~ons and commissions.
Thoy include the need for more practical metho~s of ae1'ologica1 observations
at sea and in the high atmosphere, no'~ only ro" aviation b'.lt also for research
and development in weather forecasting in general; ~mprovements in the detection and forecasting of severe atmospheric distuo'Darces of the several. kinds,
studies of the possibilities of loca 1 weather modification by artificial !'leans
to whatever extent is practicable; and other proposals that require investigation before they can be called wholJ.y impracticable. Recent discoveries in
the circulation of the atmosphere have led to imC'rove'l1ents in ilccuracy of forecasting tropical cyclones. Initial results from research in rlume"ical weather
prediction give reason to expect further improv8Clents. Every increase in the
accuracy of forecasts of severe storms yields ~3nifold benefits - reduction
in ·10s5 of life and property in the affected loca li t:1.E'S Clnd also reduction in
many incidental costs such as unnecessary preparations and precautions that
interrupt business in fringe zones near but outside the storm. These are but
a few of the many pressing problems brought out by working groups.
13.6 Finally this report may be summarized in the statement that the Organization and its constituent bodies have functioned Vlell during the period
since the First Congress within the responsibilities given them by the Congress but their recommendations have focused attention on problems and new
responsibilities which should have the wise considel'ation of Congress. Amidst
the great strides that e.re ·being made in other nac;\lral and physical sciences
it is timely for the WMO to review the opportunities and obligations for progressive leadership in the development of world meteorology.
(s igned)

F.~'!.

Reichelderfer
President, WMO
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(Agenda item 2.2)
A.2.1 - REPORT OF THE PRESIDENT OF REGIONAL ASSOCIATION I (AFRICA)
(document Cg-II/35)

1.
The period since the First Congress of WMO has been one of considerable
activity within the Regional Association for Africa. The spirit of co-operation between Members, established by the old regional commission and handed
down to the new regional association, as perhaps its most important legacy,
was maintained and developed. On the basis of this spirit of co-operation and
the continued interest and enthusiasm shown by all Members of RA I, substantial progress has been made in many directions within the Region towards the
fulfilment of the purposes of VlIiiO as specified in the Convention.
2.
The regional association comprises 19 Members whose territories cover
most of the land area within the regional boundaries. A small number of
African territories are still not Members of the regional association but the
co-operation and collaboration of the meteorological services of these territories has at all times been forthcoming, to the mutual advantage of Members and non-Members alike.
3.
In the following paragraphs some of the major items of activity are
described but it should be realized that in addition to these items there
has been considerable activity in numerous other ways, many of a minor routine nature, which, although in the interests of brevity cannot be referred
to individually in a report of this kind, are nevertheless of importance,

The most significant event during the period under review was the first
session of RA I. Prior to the session attention was mainly directed towards
the preparations for the session; following the session, activity was primarily related to the implementation of decisions made at the session.

4.

5.
The session was held in January 1953 in Tananarive, Madagascar, and it
is appropriate to place on record in this report the kindness and hospitillity
of the Government of Madagascar in inviting the association to meet at Tananarive. The meeting was held in the new headquarters building of the Madagascar
Meteorological Service and the regional association is greatly indebted to the
director of that service (Mr. J. Ravet) for the excellent facilities provided.
The session was well attended by Members of the Region and full discussion
took place on the wide range of subjects included in the agenda. Many of these
subjects are mentioned separately later in this report. Full details of the
results achieved at the session, including the resolutions and recommendations, are given in the Abridged Final Report (WMO publication No. 13.RP.5).
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6.
The experience of the' Tananarive session confirmed·the.real value of
such sessions not only in reaching agreement on the lines of co-operation between Members during the forthcoming years but also as a mentally stimulating exPer~ence for all those attending the session. The intangible benefits
of such an experience are hardly less significant than the benefits which
ultimately arise from the written resolutions and recommendations.
7.
The report of the first session of RA I was ·discussed at the fourth
session of the Executive Committee and the decisions and comments of the Executive Committee on the recommendations and resolutions are:given in Resolution 16 (EC-IV) •
8.
. It·shouldbe.noted that Recommendation 2 (I-RA I) is referred to Congress, for . con~ideration •. This recommendation' refers to the question of the
adop.Han of uhiform units for reports of surface observations.

9.
It may also be pointed out that the Executive Committee noted with approval Recommendation 10 (I-RA I) dealing with a project for the application
of synoptic meteorology to the forecasting of the movement of locust swarms.
The subsequent developments on this project are referred to in paragraph 14
of this report. The Executive Committee also noted. with approval Recommendation 12 (I-RA 1) which deals with the prodi.lction and publication of a climatologi'cal atlas for Africa. Paragraph 10 of this report explains the subsequent
progress made on this p r o j e c t . '
,
Wor.!siJ?.9...9Ioup...Qn

clim~tologica.!:2.!las

for Afric,.'!

10.
Reference has been made in the pr·evious paragraph to the climatological
atlas for Africa. This project developed from a resolution of the first session (Resolution 30 (I-RA I)). The regional association urged that the preparation of s,uch an atlas should be undertaken and appointed a working group
under the direction of Mr. I.E.IV. Schumann (Union of South Africa) to pursue
this matter. The working group has made excellent progress and negotiations
have been completed with the Scientific' Council ·for Africa South·.of .the Sahara
for the financing of the project. The University of Witwatersrand, Johannesburg, has also given excellent co-operation and has not only established. an
African Climatology Unit wit\lin the university for this purpose but has also
agreed to the appointment of Mr. S,P. Jackson, a lecturer on the staff of the
university, to be editor of the new atlas. This project is perhaps one of the
best examples of scientific co-operation between various African bodies, so
far witnessed. It may be noted also that the Food and Agriculture' Orgahization
is taking an interest in this project.
. .
~ork i n.9...9roup_!2.!l.~et eoro log ica Ite lecommunl ca ti.2~

11.
Following a resolution of the first session (Resolution 19 (I-RA I)) a
'Working Group on meteorological telecommunications was established and has
made good progress in its important work. Two sessions of the working group
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have been held, one in Accra in 1953, the other in Cairo in 1954. The regional association is indebted to the Governments of the Gold Coast and Egypt for
their assistance to the regional association in enabling the meetings of the
working group to take place in their respective territories. Mr. O. I'Jalker
(British \Vest African Territories) was elected chairman of the working group
at its first session and has continued to hold that office. A report on the
first session has Deen circulated to all Members of RA 1. At the time of writing, the report on the second session is awaited •

., '0

12.
One of the outstanding features of the first session of RA I was the
attention given to solar radiation work, and a resolution was p.assed urging
all Members of RA I to establish solar radiation stations within their respective territol'ies (Resolution 12 (I-RA I)). The lead in this work has been
taken by the Weather Dureau of the Union of South Africa, and the regional
' . ass·ociation is indebted to the Union li,eather Bureau for much advice and in. formation ;supplied to ·Members during the first sess ion of RA r and subsequently. A working grou? was established by the first session and it held its first
session in Leopoldville, Belgian Congo, in August 1954. The regional association is indebted to the Government of the Delgian Congo for having provided
the necessary facilities for this session.

The Region has received benefit under the United Nations Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance in several ways. The Libyan Government applied
for assistance in establishing and maintaining a national meteorological service following the declaration of that territory as an independent kingdom in
1952. The scheme was approved and is in operation.

13.

14.
A technical assistance scheme to provide experts to study the application of meteorological knowledge to loc\ist control operations in Africa was
applied for by the East Africa High Commission on behalf of the Members of
RA I, in accordance with a resolution of the first session (Resolution 27
(I-RA I)). The application has been successful and an a?pointment was made in
January 1955.
Technical assistance has also been given in the form of fellowships to
15.
certain meteorological services in the Region.

16.
The first session gave consideration to the meteorological programme of
the Third.International Geoph:'sical Year and Hr. T.E.W. Schumann (Union of
South Africa) was asked to represent the vi.ews of the association on this matter (Hesolution 35 (I-FiA 1)). j'jr. Schumann has since taken an active purt in
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thes'e arrangements and has also served on the working group appointed by the
Exe·cutive Committee to study this subject on behalf of "VMO (Resolution 7
(EC-V) ) •...•.... ~ .
New'ineteoroiogical codes
-.-....
-----IT.
Fonowing a resolution of the Executive Committee the new meteorological
codes recommended by the Commission for Synoptic Meteorology were introduced
within the Region on 1 January 1955 (Resolution 21 (EC-IV)). It was not possible to convene a meeting of the association to consider the regional aspects
of the new codes, and all the necessary preparatory work had to be conducted
by corresponde'Ji·ce. This proved to be a formidable task since many of the points
which arose dealt with controversial technical issues, and it was only by the
co-operative attitude displayed by Members of the regional association that
agreement could be reached and the codes introduced. There are many points regarding the codes which will need to be reviewed at the next session of the
association, these points range from questions of detail on regional optional
procedures to doubts expressed by some Members as to the suitability of the
basic forms of the new codes to the needs of the Region.

18.
Considerable attention has been given to the importance of developing
meteorological stations on the islands surrounding the Continent of Africa,
and a resolution on this subject was adopted at the first session of RA I
(Resolution 9 (I-RA I)). Good progress has been made in the implementation
of the resolution. Such progress includes the improvement of the observational routine at St. Helena and Ascension, and the estab1ishment of a station at
Tromelin Island. The proposal to establish a station on Farquhar Island is
still under consideration.
!dministrat~.'!.!}.9..proc.E"dural..gue2~

19.
In general, the affairs of the regional association have run smoothly
throughout the period under reView but some minor administrative and procedural difficulties have revealed themselves to which attention should, it is
thought, be drawn.
20,
The large volume of correspondence which the president of RA I is called
upon to deal with, has placed a considerable stra·in on the secretaria 1 faciE ties normally available to him and the regional association in a resolution
of the first session (Resolution 37 (I-RA I)) expressed the view that secretarial assistance should be afforded to the president ;Jy "'!AO. This question
was discussed at the fourth session of the Executive Committee and it is recorded in the minutes of that session (para, 100, p. 29, 'fMO publication No,
20.RC.5) that the Secretariat s;lould provide information to enable the matter
to be fully discussed at the Second Congress.
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21.
The experience of the first session of RA I drew attention to the very
considerable secretarial and translation staff required to conduct such sessions and to the possibility that in the future a prospective host country
might find difficulty in providing these facilities in full. The Executive
.Committee discussed this question at the fourth session and recorded in the
minutes (para. 102, p. 30, \vIviO publication No. 20.RC.5) that the Second Congress would study the possibility of affording some assistance to the host
country from !IIl!IG funds for such sess ions.
22.
The time allowed for the first session of RA I was not adequate for the
final drafts of all resolutions, recommendations and minutes to be formally
adopted. Arising from this, a suggestion was put forward that, in future sessions, additional time should be allowed at the end of tl1e session for a symposium on a technical or scientific subject lasting about one week during
which plenary meetings could be convened at appropriate times formally to adopt all relevant documents relating to the session. This suggestion was transmitted to presidents of all regional associations and technical commissions
by decision of the fourth session of the Executive Committee (paragraph 7(a),.
p. 13, WMO publication No. 20.RC.5). Further details of the suggestion are
given in paragraphs 19-22 of the Abridged Final Report of the first session
of RA I (WMO publication No. 13.RP.5).
23.
The minutes of the fourth session of the Executive Committee (paragraph
7, pp. 13-14, HMO publication No. 20.RC.5) refer to other minor points of a
similar nature which arose from discussion of the report of the president of
RA I to that session of the Executive Committee.

24.
Mr. D.A. Davies (British East African Territories) was elected president
at a meeting of Members of RA I held during the First Congress in 1951. Mr. H.
Fahmy (Egypt) was elected vice-president at the same meeting. Mr. Davies was
re-elected president at the first session of RA I held in 1953, and Mr. J.
Ravet (Madagascar) was elected vice-president.
25.
The president, who is ex officio a member of the Executive Committee of
VlMO, has attended all the sessions of the Executive Committee convened since
the First Congress. He has served on the Working Committee on Administration
and Finance of the Executive Committee and acted as chairman of that working
committee at the fifth session of the Executive Committee.
26.
The president has also served on the WMO Arid Zone Panel which was
established by resolution of the Executive Committee (Resolution 8 (EC-IV)).
He attended the sixth session of the UNESCO Advisory Committee on arid zone
research held in I'lontpellier, France, in Novemoer 1953, as "IMO representative. The president also represented 1i,[MO at a meeting of the Southern Africa
Air Transport Council held in Pl'etoria, Union of South Africa, in January
1952.
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27.
In submitting this report, the president of RA I is very conscious of
the assistance given to him by various persons and organizations during the
period under review and he takes this opportunity of putting on record an expression of his appreciation.
28.
He is grateful to all the Members of RA I and to the directors of the
meteorological services of non-/.lember territories wi thin tile African :1egion
for their. constant co-operation and collaboration. He is particularly grateful to the Government of Madagascar and to the director of the Madagascar Meteorological Service (Mr. Havet) for having. provided the facilities for the
first session. Mr. Ravet's valuable services as vice-president of RA I during
and after the first session must also be mentioned.
29.
Thanks are also due to the Governments of the Gold Coast, Belgian Congo
and Egypt for having afforded facilities for the sessions of the various working groups mentioned individually in the report.
30.
Finally, the unfailing assistance of the Secretary-General of m.10 ·and
his staff is gratefully acknowledged.
(sigtied)

D.A. Davies
President, RA I
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A. 2. 2 - REPORT C" THE PRESIDENT OF HEGIONAL ASSOCIATION II (ASIA)
(document C9- II/28)

1.

Introduction

At the First Congress of the NMO which was held in Paris in 1951, Mr.
V.V. Sohoni, the then director general of the Meteorological Service of India,
was elected as the president of Regional Association n. Mr. A.A. Solotoukhine,
director of the USSH Meteorological Service, was elected as the vice-president.
Consequent on his retirement from service, Mr. Sohoni tendered his resignation
of the presidents hip, in accordance with General Regulation 118 of the WMO,
with effect from 6 May, 1953. The President of WMO accepted his resignation
and appointed Mr. Solotoukhine as acting president of the association. Subsequently, at the request of Mr. Solotoukhine to be relieved of the duties of
the presidentship, the fourth session of the Executi.ve Committee of WMO adopted a proposal that the election of the president of the association should,
in the exceptional circumstances, be conducted by the Secretariat of V/JvlO in
collaooration with the acting president. A postal ballot was accordingly conducted by the Secretariat. In a letter dated 2 June, 1954, the Secretary-General informed me of my election as the president. I should like to record here
my thanks to the Members of Hegional Association II for the honour they have
shown me by this election. The association should record its thanks to Messrs.
Sohoni and Solotoukhine for the valuable guidance they gave to the association
during their presidentships.
Since the association was established, we have had to face a tragic loss
through the untimely death of one of our colleagues, IAr. Mohammad Aslam, by an
aircraft accident. Mr. Aslam was the director of the Pakistan Meteorological
Service and an elected member of the Executive Committee of WIIIO. He was one·
of our able colleagues and a genial personality.
MembeE.§hip_2f Regl2l'3!.LAs!!~ia!io£l--I!
Since the First Congress was held, Iraq, Hong Kong, Ceylon and Japan
have been admitted to membershio of the association. P. list of the Members of
Regional Association II and of i\lembers of liMO whose applications for membership of the association are still under consideration is given below ;
2.

(a)

Members of Regional Association II ;
Burma
Ceylon
Hong Kong
India
Iraq

Japan
Pakistan
Thailand
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
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(b)
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Members of iJhl0 whose ap;.>lication is pending
China
Portugal

3.

Portuguese India
Macao

~E2.!:~~~ts.J:_or_t_he_f_ir_"s_t 22_ss_i_on__
of--.!)egi2_na_l_As_so_ciaj;,.=i""0,,,n'-.;;I.;:;I

The most pressing task of the association at the time of my taking over
the presidentship was the convening of its first sessiono All the other regional associations had held their sessions by then and notification had also
already been issued by the Secretary-General that the Second Congress "cif the
WMO would be held in April, 1955 0 It was of course very desirable to hold
"the session of this association before the Second Congress so that its recommendations could be available for consideration by the Congresso MroSolotoukhine,
as the acting president of the associati.on, took an initiative in the matter
and had obtained the consent of the USSR Government to the holding of "the session of RA II in Tashkento This was communicated to the WMO Secretariat in
the report of the president of RA II to the fifth session of the Executive
Committee due to be held in August, 19540 Having taken over the presidentship by this time, I had an opportunity of discussing the matter with him, at
Geneva in September last, during the meetings of the fifth session of the Executive Committeeo As it was considered that the season would become too advanced into winter to make it very convenient to hold the session at Tashkent,
it was suggested to the Government of USSR that the venue for the session might
be changed to New Delhi for which the Government of India offered to be hosto
Through the good offices of Mro Solotoukhine, the USSR Government's concurrence was obtained to this suggestion and I was thus able to take steps for
the convening of this session o Formal notification for the holding of the session at New Delhi towards the end of January, 1955 was issued by thG Secretary-General to all concerned on the 29 November, 19540 The exact date of the
opening of the session, vizo, 2 February, 1955, was announced by the Secretary-General on 30 December, 19540 In view of the special circumstances indicated above, which were inherent in two changes of the presidents hip of the
association in the course of one year, it was not possible to adhere to General
Regulation 120 of 1\~"'10 which requires a formal notice of four months for a session of a regional associationo I am thankful "to all Members of the association because despite this they have agreed ,to the holding of this session before the Second Congress is convened in April next;
40

~tivities~he
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~io!]~.L..£2~E~ris.2!]...2f b~!2!rleters

assoE.!:ati2L'
All important problems requiring the attention of the association have
been placed on the agenda of the first session of the association scheduled
to begin on 2 February, 1955 at New DeIhL The agenda covers a fairly wide
rangeo A brief resume of some of the other important matters which have been
dealt with, since the establishment of the association, is given in the paragraphs below.

A scheme of comparison of standard barometers in the Region, dividing
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the Region into three sub-Regions, with centres at Calcutta, Tokyo and Karachi
was drawn up and has been accepted by most of the Members.
fom.I?l!!int from IC!:9.J!bout the laE!s....2i..!!~.!ber rel?orts ~ship1. in_ the
.!'.2I!Ji,!,'!!!...Siulf area
Following a recommendation made by the second Middle East Regional Air
Navigation Meeting of ICAO (Istanbul 1950) about the need felt by international air navigation for weather reports from ships navigating in the sea areas
of the ICAO region and following a subsequent report from the ICAO Technical
Assistance Mission to Iraq indicating a lack of weather reports from ships in
the Persian Gulf area, the Secretary-General of ICAO requested the SecretaryGeneral of INMO to take steps to improve the reporting of weather observations
made by merchant ships in the ICAO Middle East region. In this connexion the
Secretary-General of ViMO requested the president of RA II to undertake a study
of the problem and propose some practical means of increasing the number of
ships' observations in the area in question in consultation with the president
of CMM. A detailed examination of the existing arrangements for the reception
and distribution of ships' reports in that area was made with a view to improve the situation and some specific suggestions were made to the director
of the Meteorological Service of Iraq, in consultation with the president of
CMM to secure more ships' reports from the area in question. As a result, arrangements were made through the good offices of the director of the Meteorological Service, Iraq, for the reception at Met. Basra of weather reports from
merchant ships in the Persian Gulf waters and for the inclusion of such reports in the territorial broadcasts from Habbaniya •
6.

7.

.¢'djustm.2!!.:L2i..i92:.2.£!!~~for shippinSL:2Eti'£'!]-.2!]~2~~.c.!.ation

\f£!1M- I)
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Recommendation 21 (CMM-I) envisages, so far as Region II is concerned,
certain amendments to the forecast areas for shipping shown in Map B attached
to Resolution 37(c) (CD Washington, 1947) concerning the area of responsibility
of India, Ceylon, East Africa and Aden. At the suggestion of the president of
CMN1, the Secretary-General requested the president of RA II to discuss the
matter with the meteorological services concerned by correspondence with a
view to reaching an agreement on the proposed adjustment of the areas. As a
result of this correspondence, agreement, in principle, to the proposed adjustment has been obtained from the countries concerned, but certain suggestions of detail have been made by the president of CMM to the president of
RA II. The former has been accepted by the director, Meteorological Office,
London, .on behalf of the meteorological authorities in Aden, while the latter
are before the first session of ·RA II.
8.

.!'!~~I~!!lue~2r

CLIMAT_br2!!dcasts
The question raised by the first session of the IMO Regional Commission II (Asia) in its Recommendation XII about the form in which pressure
values are to be included in CLIMAT messages, which was referred to the Commission for Synoptic Heather Information by the Extraordinary Conference of
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Directors (Paris, 1951), was taken up with the president of CSM who placed it
on the agenda of the first session of CSM. The necessary clarification was
given by CSM in paragraph (5) of Recommendation 15 (CSM-I).
9.

lnt~Ell.§ti£0.§l Ice NO~!!Elatu~

In accordance ,with the directive of the third session of the Executive
Committee, the International Ice Nomenclature recommended by the first session
of the Commission for Maritime Meteorology was referred to the directors of
meteorological services in RA II for obtaining their concurrence to the adoption of the nomenclature. The Secretary-General was informed that there was
no objection on the part of these services to the adoption of this nomenclature.
10.

Ihird_lnter.Qatj,.ona l.-.9!"ophys_ical_Year

In pursuance of Resolution 33 of the third session of the Executive Commi ttee, sugg,estions of the association for the meteorological programme for
th" Third International Geophysical Year (1957-58) were sent to the SecretaryGeneral, for consideration of the working group of ViMO.
hll2.9.§tion_2Linde£.!l..umbeE,§
The work of approval of index numbers to new meteorological stations
within the Region was carried out from 'time to time.
11."

12.

go-operation~j,th

Regional Association I (Afric2)
A request was received from the president, Regional Association I for
co-operation in securing certain meteorological information from the Meteorological Services of India, Iraq and Pakistan required by the Desert Locust
Survey of Nairobi for anti-locust work. Letters from the president of RA I
requesting the information were forwarded to the directors of the three services mentioned above. A short technical note embodying the necessary information furnished by the Meteorological Service of India was forwarded to the
president of RA I.
!YM2-Pa.Qel--2i Ex~rts o!l-!:!Eid_32ne pE.£gr~
The president of RA II was invited by WMO to recommend a name for inclusion in the Panel of Experts on arid zone programme set up under Resolution 32 (EC-III) of the WMO Executive Committee. The person recommended would
be considered as rapporteur for the arid zone programme region H comprising
Iran, Afghanistan, India and Southern Asia. The name of Mr. L.A. Ramdas of
the Meteorological Service of India was recommended for this purpose and he
was nominated as a member of the panel.
13.

14.

UNESC9_~2si~n Will2-Po~~L2.!?.9

801ar Ene.E9.Y
The president accepted an invitation from the Secretary-General to represent WMO at the eighth session of the UNESCO Advisory Committee on arid
zone research and the Symposium on Wind Power and Solar Energy held at New
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Delhi in October, 1954. He was accompanied by Mr. L.A. Ramdas who was also
designated as a representative of WMO.
15.

Executi.::!e C£!!IE!ittee

The president of the association attended'the first, second and fifth
meetings of the Executive Committee and was represented at the third by the
late Mr. Aslam.

16.,

!>E!s~le.9.9me.!1!§

I feel this report will not be complete, written as it is on the eve of
the meeting of our, regional association, without placing on record my sincer~
est thanks to the Secretary-General, as well as to the VJMO Secretariat at Geneva,
for the many acts of help rendered by them in the preparatory work for the
meetings. I am aVi8re of the excellent spirit of co-operation which exists
among the Members of RA II and I look forward to a very success ful session of
our association.
(signed)

*

S. Basu
President, RA II
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First .:!essi0!:l_.!2f the Regio!}al Associati.!2.!2.JlThe first session of the association took place at New Delhi from 2 to
14 February 1955. All the Members except Ceylon sent" delegations. The director of the Meteorological Service of Ceylon, however, sent a message assuring
his full co-operation with the work of the association. Observers from a nL)mber of countries and international organizations and Mr. J.R. Rivet, Deputy
Secretary-General on behalf of the Secretariat of the World Meteorological Organization, "also attended the session. Mr. J.L. Galloway, chief of the Technical Assistance Unit of the Wor Id Meteorological Organization, was" also present for a part "of the sessIon.
1.

The full report of t"he sess ion is expected to be issued shortly. Twentynine resolutions and ten recommenda"tions were passed at the session. Mr. S.
Basu (India) was re-electedas the president, while Mr. S.N. Naqvi, director
of the Pakistan Meteorological Service, was elected as the vice-president of
the association.
Compari§2.!l...!2L bar~j:er_~i th...BA VI
At the suggestion of the Secretary-General, a mercury barometer, compared with the European Regional Standard at Zurich and made available by the
president of Regional Association VI was brought by Mr. J.R. Rivet to
India at the time of the session of the Regional Association II. This barometer was compared with the standard barometer of the Indian Meteorological
Service at Calcutta which Region II proposes to accept as the Regional Standard.
2.

(signed)

S. Basu
President, RA II
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(SOUTH AMERICA)

(document Cg-II/84)

1.

Members of Re2ional Association III
Regional Association III now includes the following Members
Argentina
Peru
Bolivia
Surinam
Brazil
British Caribbean Territori<;ls
Ecuador
Uruguay
Venezuela
French Guiana
Paraguay
Chile and Colombia have not yet joined HA III.

2.

£lE§~sion

of Regional Association III

The first session of Regional Association III was held in the conference
room of the Hotel Gloria, Rio de Janeiro, and lasted from 15 to 25 September
1953. Details of this session are contained· in WMO publication No. 22.RP.1O.
3.

Working groups
In accordance with Resolution 37 (I-RA III), steps were taken to set up
working groups whose present membership is as follows :
(a)

(b)

leje.!?o,!!.lml'nj-c3!tlo.,l}s_
Durval Brochado Martha (president)
Gustavo RElUsens
Octavio Antezana Pardo
Ismael Escobar Vallejo
Luis Duvigneau
Juan Troyano
Alfredo A. Crespi
Oscar E. Vidal
E'i!:!aj;o2:il! l_n~t!!02:0j02Y_
Representative to be appointed by the president
Ernesto Roldan
Octavio Antezana Pardo
Ismael Escobar Vallejo
Adalberto Barranjard Serra
Luis Duvigneau
Jose Bergeiro

Brazil
Peru
..301ivia
20 liv ia
Uruguay
Uruguay
Argentina
Argentina

Venezuela
Peru
Bolivia
Bolivia
Brazil

Uruguay
Uruguay
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Josd M. Olascoaga
Luis Maria de la Canal

Argentina
Argentina

(c)

.Qlim2t,21,2g'y (Climatological atlases and punched cards)
Uruguay
Juan A. Battione Chiarino
Santiago Vallejo
Peru
Octavio Antezana Pardo
Bolivia
Ismael Escobar
Bolivia
...Bi;aZiLc ..
Roberto de Carvalho Pires Ferrao··
Luis Duvigneau
Uruguay
Argentina
Enrique E. Samantan
Argentina
Roberto M. Quintela

(d)

,!;:1a£ij;i.!!)e_ n1.2t.§o£ojo,gy_
Luis Maria Iriart (president)
Jose F. Barandiaran P.
Octavio Antezana Pardo
Ismael Escobar
Paulo Moreira da Silva
Jorge H. Suarez
. Luis Maria Iriart

(e).

4.

,Mej;e.2r,21,2gic2l_t.§r.!!)i.!}ojoSiY_
Ismael Escobar Vallejo (president)
Octabio Antezana Pardo
Roberto Gonzales
Durva 1 . Ca Ihe iros Gomes'
Demetrio Brazol

Argentina
Peru·
Bolivia
Bolivia
Brazil
Argentina
Argentina

Bolivia
Bolivia

·Peru·

Brazil
Argentina

New meteorological codes

As from 1 January 1955 all South American countries, with the exception
of Argentina, started using the new meteorological codes both for observations ahd broadcasts. Argentina will begin to use the new codes for transmissions next April.
. .t!etwork-.2L.E2.9iosonde aryd ~tat ionE
Steps' have been taken to begin radiosonde and radiowind observations in
the following places: Rio de Janeiro (Rural University), Porto Alegre, Recife,
Co rumba (Naval Base Ladario) and Manaus. Maracay (Venezuela) is continuing to
make observations every second day.
5.

6.

station
The Brazilian navy is fitting out three ships to provide an ocean station in the Gulf of Santa Catarina. The co-ordinates of the station will be
approximately 27° South and 43° West of Greenwich.
~~eather
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7.

"~RSUD" cOD.1~al

8.

Subcontinental broadcasts

27

collective mes1>.~
The broadcasting of the continental collective message "AMERSUD" has
been regular as regards synoptic observations taken at 0000, 1200 and 1800
GMT, and steps have been taken with a view to carrying out observations at
0600 GMT and to make it possible to arrange for a collective message containing synoptic observations taken at 0600 GMT. In addition, action is in hand
to ensure a greater degree of centralization as regards synoptic observations
taken in South America.

Studies are being undertaken with a view to starting subcontinental
broadcasts. Consultations both inside and outside the Region point to the
need for two subcontinental broadcasts for the northern part of South America.
NatioDal collective messages
On the whole, the broadcasting of the national collective messages has
greatly improved, but it still calls for more powerful transmi tUng stations
on the part of certain countries and of more careful manipulation and a better
choice of frequencies, as for example in the case of station LQV at Buenos
Aires whose broadcasts are being interfered with by the BBC and other stations.

9.

10.

'§i~rics

Observations have been made for some years by Argentina: and the experience so acquired has made it possible to set up a l'egular service of bulletins. A special report will be submitted by Argentina on this point.
(s igned)

FoX. R. de Souza
President, RA III
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A.2.4 - REPORT OF THE PRESIDENT OF REGIONAL ASSOCIATION IV
(NORTH AND CENTRAL AMERICA)
(document Cg-U/63)

1.1 .This report covers the period from the end of the First Congress to
28 February 1955. There are now sixteen States or Territories in Region IV
of which eleven are WMO Members and the following ten are RA IV Members
Bermuda
British Caribbean Territories
Canada
Dominican Republic
France

Guatemala
Haiti
Mexico
Netherlands Antilles
United Sta tes .

2.1
In the first session of RA IV, uniformity of adherence to regional codes
was examined. It.was noted with satisfaction that former deficiencies in this
respect had largely been ove;ccome and the des1red uniformity had been substantially accomplished.
2.2. Complete uniformity was not achieved in the matter of units for reporting surface temperatures and precipitation amounts. Ninety per cent of the
stations in Region IV report surface temperatures in Fahrenheit and precipitation in hundredths of an inch. Ten per cent, all in the southern part, report
in Centigrade degrees and metric units. Despite this overpowering majority use
of one system of units, it was recognized that it would be very difficult for
the minority to change over to the system of units used by the majority. Accordingly, it was agreed to recognize the·practice of the minOrity to employ
metric units.
2.3
In preparation for the implementation of the new codes that had been
proposed by the Commission for Synoptic Meteorology, it was agreed that
jajpjp would be used to report barometric tendency throughout Region IV. It
was also agreed that the optional figures of the group 7RRjj would be used
to report time of precipitation and depth of snow. Inclusion or omission of
the significant cloud group was left to the discretion of individual Members,
anel it was agreed to continue the use of supplementary groups to report the
height of the 850 mb surface by high level stations, twenty-four-hour precipitation amounts anel maximum anel minimum temperatures.
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2.4
The special phenomena code tables for Region IV were revised. In this
revision, provision was made for reporting direction of motion of low, middle
and high clouds in one group. Also,. a section of the special phenomena table
was reserved for national use, thereby giving Members a section of the code
that they could use for experimental purposes, without the necessity of regional co-ordination in advance.
2.5
It was agreed that the fifth, sixth, seventh and eighth sections of the
TEMP and TEMP SHIP messages would not normally be used in C1egion IV, and that
ground level data would be coded in Section 2, not in Section 1.
2.6
In the proposed code for upper-wind reports, i t was agreed thClt knots
would be used as the unit of speed throughout, that the optional Sections 2,
3 and 4 of the proposed new code would not normally be used, and that standard levels and instructions for reporting maximum wind-speeds, as specified
in United States VJeather Bureau instructions, would be adopted throughout the
Region.
2.7
][t was agreed that block numbers would not normally be used in individual messages in Region IV but might be used when necessary to avoid confusion.

2.8
The deadline of 1 January 1955 for the change-over to the new codes was
met at almost all the stations in Region IV.

3.1
The 11.10 Conference of Directors, Washington 1947, stated in Resolutions
158 and 216, respecting the exchange of meteorological information between
North America and Europe, that there should be a continuation of the existing
poirrt-to-point radio-teletype exchanges, a provisional continuation of existing point-to-point radio-telegraph exchanges, and a radio-telegraphic broadcast from North America. The requirement for the radio-telegraph broadcast
has been met by the 11SY broadcast from New York.
3.2
As a result of action at the second lCAO North Atlantic Regional Air
Navigation Meeting in 1948, and the special TCAO North fltlantic Meteorological Telecommunications Meeting in 1949, duplication of point-to-point transmissions of meteorological data across the Atlantic were eliminated, and the
New York - Santa Iciaria -.Paris :radio-teletype circuit was designated as the
.primary channel for point~to-point exchange.
3.3
Justification of maintaining the rlSY broadcast from New York, in addition to the radio-teletype point-to-point transmission, has been the cause of
a great deal of correspondence during 1953-54. Each time a proposal has been
made for the discontinuance of the WSY broadcast there has been an immediate
plea for its retention to meet the requirements of Members who could not otherwise readily receive synoptic data from Region IV.
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3.4
In the informal '.VMO North Atlantic Telecommunications discussions held
in Montreal in October 1954,the United States' represent9tive advised that
the United States would be unable to continue the radio-telegraph broadcast
beyond 1 Januar,r 1956, but would on that date replace it by an unbeamed radioteletype broadcast. This informatIon was transmitted to the Secretary-General
for information of all Members.
3.5
In the third ICAONorthAtlantic Regional Air Navigation Meeting, October
1954, recommendations were made for the improvement of the New York - Santa
Maria - Paris radio-teletype circuit and for the establishment of an alternative route in case of failure of this channel.
4.

Ba,E2meter il:terCO,!!illarisons

4.1
The United ~itates Weather Bureau has maintained the official standard
barometer for Region IV at its headquarters, Washington, D.C., and has 'faci-:
litated il1 many ways a barometer intercomparisons programme of the Member services in the Region.
4.2
Intercomparisons either directly or indirectly with ·the regional standard were made by Canada in April 1953, which showed a departure of the Canadian standard from the US standard or +0.4 mb;bythe dritish Caribbean Meteorological Service, Piarco, Trinidad in March 1954, departure (+0.1 mb); by
Cura¥ao in March 1954, departure (+0.1 mb) J by Surinam in March 1954, departure (000"); by Australia in February 1954, departure (-000"); by Dominican.
Republic in July 1954, departure (-000").
.
. .
4.3
Intercompal'isons have been made by Bermuda with Canada and in the Carib.bean area between. the British Caribbean Meteorological Service and Lamentin
Airport, Martinique, July 1953 (Lamentin 0.3 mb higher) .; Pear Is Airport,
Grenada, September 1952 (0.0 mb) ; Seawell Airport, Barbados (Barbados 0.1 mb
higher).
.
5.

First session

~f Regio~al ~ssociation

IV

5.1. The first session of RA IV was held in Toronto, 4 to 7 August 1953,
with representatives present from Bermuda, British·Caribbean Territories,
Canada, Dominican Republic, France, Netherlands Antilles· and the United
States, as well as an ·observer from ICAO and a representative of ··the WIllO
Secretariat. A total of forty-four resolutions and seven recommendations were
adopted during the RA IV sessions. Copies of the Abridged Final Report (WMO
publication No. 23. RP .ll) have been distributed by the Secretariat and a popular account of the programme was published in the IVMO Bulletin (Vol. II,
No.4, page 108).
6.

Recommendation~

and

re~Elcutions

Comment is made on the following recommendations
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6.1

Recommendation 3 - .Qc,2aJ} .Y;'e2tbe,E .!lt2tloJ} J}eJ;w;?rl!:
It was recommended that no change should be made in the ocean station
network. It should be pointed out in view of the great importance of the subject that at the first conference on North Atlantic Ocean Stations held in
London, September 1946, an international agreement was developed providing
for thirteen ocean stations for three years, A second conference held in
London, April/May 1949, continued the operation but reduced the stations to
ten. A fourth conference held in Paris, February 1954, reduced the network
to a 21-vessel nine-station network in the North Atlantic,
Recommendation 4 - lnJ;e,rn~ti0l!al1c,£ .!jo,!!le,!}claJu,re_
RA IV recommended the approval of the Ice Nomenclature given in the annex to Recommendation 1 (CMNI-I). Subsequently this CMivl recommendation was referred to the fifth session of the Executive Committee who have urged the CMM
Working Group on sea ice to seek an early conclusion to the difficulties which
have arlsen in securing the adoption 6f a satisfactory nomenclature.
6.2

6.3

Recommendation 5 - lr;?pic21_m,£t,20,rol0,2iEall!eJ;w;?r,t
It was recommended that a specialized panel of tropical experts be set
up to study what constitutes an adequate meteorological network in tropical
regions. The Executive Committee did not accept this recommendation but referred the matter to CSM for consideration, This is an important subject and
deserves thorough study.

6.4

Be.!loluJ;i.£n.!l
A total of forty-four resolutions were adopted, of which eleven. dealt
wi th recommendations of the "'orking Group of the Eastern Caribbean Hurricane
Committee and nine dealt with code matters w;1ich have been briefly discussed
in this report. Explanatory matter regarding the resolutions will be found
in the Abridged Final Report of the first session.
7,

.§01ar22diatiofl-Erog~~

7,1
The United States Weather 3ureau accepted responsibility for publishing
radiation data for llA IV Members and maintaining a standard instrument at
Washington, D.C" for calibration of all instruments measuring total solar
and sky radiation incident on a horizontal surface, There are now about one
hundred stations in Region IV where thermo-electric instruments are located
to measure this element,
8,

lil!ite!i.Nati.£Ds

T.£Ehnic3.lL!\§sista~

8.1
The United Nations Expanded Technical Assistance Programme has provided
for considerable aid in meteorology in Region IV, At the request of the Government of the Dominican Republic two meteorologists have been loaned to its Meteorological Service to give instruction at the professional level and at the
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observer level, the latter instructor arrLvlng in December 1953 and the former
in June 1954. A scholarship was awarded to "e"riable the director of the Haiti
Meteorological Service to study methods and procedures of other weather services. There are, under consideration, arrangements for holding a Symposium on
Tropical Hurricanes, probably in the Dominican Republic, early in 1956, ,. and
also for assistance in organizing a weather service in the Republic of Nicaragua.
8.2
A grant of 250 US dollars was made in 1954 out of the HMO Regular Programme of Technical Assistance for a survey of the economic possibilities of
using wind power in Haiti.

9.1
A report was prepared on the status of implementation of additional observations recommended by ICAO in the Caribbean region. This report was forwarded to the Sec:i;etary-General, based on information obtained during the
first session of RA IV.
9.2
The ICAO recommendations covered observing networks that, under the
working arrangement established between ICAO and WMO, is now a lVMO respons_
ibility. It is expected that in future, as a consequence of tile working arrangement, an increasing proportion of the meteorological requirements reported in TCAO regional air navigation conferences wiU De handled through WMO
channels.
10.

Eastern Caribbean Hurricane Committee

-~-------~-~-----------~---

10.1 The Eastern Caribbean Hurricane Committee, the only working group of
RA IV, held two sessions at Port-of-Spain, Trinidad, B.I":.1., since the First
WMO Congress, the first session from June 16 to 19, 1952, and the second session from March 24 to 26, 1954 (see Bulletin, Vol. I, No.3, p. 57 and Bulletin, Vol. III, No.3, p. 88).
10.2 This working group, dealing with matters concerning tropical hurricanes
in the widest sense, has been a very effective agency in improving meteorological facilities, observation networks and programmes in the tropical portion of RA IV.
10.3 At the session of March 24-26, 1954, twenty-two recommendations
proposed dealing with such subjects as the following:

were

Publication of the List of Radio-Telephonic Hurricane Y:1arnings} (leather
reconnaissance flights b:, United States over ocean areas; Three addi tional stations required to complete'a minimum network in the Caribbean;
Extension of analysis area from 35 01,' to 0° in CApj..iET radio teletype
broadcast from Miami and improvement of channels of communication from
various reporting stations in the Caribbean area. The reception of
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CAPJiAET is now general at all main meteorological offices in the Caribbean area, Central America and in the northern portion of RA III.
10.4 Although, under the present General Regulations, these recommendations
proposed by a working group cannot have official status until approved at the
sessions of RA IV, they have nevertheless been implemented in large measure
as a matter of convenience to all weather services concerned.

11.1 The number of these stations has been increased considerably since
April· 1951. The average monthly conditions for surface and upper air are now
available for a representative network of stations throughout the Region.
There are currently reporting 129 CLIMAT stations and 64 CLIMAT TEMP stations
in accordance with Resolution 71 (CD Washington, 1947). These data are also published by the U.S. r'eather Bureau in the "Monthly climatic data for the world".

12.1 At the close of 1954, RA IV Members have approximately seven hundred selected and supplementary ships. Ship reports are desired in the Caribbean area
to the east of the Lesser Antilles; also east of Labrador and particularly in
the Davis Strait area. Arrangements are now being made to commence the issue
of weather forecasts from Halifax for the Davis Strait area along the west
coast of Greenland for the use of trawlers during the 1955 fishing season.
13.

Snow classification

---~----~-~~--

13.1 Snow classification, although a relatively minor r"atter, is of considerable practical importance in Region IV. As in the case of ice nomenclature it
may be necessary to have two codes, one simple and the other more detailed.
Much preliminary study has been given the problem by the appropriate agencies
in the IUGG and in the WMO and it is hoped that during the Second Congress the
present differences between these organizations may be reconciled and an acceptable classification approved for publication in the apDropriate ~!ijO code
book.

The president of Regional Association IV is grateful for the co-operation of the directors of the weather services in the Region. Much co-ordination of meteorological procedUres and practices takes place in Region IV outside of the regular \'iMO auspices ~ as an example, it has not been necessary
to establish a telecommunications working group as the great maj ority of the
communication arrangements are made directly between the Liembers concerned.
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The president of Regional ,\ssociation IV is grateful to the SecretaryGeneral for his unfailing help and guidance in carrying out the Wr,iO programme.

(signed)

-----

Andrew Thomson
President,I1A IV
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A. 2. 5 - REPORT cp THE PRESIDEl'lT OF REGIONAL ASSOCIATION V (SOUTH !'''EST PACIFIC)

(document Cg- II/33)

This report covers the period which has elapsed since the First Congress
of rIMO.
Fir s t2_~. i2!l,-'?LBeg iO_l~~!:.-'-~~'?9.£t~1~2.0.J[
The first session 'of RA V was held in /,lelbourne fl-Of'1 19 to 31 January
1954. The representatives of nine Members (Australia, British Malaya/Borneo
Terri tories, French Oceania,. Indones ia, Netherlands' NevI Guinea, NeVi Caledonia,
New Zea'land, Philippines and the United States of America) attended the session, as well as observers from four other countries (Chile, Dominican Republic, France and Thailand) and two international organizations - the International Civil Aviation Organization (lCAC) and the Pacific Science Association. The Deputy Secretary-General of FMO was also present.
1.

Copies of the Abridged Pinal Report (1''11.10 publication No. 28.2P.13) have
been distributed by the Secl-etariat to all'idembers of \'IhO. A short popular
account of the meeting appears also in the '!nO Bulletin for April, 1954 (Vol.
III, No.2). In the General 8ummary of the Abridged Re:Jort an account is
given of the action taken on all items of the agenda and therefore some brief
comments only will be given here dealing mainly with t,oe recommendations and
the subsequent action which has been taken on them.
1. 1

1.1!e

re20~1..end.§!,::-~

Six recommendations were adopted, and comments on these are given below:
Recomraendation 1 - '8hios
- -' - -observations
- - - - - The background to thisl-ecoromendation is self-evic:.ent. It was adopted
at the fifth session of the Executive Committee and has been referred to ;vlembers ..
Recommendation 2 - fh~nSJG_ i.!] J;i.!!le.§ ,2f_1..12p.§r_ ajr_ 0Es.§r.!'~i..Qn..§

This recommendation was prepared in response to the request of the
president of CSi.: fOT the opinion of regional associations as to the preferred hours for up,Jer air obsel,vations. It ,oas been' referred to the !Jresident
of CSM.
Recommendation 3 - ~o~e_ s~e:i!i~a~i~l~ f~l~ j~jpjE _~I~ c~d:: ~}I;'~ I!
The introduction of the neFf form of code i?lvl 11 in

~A

V presented many
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problems and led to prolonged discussions in the working committee. Several
countries in the Region, and especially some of those in the tropics, would
experience great difficulties in increasing the length of their synoptic reports beyond six groups. Under these circumstances, and with only one choice
available for the meaning of 9jl)jo in the f!egi0l1, a selection had to be made
between the two requirements of':ct'l and DLDtl' It was decided that m, was the
more important element but the impossibility of reporting DLDNj either as an
addition or as an alternative, within the compass of six groups, was greatly
deplored. It was felt that a r.evision of. the. code for tendency characteristic
might be made in such a ~iay as to release one· or more additional indicator
figures (like 9), and thus enable more than two alternative meanings to be
allotted to jpjp within a Region.
The recommendation has been referred to the president of CSM.
Recommendation 4 - !li.icEait_w!a,1h~rJ!p,2rj; ]?ull.Q-t..:!:n.§
A study of the synoptic requirements for the exchange of aircraft weather
reports revealed that the existing arrangements in Region V were adequate. From
this study i t also appeared that the operational requirement in the :<egion was
being met. It was realized that the operational req\.\irementwas a matter for
ICAO, and this recommendation was framed with the object of having the attention of ICAO drawn to the desirability of re-examining the matter with a view
to modifying a commitment which appeared to be excessive.
The Secretariat has referred the matter to ICAO with the necessary background information.
Recommendation 5 - lrl!n..§mjs.§i.Qn_ o! E)eJe,2r.Ql.Qgjcl!1_ dl!tl! ,1o_n,£i,9h,9o;)rjn,9
Be.9 i .Qn.§ '_P.Qs.§ il?ili,1y_ o! jnJr,2d.'lcjn,9 l! .2o,!)tln,£nj;a]
broadcast
The establishment of a continental broadcast centre in the Region was
studied but was considered to be impracticable. To provide satisfactory reception on a world-wide basis it appeared that simultaneous emissions on a number
of different frequencies and with high power would be required. The operating
costs of such a station vlould be very high and no Member was prepared to offer
this service. FUrthermore, the association felt that the trend is now away
from high power broadcasts and towards greater use of point-to-point radioteletype circuits for inter-regional exchange of synoptic information. Under
the circumstances the association was unable to support the recommendation in
Resolution 27 (EC-IV) that Manila should be a continental broadcast centre.

- - --

It was suggested that requirements of adjacent Regions might best be
met by the transmission of selected data on a point-to-point channel, preferably between appropriate subcontinental centres. The final details of such an
arrangement would })e the subj ect of bilateral negotiation between the Members
of each Region directly concerned. It is pleasing to note that arrangements
have since been completed for the exchange of information between Africa and
Australia on a point-to-point circuit.
In discussing this item consideration was also given to the possible
need for an abbreviated code form. A continental broadcast, or its equivalent
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on point-to-point circuits, is issued for users in other 2egions on a worldwide basis. The contents of the message must therefore be chosen to meet as
far as possible to,e common requirement. If the length of the message is to be
limited, there is a choice between full information from a sparse network or
of abbreviated information from a larger number of stations. This question
does not concern ~A V at the moment, and delegates did not express an opinion
as to whether an abbreviated code form was in fact required. Regional Association I, in Resolution 18 (1-:-:1'. I), decided that reports in the African continental broadcast should be confined to the first four groups of FM 11. Some
recipient Regions, however, may have a requirement for fuller information in
a continental broadcast.
This question has been referred to the president of CSM.
Recommendation 6 - §t"§r;9a,Ed_p,!ol el'tjo.!)s_f..9r_m~t~o,Eolo.9il'all'h..§r.!s_
The delegate for the Philippines drevi attention to the difficulty which
he had experienced as a result of the difference which exists in the two hemispheres in the definition of the Lambert conic projection recommended for
working charts. He would find i t more convenient to use the projection in
which the standard parallels are 10 0 and 40 0 but this is at present recommended for Southern Hemisphere use only. The association could see no good reason
why meteorological services, in either hemisphere, should not have a choice of
standard parallels at 10 0 and 400 or 30 0 and 60°.
This question has been referred to the president of CSM. It will come
before Second Congress in its consideration of the draft Technical Regulations.
Ihe r~so.1uti2l!§
Fifteen resolutions were adopted. Explanatory information concerning
them will be found in the General Summary of the Abridged Eeport. The Executive Committee at its fifth session (Resolution 11 (EC-V)) directed that Resolution 3 be brought to the attention of permanent repl'esentativesof IAembers at the same time as Recommendation 1.
1.2

The association found it possible to cancel all the resolutions'of the
first and second sessions of INO Regional Commission V.
1.3

Translation
----_._-

Members were indebted to the three French-speaking delegates who agreed
at the beginning of the session to accept whispered translation, thus speeding up the work of the meetings. The two interpreters worked hard and well
but unfamiliarity with the technical terms used and lack of previous experience of the type of translation required in such meetings made their task
very difficult.
The interpretation and translation requirements in a meteorological conference are so specialized that few countries can be expected to possess interpreters with the requisite background knoviledge and experience. The advisability of arranging for the Secretariat to provide an interpreter~translator who
would accompany the Deputy Secretary-General to meetings of regional associations
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was considered 0)1 the Executive Commi tt.ee at its fifth session and prDvlslon

for this has been included in the draft estimates for the Second Financial Period.

1.4

Acknoy,lc.dgen,-ent.s
Grateful acknowledgement is made of the generous invitation of the Go-

vernment of Australia· to hold the first session of RA \f in Nelbourneo It is a

pleasure to record the sincere thanks of the association to the director of
the Australian Meteorological Service and the members of his staff, and to
other organizations and individuals concerned, for the splendid arrangements
which were made for the smooth running of the session and for the comfort and
enjoyment of the delegates during their stay in i,lelbourne.
2.

2.1

Communications

---~---'-

The communications problems in the ~egion are under active consideration
by the working group set upby Resolution 15 (I-RAV). !cir. VI.A. Dwyer, of Australia, was elected chairman of the group, and the other members are Mr. \'I.R.
Dyer (New Zealand), Mr. J. Flores (Philippines) and "!ir. H. Miller (Hawaii, coopted member).
.
Several problems which arose from the first session of RA V have· already
been satisfactorily settled and.tbe committee
stUdying tbe broader issues
involved in co-ordinating and improving the meteorological communications system in tbe Region.

is

2. 2

.!?ilr'2~j;£:r:._~n.:~_~_~J?E:i~2~

The association is indebted to the Australian Meteorological Service for
accepting the responsibility for initiating and arranging the comparison of
barometers wi thin Region V.
The Australian standard has already been compared with the standards in
New Zealand, the ~Jhilippines and USA, with satisfactory results. The tests
showed tbat there is good agreement and that any differences which may exist
between the national standards are less than 0.2 mb. Full details have been
supplied to the president of CII!10 and to the Secretary-General.
A comparison of the Australian standard with the standard barometer in
Singapore is being made at the present time, and tests with other countries are
being arranged.
2.3

.§.x:noptic nety:!£.ti:
During the period undel' review some useful progress has been made in the
filling of gaps in the synoptic network, particularly of upper air stations.
At its first session the association made a detailed review of the situation
and in Resolution 2 (I-RA V) bas defined the basic network for the Region. It
will now be the aim of Members to overcome the deficiencies whicb still remain.
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2.4

.§hip r.fl2orts
Region V is predominantly an oceanic area and an efficient ship reporting organization is therefore of special importance. It is pleasing to note
that good progress has been made towards increasing the number of reports from
ships and in improving their di.stribution. In some parts of the Region where
shipping is sparse, the stage has already been reached where almost every
available ship in the area is reporting.
The relatively small number of reports received from whalIng shi;)s in
the Region V sector of the Antarctic has been disappointing but efforts have
been made by the president of Ciill!l to have this position improved.
2.5

Con~!~

Various minol' matters which have arisen wi thin the association or have
been referred to it from time to time by the president of a technical commission or by the Secretariat, have IJeen satisfactorily dealt with by correspondence.

Unlike the other li\~AO Regions, which are basically continental units,
Region V embraces a very large oceanic area and its different Members have a
close association with more than one continent. For this reason RA V perhaps
cannot expect to achieve the same community of interest as some of the other
associations. But in spite of this there has been a very healthy and encouraging spirit of co-operation among the meteorological services of the !legion.
Ihis has simplified the work of the president and made llis task a pleasant
oneo
(s igned) ,,1. A. Fo Barnett
?resident, rtA V
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A.2.6 - REPOnT OF THE PRESIDENT OF fCEGIONAL ASSOCIATION VI (EUROPE)

(document Cg- II/32)

The president of RA VI prepared separate reports for sessions III, IV
and V of the Executive Committee; these were approved by the latter and led
in particular to Resolutions 15 \EC-III) and 19 (EC-IV), which have been published by the Secretariat. The necessary action has been taken for the implementation of certain recommendations affecting RA VI, referred by these
.resolutions to various WMO cansti tuent bodies.
Regional Association VI held its first session at Zurich from 26 May
to 8 June 1952, it adopted 25 resolutions and 28 recommendations. Members
also approved, by postal ballot, the texts of several other recommendations
drafted at Paris in March 1952 by the Working Group on telecommunications of
the former Regional Commission VI) discussions on the latter recommendations
could not be completed at Zurich due to lack of time~.
An ad hoc Working Group of RA VI on the codes' adopted at the first session of CSM, containing groups to be determined r.egionally, and an ad hoc
Working Group on· telecommunications met at Zurich. from 4 to 14 May 1954. The
texts of the resulting resolutions were adopted by RA VI, also by postal ballot.
The rlMO Secretariat issued the texts of 82 resolutions and 37 recommendations of RA VI in HMO publications Nos. 11.RP.3 and 37.RP.17. To the best
of my knowledge, most of these resolutions and recommendations have been implemented by Members. It should be pointed out, however, that several meteorological services in the European Region did not introduce the new international synoptic codes on 1 January 1955 as requested and this has caused certain
technical difficulties in the plotting of weather charts. In accordance with
point 4 of ViNiO Genel'al RegUlation 116, I duly drew the attention of i-'iembers to
this question by a circular letter.
The fourth session of the Executive Committee decided upon the implementation of Hesolution 7 (CAe-I), concerning uniformity in the European radiosonde network, and this work was completed in December 1954 by the Swiss
Meteorological Service. However distribution of the results had to be delayed
due to the arrival in January 1955 of radiosonde data from the USSR, which
will also be included on the charts for distribution to i-.iembers.
Experts from the Meteorological Services of Great dri.tain, France and
Swi tzer land met twice - at Zurich in May 1954 and Paris in December 1954 to compare methods of detection based on sferics observations. In compliance
with Resolution 30 (EC-III), they sent the results of their comparative
stUdies to the Secretariat fur use in the Technical Note under preparation.
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Relations with the presidents of several WMO constituent bodies, in particular the president of RA IV" involved lengthy correspondence concerning
various telecommunications questions affecting Regions VI and IV, especially
the 'VSY broadcasts. Close contact-was also maintained with the chairmen of
the RA VI working groups and the president of CSM.
Members had to be consulted on various questions such as codes, upper
winds, MESRAN, telecommunications within the Region, climatological atlas and
the principles for the establishment of observation networks, etc. Most Members replied to these enquiries, but it was nevertheless impossible to complete
them. It became evident that the postal procedure employed had disadvantages.
These were due to the fact that the answers from several Members included important comments, which had to be taken into account. I am therefore unable to
proceed with the practical implementation during the present financial pgriod.
Generally speaking, a discussion is necessary. I therefore propose that the
above-mentioned subjects be added to the agenda for the second session of RA VI
which, in my opinion, should be held at the beginning of the second WMO financial period.

It will be remembered, in this connexion, that RA VI was invited, with
certain reservations, to hold a second session at Istanbul during the closing
financial period, but that most ivlembers consul ted decided that the invitation
should be declined, as the importance and number of subjects to be dealt with
did not appear to justify it.
Relations with the Secretariat have been excellent and the SecretaryGeneral himself is to be thanl(ed for his kind assistance on many occasions.
By February of 1955, my files as president of RA VI contained copies of
_over 700 letters, excluding collective letters and documents which I sent to
Members. This figure shows that there has been considerable activity in RA VI
during the first four-year period.
(sighed)

Jean-Lugeon
President, RA VI
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A.3 - REPORTS OF PRESIDENTS OF TECHNICAL

Cm~1JiISSIONS

(Agenda Hem 2.3)
A.3.l - REPORT OF THE PRESIDENT OF THE

CO~IISSION

FOR AEROLOGY

(document Cg-II/39)

1.

Work acconl£lishe,9-Eurin,g the Eerlod bety'le2£1_ the en9 of FiE2.:L Co.!?.9!~
\Pari.§.2...!la':..9.b::.fu:?!11 1951) and_ th2_2nd of .!h2_first session ELS:;Ae
Toront2.L_0~.,:!st-Septe!nb~_195li

J

Note: For the sake of clarity, the first part of this report includes deci-'
sions taken after the Toronto session in respect of agenda items discussed
during the session.
1.1

.9f8f.:LTeEhn_~cal

Regulations

From April 1952, the preparation of this first draft was in the hands
of a working group under the chairmanship of hlr. A. Nyberg. The report by
the chairmlln of the.group enabled the Secretariat to prepare a provisional
draft and this document was studied during the first session of the commission. The provisionai 'draft, amended at Toronto and reproduced-in Recommendation 1 (CAe- r), was sent to the Secretariat (see Recommendation 40 (Ee-IV)).
As it had completed its work, the Ii,lorking GrouPQn the Technical Regulations
was dissolved at the beginning of the first session of CAe.
, ,.

1. 2 'Physical functions and constants 'used in· meteorology
1.2.1 ]MQ §u!:?-S;o,lllmls.§i,2n_ o,!) Eh)'sjc21-.fl1nEtio!)s...;a!)d_ c.9n.§t.§n.!s_ a!)d_ a! 1:2 l.Qgi c1! 1_
j;a2?l!s_

The report by Mr. P.A. Sheppard, chairman of the sub-commission, served
as the basis of CAe discussions in Toronto. Once the chairman's report was
adopted, the sub-commission was dissolved.
1. 2.2 Ih!r,lllo,9y,!]8,IlliE ,iYe.!-!:?ujb_ t!mEeEa.!uEe_
Revision of the definition given in Resolution 166 (CD Washington,1947),
justified by the need for a definition which can be demonstrated experimentally and can be applied to the case of a thermometer coated in ice. The new
definition is given in Recommendation 2 (CAe-I).
1.2.3 BeJaj;i'ye_hl1mjdit),
Revision of the definition given in Resolution 166 (CD Washington, 1947)
with a view to adopting a definition acceptable by all users. The new definition is given in Recommendation 3 (CAe-I).
1.2.4 Ih2r,lll0,9y!)ag)i.9 .!;q!)i'yaJe!)t_ t!mEep.!uEe_
The definition given in Resolution 166 (CD Washi~gton, 1947) was not
favoured. CAe proposes that thermodynamic equivalent temperature should no
longer be used (see Tlecommendation 45 (CAe-I)).
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1.2.5 !!o!kj.n,g .9r,2uE iO! j;J~ !e'yi.§i,2n_oi ]iV]Q 2u.!?1j.C2ti0l) !l0,!. 19_
The adoption of Recommendations 2, 3 and 4 (CAe-I) by Resolution 40
(EC-IV) made it necessary to revise IMO publication No. 79 and a working
group was entrusted with this task (Resolution 3 (CAe-I)).
.§t2n.2a!d_ v!!l~e_f,2r_ a.sec.§1.§r2tjol) .2u.§ j;o_g!a'yij;y_
A draft resolution and a statement of the facts justifying the choice
of the gravity constants and formulae to be used in meteorology (both of them
approved by the president of the IGY (IUGG), the presidents of CSWI and CIMO,
as well as by the members c>f the CAe of HiO) have been in the files of CAe
since May 1950. However, since Eesolution 77 (CD Washington, 1947), adopted
as the result of CAe action, has points in COfll'1l0n with i:esolution 141 (CD
Viashington, 1947), adopted on t.he initiative of CIMO, it was decided to postpone the submission of these documents until agreement had been reached within the Sub-Commission for Barometry (CIMO) regarding a universal method for
the reduction of pressure data. As ClMO adopted during its first session the
standard value proposed by the llflO Commission on Aerology (Eecommendation 9
(CIMO-I)), the W,lO Commission for Aerology was able to take a final d.ecision
on the question during its first session.
This decision is the subject of Recommendation 5 (CAe-I), which has two
annexes - the first concerns Jhe ..Erocedure for calcul.§l.iing the~E'§2I!j;ical
'yalue of local acceleraj;ion of gravitx, the. second deals with procedu1:!.§...ior
determining_local_a.seE!lerati2!:!-01_gravi t,Y. The fourth session of the Executive
Committee decided to incorporate this recommendation. and its annexes in the
new edition of \'IMO publication No. 79.
1, 2.6

ot

1. 2.7 .!]nj. t_
.§n.§rSlY_
Since the ninth General Conference on Weights and Measures (1948) had
adopted the absolute joule as the basic unit of energy, CAe proposed that
WMO should uSe·thisut1:itin its publications. The fourth session of the Executive Committee agreed to this proposal and decided to include Recommendation 8 (CAe-I) in the new ed.ition of publication No. 790

102.8 X!o!kj.n.s §r,2~ ,2n_ r!ldj.aj;i2n_ f~n.setj.ol)s_ al)d_ c.9n.§ t2 h.!S_ a]}d_ W,2rk il)g_ G!O~P_
on clouds and hydrometeors
------------..,.
....
Extending its field of activity within its term of reference, CAe set
up two working groups for preparing reports on the definitions and values of
the physical constants and functions, one for those used in meteorological
studies on radiation (solar, terrestrial and atmospheric) and the other for
those used in the study of clouds and precipitation (Resolutions 1 and 2
(CAe-I)) •
10 2. 9

~e!ol0.si.seal

.!a.el.§s_
CAe was pleased that nine of the fourteen tables recommended in Resolution 79 (CD Washington, 1947) have appeared in the sixth (1951) edition of
the Smithsonian i.ieteorological Tables, but regretted that as a result of inadequate funds it was not possible to calculate and publish the other tables.
In view of Recommendation 4 (CAe-I), it is unnecessary to prepare the tables
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indicated in sub-paragraphs 11 and 12 of Resolution 79 (CD '''!ashington, 1947).
As regards the tables mentioned in sub-paragraphs S"and 9, they are desirable
but not urgent (Recommendation 9 (CAe-I)). On the other hand, the tables proposed in sub-paragraphs 13 and 14 are urgently required. The Canadian I'leteorological Service has calculated most of the quantities mentioned in these paragraphs and CAe hopes that PIMO will take action to fill the few gaps in the"
Canadian tables and to ensure wide dissemination cif these tables (Recommendation 6 (CAe-I)).
At the suggestion of CAe, the Executive Committee established a group
of experts to prepare a new edition of the International Meteorological Tables
(Resolution 13 (CAe-I)).
Recommendations 6 and 9 (CAe-I) were referred to the Harking Group on
international meteorological tables (Resolution 40 (EC-IV));
CAe drew attention (Recommendation 7 (CAe-I)) to the usefulness of the
cartographic tables prepared by the "US Weather Bureau and the Executive Committee instructed the Secretariat to inform Members of the existence of these
tables (Resolution 40 (EC-IV)).
"
"
1.3 B~prese~tion .2.L the fr.€!.€! air
1.3.1
Aerological
.
.. - -diagrams
- - ..- "
It waS00ns idered that the work Bndertaken inth-is field by".the CAii of"
IMO should be continued. The SeCretariat-carried out- an enquiry amongst ria~""""
tional meteorological services regarding the aero logical diagrams in use.
Having studied the information obtained by -this enquiry, CAe decided toestablish a working group (Resolution 4 (CAe-I)) responsible (a) for preparing a
report composed amongst other things of a general survey cif the prinCipal
types of diagram; the use and an assessment of their respective advantages
(Recommendation 11 (CAe-I)) and (b) for studying, in preparation for the
second" session of CAe, the diagrams and charts to be used in a study of anomalies, the synoptic representation of soundings and the represehtation of
evolution, i.e., cases where time is one of the co-ordinates. CAe also adopted
a recommendation (Recommendation 12 (CAe-I)) listing the basic properties for
all aero logical diagrams. The fourth session of the" Executive Cbinmittee "
agreed with the conclusion of CAe and decided that Recommendation "12 would
be incorporated in an ad hoc "Guide" and that the report on aero logical diagrams (Recommendation 11 (CAe-I)) would be added to "the list of projects to
be carried out during the Second Financial Period.

- - --

-

-.,_.

1. 3. 2 .§t~nEa2:d_ i.§o£a2:i.f J!u2:f..~c.€!s_

As" CAe had received several proposals for increasing the" number of standard surfaces already accepted, it suggested including data for the 100 and
150 mb level in aerological reports. Moreover, CAe expre"ssed the opinion that
it might be essential in the fahly near future to transmit data for the intermediate levels between a 1,000 and 500 mb. 'Nhen adopting Resolution 5
(CAe-I), addressed to the president of the CSM, CAe kept in mind the requirements of climatology, jet aviation "and numerical forecasting.
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1.3.3 £r.s:njaJ je,Emin.s:l.s:g'y
It is not possible with the existing frontal terminology to indicate in
a convenient and unambiguous manner the various three-dimensional frontal
structures. Moreover, the nomenclature of frontal surfaces separating the
various air masses is not standardized, so that mistakes occur. Since no documentation is·available, CAe asked the Technical Division of the Secretariat
(Recommendation 13 (CAe-I)) to carry out an enquiry on the frontal terminology in use in the national meteorological services, to prepare recommendations for the commission at the end of this enquiry and to co-ordinate the
study of this question with that of the improvement and standardization of
weather analysis symbols (Recommendation 46 (CSM-I)). The Executive COllunittee
approved the enquiries proposed by CSM and CAe (Resolution 29 (EC-IV)).
1.3.4 Definition of the tropopause. and definition of significant levels for
}~P2ri{~~,=~Il11ct}t:Y 2n~

:0{6cC - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

CAe proposed a definition of the tropopause answering the needs of both
climatology and synoptic meteorology (Recommendation 18 (CAe-I)) and invited
the Technical Division of the Secretariat to make enquiries among the national meteorological services regarding the results obtained after a year's trial
with the proposed definition. The Executive Committee agreed with this suggestion (Resolution 42 (EC-IV)).
Moreover, it appeared important to give general directives for selecting the "significant levels" which must be included in upper air reports
(FrOl 35 and FM 36) and in publications devoted to aerologicnl data. Using a
choice proposed by CAe (Recommendation 17 (CAe-I)), RT and mv soundings can
be reproduced graphically with an accuracy meeting the needs of forecasting
although still compatible with the accuracy of the sondes. CAe thought it advisable to establish a distinction between the essential "significant levels"
and those which it would be useful to include when publishing aero logical
data. Furthermore, CAe considered that it vias not necessary, during the trial
period, to publish significant levels other than those required for synoptic
meteorology.
1.3.5 ]e.fil'iji.s:n_oi j>u,Ef..§!c,2 in,Ye]:siol' 2n.9 jr.§d.2-~il'd_iEv.2rj>i.s:n_
CAe did not consider i t necessary to define two types of inversion as
requested by CC1. The CAe decision was taken for the following reasons :
(a)

It is difficult to distinguish trade-wind inversions from those encountered in warm air masses3

(b)

Surface inversions are complex due to the cooling of the earth's surface.

1.3.6 Extreme and normal positions of certain heights of the standard iso~~~}~~~---------------------------

The Egyptian Meteorological Service which asked for this information,
was informed that charts showing these positions had been prepared recently
by several meteorological services.
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1.3. 7 .§uEel'a.2i~b2t1c_l~p.§e.:r2t~ 1n_ tl18_uEP~r_a1r_

As insufficient data were available, CAe was unable to establish an objective criterion with which true cases of superadiabatic gradients could be
distinguished from those due to instrumental errors. The IJeteorological Service of the Union of South Africa, which had asked for this item to be added
to the agenda for the Toronto session, was informed of this conclusion.
l'ublic.§ti2.l}...2L~ro logic~ data'
The Executive Committee instructed the Technical Division of the Secretariat to ask meteorological services for information regarding the various
ways in which aero logical 'data are at present published and also invited the
president of CAe to study the question in the light of the results of this enquiry in an endeavour to evolve, iri collaboration with the presidents of CCI
and CSM, an appropriate form for the publication of these data ",'"
"
1.4

After a very lengthy debate, justified by the extreme importance of the
question, CAe adopted Recommendation 14 (CAe-I). This recommendation, which
is not very exacting, constitutes a compromise, the general lines of which
were accepted by the Executive Committee (Resolution 41 (EC-IV)). Recommendation 14 enables meteorological services which already publish their data to
continue publishing them without much change. At the same time, the recommendation leaves services which are having particular difficulty free to take the
most convenient course, EL~,L~ed - and this is a condition to which CAe, attach··
e 5 great importance - that the data be made available in some manner for re.§~arch an.9..J:~!:act~.9.§L~ic.§tions""'Finally, 'ttiisrec;;mmendation gives <iuIctafiCe
to services which have asked for it. It should be pointed out',in this connexion, that Recommendation 14 (CAe-I) contains a list of general principles'
wi th an explanatory" note and two specimen forms. The Technical Division' was
instructed by Resolution 41 (EC-IV) to 'carry out an enquiry annually in order
to ascertain the extent to which the CAe recommendation has 'been implemented
by meteorological serviCes and to prepare a report on the comments to whiCh
its application may have given rise. The second session of CAe will thus possess a basis on which to make proposals conducive to greater uniformity in
publications containing aero logical data,
With a view to filling the large gaps which at present exist in the
aerological network, CAe adopted Resolution 15 (CAe-I), concerning observations made on board commercial aircraft. This recommendation was transmitted
to the president of CAeM.
Recommendation 16 (CAe-I) and sub-paragraphs (2) and (3) of Recommendation 14 (CAe-I) reflect CAe's opinion with regard to the publication of upper-air climatological data. Recommendation 16 (CAe-I) was transmitted to
the president of CCl.
In response to a request by the Secretary-General, the president of
CAe stressed the need (in April 1954) to continue publishing in one form or
another documentation of the same basic importance as the "Reseau fc)ondial"
and the "World r!eather Records" and expressed the opinion that the publication of "CLIMAT" and "CLIMAT TE.;P" data was a task for the Technical Division
of the Secretariat.
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network

1.5.1 In accordance with Resolution 5 and Resolution 42 (EC-II), the president
of CAe drew the attention of the Executive Committee (see report entitled
"Notes on the aerologica1 network", ·June 1952) to the gaps in the aerological
networks which could be· filled at little expense, to the need for increasing
the number of radiowind stations, especially in the lower latitudes, to the
great importance of the weather ship network and to the need for increasing
the number of soundings for· certain research work.
1.5.2110!noSl e.!)elt.Y .2f_ tbe_n.§tY;'°Ek_
The first comparison of radiosondes, made at Payerne in 1950, led to a
series of studies which brought to li.ght certain regrettable anomalies in the
aerological network. CAe considered it essential and urgent to eliminate the
lack cif uniformity from the aero logical network and therefore to carry out an
investigation for the purpose of separating spurious changes due to instrumental and observational effects from real changes in the atmosphere. Details
of the statistical data required for this purpose are given in Resolution 7
(CAe-I) •
This resolution also invites the president of CAe to take appropriate
action with the presidents of regional associations ·for the collection of the
necessary statistical material. In Region VI, this study is already under way.
The presidents of P.A I and RA V, whilst recognizing the importance of the
question raised by CAe, have pointed out, quite correctly, that in their Regions the aorological network is not sufficiently dense for luck of homogeneity

to be detectable.
1.5.3 Re.!}sl t.Y .2f_ n.§tY;'o,!k_ a.!}d_ f,!egu~n.2}':.. 01 Eb.§eEv,§ tlo.!)s,,The essential features of a network depend mainly on the inherent properties of the phenomena to be 00served, the nature of the problem itself and
the accuracy of instruments. For example, the minimum distance between stations and the time interval between two consecutive observations depend on the
dimensions in time and space of the phenomenon to be observed and the variability, in terms of latitude, altitude and time, of the quantities to be measured.
The aerological network thus raises a large number of problems within
the terms of reference of CAe (Resolution 33 (Cg-I)(3) and (7)), from which
CAe has made a selection. The commission decided to deal with a very topical
problem which can be stated as follows ~ what conditions must be met by the
aerological network in order that it may satisfy the needs of numerical forecasting? CAe set up a working group to consider this problem (Resolution 8
(CAe- I) ) •
In the years ahead, the problems of the aero logical network will constitute one of the main preoccupations of CAe. During the Toronto discussions,
the commission drew the president's attention in particular to three problems
mentioned in the second part of this report (2.1.1 to 3).
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1,5,4 Hours of aerological observations and definition of the hour of an aero}0~0a} 2bje!~tloE

--------------------------

CAe discussed these two questions ,from a scientific point of view and
stated that the standard hours of aero logical observations should coincide
with the main synoptic hours (Recommendation 21 (CAe-I)), Moreover, CAe hopes
that the time interval between the official hour and the standard hour of
aerological observations will be reduced (Recommendation 20 (CAe-I)), In a
letter to the president of CSM, dated 29 April 1954, the president of CAe set
out the scientific reasons in support of the demand for simultaneous surface
and upper-air observations,
1.5.5 Addition of surface observation report to aeroloqical'messages

.--------------------------------

CAe invited CSM to consid.er the inclusion of a supplementary group in
code forms FM 35 and Fill 36, ,to provide data on the amount, type and ,height of
the Clouds at the time of the, launching, in cases when the aerological sta~
tion does not provide a surface observation message (Resolution 10 (CAe-I)),
1.5.6 .tJej;w,2r1 ,2f_sj;aj;i,2n.§ Jo_p£o'yije_CJ.I,MAJ JE.f!iP_r.§P2rJs_
In reply to the question as to how many stations of the aero logical
netvyork should supply CLIMAT TEMP reports, the president of CAe replied to
the president of FlA, IV (in February 1954), after consulting several specialists, thClt a network,ofstations in a staggered arrangement at intervals of
10° longitude and 5° latitude is able to 'record the main features of the
mean monthly flow pattern.
1.5. 7

.§t2tloDa.Ey_w!:aj;l~r_sbiEs_

During the summer' of 1953, there were a larming rumours concerning the
North Atlantic network of weather ships. Iristead of devoting itself to a
study of the ,improvements necessary in the existing network, CAe was obliged
to consider during the Toronto session the grave consequences of partial or
complete suppression of the North Atlantic weather stations. The annex to
Resolution 9 (CAe-I) contains a statement by the commission on the scientific value of the Atlan:tic network.
Guided by the principles enunciated, the president of CAe prepared in
January 1954, for the President of lVMO, a detailed report in which he endea'vol,lred to Si10VI the importance of the, North Atlantic network for both pure
and'applied meteorology. In this report, the president of CAe und~rlined,
amongst other things, the great value of observations made at fixed points
and at regularly spaced time 'intervals, the small value of observations
made at no fixed time and no fixed place, the progress achieved since the
establishment of the Atlantic network and the progress which, thanks to this
network, may reasonably be expected in the near futUre. In short, mutilation
of the existing network would be a tragedy for synoptic and dynamic meteorology, whose promising progress I'lould be halted for a long time.
Aerological soundings
1.6 -------~-----1.6.1 Radiation errors of radiosondes
----- ......... --------The results of investigations made to establish the radiosonde errors
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due to radiation are given i.n a CAe document prepared by the Secretariat,
i,6,2 Standard methods of statistical calculation for the comparison of radiosondes-an~Of ;idiOWIn3 observations- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

-------------------

Although these two questions are the responsibility of CIMO, they are
of great interest to CAe, Are not sounding data the basis of all fundamental
research in synoptic and dynamic meteorology?
CAe helped in the drawing up of Resolution 7 (CIMO-I) and Recommendations 33 and 36 (CIMO- I) and drew the attention of the Executive Committee
to the importance and urgency of the steps to be taken. The Executive Committee's decision is contained in Resolution 50 (EC-IV),
1. 6, 3 .£:ri- t.&ri-~ f,2r_ tbe_ d2sjr2d_ asc.)}r1!c,Y ,2f_r.9di-0.§o.!)d2s_ a.!)d_ r1!di-0.y:Ii.!)d_ 0.9s2r'ya.:
,.!i,2n.§
In view of the research at present under way, CAe considered that it
would be' premature to draw up these criteria at the moment and referred the
question to its next session,
1. 6, 4 ,Me1!s.)}r2IT12n,.! ,2f_ e1-e,,9t,Ei,,9 l?0,.!entja1- .f!r1!die.l)t_ in ,.!1"l,S! ir2e_ air_ a.l)d_ m2 a.§u,!'e.:
,!!lel}t_oi ,.!h,£ 21,£c,.!ric1!1_c,2ns!~tivjt.Y ,2f_tbe_ajr_
The purpose of Recommendation 10 (CAe-I) is to encourage research in
the field of atmospheric electricity and to draw attention to the need for
studying the electrical properties of the air in relation to the other properties of air masses,

1,7

}er01-£9i-cal projects
1. 7. lln,.!e,!'n1!ti-o.!)aJ 1!e!o1- o,2i,,9a1- s!a.Ys_
CAe considered that there was no valid reason for reintroducing the "In_
ternational Aerological Days",
1. 7.2 Ylo!lj Qa,Ys_f.2r_ul?P2r.:ajrJ2S2a!c.!:

CAe recommended that, during oVorld Days radiosonde and radiowind stations should endeavour to investigate the atmosphere above the 100 mb level,
The Executive Committee instructed the Secretariat to bring Recommendation 23
(CAe-I) to the attention of Members (Resolution 40 (EC-IV)).
1. 7 .3]n,.!e,!'n1!ti-o.!)a1- §e,2PEy.§i,,9aJ ,Ye1!r_l,15]/,?8_

CAe made a critical examination of the meteorological programme contained in the final act of the first session of CSAGI (Brussels, June/July 1953),
The subjects for study proposed by the national committees for the IGY, the
international scientific unions and WMO technical commissions are so numerous
as to constitute an unattainable goal, Recommendation 22 (CAe-I) proposes a
list of priorities which could be used to prepare a reasonable. programme.
During its fourth session (October 1953), the Executive Committee decided (Resolution 9 (EC-IV)) that ;n·iO would participate in the IGY and gave instructions to the rJorking Group for the IGY, based on Resolution 33 (EC-III)
and Recommendation 22 (CAe-I),
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Further information regarding the IGY is given in the \VMO Bulletin
(January and April 1955). Decisions taken during the second session of CSAGI
(Rome, October 1954) are the subject of a report by the ;oresident of the
Working Group for the IGY to the Executive Conuni ttee of nMO (s·ixth session,
April 1955).
1.8

Radio-electric meteorology

----------~---~

1.8.1 1M.Q ~u1?-.90.!))mj,.s~ i.2n_ 0D ,!aji.2-.§l.§c,!rj,. c_ ~t.§O!Ol0.9Y_
The final act of the Zurich meeting (17 to 24 March 1953) of the subcommission, the summary of which contained the gist of the report by Mr. J.
Lugeon, chairman of the sub-commission, served as the basis of the discussions on thunderstorm activity. After the adoption of the chairman's report,
the sub-commission was dissolved.
.
..
. .
1. 8. 2 Ih.!:)nje!s'!0.Eli~ a.9tj,. vj,. t.Y
The conclusions of the Zurich meeting, which were approved by CAe, are
the subject of Recommendations 25 to 33 (CAe-I). CAe did not adopt the sub.. commission's recommendationregarding the professional qualifications of radiometeorologists. Recommendation 25 (CAe-I) concerning the publication of a
report on the various techniques used· for locating sferlcs was aprirOved by
the Executive Committee (Resolution 43 (EC-IV)). Recommendations 26, 27 and
28 (CAe-I) concerning the use of orthodromes for the location of sferics,
the calibration of narrow-sector recorders and the caliiJration of rate-ofOccurrence recorders respectively, were a?proved by the Executive Committee
and it was decided that they would be published in a special report (Resolution 40 (EC-IV)). Recommendation 29 (CAe-I), concerning the observation of
sferics on board Sllips, was transmitted .to the presidents of CSM and CMM.
The Executive Committee noted Recommendation 30 concerning atinospherics waveform recording (:1esolution 40 (EC-IV)). Once the glossary on sferics (Resolution 31 (CAe-I)) has been completed by the Committee of Ex?erts designated
by the former IMO sub-commission and has been approved by the president of
CAe, it will be published in the "Meteorolog.ical Glossary" (Resolution 40
(EC- IV)). Recommendation 32 (CAe- I), on the comparison of atmospherics techniques, was approved by the Executive Committee (Resolution 44 (EC-IV) rand
the comparison is now being carri·ed out. Reconunendation 33 (CAe- I) . concerning
the establishment of atmospherics networks was referred to the president of
CAe for reconsideration.
Recognizing the need for a bibliography on sferics, CAe adopted Resolution 12 (CAe-I). This resolution was transmitted to the president of CBP.
1. 8.3 Ir.2p2sEh~rj,.c_p!oEa.9a,!i.2n
Having considered CCrR' s request for WNIO collaboration (see paragraph 9
of the president's report to the Toronto session), CAe adopted Recommendation 24 (CAe-I). The Secretariat brought this recommendation to the notice
of CCIR and Members of WMO.

1. 8. 4 EO,Ekj,.n,9 9r..QU] .9n_ a,!m.9s]h.§rj,.cj
CAe decided on the establishment of this working group,· responsible for
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the international co-ordination of observations and the standardization of
sferics observing techniques, by Resolution 11 (CAe-I).
1. 9

~1i:'§El) al1~~2....9.~ tion.§

1.9.1 .!!eie,!]c~ 1!g1!i,!]sj: .!]ajl_

1.9.2

~rjd_z2n~

Consideration of.these two questions led CAe to set up a working group
to study artifiCial .modification of the structure and evolution of clouds and
hydrometeors (Resolution 6 (CAe-I)). This working group is the one referred
to in sub-paragraph 1.2.8.
With particular reference to the problem of the arid zone, CAe asked
the Secretariat to draw the attention of the Group of Experts on the arid
zone to the following points :
(a)

Aerological observations in arid regions would be very useful in the
development of long-range forecasting methods in those regions;

(b)

Study of the thermal and moisture balance in the arid zone is. of general interest,

(c)

Liaison is desirable between the above-mentioned Vlorking group and the
Group of Experts on the arid zone,

(d)

Meteorologists should be consulted concerning the use of natural sources
of energy.

1.9.3

~i!,c!,ait_i2iD9_

CAelA asked that investigations be carried out regarding the physical
characteristics of clouds and their relationship with the icing of exposed
surfaces. CAe proposed in Recommendation 36 (CAe-I) that the preparation of
a report on research into the icing of aircraft should be entrusted to the
Technical Division of the Secretariat. Once approved by the president of CAe,
this report would be referred to CAeM for recons ideration during its first
session. The Executive Committee agreed to this solution of the problem raised
byCAelA (Resolution 45 (EC-IV)). This report has been forwarded to CAeM (Technical Note No.3).
1. 9. 4

lr2pjc~ 1_ m.2t~01:0l0.9Y_

CAe has drawn the attention of meteorological services to the unfortunate consequences of the fact that the observing network in the tropics is inadequate (Recommendation 19 (CAe-I)).
1. 9.5 §t1!tjs,!i2aJ .§t~d'y 2f_ clo~d_ djsj:rib.';!tjo}] 1!n.9 .2v21~tiO}] jl!J~l1!tj0l's.!]il'
j:o_w~ay~:r_sjt~aj:i2n.§

CAe asked the president to draw the attention of the Working Group for
dynamic climatology (Resolution 4 (CCI-I) to this question, which was added
to the agenda by the Yugoslav delegate.
1.9.61'"-:,2g,!]0.§tjc_c.!]8,!'t.§
CAe considered that it was not a suitable moment to publish a monograph
on this subject.
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10 907 Internationa1 Computation Centre

-----------------

CAe considered that in view of the growing importance of numerIcal"methods in meteorology, Members should be informed of the possibilities offered
by the UNESCO International Computation Centre (Recommendation 34 (CAe-I))o
The Executive Committee agreed ,-Ii th this opinion (Resolution 12 (EC-IV))
0

10 908 1>r}1fJ; jnJ;e,En.§tj0I!al .§n,.SlVL cla.§sjfjc.§tjo!}
CAe studied the draft international snow classification adopted at
Brussels in April 195CfiYt"ii-elil"ter'o"at'ionallf.eteorologicai Association, during the ninth General Assembly of the International Union of Geodesy and Geophysicso At the suggestion of the Secretariat, the draft and the comments made
by CAe were sent to the president of CSM wit;) the request that they should be
submitted to the Committee for Clouds and Hydrometeors o
10 90 9 EuEljc}1tjo!) .2f_ c2rJ;aJn_ Clle_ w.2rlsiI!g_p}1P2r.§
The working papers of the Toronto session, which were of such interest
as to justify wide dissemination, were issued as "Technical Notes" Hoso 5 and 6
10 10

ler£l§_.2:U:~t!~rence oL~b~ CAe

During the Toronto session, CAe studied paragraph (3) of Resolution 33
(Cg-I), which fixes its terms of reference. The commission proposed replacing
this paragraph by the text given in Recommendation 35 (CAe-I)o This text is
new as regards lay-out but does not" differ essentially in substance from the
text of paragraph 3 of Resolution 33 (Cg-I)o CAe agreed unanimously upon the
need for WMO to have a commission responsible for improving working methods
in the light of scientific progress and for providing a link between fundamental research on the one hand and applications on the other, while safeguarding :the interests of research workers and users
0

For further details, see documents Cg-II/24 and 291f~
Sci2l'.!,Hic l'~g.!ur~L'.cLc!.iscussions., during the tir.§t s~ioD_2L_C;Ae
ltV/as laid down in Resolution 33 (Cg-1) of the first Congress that it
was the duty of the technical commissions "to keep abreast of and promote meteorological development Doth in the scientific and practical fields"o That
is why the commission devoted nine meetings, outside its plenary meetings
and the meetings of the worlcing committees, to the presentation and discussion of current scientific subjects, a list of which is given in ,,1[:10 publication No o 18 RP 8.
10 11

0

20

0

Work in hand

-------~.--...-

Items on the agenda of the first session (Toronto, August-September

201

1953) not dealt with during the session but referred to the second sessiono

*

These documents are not published,

0
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2.101 Definition of the thickness of layers for the calculation of winds from
sounding data.
2.1.2 Conditions to be met by very high altitude observations, bearing in min:!
the use to which they are to be'put.
2.1.3 ~Relative value of radiosoundings and radiowind observations.
2.104 Desired standards of performance of radiosonde and radiowind instruments.
2.1.5 Aerological data essential for study of the tropospheric propagation of
ultra-short wireless waves.
2.106 Characteristics of the sferics network (Recommendation 33 (CAe-I)).
2.1.7 Selection of significant levels for the publication of aerological data
(see Recommendation 17 (CAe-I), paragraph (4) under "Recormnends").
2.1.8 Reconsideration of the question of the publicat.ion of aerological observations, in the light of the annual reports made by the Secretariat since
the implementation of Resolution 41 (EC-IV).
2.2 ~ New. Eroblems referred .:to gAe
2.2.1 Problem of turbulent atmospheric diffusion :
(a)

(b)

Diffusion of >'Iater vapour in the lower layers over water and land surfaces (Recommendation 8 (CAe-I));
Atmospheric pollution (in collaboration with WHO).

2.2.2 Monograph on the jet stream (Recommendation 50 (CAeM-I/ICAO-MET IV)).
2.2.3 Monograph on mountain waves (Recommendation 43 (CAeJvi-I/ICAO-MET IV)).
2.2.4 Improvements to be made in the aero logical network in preparation for
the IGY (CSAGI, Final Act, Rome, October 1954).
2.2.5 Descriptive and quantitative description of the flow pattern in a jet
stream (Recommendations 49 and 50 (CAeM-I/ICAO-MET IV)).
Each of the questions 2.2.1 to 3 will shortly be referred to a working group. Questions 2.2.4 and 5 are already under study.
2.3 f~!I!.0rki!:,g gro.~
2.3.1 A table showing the composition of the six CAe working groups, their
date of establishment and the date on which their report was submitted is
given in the annex.
It took six months to set up the working groups 1 Moreover, the work
of these groups is advancing very slowly, but this certainly is not surprising. The members of these groups can only exchange their ideas by letter;
they are corresponding members in the strictest sense ! Moreover, their work
is voluntary so that only their spare time can be devoted to the tasks allotted them. On the other hand, the members of these groups are competent and
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enthusiastic, so that the slowness of operation is compensated by the quality
of output.
2.3.2 The document UNESCO!NS/AZ/l77 (Paris, 5 April 1954) entitled "Proposal
for a world-wide survey of airborne hygroscopic particles" and Resolution 4
(CAgM-I) were transmitted in May 1954 to the 110rking Group on modification
and control of clouds and hydrometeors. The "Iorking groupsubmi tted-nsConelusions withexplana·tionsTii··}UIY-i954.
It has also submitted a report showing the present situation with regard to theories on the artificial modification of clouds and is at present
drawing up a statement on experimental results in this field. The group has
not met the fixed time-limits, but it should be said in its defence that the
problems with which it has to deal are very difficult.

2.3.3 The proposal made by J. ~"!allot and F. Baur for an "Ausschuss fih Einheiten und Formelgrossen" was passed to the Horking Group on the revision of
1MO publication No. 79. The chairman prepared a draft on which the other members' of the group suiJmi tted comments. The chairman is at present drafting the
new edition of this publication. The delay in the submission of the final report is due to a great extent to the fact that recent decisions of the tenth
Congress of the Conference on "'eights and Lleasures (1954) have necessi tateq
last minute changes.
2,3.4 The liorbinIL..~J;.?~of)~.~~q,!.c:£.~cal_<!tag,~ prepared a report on aerological diagrams o The printing of this work is on- the list of p~"'oje'cts to
be carried out during the Second ·Financial. Period.
The working group has still to prepare a report on non-standard diagrams and charts for the second session of CAe.
2.3.5 Mr. H. Riehl's memorandum entitled "An aerological network for studying the circulation of the tropics" was sent to the !!g.rkin~U!E.2.!!'p.Jl.!L~E
air network for numerical forecasting. This group has submitted its provis-ionalreport~~ whfc'11'vlill-be
information to the members of CAe and
the members of the appropriate working groups of the other technical commissions

s'e'ntfOr

0

The Final Report will be written on the eve of the sec£!1d

s.~_~sion

of

CAe.
2,3.6 The ~i'29....Qroup_.£!:'_ atmo.£'he.ti2.§ is at present comparing the techniques used in locating sferi'CS\Recommendation 32 (CAe-I) and Resoluti.on 44
(EC-IV)) and is reconsidering the problem of the obsel'ving networks (Recommendation 33 (CAe-I) and Resolution 12 (CAer.I-IjrCAO-MET IV)).
2.3.7 The Y!.'2rkif.t\Lgr'?l!E..2!}_!.~~.La..!JQ!l.i~~i~gn'§._3Ln£.sonstants is continuing
its work and will report next year.
2.3.8 As the president of CWO said that he would li.ke CAe to be represented
on the \'lorki.fl'\L~£,?)J?.Jl!l.. baEom.~.tE.Y' NIl'. A. Nyberg agreed to present CAe's
. points of view. Similarly, /,11'. J. Neumann is representing CAe on the l'loX!siD.IL. Gr0.ll£...2D_t~..s5rume nt~ f 0E._~g,~Uumid i t.Y..3!n.cJ....§~rf a c~_~~~~!a t ioD~s t.l!d i!!1'
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.9.!'Sl~Ei za t~2E__<!i.,..:t;g~hn i ..c:_<lLY!!2..rk

3•

The views of the president of CAe on the terms of reference and the
establishment of technical commissions have been included in documents Cg-II/
24 and 29J
M~!}pwledgeme.Ets

4.

I have pleasure in recording here the generous hospitality of the Canadian Government and· the charming welcome given to all who took part in the
Toronto session, by their Canadian colleagues. I should like to express once
again to the Canadian au·thori ties and Canadian meteoro logists the appreciation of the CAe delegation.
In closing this report, I should like to thank all those who so kindly
assisted me in the accomplishment of my task and to draw attention to the enthusiasm and zeal of the chairmen of working committees and the members of
the Drafting Committee of the TOTonto session, as well as the chaiTmen and
membeTs of the commission I s wOTking groups.
I am extremely grateful to the Secretary-General of \'11.10, lAT. G. Swoboda,
and his staff, and paTticularly to MI'. O,i'll. Ashford, ·secretary of CAe, for
the kindness shown me at all times and for the ability and efficiency with
which they carried out the numerous tasks essential for the satisfactory working of the commission.

(signed)

J. Van Mieghem

President, CAe

*

*

These documents are not published.
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Name of group

President

Members

----~

L,D, Kaplan
M. Nicolet

Date group Date on which
was
final report
established was submitted
--~---------------

Working Group on
radiation functions
and constants

W,L. Godson

16.3.1954

1 January 1956
Res. 1 (CAe-I)

Working Group on
modification and
control of clouds
and hydrometeors

FoHIJ Ludlam

L. Dufour
F, Hall
. E;J. Smith

16.3.1954

1 January 1956
Res, 2 (CAe-I)
1 January 1955
Res. 6 (CAe-I)

Working Group on
revision of IMO
Publication No.79

PoA. Sheppard

J .A. Goff

22.2.1954

1 January 1955
3 (CAe-I)

Working Group on
aerological diagrams

P. Defrise

W. L. Godson
R. pene

10.2.1954

1 January 1955
Res, 4 (CAe-I)

Working Group on
upper air networks
for numerical forecasting

A. Eliassen

J. S, Sawyer
25.2.1954
J. Smagorinsky

Working Group on
atmospherics

J. Lug eon

Ao:>L.1 Maidens
L.8 Mathur

L.P. Harrison

0

L"A. Pick

24.3.1954

Res.

CAe-II
(Preliminary re1.1, 1955)
port
Res. B (CAe-I)
CAe-II
Res, 11 (CAe-I)
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A. 3. 2 - REPORT OF THE PRESIDENT OF THE COMMISSION FOR AERONAUTICAL METEOROLOGY
(document Cg-II/82)
Part I - General
1.

Establishment of the commissio!:!

1.1
The Commission for Aeronautical Meteorology of WMO was established by
Resolution.33 (Cg-I), with the terms of reference indicated therein. Authority
was given to amend these terms of reference, if necessary in the light of developments, in Resolution 34 (Cg-I).
2.

Election of officers

2.1
At the extraordinary session of the commission, convened by the First
Congress, Mr. A.H. Nagle was elected president of the commission.
2.2
It was subsequently agreed, by correspondence between members of the commission, that the election of a vice-president should be deferred until the
first session of the commission. At that session Mr. W,A,Dwyer was elected
vice-president for the session.
2.3
At the conclusion of the first session, Mr. A.H. Nagle was elected president for a further term and Mr. A. S. de Sousa was elected Vice-preSident.
3..

Memb~shlE-£i

the-.£2.!!!Illission

3.1
As of April 1, 1955, 59 Members of the Organization were represented on
the commission,
3.2
No persons have so far been proposed for associated membership of the
commission,
4.

Secretariat-liaison

ofii££E

4.1
The Secretary-General has designated Mr. N. L. Veranneman as the Secretariat expert responsible for liaison with CAeM and its working groupS.
5.

WorkinSLqroups

5.1
The followin9 working groups of CAeM were established after th" First
Congress, to report to the first session of the commission
Chairma,!}
Working Group on qualifications and training

H. A,. Ferreira

Working Group on manual of meteorological
observations in aircraft

B.C. Haynes

Working Group on climatological summaries

A.H. Nagle

(later A.H. Nagle)
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5.2
The Working Group on qualifications and training held its first session
in April 1953, Mr. Nagle presiding over it on behalf of Mr. Ferreira. A second
session, under the presidency of Mr, Ferreira, was held in June 1954 at ICAO
headquarters in Montreal, through the courtesy of ICAO. The working group reported to the first session of the commission and was then dissolved.
5.3
No session of the Working Group on the manual of meteorological observations in aircraft was held but a drafting group under Mr. Haynes produced two
drafts of the manual for the consideration of the group. Following on the first
ICAO Air Navigation Conference and Mr. Haynes' resignation as chairman, owing
to separation from the United States Weather Bureau, Mr. ·Nagle took over the
chairmanship, and a . completely revised draft No.3, incorporating, inter alia,
ideas developed at the first ICAO Air Navigation Conference, was prepared and
circulated to members of the group, It was originally planned to present. a
draft No.4, taking account of comments received on draft No.3, for consideration by the commission at its first session. Although this did not prove practicable, the commission nevertheless dissolved the working group and made other
arrangements for the completion of the p r o j e c t . · · .. '
5.4
The Working Group on climatological summaries completed its work, by correspondence and informal discussion, reported to the first session of the commission. and·' wa·s dissolved.
5.5
The CAeM (IMO) had a Sub-commission on the International Aeronautical
Meteorological Vocabulary. It was decided that this Sub-commission should not
be reconstituted as a working group of CAeM but that the project should be
turned over to CBP for incorporation in the International Aeronautical Meteorological Vocabulary. Correspondence and discussions took place with the president of CBP and Mr. Bergeron in regard to this work and the Go-ordination
of the International Aeronautical Meteorological Vocabulary and· the ICi\O
Lexicon.
5.6
At its first session the commission found it necessary to appoint only
one Working Group, that on meteorological reconnaissance observing techniques,
which consists of representatives of France, the United Kingdom and the United
States of America. Preliminary discussions have taken place, since the first
session of the commission, in regard to the organization of the work of this
group, which, it is anticipated, can be conducted mostly, if not whciliy, by
correspondence.
5.7
i\ further project of the commission, namely the drafting of a manual on
aerodrome meteorological office practices, would normally have required the
establishment of a second working group but the necessity for this was obviated
by the kind offer of the United Kingdom to undertake the preparation of this
draft.
6.

ICAO/WMO Working ArraDgem~

6.1
In accordance with Resolution 20 (Cg-I), negotiations were initiated
between ICAO and WMO with a view to developing suitable working arrangements
between the two Organizations, The president of CAeM participated as one of
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the WMO representatives. An informal. agreement acceptable to both parties was
eventually arrived at and the text of this is given in WlVlO publication No. 25.
6.2 The directives contained in WMO publication No, 25 regarding the manner
in which matters within the commission's field of interest were to be dealt
with provided very useful guidance during the first session of the commiss.ion.
No necessity for any change in the provisions of the working arrangements was
revealed by the commission's work.
6.3 The working arrangements also provide directives as to how matters of
aeronautical meteorological interest should be dealt with at the regional
level. Correspondence took place between the president of CAeM and presidents
. of regional associations regarding the manner in which various items of the
agenda for sessions of regional associations should be dealt with in order
to keep wi thin the terms of the working arrangements. It is satisfactory to
be able to report that the regional provisions of the agreement appear to be
working very well and represent a corrsiderable clarification of respective
responsibilities, to the great benefit of all concerned.
7.

~~~.with-2!her intf~ati~1-£~~nizations

The usual close liaison has been maintained with the following ~ the
International Civil Aviation Organization, the International Air.Transport
Association, the International Anatomical Nomenclature Committee and the
International Federation of Air Line Pilots l Associations. WMO has been represented whenever practicable at meetings of these bodi.es and their constituent groups and normally, if the president of CAeM were not the designated
WNIO representative, he has assisted in the preparation of an appropriate
brief for the guidance of the representative.

7.1

7.2 The first ICAO Air Navigation .conference in February-March, 1953 led
to proposals for the amendment of the ICAO specifications for meteorological
services for international air navigation and revision of the POMAR code. In
conformity with the general principle that the texts promulgated by the two
Organizations should be kept parallel and in view of the representative character of the first Air Navigation Conference, the president of CAeM recommended
to the Executive Committee that corresponding amendments to WMO "Specifications" should be made with effect from the same date as the ICAO amendments
became effective. This recommendation was accepted and the amendments were
made by both ICAO and WMO with effect from September 1, 1954.
7.3
Following on the first session of the commission and in accordance with
the terms of the ICAO/WJvlO Working Arrangements, WMO was represented by the
president of CAeM at the review, by the ICAO Secretariat and the Air Navigation Commission of ICAO, of the material developed by the first session of
the commission, with the fourth session of the meteorology division of ICAO,
to replace the existing specifications for meteorological services for international air navigation. This review extended from January 24 to April 6, 1955,
owing to the necessity for particularly careful examination of the texts on
the ICAO side in view of the higher status to be given to them, to the unusually· large number of comments from WMO Members and rCAO Contracting States
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and to the fact that,·as regards much of the material, time did not permit
the commission and the division to present it in its proposed final form.·
8.

Liai~0n

with other cqmmissions

of~

8.1
Close liaison has been maintained with CNU~ (particularl yin regard to
action on the recommendations of the ICAO 8AR.division and the reporting of
ice by and for aircraft), CCI (aeronautical climatology), cn~o (visibility
and other observational questions), CBP (International Meteorological Vocabu~
lary and ICAO Lexicon) and C8M (code questions, Cloud Atlas and networks) •

8.2
The president of CAeM attended the first session of C8M as an invited
expert and, w:':th the representatives of other aeronautical interests, participated in the revision of the aeronautical meteorological .codes and POMAR
and in the discussion of the Cloud Atlas. project and the discussion of objective criteria for network densities. He was also designated as a member
of the C8M Working Gr6up on networks, which was charged with the resp6nsibility for further development of network criteria.

9.

Mail ballot on the date of introduction of the revised aeronautical

!!12.t';;;;r'(;~a.l code!!.- - - - - -

9.1
In view of the importanco attached by the 1%0 session of C:,eM/MET Division to early revision of the aeronautical meteorological codes introduced
in 1949, it was considered desirable to secure a clear expression of opinion
from CAeM as ·rogards the most desirable date of introduction of the revised
codes, developed at the fiist session of CSM, for the information of the Executive Committee.

9.2
Accordingly, the following recommendation was submitted, in April 1953,
to Members represented on the commission, for mail ballot :

.sf introduclli!L.2i the amendments to
by the first session 0i.CSM

"Recom~.'~!:dation .LJ.gAeM-IvlBL=-Qate
cod~E!.2£Qsed

The COMMISSION FOR AERONAUTICAL METEOROLOGY,
NOTING that Recommendation 11 (CSM-I) indicates that the earliest practicable date for the introduction of the code amendments developed at
the first session of the CSM is January 1, 1955; and
CON8IDERtNG that it is highly deSirable, from the aeronautical meteorological point of view, that the introduction of the amendments to the
codes employed in aeronautical meteorology should not be deferred beyond
this date;
RECOMMENDS that the amendments to codes and coding and observing practices
developed at the first session of CSM, in so far as they affect the codes
(other than POMAR) employed in aeronautical meteorology, shall become
effective at, and shall apply to the observations and reports made for,
the standard time of observation 0000 GMT on January 1, 1955."
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9.3
The commission adopted this recommendation by 23 votes for, 7 against,
with 4 abstentions.
Part II - Activities of the first sessio£!
1.

Ag~nqements i£E....the._~~

1.1
The first session of the commission was held at rCAO headquarters in
Montreal from June 15 to July 14, 1954. Most of the activities vlere conducted
in simultaneous session with the meteorology division of ICAO. It is appropri.ate to report to Congress the commission l s appreciation of the excellent
facilities provided by ICAO for both the simultaneous meetings and those separate meetings which the. commission held. Reference should be made in particular to the truly outstanding degree of co-operation and support receIved
from the language and general services sections of the ICAO Secretariat, which
enabled the commission to approve the whole text of Volume I (in two languages)
and Vol urne II (in three languages) of the abridged final report before closure
of its sessiori.

1.2
The commission benefited from the arrangements made by ICAO for lectures,
during .the course of the simultaneous session,on the following subjects
J. S. Marshall and associates :

Ground and airborne ..raciaJ;,

Jules Charney

Numerical forecasting

1.3
In addition, by courtesy of the delegation of the United States, two
films were shown, one on the subject of the "The Sierra Mountain Wave Project"
and the other on "Vleathervision" (meteorological briefing by television).
1.4
An exhibition of recent advances in meteorological instrumentation based
upon material provided by France, India, ·New Zealand, the United Kingdom and
the United States, was also held in the course of the session and a demonstration of facsimile transmission was provided by the Canadian Meteorological Division.
2.

Il:!Lwork of the se~si.9.D

2.1

E2Yi&9.!!...2i...ibe ICAQL'VlM03.E.2.Sific~~..l2~te£roloqis:al~vices
for_international air nav.igation"

The commission undertook a complete revision of the rCAO/WMO Specifications and drafted a text recommended for promulgation by rCAO as Annex 3 and
by WMO as part of the Technical Regulations. The commission also recommended
how the remainder of the Specifications material should be amended and rearranged for promulgation by rCAO as PANS/MET and by WMO as Technical Regulations, subject to consideration by Members of proposals, to be developed by
the ICAO Secretariat and the president of CAeNi, for eliminating, from the
PANS/MET material, certain material regarded as more suitable for promulgation by WMO only. In parallel with this work, the commission reviewed the
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contents of ICAO Annex 15 and of the combined Meteorological Tablespublisj1ed
by ICAOand made recommendations for changes of an editorial nature to improve
the usefulness of these publications and bring them into line with the revised
texts which were being recommended by the commission. It also suggested certain
changes in other ICAO annexes to bring them into closer accord with the new
material which had been developed.
"
2,2
The revised texts recommended as replacements for the Specifications
were subsequently submitted to Members for comment and' further:division, in
the light of these comments, was undertaken by ·the Air Navigation Commission,
in co-operation with a representative' of WMO. The texts finally prepared for
the Technical Regulations as a result· of this review are being submitted to
Congress in separate papers;*
.
2,3

.!!vailability, qualifications and training of m.:;te£rol02ical_perso~
in tb~plica.tion of meteorology to aerona,!!tics
.

~Eloyed

2,3,1 The commisslon formulated a recommended text for inclusion' in the Technical Regulations regarding the qualifications and training of meteorological
personnel employed in aeronautical meteorology, The fifth session of the Executive Committee decided to invite Members! comments upon this proposal prior
to the Second Congress, The recommendations of the commission and the comments
of Members thereon are being submitted to Congress in separate papers.

2,3.2 The ..comrilission ..further t.e·commended that the specification of requirements,
model syllab~!l a,nct training courses proposed for incorporation in the Technical
Regulations 'snc'-uld be "referred to in the ICAO Training Manual and the ICAO Training Memorandum, as guidance to rCAO Contracting States and rCAO technical assistance missions.
'
2.3,3 The commission also drew attention, .iti' another recommendation, to the
need for recognition of the special considerations governing the recruitment
and employment of meteorological personnel required to serve at international
aerodromes.
.
.

2.3.4 Both these recommendations were approved by the Council of ICAO,
2.4

Met~2Iological

gualifi£§.!i£!.l.Land trai!:!inq .Qf aeronautical

~rsonnel

As a continuation of the study of the meteorological qualifications and
training of aeronautical personnel undertaken at the preceding· simultaneous
session (CAeM (IMO)/MET-UI),. the commission reviewed the action taken by
ICAO on the recommendation of that session. The commission suggested further
changes in the ICAO Training Manual to eliminate the requirement that aeronautical personnel should be trained and examined in the actual preparation
of synoptic charts and the making of forecasts therefrom, This recommendation
was approved by the fifth session of the Executive Committee ,and referred to
the Secretariat for transmittal to ICAO.

*

These documents are not published.
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2.5
Climatoloqical~~
2.5.1 A recommended text regarding climatological summaries and aeronautical
descriptive climatological memoranda was developed by the commission for insertion in the Technical Regulations. A separate paper on this matter is being
submitted to Congress.*
'
2.5.2 The commission also drew attention to the need for the development of
a method of summarizing aircraft weather reports and of a method for recording such reports on ,punch cards. Furthermore, it recommended a special effort
by Members to build up an adequate accUmulation of aircraft weather report
data, so as to facilitate the use of aircraft meteorological observations for
climatological purpoSes. Particular attention'was,drawn to the necessity for
establishing an internationally agreed procedure for the compilation of statistics based on observations of aircraft icing. These recommendations of the
commission were approved by the fifth session of the Executive Committee and
referred to the appropriate authorities within WMO for follow-up action. '
2.5.3 The commission also suggested that WMO should sponsor a co-ordinated
programme for the preparation of monthly charts of mean vector winds and upper air temperatures for standard pressure surfaces, covering all areas of
the world. The Executive Committee considered that the objectives of this recommendation would be met by the work now in hand in the United Kingdom.
2.6
Manuals and othe!-Eubli£ations
2.6.1 In addition to arranging for the continuation of its own work on manuals
on aerodrome meteorological office practices and on meteorological observing
in aircraft and for the development of a text in regard to meteorological reconnaissance observing teChniques, the commission recommended the preparation
of a manual on meteorological observing and reporting duties at aerodromes.
This recommendation was formulated in the belief that crMO would desire to be
responsible for the preparation of such a manual. At the fifth session of the
Executive Committee it was revealed that CrMO did not wish to undertake this
task and the recommendation was therefore referred back to the president of
CAeM in order that other ways of meeting the aeronalltical requirement could
be explored.
2.6.2 In order to assist rCAO RAj\) meetings and WMO regional associations, the
commission recommended the issue, and periodical amendment, by WlviO, of a publication regarding the performance characteristics of atmospherics equipment,
its cost, maintenance and staffing requirements. This recommendation was approved by the fifth session of the Executive Committe v and referred to the
Secretariat for action.
2.6,3 For the same purpose, a similar publication in regard to automatic weather stations was recommended and this proposal also was approved by the fifth
session of the Executive Committee,

*

This document is not published.
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2.6.4 In connexion with its study of the use of ground radar equipment for.
aeronautical meteorological purposes, a WMO publication regarding ground radar equipment was recommended, on similar lines to those referred to in 2.6.2
and 2.6.3 above. The fifth session of the Executive Committee accepted this
. proposal in principle and directed (Res, 18 (EC-V)) the preparation of a technical note on the subject,
.
2.6.5 The study by the commission of the problem of mountain waves resulted
in a recommendation that WMO should publish a monograph on the subject as an
aid to meteorological offices in providing improved service under this head.
The fifth session of the Executive Committee, in approving this recommendation, directed that two publications should be prepared, one a technical
note primarily for the information of aeronautical personnel and the other
a· monograph on· the lines recommended. CAe was requested to consider the preparation of the latter.
2.6.6 In connexion with its discussion on the jet stream, the commission recommended that WMO should publish a descriptive survey of existing literature
on the .J et stream, to be kept up to date by the issue from time to time of·
supplementary information, this publication being intended primarily for the
information of aeronautical personnel, This recommendation was approved by
the fifth session of the Executive Committee.
2.6.7 The commission also recommended the institution by WMO of periodical
progress reports, of a scientific character, on jet stream research. This
recommendation was also approved by the fifth session of the Executive Committee, which referred the matter to CAe for action.
2.6.8 Following its study of the turbulence problem, the commission recommended
that WMO consider the preparation of a consolidated summary of progress in research on turbulence and gusts. The fifth session of the Executive Committee,
in Resolution 29 (EC-V), approved this recommendation and directed publication
of a technical note on the subject.
2.6.9 It was .also suggested that WMO and ICAO make available to ICAO RAN meetings and regional associations information regarding the initial cost and cost
of maintenance of meteorological equipment currently used for upper air observations. The ICAO Council approved this recommendation on the understanding
that WMO would be primarily responsible for collecting the information. The
fifth session of the Executive Committee approved the recommendation and directed the preparation of a report for Members by the WUi.O Secretariat.
2.7
Network§.
2.7.1 The commission tentatively developed a group of basic principles for
the guidance of ICAO RAN meetings and WMO regional associations in dealing
with the question of networks of upper air observing stations, pending promulgation of the definitive conclusions of the CSM Working Group on networks.
It also invited the latter working group to consider these principles in its
study, These recommendations were noted by the fifth session of the Executive
Committee and referred to the appropriate presidents for consideration,
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2.7.2 The commission also recommended that the attention of ICAO RAN meetings
and WMO regional associations should be drawn to the potentialities of atmospherics observations and automatic weather stations as a means of supplementing the'normal surface and upper air networks. Action in regard to the recomm'endation regarding atmospherics networks was deferred by the fifth session
of the Executive Committee pending receipt of an expected report from CAe on
the subject of atmospherics; the recommendation has, however, been approved
by the ICAO Council. The recommendation in regard to automatic weather stations was noted by the fifth session of the Executive Committee and referred
to the presidents of regional,associations.
2.7.3 The commission also formulated aeronautical desiderata in regard to the
atmospherics observation networks, based upon Recommendation 33 (CAe-I), for
the guidance of ICAO RAN meetings and WMOregional associations. This recommendation was noted by the fifth session of the Executive Committee and re~
ferred to CAe for urgent consideration; the recommendation was, however, approved by the Council of ICAO, in so far as ICAO RAN meetings were concerned.
2.8 ~~E~~£9uirements
2.8.1 The commission drew attention to the need for a greater degree of compar.;-.
abili ty among, radiosonde observations of pressure height up to 300 mb. and
for increased accuracy of such observations above 300 mb. and, furthermore,
stressed the aeronautical need for upper air soundings of wind and temperature
attaining regularly at least the altitude of the 100mb. pressure surface.
The fifth session of the Executive Committee noted these recommendations and
referred them to Members and to the presidents of the commissions concerned,
as appropriate for follow-up action.
2.8.2 Attention was drawn to the importance of making allowance for the earth's
curvature in the computation of winds at high altitudes. In approving this recommendation, the fifth session of the Executive Committee requested CIMO and
the Secretariat to prepare a suitable text for inclusion in publication No.8.
2.8.3 Accuracy requirements in regard to atmospherics equipment and automatic
weather stations were also developed and these were referred by the fifth ses~
sion of the Executive Committee to appropriate commissions for consideration,
2.8.4 Improvements in the instructions for the reporting of wind by aircraft
were suggested to ICAO; these improvements have now been incorporated in the
relevant texts for the proposed revision of ICAO Annex 3 and for the WMO Technical Regulations. The commission also drew the attention of ICAO to the need
for further efforts to improve aircraft meteorological observing in general
and drew up a specification of the accuracy of measurement which should be arrived at. This recommendation was approved by the Council of ICAO.
2.8.5 The introduction of a concept of a "visibility index" for use in visibility observing was suggested and rules were developed for determining this
index. Attention was drawn to the need for eliminating the divergencies in
visibility observing practices which now exist. This last recommendation was
also made to ICAO and was approved by the Council of ICAO. These recolllnlendaHons were approved in principle by the fifth session of the Executive
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Corrunittee (Res. 17 (EC-V)) which called for trials of the use of the conc.ept
of a visibility index in accordance with the instructions developed by the.
commission. It was requested that a report be made to: the sixth session of
the Executive Committee upon the conclusions reached on these trials. Pending resolution of this matter, Members were requested to maintain the existing WMO/IMO observing practice,
2.8.6 The corrunission also recorrunended provisional adoption of a code for reporting sea-ice by meteorological reconnaissance aircraft or by aircraft on
special ice-reconnaissance. The fifth session of the Executive Committee referred this recommendation to CMM and CSM for urgent consideration.
2.9
Code questions
2.9.1 A number of recorrunendations were made for the improvement in detail of
the coding practices employed in the figure codes' utilized in aeronautical
meteorology. These suggested changes were referred by the fifth session of
the Executive Committee to CSiiil and subsequently the majority of these were
approved for introduction.
2.9.2 A specification for a high-level forecast code ii,8salsodeveloiled. It
. was also suggested that WMO should develop an' international code' for th.e.'
ground-to-ground exchange of ground-radar weather observations. The fifth
session of the Executive Committee referred these proposal's to CSM for followup ,action.
2.9.3 It was recorrunended to rCAO that the definition of QEB be revised in order to take account of the elimination of the expression "significant cloud"
and the introdu.ction by WMO of new rules for observing cloud. The Council of
ICAO approved this recommendation, noting that the Secretary-General of rCAO
had been directed to submit a revised text· for the significance of the signal.
2.10 Use of~dar for meteorol2E1cal ~~~
2.10.1 The commission gave considerable attention to the u.se of both groundradar and airborne radar for meteorological purposes,
2.1O.2It suggested that WMO Members be invited to give gr!'later attention to
the utilization of ground-radar equipment for meteorological observation purposes and that rCAO be asked to. ensure that, at aerodromes equipped with radar
for other purposes, facilities should be proVided for utilizatio.n of this equipment also. for meteo.rological purposes.
2.10.3 It also recommended that WMO should publish, in publication No.9 or in
another appro.priate publication, details of meteorolo.gical reporting stations
which are equipped for ground-radar observatio.ns,
2; 10.4 The above proposals were approved by the fifth session of the Executive
Committee in Resolution 18 (EC-V).
.
' .
2.10,5The corrunission also recommended to rCAO the appointment, in consultation
. with WMO, of a panel of experts ·to prepare for pilots an illustrated summary
of existing knowledge on the interpretation of weather echoes on various
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standard types of radar display. The Council of ICAO approved the intent of
this recommendation and that organization is now exploring means of implementing it.
2.11

~eteorol09ical

services for high-level

op~~

2.11.1 The commission made a special study of the problem of forecasting for
high-speed, high-level aircraft and formulated recommendations in regard to
the chart requirements for future high-level operations, to the necessity for
a highly efficient forecast amendment service and to the need to eliminate
delays in ground-to-air transmission of meteorological information for such
aircraft.
2.11.2 It also stressed the need for review by ICAO RAN meetingsof the,existing organization of flight information regions in relation to service for highspeed, high-level aircraft.
2.11.3 Special attention was drawn to the need for regular routine aircraft
'meteorological observations from such aircraft as an essential requirement for
the provision of meteorological service to them.
2.11.4 These recommendations were approved by the rCAO Council and the fifth
session of the Executive Committee (Res. 19. (EC-V)) in so far as ICAO and WMO
were re,spectively concerned.
2.12

Turbulence

2.12.1 The commission considered the problem of turbulence and gusts. It called
for increased research on this subject by WMO Members and its recommendation
was approved by the fifth session of the Executive Committee (Res. 20 (EC-V)).
2.12.2 It reviewed the high-level turbulence reporting programme instituted
under ICAO auspices and made certain suggestions for improvement of the scheme.
This recommendation was approved by the ICAO Council, as was a further recommendation that ICAO continue its study on the classification of turbulence employed in aircraft reporting, with a view to the development of a more satisfactory classification than that now used.
2.12.3 The commission gave considerable attention to the question of defining
"gust" and to the parameters needed to describe gust structure. It developed
a definition of "gust" and a number of related definitions, which were referred
by the fifth session of the Executive Corrnnittee to ClMO for consideration. It
suggested that ICAO should establish the values of the parameters involved in
these definitions which are of importance for the operation of the aircraft;
the ICAO Council approved this recommendation and the Secretary-General of ICAO
has been directed to submit proposals for treatment of the matter.
2.13

Aircraf!....i.£j,.'}9:

2.13.1 It was recommended that lCAO should give urgent consideration to the
need for developing a suitable aircraft icing indicator as standard equipment
for aircraft operating regularly in regions wher'e icing occurs and should
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explore the possibility of classifying aircraft icing on the basis of both
,rate of icing and shape of ice accretio.n; this' recommendation was approved
by the rCAO Councii and the Secretary-General of rCAO has been directed to
submit plans for aChieving the objective specified,
2.13.2 It was further sU99,ested that'WMO ,lViembe:rs be, urged to, obtain, the maxiemum possible number of ,aircraft icing reports and, when appropriate, to organize regional schemes for the securing of suc'h repo,rts 'in relation, to particular
synoptic situations; this recommendation was approved by the fifth session of
the Executive Committee,
'
,

'

2,14,1 The commission made recommendation to rCAO regarding the necessity for

strict adherence to the approved radiotelephony procedures in meteorological
transmissions over radiotelephony channels, the desirability of a study of
the necessity for "key words" in meteorological mtlssages transmitted by radiotelephony and·of the structure of such messages and of the need for including
suitable meteorological terminology in the International Language for Aviation. These recommendations were approved by the Council of ICAO,
2, 15

~2.!.2109ical telei:0!!!l!!unicati~ proce2~~,

2,15.1 A number of recommendations for the handling of "dead traffic" were
made to ICAO and received the approval of the Council of ICAO.
,2.16 ,,' Investigations
2.16.1 The commission recommended that WMOMembers undertake a joint research
project on the variability of upper wind and upper air temperature at selected
stations, in connexion with the study of network density and the determination
of the desirable frequency of observation. This recommendation was approved'
by the fifth session of the 'Executive Committee and referred to CSM.
"2.16,2 The commission also recommended that WMO arrange for a study of the

differences in route winds determined by different meteorological offices;
this recommendation was approved by the 'fifth session of the Executive Committee and referred to CSM for follow-up action,
2,16,3 It was further suggested that rCAO Should undertake a study of the
methods of determination'of mean winds over routes and of the calculation
of flight time and should also examine the possibility of establishing uniform procedures in this regard; this recommendation was approved by the Council of rCAO,
2.16.4 The commission also recommended that rCAO develop, as a matter of urgency, material relating to the meteorological requirements of aircraft on
take-off, approach and landing, with a view to its incorporation in the text
being proposed in a separate paper for adoption as Technical Regulations. The
Council of reAO approved this recommendation. The results of the study by the
rCAO secretariat were not available for incorporation in the text now proposed
for the Technical Regulations. When the study is completed, an amendment to
these regulations may therefore be required.
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~att2~

2.17.1 In connexion with its study of the jet stream question, the commission
recommended the development of a WMO definition, quantitative as well as descriptive, of a jet stream, This recommendation Vias noted by the fifth "session"
of the Executive Committee and referred to CAe for follow-up action.
2.17.2 The commission also suggested that master analysis centres should include, in the information they supply, reference to the locations of jet
streams and forecasts of their trends; this recommendation was noted by the
fifth session of the Executive Committee and referred to permanent representatives.
2.17.3 Arising out of its recognition that discussion of the relationship
between frequency of availability of data and the accuracy of the forecasts
achieved with such data would remain ill-defined until it could be assumed
that all available information was being fully disseminated, the commission
drew the attention of both WMO and ICAO to the necessity for improving dissemination, especially that of upper air reports and aircraft meteorological
observations. This recommendation was approved by the Council of ICAO, the
Secretary-General of ICAO having been directed to include this question in
the preparatory documentation for future ICAO RAN meetings, the fifth session
of the Executive Committee noted the recommendation and referred it to CSM.
2.17.4 The commission also drew attention to the urgent necessity for effecting improvements in the accuracy of aerodrome observations and aerodrome forecasts; this recofoo1endation was noted by the fifth session of the Executive
Committee and the Secretariat was requested to bring it to the attention of
permanent representatives.
2.17.5 The commission further recommended that the universal times for taking"
upper air observations should be selected so as to permit the analysis of up- '
per air charts in conjunction with the best available distribution of surface
observations; this recommendation was referred by the fifth session of the
Executive Committee to CSM.
2.17.6 Al though no recommendation was formulated by the commission an exchange
of views took place on the potentialities of facsimile and quasi-filcsimile
purposes for the supply of documentation at aerodromes and of the use of industrial "television for briefing. A summary of the discussion is attached to
the abridged final report of the session,
2.18

Organizati9nal_matte~

2.18.1 The commission suggested a reVlSlon of its terms of reference. Its proposal has been submitted to Congress in a separate paper.
2.18.2 The commission also formulated some suggestions in regard to organizational matters in general, for possible consideration by Congress. These sug- "
gestions are given in Annex I to this document.
2.18.3 The commission also reviewed the probleI1i:of securing implementation
of recommendations of regional meetings in regard particularly to the provision
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of meteorological facilities. The conclusions itre.ached .on the subject of
"reservations" are reproduced, from the abridged final report, in Anne" II
to this paper. In the course of its discussion the commission requested its
president to explore the possibility of developing a standard form of working paper for presentation by WMO to ICAO regional air navigation meetings
and also the possibility of developing, with the assistance of operators, a
statement upon the economic importance to operators of the provision of an
adequate and efficient meteorological service for international air navigation.
,Eart III - Work proqrammeof the commission
1. .
The major items remaining on the work programme of the commission are
as follows

(a)

Completion of draft of manual on meteorological observing in aircraft:
The commission directed that the draft should be completed by the Secretariat and the president of CAelVl, circulated to Members for comment
and submitted for approval to the Second Congress. As, however, certain
information required for completion of the draft is still unavailable,
it has not been possible to comply with the commission's wishes. It is
proposed, therefore, to follow the procedure outUned by the commission
as soon as the necessary information is available but to submit the
draft finally to the Executive Committee in lieu of Congress;

(b)

Completion of draft manual on aerodrome meteorological office practices,

ee)

Development of a proposed text on meteorological reconnaissance observing techniques,

(d)

Determination of measures for meeting the aeronautical requirement for
a manual on meteorological observing and reporting duties at aerodromes;

(e)

Consideration of the desirability of developing a standard form ·of WlVIO
statement for presentation to lCAO RAN meetings;

(f)

Consideration of the possibility of developing an authoritative statement of the direct economic value to operators of adequate and efficient meteorological service for international air navigation,
.

(g)

Development of procedures for the provision of more adequate.meteorological service for aircraft in the approach and landing phases;

(h)

Review of existing procedures in the light of developments in the concept of operational control,

(i)

Review of the area watch and flight meteorological watch provisions of
the procedures;

(j)

Review of the specifications for documentation to be provided, with a
view to simplification and further standardization;
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Improvement of the procedures for the preparation of meteorological
messages for radiotelephony transmission and co-ordination of these
with general radiotelephony procedures,

The majority of these items will require to be treated finally in simultaneous session with the meteorology division of ICAO.

(signed)

*

*

A.H. Nagle
President, CAeift
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FUTURE WORK PROGRAMME AND ORGANIZATION OF WMO

1.

Manuals and monographs

To further the application of meteorology to aeronautics, in addition
to complete and comprehensive Technical Regulations covering the fields of
CSM (especially networks), CBP, CIMO, CAe and CMM as well as CAeM, a series
of WMO manuals and a series of WMO monographs are essential.
1.1
Technical Regulations should cover international requirements and important recommended practices of international interest.
1.2
Manuals should cover the other guidance material and should be hand
books setting out in detail practical techniques.
1.2.1 Manuals on the following subjects would be of particular use in serving the needs of aeronautical meteorology :
(a)
Observations and instruments, including maintenance, particularly at
aerodromes;
(b)
Aerodrome meteorological office practice;
(c)
Meteorological observing in aircraft.
1.2.2 Manuals would be of particular use to small or little developed services
. and to technical assistance training missions by providing authoritative guidance in a form in which it could be used directly (after translation if necessary) •
1.3
Monographs should comprise, in pri.nciple, authoritative and impersonal
surveys of the present state of knowledge in special fields. The object should
be to indicate :
(a)
What may be generally accepted as final;
(b)
What points are still debatable; and
What are the gaps in knowledge of the subject.
(c)
1.3.1 Monographs on the following subjects would be of particular use in
serving the needs of aeronautical meteorology :
(a)
Mountain waves;
(b)
High-level forecasting techniques,
(c)
Tropical forecasting techniques;
(d)
The jet stream;
(e)
SFERICS observations and their use in forecasting;
(f)
Automatic weather stations.
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1.3.2 A working group of specialists in a particular subject might be established to discuss that subj ect and develop the contents of the monograph.
The actual writing of a monograph might be done by one or several members of
the group, by a member of the Secretariat utilizing the material assembled,
by the group or by a "research fellow" appointed temporarily for the task,
depending upon the circumstances of the case.
1.3.3 Although it would be advantageous for the co-ordination of the monograph plan to rest with one commission, preferably CAe, the preparation of'
certain monographs would require the co-operation of other commissions, e.g.
a monograph on "Visibility" would require the co-operation of CIMO, through
the machinery of joint working groups established in the General Regulations.
1.3.4 Monographs would serve several purposes :
(a)

They would indicate the areas most urgently requ~r~ng further research,
for the information of national research workers and all others concerned;

(b)

The discussions would reveal those projects which might most usefully
be undertaken on an international basis by an international meteorological research institute;

(c)

The authoritative nature of the texts would render ,them very suitable
for use in national or international training programme for professional
meteorologists.

1.3.5 An essential requirement for the long-range programme would be the
periodical review of monographs already published by the WMO to ensure that
they were kept truly up-to-date. To ensure'this, it would be desirable to
require some office-r, preferably the president of the CAe, to report specifically to each Congress"'upon the necessity or otherwise for considering' revision, during the following financial period, of each monograph so far published.
Fundamental r~earch
The provision of improved service to aeronautical users is bound ,up
with the improvement of our knowledge of atmospheric processes,. It is not the
function of CAeM to raise the basic level of the art of forecasting but, until this is done, the main objective of WMO and CAeM in the aeronautical field
will remain unfulfilled, Accordingly, Congress might give additional emphasis
to the encouragement of meteorological research in the WMO programme. 'The
CAeM is interested in the prosecution of fundamental research which may result
not only in the development of methods of extended-range forecasting, improved
techniques for tropical forecasting and more accurate instrumental equipment
but also in the solution of the "elementary" problem of improving the accuracy
of the forecast for the second 12~hour period of a 24-hour TAFOT.
2.

3.

Im£lement~io~~~ommendatio~sreqardinq

international

r~~if£:

f!2§nts

Special attention should be given by WMO to the measures to be taken
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to ensure that its recommendations relating to international requirements are
carried out.
3.1
Article 8 of the WhiO Convention recognizes that all Members shall do
their utmost to implement the decisions of Congress, either directly or by
arrangement with another Member."
When implementation is not possible by either of these means, implementa3.2
tion with the help of technical assistance in the initial stages, or with the
help of a joint support project, should be investigated.
4.

WMO_machinery and orqanization

:4.~

It is necessary that accommodation and facilities for meetings of technical commissions should be made at the headquarters of the Organization, as
is done by other speCialized agencies. The present practice of relying upon
the invitation of a "host Member" is outmoded, indeed, during the four years
which have elapsed since CAeM was established, no invitation to act as "host"
for a session has been received from any country, The difficulty is perhaps
accentuated in the case of CAeM, as sessions are held simultaneously with
.those of the MET division of rCAO, which has excellent facilities available
at its headquarters.
4.2
Provision shOUld be made for WMO to pay the transport and subsistence
expenses of eXperts attending meetings of working groups, when the urgency
and importance of the work justifies this, and subject to approval in each
case by J"heExecl1tiv~ Committee, The working group" PeXfo:l;UlS"a lIa1uable function suppi"cmentary to that of the Secretariat but experience hilS sI10wn that"
Members are usually not prepared to pay the travel and subsistence expenses
of their experts in addition to making their time available for work which
is of general international importance.
4.3
The practices of contracting with individual experts for the execution
of special projects and of the temporary employment by the Secretary-General
of experts from national services on a short-term secondment basis should be
widely adopted.
4.4
It is essential that the professional staff in the Secretariat allocatedfor· duties in connexion with CAeM should be adequate in number to perform
the duties required.
"
4.5
The practice of higher bodies in WMO adopting "composite resolutions"
covering a variety of commission recommendations, with or without changes, can
result in confusion. A possible solution might be to revert to the IIVIO practice of treating each recommendation separately and either :
(1)
Adopting it as a resolution of the higher body by a simple change in
the opening phraseology, with or without other textual amendments, or
(2)

Taking the action suggested in the recommendation;
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(3)
Referring it back to the subordinate body, for reconsideration or coordination with another subordinate body.

•

4.6
The present regulation which determines a quorum at sessions of technical commissions is capable of placing the Organization at a grave disadvantage when joint meetings are held with other bodies. It is hoped that Congress will revise this regulation, or alternatively make provision for waiving
it when a WMO commission meets jointly ·with another organization •
4.7
It should be made clear in the General Regulations that members of working groups need not be either members or associated members of the body establishing the working group.
5.

PrinciElesregulating technical commissions

Congress might be invited to recognize, as a basic principle, that
there are two kinds of technical commissions in the WMO :
(a)

"Basic" commissions (CSM, CIMO, CAe, CCl, CBP),

(b)

"Applied" commissions (CAgM, CMiVi, CAeM).

The terms of reference of the "basic" commissions ·should preclude them
from treating applications of meteorology,· except in so far as they are called
. upon to develop technicai means of meeting requirements specified by an
"applied~1 commission. Similarly "applied" commissions should be precluded from
taking up· matters lying within the "basiC" field; e.g., CAeM should specify
aeronautical meteorological requirements in regard to codes, networks, instruments,·etc. for the information of the responsible basic commission but
should leave to the latter the finalization of the technical measures necessary to meet these requirements.
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A.3.3 - REPORT OF THE PRESIDENT OF THE COMMISSION FOR AGRICULTURAL METEOROLOGY
(document Cg- II/87)
A.

1.

Activities before the first session of the
fQLAqricul tural Meteorol09.Y

Pr~lJ:minary

CO!:J),l!li~si.2.!}

work

After being honoured by nomination as president of the Commission :tor
Agricultural Meteorology during the first WMO Congress at Paris in 1951, my
first task was the organization oJ the COml)lission'.s .wo:rk, I enc()ul)tered various difficulties, however, at the beginning of my· term of office,and in the
period before the first session of CAgM" so that satisfactory progress was
not possible, Nevertheless, with the' constant assistance of the WMO Secretariat, and guided by the 40 years' work of CAgM of, the former' lIIiO, 'many of
these difficulties were overcome.
The difficulties encountered at the beginning were
(a)

~

Ih,!! ,gA£~Lh~d.:..b~el) ,So!}s!ijeujeeQ .'t!i!h_v~r:l: g:el)eral1erm.:! .2fJ~f2r~n,Se,
Qartl y_dl!pl i.sa!il)g_tho.:! e_of -,2tl:!er .£o!!!fni s.:! i,2n!!._M,2r2o:y;er, _ o!h~r_ t~cl:!
nical commissions' had been given control of questions .which 'had alwa'ys
~e~n=tEe:r:~sEoEslbllIt:y £(t:£;gM. -,. - - - - - - _.- - - - "" ~ -: ~ - -

Thus whilst' CAgM was responsible for "the relationship between climate,
plants and animals", CCl was to meet the need for "climatological ihformation
for agriculture". Moreover, this was already one of the main points dealt with
in the first report of CAgM published at Paris (1913) and was probably one of
the reasons for the creation of a separate Commission of Agricultural Meteorology within the framework of IMO, it will probably come up again at each successive meeting e
Once again, complete responsibility for microclimatology was given to
CC1, although this matter is clearly included under the terms of reference of
CAgM "climate in relation to formation, conservation and use of soils and vegetation" and "meteorological phenomena in relation to bare and cultivated
areas". Moreover, it was precisely due to the CAgM of IiViO that this specialized branch of climatology obtained the international importance which it has
now. Would it be possible today to separate the names of Geiger, Schmidt,
Sanders, I?ngstrom and others, from the sessions of the CAgM of IMO at Copenhagen in 1929, MuniCh in 1932, Dantzig in 1935 and Salzburg in 1937 7 Their
influence is also clear in works now starting to appear on microclimatology.
This difficulty was also noted by eel, which, as a solution, proposed
in March 1953 (Res, 3 (eCI-I)) that the two commissions be merged.
(b)

~nli~e_the_o!h~r_t2chnic~1_c,2~i~sio~s~ fAg:M_w~s_f£r~ei ~i!h_oDly ,2n~
~ofkin9.

g:r,2uQ,_tha1 ,2n_pl:!e!:!0l09.Y.
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Although the basic problem to be dealt with by the commission prior
to the first session was the draft technical regulations in respect oJ agricultural meteorology, it was considerably handicapped by the fact that there
existed only one working group responsible for a branch of meteorology covering a large number of different aspects. In any case, I consider that even
the reconstitution of the working groups formed at Toronto would not have met
the needs of the commission. For these reasons, and in order to prepare the
most complete technical regulations possible, whilst possessing specialized
consultative bodies to deal with questions submitted to my commission, I attempted to form the following four working groups, for which I prepared draft
preliminary prograrrunes.
.
(i)

physical meteorology applied to agricUlture

(ii)

agricultural bioclimatology. Phytoclimatology

(iii) .zoo climatology
(iv)

technical regulations.

However, the lengthy procedure imposed by the current WMO Regulations,
general consultation of members of the commission, prior consultation of persons whom it is proposed to include in the working groups, authorisation from
the permanent representatives of the countries concerned, etc., would have
taken so long that useful work would have been impossible before the commission met. I therefore had to deal with the more urgent matters myself.
2.

_B~£2rt

of the Workinq....Qroup for I2he,l)oloID::

This working group continued the work begun under the former IIvlO and
produced its report in good time for discussion at the Paris session. Even
if it does not contain very firm conclusions regarding possible immediate
international action, it nevertheless provides an overall picture of the work
with which we shall certainly be faced in this field.
3.

Iechnical regulations of CAgM

In preparing this draft, I bore in mind the requirements expressed at
various IMO sessions and congresses and was also guided by my own feeling
that meteorological services should now pass from the classical conception
of meteorology and climatology into an era of specialisation needed to meet
the growing needs of various human activities - in our particular case, those
of agriculture and its related fields. For this purpose, I tried to make use
of the advances, ideas and research of the leading agrometeorological services
and those of the many research institutions independent of meteorological services. Logically, I think that this work would have been of greater value if
it could have been done with the very valuable assistance of the specialists
in the various branches, scattered throughout the world.
4.

in tbe UNESCO Arid~e P!2qra~
At the· beginning of my term of office, CAgM received for consideration,
Coll~boration
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in accordance with Resolution 17 (EC-II), the homoclimatic classification of
the arid zones prepared for UNESCO. It was felt that this question should be
studied during a plenary meeting of the session or by one of the ad hoc working groups, in view of the controversy concerning the previous system and the
lack of experience with the elements on which that classification was based,
Later, WMO considered that the importance of knowledge of the arid zones extended to the fields of other commissions such as CCI, ClMO, CAe, etc, and
in 1953 a·panel of experts was set up (by Res, 32 (EC-III)), including the
president of CAgM as representative of zone F (South America).
At the first session of CAgM, the commission expressed its interest
in this important problem and also its pleasure at the interest shown by· the
Executive Committee, by offering its collaboration in the work of the said
panel,
I consider that the international collaboration of WMO in the .Arid
Zone Programme, as in other regions whose development is limited by climatic
factors, should be concentrated on two points :
(a) The· extension of knowledge and exchanges of information between
countries insofar as concerns 1\vailable meteorological data which affect this
climatic limitation by providing means of supplying such information, which
in many cases is not available to the countries concerned;
(b) Action to extend and improve the evaluation of meteorological data
from an·instrumental point of view, methods of observation and presentation
of data causing such climatic limitations, The aim would be to ensure that
better information was available in the near future than that at present possessed, as a basis for better knowledge of these regions and for use in solving their. problems,
.
The first part ·of this plan should be carried out by WMO in a practical
manner rather than academically using available information and bearing in
mind the characteristics of the region in question, The persons concerned
could then use this information in the manner best suited to their needs, By
that, I mean that information on elementary climatic quantities from the
densest possible network would be much more useful than a general homoclimatic
classification, which might have a certain pedagogical value but which, by
its very nature, would prove ambiguous and artificial for the solution of practical problems, I consider that the controversy concerning the Meig's maps
was caused by the attempt to consider them as final, when this is in fact impossible. That is to say that they group regions which have something in common if considered i"n a very general manner; if an attempt is made to use them
for a specific purpos·e, however, results may not be nearly so satisfactory,
If it is remembered that in the particular case of the arid zone· its
development has to be based on the expansion of agriculture to ensure the
well-being of the local communities, it will be realized that the development
of agriculture must be given major attention when providing information. That
is to say it will have to be basically agroclimatological. If the factor characterising such regions is dryness, attention will have to be concentrated on
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the elements affecting the water balance of the earth, Moreover, the future
development of humid tropical areas, which has started to receive attention
within WMO, has some very similar aspects, and solution of the one problem
may facilitate solution of the other.
Nevertheless, the basis of these maps, the water balance of. the earth
ac·cording to Thornthwaite, is, in my opinion, one of the most outstanding contributions to agrometeoro10gy during the last 50 years, It may be stated that
the elements of the water balance, calculated in this manner, have been sufficiently tested to justify their use until such time as direct observations
are available. Experience in both the Northern and Southern Hemispheres in
widely differing latitudes provides sufficient assurance to justify the use
of such data for practical purposes. On the other hand, the system of classification of climates tried out with such data, in which they are combined with
subjective appreciation and limitations, contributed to the doubtful value of
the Meigf s maps and was discussed in connexion with their use (Meig Gentilli).
It therefore would not be appropriate to recorrunend world-wide adoption of the
system,
I consequently attempted experimentally, to assemble the information
available for zone F, which is one of the least known from this point of view,
and to give the only evaluation of its water balance possible at the present
moment, Similar trials have been carried out in North' America (Thornthwaite
and Sanderson) and in Europe (Reichel), but unfortunately the basic data used,
which are the only ones of any practical value,have not been published, so
that we only possess maps containing the annual abstraction of these elements,
The work in question has been carried out with the following South American
countries, which supplied me with the basic data :
Argentina
Bolivia
Chile
Colombia
Ecuador
Paraguay
Peru
Uruguay
Venezuela

stations
stations
stations
stations
stations
stations
stations
11 stations
26 stations

169
49
51
12
16
10
20

I also used the following information for other countries, obtained
from various publications :
Brazil
British Guiana
Netherlands Guiana
French Guiana
Panama Guiana

98
6
1
1
2

stations
stations
station
station
stations

In this manner, I collected information for 472 stations, from which
I calculated the mean monthly values of : temperature, rainfall, potential
evapotranspiration, true evapotranspiration, soil humidity, excess or lack
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of water, constituting a detailed picture of the arid zones of South America.
I consider that the relative value of this work, which is limited by the type
of method used and by the . small number of stations for such a large continent,
will be increased i f it is remembered that with the exception of that provided
by one or two countries, the only homogeneous information available consists
of Knoch's rainfall maps and values (1930), based on 216 stations and the work
by KOppen and Geiger (1936) "Handbuch der Klimatologie, Klimakunde von SUd-

amerika ll o
If a similar work were available for other areas of the world, it would
provide the basic material needed for all practical studies involving homoclimatic analysis, which is usually the case in agroclimatologicalresearch. The
publication and distribution of such material could only be carried out by
WMO and would constitute one of the most valuable contributions to the work
of such international bodies as UNESCO, which has requested its collaboration
inconnexion with arid zones, I shall send the Secretary-General the basic
data used in .this work, the charts ·showing ·the annual values of the element
studied and their analysis, for whatever fUrther use WMO may consider appropriate,

5;

Technical assistance to the Federal Popular Re2!:!!2.:Jic of Yuqoslavia in
.··the field 0Ulli:i£illtural meteo£2l££!:l

I had the honour and opportunity of collaborating in the UN Technical
Assistance Programme in connexion with agricultural meteorology in Yugoslavia,
on which I reported to the fifth session of the Execut:i.ve Committee. The full.
report on the development of work in. Yugoslavia was published recently by the
Government of that country for the. UN Technical ASsistance Board, The course
on agricultural meteorology followed by the technical staff of the Yugoslav
Hydrometeorological Service has been published as a volume of 120 pages entitled "Kratak Kurs iz Agrometeorologij e", 1953,
The importance of WMO participation in the UN Technical Assistance
Programmes lies in the fact that it is thus able to implement very rapidly
the technical instructions issued by WMO,

B.

Important aspects of

~~ sessio~f

CAgM

The first session of CAgM, the report of which was published by WMO as
WMO publication Ho. 27, RP,12, showed the world-wide interest in this branch
of meteorology. Twenty countries of five continents sent delegates and in one
case the delegation consisted of four members. Five directors of non-/,\ember
countries also sent representatives and observers were sent by two UN speCialized agencies - FAO and UNESCO - as well as by six international non-governmental organizations. I myself invited some individual experts who were also present. The more important matters dealt with at this meeting can be split into
two gro.ups : one includes questions related to the general policy of the organization and the other to technical/Scientific questions.
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General policy questions

(a)

~nsid~r~tion 2f_R2s£1~tion ~ iCfl=Il
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Discussion of this subject brought out the unanimous desire of all
countries concerned to keep the activities of CAgM and WMO separate. Moreover,
a large number of these countries rejected entirely and categorically the suggestion to merge the commission with another one, in view of the following
facts ~

(i)
agricultural meteorology covers branches which cannot be in~
cluded in climatology,
(ii) . agricultural meteorology is an off-shoot of general meteorology and climatology and it would be an inadvisable backward step for MlIO to
have a structure less developed than 40 years ago;
(iii) on the international plane, WMO should have a structure enabling
it at all times to meet the growing demands of other specialized bodies, otherwise the latter will be obliged to meet their own requirements;
(iv)
at the national level, although meteorological services have
not yet developed in some countries to the point that agricultural meteorological sections deal entirely with this branch, and only agricultural climatology is dealt with in the climatological sections (Res. 3 (CCI-I)), that is
no reason for holding back countries which have passed this stage or wish to
pass it, in accordance with IMO recommendations;
(v)
at the national level, the structure of meteorological services
should at all times be able to satisfy the growing needs of the national administrative bodies dependent on meteorology. If this is not the case, these
departments will be obliged to make their own arrangements, which, as has
been found in several countries, is not satisfactory, even in the case of
general meteorology;
(vi)
my commission has analysed the argument that many members serve
on both commissions (Res, 3 (Cel-I)) and found that it is not very convincing
either, as only 21 of the 156 members are common to the two commissions, i.e.
13.4 per cent. This shows that most countries belonging to WMO want these
questions dealt with by specialists in each of the two branches;
(vii) CAglii also considered the administrative questions which could
affect the structure of WMO. The majority of Member States were of the opinion that the administrative aspects of WMOI s activities should be subordinate
to the technical and scientific aspects, which constitute the raison d!~tre
of our Organization. In accordance with these ideas, some Members stated that
if the number of technical commissions had to be reduced , it would be more
logical to consider the merging of other commissions whose work is more close1y relat.ed, such as CCI and CIIIIlO, of CSM and CAe, than to follow the proposal
made in Resolution 3 (CCl-I). However, as CAgM is not entitled under its present terms of reference to suggest to WMO questions outside its technical
sphere, it agreed to the issue of Resolution 1 (CAgM-I), which records its
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collective oplnJ.on and which may constitute a timelY,warning to WM.O, of the,
responsibility devolving on it in the field of ~gricultural meteorology.
(b)

Ie,Em.§, .Q.f_r~f.gr~nE.e:...ol fAg,M

The'commission's terms of reference were given careful consideration
to ensure a precise definition, in order to give it complete control of the
subject and to avoid the overlapping which might be caused by vague terms
of reference.
It was suggested in Recommendation 1 (CAgM-I) that the. commission's
field of responsibility should be meteorology and climatology applied to agriculture, cattle breeding and related human activities. Therefore, whilst not
wishing to deal with aspects falling within general aerology or climatology,
CAgM considers that it should be responsible, amongst other things, for micrometeorological or microclimatological problems related to the lower layer of
the atmosphere, where contact and interactions take place between the atmosphere, plants and animals,

(c)

Eela1i.Q.n.§, ~i1h.:..o!n~r_o!g~n.i:z~t.i:o!!S

Under this heading, the commission considered the wording of a recommendation (Rec. 4 (CAglvl-I))' concerning appropriate reCiprocal collaboration
between WMO and FAO. In my opihion, this document constitutes the most effective support which meteorology can give agriculture at the international
level.
'
Consideration was given at'the same time to the desirability of grant'ing consultative stat~sto various international bodies, with a view to facilitating the collaboration of other organizations with problems similar to
our owno
In Recommendation 3 (CAgM-I) an attempt is made to fulfil the old IMO
hope for co-ordination between the interests between agriculture, forestry,
breeding and meteorology at' a 'national level, espec'ially to overcome the difficul ties encountered in the d'evelopment of agricultural meteorology in countries where 'the .official meteorological service does not maintain an efficient
and special service for this branch,
2.

Technical a!!L.§cientificgue'§':li2!!.§

A great deal of the first session of CAgM was devoted to discussion
of the draft technical regulations. The basic draft, which was prepared in
the light of experience obtained by the former IMO, the work of, the agrometeorological services which are maintained at a very high level by certain
meteorological services ,and material provided by some individual experts whom
it was considered appropriate to consult, underwent some changes so as to
adapt i.t to the practical possibilities of less developed count:rles. Some of
the rules which it contained Were considered more appropriate for an agrometeorological guide, implementation of which is not compulsory, rather than
technical regulations of this type. This led to the adoption of Resolution
2 (CAgM-I). The text adopted by the Secretariat for this draft relating to
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the field of CAgM stipulates the need for a specialised network of agrometeorological stations and sets out the characteristics which it should possess,
the intervals between observations and the elements to be observed, the manner of presenting data, etc. This text will, doubtless, form the basis of
future meteorological contributions to agricultural progress, which at present depends on the help provided by the ordinary climatological stations.
The remaining resolutions and recommendations adopted show the up-todate"approach of the commission to the questions with which they deal, which
might be classified as follows :
(a)

£a£t_pla~e£ £y_m~t~o!oloay_i~ !h~ ~s~ ~n£ ~o~s~rya!i£n_oi £e~e~a£l~

~a!u!al £e~o~r~e~

Resolution 2 (CAgM-I) - part I - 1, 2, 3 (e and f); Part II - 1.1.1,
1,1.2, 1.1.4, 1.1.6, 1.1.7, 1.2.4, 4.1.1, etc. and Recommendations 7, 8 and
15 (CAgM-I) , which refer to observations on soil climate, to meteorological
and microclimatic influences in the air and on the gr"ound, determined by modifications "caused by man and favoured by natural phenomena, such as forest,
fires, erOSion, etc., and those which refer to the moisture balance of the
soil, which is so important in all problems of this nature.
(b)

£a!t_pla~e£ !2y-m~t~ofolo9.YJQ .:!::h~ ~t£ug:gle_aEain.§.t_w£rld_l£s.§.e.§. £f

food and aqricultural resources
----------------

Resolution 2 (CAgM-I) - Part II - 1.O,l(b), 1.2.4, 1.2.5, 1.6.1, 3.1.3,
4.1.2, 4.1.3, 4.1.4, Resolutions 4, 9 and 10 (CAgM-I) and Re"commendations 12,
13, 14, 16, 17 and 18 (CAgM- I), which refer to the observation, recording and
forecasting of meteorological conditio'ns" detrimental to agriculture; the uS"e
of meteorology" in the struggle against plant diseases and pests, in locust
control," in the conservation of agricultural produce and the housing of cattle
aod in storaqe
and "transportation.
(c)

£aftYla~e£ 12y-m~t~ofoloaLi~ ih~ in.£r~a~e_oi !yofl£ io£d_PE09.u.£tio~

Resolution 2 (CAgM-I) (generally), Resolutions 5, 6, 7 and 8 (CAgM-I),
Recommendations 9, 10, 18 and 19 (CAgM-I) refer to records, reports and forecasts essential for the world-wide "expansion of agriculture and cattle-breeding, to the orientation which should be given to climatic, and agroclimatic
classifications, and to the exchange and dissemination of information on progress in knowledge of the meteorological and climatic needs of plants, with
the obj ect of fully profiting from the meteorological and climatic information at present available in the world.
I ought, at this point, to express my appreciation to the French Government for the invitation and facilities offered" to the commission and to
myself, and to the Secretariat of the Organizati'on for its valuable collaboration with the commission.
C.
1.

Activities

subseguen~the

first session of CAqM

Mtendan,S!! at the seyenth Conference_of FAO
I had the honour to representing WMO at the seventh Conference of FAO
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. in Rome. This provided an opportunity to discuss the scope of Recommendation
4 (CAgM-I) with the officials of that organization, where I learnt that the
recommendation fully satisfied the present needs ofFAO.
I consider it important to point out that this world organization so
important for the development of agriculture and man's food supply, which
has special administrative sections to deal with the technical problems of
agriculture, forestry, fishing, cattle breeding, land and· water resources,
soil, etc., relies upon the support which WMO can give in the field of meteorology and agricultural climatology. This fact plays an important part in
FAOfs current plans for the future,
During the plenary meeting at which problems connected with relations
FAO and other international organizations were discussed, I took the
opportunity of stating the complementary aims of WMO and FAO and stressed the
importance of ensuring co-ordination at the national level between agricultural.and meteorological services in order to obtain at that level the Coordination already aChieved by the two international organizations.
betwe~n

The seventh Conference of FAO unanimously adopted a special resolution
expressing thi$ opinion ..

Various other points were discussed with FAO officiills and we concluded
that it would not be difficult in the future for WMO to obtain the financial
aSsistanc~ from that organization needed for WMO proj ects in the field of
agricultural meteorology •.
2.

.0£ ·the fiiih_session of

Resolutl~

t~ecutive

Committee

During its fifth session, the Executive Committee studied the work
done by CAgM, in particular the decisions taken at its first session. By
its Resolution 21 (EC-V), it noted or approved the following recommendations:
Referred to the presidents of technical commissions for
Recommendation 1
comments;
Noted for consideration by Second Congress;
Recommendation 2
Recommendation 4

Noted with approval the action taken by the President
of the Organization; .

Recommendation 5

Noted with approval;

Recommendation 6

It was noted that this recommendation had been referred
to the president of the Commission for Instruments and
Methods of Observation;
Paragraphs (1) and (2) noted with approval and referred
to the Secretariat for action in collaboration with the
president of the Commission for Agricultural Meteorology,
it was noted that paragraph (3) had been referred to the
chairman of the Working Group on the International Geophysical Year;

Recommendation 7

:
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Recommendation

8

Recommendation

9

It was noted that this recommendation had been referred
to the president of the Cowmission for Aerology;

·

Noted with approval and referred to the Secretariat for
carrying out an enquiry and preparing a report, in collaboration with the presidents of the Commission for
Climatology and the Commission for Agricultural Meteorology, about the elements which should be included in
climatological reports for use by agriculture;
Noted with approval and referred to the Secretariat for
carrying out an enquiry and preparing a report, in collaboration with the president of the Commission for AgricuI tural Meteorology, concerning the present situation
with regard to agro-climatic classifj.cations;

·

Noted with approval;

o

Recommendation 10

Recommendation 11
Recommendation 12

Recommendation 14

Recommendations 17
Clnd 18
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Noted with approval and referred to the Secretariat for
bringing to the attention of permanent representatives
of Members and for inclusion in a suitable guide;
Noted with approval and referred to the Secretariat for
bringing to the attention of permanent representatives
of Members;
Noted with approval and referI·ed to the Secretariat for
carrying out an enquiry on present national systems 9f
weather forecasting services for agriculture,

Reiterating the idea expressed in the resolution adopted during the·
seventh FAO Conference in Rome, which was addressed mainly to the national
agricultural services, the fifth session of the Executive Committee adopted
Resolution 22 which constitutes a similar. call to the world's meteorological
services. I had the pleasure of accepting ·on behalf of the members of the commission and the st#ff of the Secretariat, which supported CAgM in its work,
the congratulations expressed·publicly by the President and Vice-President
of the Organization and certain delegates.
3.

Exchange of information on the bioclimatic

reg~ments

of plants and

~!!.§l.§.

In conformity with Resolution 6 (CAgM':'I), I carried out an enquiry on
the work done in various countries of ·the world with regard to the bioclimatic
requirements of plants and animals, since the commission considered it urgent
to disseminate this information throughout the world. With the assistance of
the Secretary-General, I succeeded in collecting very valuable material which
is now being arranged for publication and distribution amongst Member countries.
I consider that with the means at our disposal it will be possible to have
this material ready within three months.
The following countries co-operated in this project :
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No.

Angola, Portuguese West
Africa
2. Argentina
3. Australia
4. Belgian Congo
5. Canada
6. Finland
7. France
8. Gold Coast
9. Greece
10. Guadaloupe(F.W.I.)
11. Hongkong
12. India
13. Israel
14. -- Japan
15. Mauritius
16. Morocco
17. Nigeria
18. Portugal
19. Switzerland
20. Taiwan, China
21. Togoland
22. Tuni-sia
23. Union of- South Afri ca
24. United Kingdom
25. United States

of

vegetable
species -

No. of animal -- No. ofspecies
enquiries

10

7

11
10

3

22

28

9

24

5

2

23
28

18

6
1
1
1
1

17

21
15

5

3
1
1
1
2

10
5
13
1
3

10

1

2
4
5
1
1

5
3

4

11

4
5

12
33

5

23
2

4
2
1
2

1
6
3

5

19
29

It was thus possible to obtain a total of 229 replies conce~riing work
done with plants and 59 in connexion with animals.

4.

Organization i!.!}£..activities of

lli CAqM working groups

A concern of CAgM was to form working groups to solve certain practical
aspects of agricultUral meteorology before the second session of the commission and to submit to it for car.eful study and discllssion - as far as possible
by recognised experts - questions of such immediate importance as to justify
priority treatment. The far-sight8dness of the commission when choosing the
subjects for study by these groups is shown by the fact that the questions
dealt with by three of the five groups formed were the subject of further requests for technical assistance f.rom WMO within a year of the resolutions
being passed. These were- :
(i)
an application received from Egypt concerning agrometeorological
instruments and observations, with particular reference to the water balance
of the soil;
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(ii) a request from the Republic of Chile for meteorological assistance in the forecasting of late potato blight.;

(iii) a request from British East Africa for meteorological assistance
in locust control operations.
As a result of its endeavour to ensure wide geographical representation
in the membership of the working groups but at the same time to select experts
in particular branches, the conunission was unable to complete the formation
of these groups during its first session. CAgM has now to obtain authorization
from the permanent representatives to the inclusion in the experts groups,
who are not always members of CAgM, in other cases members will have to be
nominated direct.
In spite of my efforts, I was unable to complete the formation of the
working groups indicated in Resolutions 7, 8, 9, 10 arid 11 (CAgM-I) until the
fifth session of the Executive Committee and I believe that for this reason
some of them were unable to prepare reports on their first year of activity.
I.shal1 nevertheless attempt to summarize the work done by these groups.
(a)

~o!klng §rQu£ Qn_w~aih~r_a~d_pla~t_P£thology_p!o£l~m~, composed of the
following members

P.M.A. Bourke
A.M. Mallik
J.J. Post
L.P. Smith

(Ireland), chairman
(India)
(Netherlands)
(United Kingdom)

This group (Res. 9 (CAgM-I)) did its work in a manner worthy of the
highest praise and submitted to me a report which has already been distributed to members of the commission and will be published shortly in the WMO
series of "Technical Notes". The first part of thi·s report covers the forecasting of potato blight on the basis of weather elements, ·and the second
part deals with the general forecasting of plant diseases with the help of
meteorology. In the preparation of this report, use was made of the most extensive bibliography on this subject in the world and I am sure that it will
constitute a practical guide for those meteorological services with current
problems to solve in their own countries.
(b)

~o!klng §rQu£ £n_m~t£o!oloai£al ~s~i~t£n£e_iD lo£u~t_cQn1rQl

This working group (Res. 10 (CAgM-I)) was composed as follows:
D.A. Davies
(East Africa), chairman
D.C, Casali
(Argentina)
A. F~ntoli
(Italy)
M. Gilead
(Israel)
L.A. Ramdas
(India)
B.P. Uvarov
(United Kingdom)
This working group first completed the task indicated as point (a) in
the terms of reference allotted by Resolution 10 (CAgM-I), which calls for
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a survey of the existing state of knowledge with regard to the effect of
meteorological factors on locusts. For this purpose, menibers of the working
group were informed of the views of RA I, which propose a practical method
of providing meteorological assistance in locust control, with special reference to the application of synoptic meteorology 'for forecasting the 'movements
of flying locust, swarms.
The first report of this group will be prepared shortly on the basis
of the information c o l l e c t e d , '
"
(c)

~o!klng 9rQu£ Qn_i~sir~ciiQn_in ~g!i£ult~r~l_m~tfo!ology

This group, created by Resolution 11 (CAgM-I) was composed as follows:
L.A. Ramdas
G,D,B. de Villiers
V.A, Jaroshevski
H.C.S. Thom

(India), chairman
(South Africa)
(USSR)
(USA)

The work done by this group le:d to the preparation of a preliminary
draft table of contents for a textbook on agriGul tUNl meteorology, as foreseen in point (a) of its terms of reference.
However" disGussions are at present taking place concerning the suitabili ty of preparing this material in three distinct parts so as 'td me-et the
requests for such information, submitted in three distinct manners, '
The group has discussed the desirability of planning a manual for agrometeorological observers designed to train observers at agrometeorological stations in the handling of special instruments and in the manner of using them.
This constitutes an effort to provide the agrometeorological guide which was
discussed at CAgM- I and in' the Secretariat of WMO, in connexion w~ th the Technical Regulations, and also at the fifth session of the Executive Committee,
during discussion of regulations, It 'was also suggested that a manual of agricultUral meteorology was needed for university students, Another, prepared
with the collaboration of various experts, could serve as a work 'of reference
for agrometeorological technicians.
(d)

~o!king 9rQu£ Qn_o£s£r~aiiQn~l_r£q~i!e~ent~ in_agric~liu!e

This 'working group was composed as follows :
M.A, Kohler
V,H. Guerrini
L.A. Ramdas
N.E. Rider
G. Roncali
V,V. Sinelshikov

(USA), chairman
(Ireland)
(India)
(United Kingdom)
(Italy)
(USSR)

This working group has had some difficulty in forming, up to the date
of this report; as it has now started work, I hope to receive its first report in the near future.
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!!!o!k.lPll ~r.2,uE .2,n_t1:!e_e.tf.!1cis_of y:eE.t1:!eE.2,n_d.2,m.!1s.!i.s ~nim!!.l.§.
This group was created by Resolution 8 (CAgM-I) and is formed as
follows:
(e)

H.K. Lee
J .C. Bonsma
S, Feliu
R. Phillips
J.P.M. Woudenberg

(USA), chairman
(South Africa)
(Argentina)
(Ur'li ted Kingdom)
(Netherlands)

This working group, which was completed recently, started work by attempting to collect the bibliography existing throughout the world on this
subject which is so new but at the. same time so necessary for agricultural
meteorology. The group collected valuable reports on this subject published
by FAO, as well as information provided at international and regional meetings and this material may serve as a basis for the execution of the tasks
set out in Resolution 8 (CAgM-I).
Generally speaking, the work done by the various working groups can
be considered as satisfactory if it is remembered that many of them could
not be formed in August 1954 due to procedural difficulties.
5.

,Qimatological summ~.§. for agricultuE.!1
This question, of capital importance for agricultural meteorology, had
its origins in the first report of the CAgM of IMO in 1913. Since then, the
need for this information has been felt periodically under various circumstances. FAO has pointed out that such information is not contained in the
material provided by various climatological services throughout the world.
During its first session, CCI set up a joint working group and invited CAgM
to participate in finding a solution to the problem. The fourth session of
the Executive Committee did not approve the formation of joint working groups
and suggested that CAgM might like to send a delegate to work with the CCl
group as an expert. This proposal was accepted by CAgM in order to ensure an
improvement in climatological information.
The fifth session of the Executive Committee took up this question
again and decided (Res. 21 (EC-V)) to consult the presidents of CCl and CAgM.
I sent the Secretary-General a report on this subject, in which I endeavoured
to indicate the concrete requirements of agriculture, insofar as concerned
climatological and agro-climatological surmnaries. Although I consider that
certain of the elements in question should be more clearly defined after fuller consultation of experts, this document might serve as a basis of discussion designed to find a satisfactory solution to this recognized problem.

D.

Conclusi2E§.

This review for WMO Second Congress of the work done by CAgM and its
president shows the path which the commission might follow in the future.
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Many of the. problems encountered by the working groups should be discussed and solved during the second session of CAgM, which would have the advantage, this time, of solving problems already discussed by groups of experts,
Future relations with other WMO bodies could be placed on a more concrete basis
if the commission were provided with a clearer definition of its terms of reference,

Co-ordination with other international organizations will undoubtedly
be improved by better knowledge of each other's possibilities resulting from·
past experience.
In closing this report I should like to express once again my appreciation to the President and the Vice-Presidents of the Organization for their
constant encouragement, and to the Secretary-General and his staff in particular for their unceasing collaboration,

(signed)

Juan J. Burgos
President, CAgM
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, A.3.4 - REPORT OF THE PRESIDENT OF THE COMMISSION FOR
BIBLIOGRAPHY AND PUBLICATIONS
(document Cg-II/67)
1.

.!be

past

1.1

,Qe!)era,!
The Commission for Bibliography and Publications created during First
Congress (Paris, March-April 1951) held its first session in Paris f*om 24
November to 12 December 1953 (WMO publication No. 3l.RP.15).
'
During,the fifth session of the E~ecutive Committee (Geneva, Augustr
September 1954; (WMO publication No. 34.RC.6) decisions were adopted conce~n
ing the action to be taken on CBP recommendations (see Res, 23, 24, 25 and'
26 (EC-V)).
1e£h12i£a1 re~u1a1iQn~
CBP drew up draft technical regulations for its own field, which were
combined by the WMO Secretariat with the drafts of other commissions,

1.2

1.3

~i21ioar~phY

In order to avoid dispersal of effort, CBP opposed the publication by
WMO of special bibliographies, pending the regular publication of a World
Meteorological Bibliography. The Executive Committee nevertheless decided
that special bibliographies might be published in certain cases where the
cost involved for WMO would not be great.
The Executive Committee adopted the CBP recommendations concerning
(a)

Encouragement by Members of collaboration between meteorologists and
agricultural services, with a view to extending the bibliography in
the field or agricultural meteorology without however, leaving the
limits of section 551,5 of the Universal Decimal Classification;
(b)
The forwarding by Members, to the WilD Secretar,iat, of existing bibliographies on agricultural meteorology, observing, practices and sferics.
CBP set out in Resolution 3 (CBP-I) the recommended rules for the presentation of bibliographical information. It recommended that WMO publishes
a quarterly bibliography covering the field of meteorology, starting on 1
January 1953, and prepared as follows :
(a)
Each Member will send the WMO Secretariat periodical lists of publications scrUtinized, bibliographical entries and lists of abstracts;
(b)

On the basis of these data, the WMO Secretariat will prepare quarterly
fascicu1es containing :
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the list of periodicals scrutinized;

(ii)

the bibliographical entries (in the order of the Universal
Decimal Classification)

(Iii) the list of documents abstracted.
The Executive Committee instructed the Secretary-General of WMO to
prepare a working paper on the V'orld Meteorological Bibliography, for submission to Second Congress.
1.4

MeteoroloJical lexicon (terms with definitions) and
Ia!y-(correspo;dIng terms, without definitions) - -

Eolya12t~v2c~b~~

CBP'indicatedthat it did not want to deal with any specific part of
meteorology separ:ate~y.but, on'the contrary, wanted ,to cover the entire subject, firstly in a lexicon and then in 11 polyglot vocabulary. It set up a
"Workl.hg Group 'on terminology" under the 'chairmanship of Mr. G.A. Bull to
deal with questions' 'related to the lexicon and the vocabulary.
1.5

~niv~r~al ReEi~al fl~~~ifiEaiiQn (UDC)

CBP recoD>mended the use of the UDC in all branches" it being understood
that the degree of breakdown in the index numbers could be varied according
to the accuracy required in the subject classification.'
l'

-

..

'.

'.

-.

."

'-.

The commission brought up-to-date section 551.5 of the UDC, which was
adopted by the Executive Committee subject to any minor changes which might
be necessary ,in order to obtain the,approval of the International Federation
for Documentation; The ExecutiveComffiittee decided that the final version
would be published. ' .
1.6

2u~m~rie1

The Executive Committee adopted the CBP recommendation asking that
the pubiishers of meteorological periodicals be encouraged to add summaries
in,English or French to articles,
1.7

EXEh~n9.e_of £o.£u!!2e.!:!t~

In order to ensure the,dissemination of information intended to facilitate exchanges, and bearing in mind a CBP recommendation, the Executive
"Committee decided upon the publication of a revised version of WMO publica'tion No.2, extended to include non-governmental meteorological publications
and non-Member States.
1,8

Quid~ !:o_M~t~O!ol09:iEal bi12r~rx Er~c!:i.£e

The guide prepared by CBP was approved by the Executive Committee for
,distribution in duplicated form,
2.'

The Q!es ent

2.1
The'Commission for Bibliography and Publications is at present composed of 45 members representing 37 Member States.
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The present situation with regard to the main questions in hand is as
follows :
2.2

Meie2r212gic~1_bibli2g!a£hy

The Analytical Bibliography published by the French Meteorological
Service with interhational collaboration is now complete up to 1951 inclusive.
From 1949, the· quarterly volumes have been prepared so.lhat the entries Gan
be cut out ahd stuck on cards of international format 75 x 125 mm. The. Analytical Bibliography for 1952 was issued by WMO (WMO publication No, 17.TP.5).
There is no later edition.
2.3

Meie2r212g1c~lJ~xicQn_a,!Jd_p21ygloi

Y0.s.a12ula!y
The meteorological lexicon is at present under preparation,An extract
from the first draft of the polyglot vocabulary in four languages is appended
herewith.

2.4

Qniv~r~al

Qe.£imal fl~s~ifi.£aii2n
A final version of section 551.5 of the Universal Decimal Classification has been prepared in agreement with the International Federation for
Documentation.
2.5

Quid~ io_Mft~O!olOlli.£al

3.

bi12r!!ry £r~cii.£e
This guide was the subject of WMO publication No. 39.TP.14 •.

·!he future

3.1

Qe,!Jeral
The 'activity of the first session of CBP was handicapped

(a)
(b)

By the small number of experts present, which· meant that the necessary
'working committees could not be formed,
As the quorum was not attained, voting had to be by correspondence.
This procedure is long and inefficient as it can only result in delaying implementation of decisions taken at a session, or in the need for
a new session.

(a)

It is therefore suggested :
That the attendance of experts be facilitated by means of financial
assistance and by spreading the dates of the sessions of the technical
commissions as much as possible;

(b)

That the rule concerning the quorum should be made less stringent.

Attention is drawn finally to the fact that the problems connected
with bibliography and publications are not confined to meteorology and that
the solutions adopted in meteorology should agree with those applied in
other fields. Contact must therefore be maintained with the large international organizations concerned with bibliographies
and
documentation
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(especially. UNESCO, the International Organization for:Standardization, the
International Federation for Documentation) •.
3.2

§i£liogr~pby

In view "of the growing number of articles and works .and their dispersal, it is becoming increasingly necessary for bibliograph:i,es.tobe ana-'
lytical and to contain summaries. The extra cost of publication would be
largely compensated by the saving in time and the simplification of work for
research workers, and by the immediate economy due to the fact that it would
sometimes be unnecessary to purchase the actual documents.
3.3

1e~i.s:0E!

§.ns). ~o,2a£ulafY .
The work is not yet finished. It would be necessary to have the various
languages of the vocabulary' represented on the commission.
3.4

~niv~r£al Qe,2i~al

3.5.

Mi~ c~llal!eQu£ :erQb~ e!,!!s

fl§.s£ili,2a!iQn
This should be kept up-to-date in liaison'with the IFD.

Outstanding problems include the following :
General form of meteorological documents. and summilries.
- World centre for the collection of information on meteorological
documents (availability, means of obtaining),
- Facilitation of document exchanges.
- Cataloguing, storing and classification of meteorological documents.
- Formation of a .central world collection of documents for reproduction
.of documents; means. of reproducing. documents for issue; loan.
- Reproduction techniques. and procedures for meteorological. documents.

(signed)

*
*

*

. M. Mezin
President, CBP

ANN E X /

ANN E X E

POLYGLOT METEOROLOGICAL VOCABULARY
VOCABULAIRE METEOROLOGIQUE POLYGLOTTE
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REPOOtT 0<' THE PRESIDENT OF THE CON'NIISSION FOR CLIMATOLOGY
(document Cg-II/53)

__

Y12E.~ ~S£!2.f!1l2..li ~_ he:!,

1.

1,1
The orqanizat.!.on of the co~rr.ission took place during 1952, which was
a year de'Voted to-establishing membership, determining an agenda for future
wo:ck and making plans for the first general session. The commission felt
that the WMO's changed position - diff8rent in many ways from that of IMO required a careful examination of its role within the Organization. This feeling was expressed in many of tho leHe:..'s reaching the president's table during that year, a,pd they were subsequently debated at the first session.

1. 2
lh.£ iirs:!:~elsio!! was held in Washington, D.C" between April 12 and
: 25, 1953, when the commission was the guest of the United States Government.
The meetings were held in the State Department. The credit for the organization of this session goes to Mr. E.N. Rosenan, of the Israeli delegation;
his services were recog"ized by his election as vice-president fo.r the session. Nine-resolutions and forty-four recommendations were adopted, and are
publ'ished In the. abridged final report of the fia:st session (WMOpublication
No. 14. RP.6) • Resolution 34 (EC- IV) describes the action taken on these recommendations by the Executive Committee,
1.3The commissiOn established the following 'working groups as a result
of its hr:st sessToM :
;
§EQl!12
Climate and health
Punched card layout
Microclimatology
Dynamic climatology
Statistical methods
Historical weather data
Rules and practices
Climat.e and agriculture
Form of climatological
summaries
Requirements'for networks
and observations

*

Chairman
---._(CCl-I)
(CCI-I)
(CCI-I)
(CCI-I)
(CCI-I)
(CCI-I)
(CCI-I)
(EC-IV)

F.K" Hare (Canada)*:
L,J, L. Deij (Netherlands)
M, H. Halstead (USA).
A.H, Gordon (UK)
H.C,S, Thorn (USA)
W,C. Jacobs (USA)
.E,N. Rosenan (Israel)
under election
'

Res •. 1
2
Res. 4
Res. 4
Rese 5
Res. 7
Res. 9
Resa 34

. A. K. ~ng str'om

Res. 34 (EC-IV)

R.G. Veryard

Res. 34 (EC-IV)

R~s.

Mr. Hare recently submitted his resignation and a new chairman for the
Working Group on climate and health i.s under election,
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in progress

2.1
~i~c~ 1h~ firs1 ~e~sio~ of 1h~ gCl, the work of the commission has
naturally been carried out mainly in its working groups, Three of these
groups have been especially active since their establishment,
2.2
Ih~ ~orkina Qr£up 2n_dyn~mic_cli~a1010ay, under the vigorous chairmanship of Mr, A.H. Gordon, discussed its subject by correspondence, and prepared a report that has since been distributed by the Secretariat, The applications of this work, and the bearing it has on the relations between climatology and synoptic practice, will figure largely in the discussions at the
second session of the CCl.
2,3
Ih~ ~orkin9. Qr£up 2n_his10ri£al ~e~tber sja1a, under Mr. W.C. Jacobs'
chairmanship, has carried out a survey of current data annotation, collection
and distribution procedures among meteorological services, a subject clearly
of vital importance to international meteorology. Mr. Jacobs hopes to have
his report on this immense task ready in time for the Second Congress.
2,4
Ih~ ~orkin9. Qr£u£ Qn_r!:]l~s_a.!:!d_pra£tic~s, with Mr, E.N. Rosenan as
chairman, has remained continuously active. Its most important task has been
to review the draft WMO technical regulations.
2,5
The world climatological atlas proposal has been the remaining topic
under the-commissIo;'s active-consideration, This matter will come before the
Second Congress in the form of a document submitted by the president of CCI
(Doc. Cg-II/17).*
3.

General remarks
The questions that have given most concern to the commission have been

these
(i)

The difficulties of maintaining adequate liaison between its own interests and those of other constituent bodies, notably CAgM, CSM, CMM
and CAeM, These arise from the inevitable overlap of responsibility
between the commissions, The view has also been expressed by many
members of CCI that there are too many commissions,

(ii)

·The unsatisfactory nature of working groups! organization. These
groups carryon the effective business of the commission between sessions, yet no provision can be made for them to meet, since no funds
are available, Accordingly, the more active groups are faced with a
mountainous pile of correspondence, and the task of their chairmen
is very onerous. It is also a cumbersome process to set up new working groups, should these become necessary to refer each nomination
to the permanent representative, and then to organize the election

* This document is not published,
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of a chairman takes months of correspondence. These difficulties would
be removed if presidents of the technical commissions were empowered to
establish working groups by· their own authority.

(signed)

C.V!. Thornthwaite
President, CGl
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A.3.6 - REPORT OF THE PRESIDENT OF THE COMMISSION
FOR INSTRUMENTS AND METHODS OF OBSERVATION
(document Cg-II/48)
I.

Review of CIMO activity since First Congress

1.
The first session of the Commission for Instruments and Methods of
Observation was held at Toronto (Canada) from 10 August to 5 September 1953.
This was the first international meeting of the commission since the formation of WMO in 1951. Discussions took place on the measurement of pressure,
temperature, humidity, wind rainfall, evaporation and visibility as well as
on radiosonde techniques, automatic weather stations and radiation problems.
The Commission for Aerology met at Toronto during the same period and·
a certain number of joint meetings were organized to deal with some common
problems.
Twenty-two States were represented at the meeting. Mr. John Patterson
(Canada) was chairman of the session, and Mr. Andre Perlat (France) was elected deputy chairman for the duration of the session. At the end of the session, Mr. Andre .Perlat was elected president of the Commission for Instruments
and Methods of Observation, and Mr. Louis Malet (Belgium) was elected· vicepresident.
2.
One of the most important subjects dealt with was the preparation· of
draft technical regulations for the Commission. Two types of technical regulations were decided upon :
(i)
those considered to he of a compulsory nature, since failure to apply
them would hinder the work of other Members. In these regulations the
word "shall" is used;
(ii)
those considered as recommended practices, in which the word "should"
is used.

The commission recommended that the essential parts of the technical
regulations be included in the new editions of the Guide t.o International
Meteorological Instrument and Observing Practice and also recommended that
the Secretariat make any additions or changes, with the approval of the
president of GIMO, necessary to keep the guide up-to-date.
The item "barometry", and more specifically the reduction of. pressur.e,
was discussed in detail and several recommendations were adopted.
Procedures were recommended for determining the local value of gravity,
bearing in mind the most recent geodetic research.
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- Definitions were provided for pressure units and a new barometer convention, it may therefore be hoped that all barometers will soon be
It will be possible to keep old instrubased on the same standardso
ments in use.provided that they are modified to comply with the new
conventiono

As there will be discontinuity between the old and the new convention,
a form has been prepared to make the old data comparable with the new and
thus simplify the work of climatologists. The commission noted that the various meteorological services use different methods for reducing pressure to
sea leveL A suitable fo·rmula was pre·pared for low-lying stations, but it was
not possible during the session to draw up a formula acceptable by all. A
group of experts was therefore formed to try to clear up this question in the
near future.
.
Precise recommendations concerning the method of carrying out international comparisons of barometers were also adopted. During joint meetings
with CAe, detailed discussions took place regarding the accuracy of data obtained with the instruments and methods used for radiosoundings of pressure,
temperature and wind. It was recommended that compari.sons be made between
neighbouring countries using different sondes, pending the repetition in 1955
of the international comparison carried out at Payerne in 1950. A working
group was asked to prepare this second international comparison.
The commission asked that all radiosonde data be corrected for radiation errors; using the best information available, that all publications concerning upper air temperature indicate whether corrections have been applied
and,. if so, what methods were used.
It was recognized that speCifications were necessary concerning the
quality and accuracy of weather obsGrvations, bearing in mind not only the
needs of users, but a1.so the variability of meteorological phenomena. The
president of CIMO was instructed to make enquiries amongst the presidents of
the technical commissions concerning meteorological observations required by
their commissions and then to prepare a draft.
There was agreement on the need for a working group to review psychrometric and hygrometric questions with a view to the preparation of new tables,
making allowance for the tact that observations have to be made under widely
differing conditions. Another group was made specially responsible for measurement of soil moisture. Yet another working group was formed to prepare
regulations concerning the measurement of rainfall on land and at sea for inclusion in the Guide.
A resolution passed by the Conference of Directors in 1947 ·indicates
that mean wind speed over a period of ten minutes should be reported for synoptic meteorological purposes. This gave rise to a certain amount of discussion within the commission and it was asked that investigations be made to
determine the value of this resolution and to make sure that a shorter interval of time would not be preferable.
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Lengthy discussion took place regarding visibility and new values were
recommended for the conversion from night to equivalent day-time visibility;
a working group was instructed to find the best means of obtaining complete
uniformity in the observations. It was also recommended that experiments be
made to determine the true contrast threshold to be taken into consideration.
The Working Group on radiation was made responsible for an extensive
programme including preparation of recommendations concerning the standardization of equipment and scales, the checking of actinometric instruments and
the preparation of all relevant recommendations to be included in the Guide.
It is hardly possible to list here all the questions dealt with, but
mention may be made of the definition of station altitude, dew measurement,
definition of a gust, revision of the spe~cifications of the Beaufort scale,
evaporation, measurement of cloud height at sea, definition of the height of
cloud base, automatic stations.
The 30 recommendations adopted by CIMO during its first session were
studied by thee fourth session of the Executive Committee of WII/J and certain
of them came into force immediately as Executive Committee resolutions, the
resolutions in question are the following:
3.

Resolution 48 (EC-IV) -

Adoption of the International Barometer Convention
set out in the annex to recommendation 9 (CIMO-I).
It is recommended that the new convention be applied
from 1 January 1955.

Resolution 49 (EC-IV) -

Establishment of radiation networks based on principles suggested in paragraphs 2, 3 and 4 of recommendation 31 (CIMO-I).

Resolution 50 (EC-IV) -

Comparison of radiosondes used in neighbouring countries and investigation of the performance of individual types of radiosonde by means of twin soundings, in accordance with the directives given in the.
annex to recommendation 36 (CIMO-I).

During its fourth session, the Executive Committee studied the recommendations from various technical commissions proposing the creation of joint
working groups and asked CIMO to deal with the setting up of the Working
Groups on barometry (Rec. 14 (CIMO···I)) and measurement of soil moisture (Rec.
30( CIMO- I) ) . .
4.
During its fifth session the Executive Committee transmitted the following questions to the president of CIMO for study ~
(a) The recommendation prepared during the first session of the Commission for Agricultural Meteorology (Rec. 6(CAgM-I)), concerning instruments
and methods for the measurement of soil moisture, actual evaporation and evapotranspiration, moisture content in the biosphere and wind structure in the lowest layers of the atmosphere. This question was passed to the Working Group
on the measurement of soil moisture;
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(b) Several recommendations passed during the CAeM-I/ICAO MET-IV ses'sion concerning the following points ~
- Consistency and accuracy of radiosonde observations (Rec, 6 (CAeM-IjrCAO
MET-IV)); this question was passed to the Horking Group on radiosonde
comparisons,
Allowance for the earth's curvature in high altitude wind observations
(Rec. 7 (CAeM-I/ICAO MET-IV)) ; a text for inclusion in the Guide is
at present being prepared by Mr. Malet, vice-president of CIMO;
- Required accuracy for automatic weather stations (Rec. 14 (CAeM-I/ICAO
MET-IV))
question not yet dealt with by CIMO;
- Study of the definition of gust proposed by
MET-IV))
the president of CIMO was asked
Committee on the proposed definitions. His
consultation of the members of CIMO and the
CAgM and CMM;

CAeM (Rec, 45 (CAeM-l/ICAO
to report to the Executive
report was prepared after
presidents of CSM, CAeM, CAe,

(c) Preparation of a report on the interpretation of echoes obtained
with various types of ground radar equipment and on the use of ground radar
for detecting precipitation and other weather phenomena; a draft report
was prepared by the president of CIMO and submitted to experts selected from
amongst the members of CHAO (matter still under consideration).
5,
All the working groups foreseen by the Commission for Instruments and
Methods of Observation, during its first session, and by the Executive Committee were constituted. The following is a list of the groups, showing the
chairman and the stage reached in their work.
V"ork i nq Group
Measurement of rainfall (Res, 3 (ClMO-I))

L. Poncelet (Belgium)

Measurement of visibility (Res. 4 (CIMO-I))

M.R. Frith (UK)

Hygrometry (Res, 5 (elMo-I))

H.H, Bindon (Canada)

Radiation (Res. 6 (CIMO-I))

A.K. Angstrom (Sweden)

Radiosonde comparisons (Res. 7 (CIMO))

J. Lugeon (Switzerland)
L.P, Harrison (USA)
N. E, Rider (UK)

Barometry (Rec. 14 (CIMO-I))
Measurement of soil moisture (Rec. 30 (CIMO-I))

o

The chairman of the ~orkiDq GrouR on measurement of rainfall is making
inquiries amongst the various meLeorological services throughout the world
concerning rainfall installations and research.
The Working GrQ.1!JLon the measurement of visibqU,Y has dealt with the
questions concerning the determination of the visibility index and the chairman of this group has prepared a report which will be submitted to the Executive Committee.
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The chairman of the WorkiniLJl~up on hyqrome~ has distributed to the
members of his group a questionnaire which will provide information on the
practices in various countries with regard· to psychrometric measurements, he
is now awaiting the replies.
The Workit)g.J~;rouR on
tember 1954.

ra9i~'!Jion

held its first meeting at Rome in Sep-

The chairman of the Wo:cldnq GrouQ _on L~io.§.QJ)Q§" cOfIJl?_arisoJl§ distributed
a questionnaire concerning the arrangements made by States in connexion with
a future international comparison. He intends to convene his group in the
near future to study the replies and to make appropriate arrangements for
comparisons which will probably take place in 1956.
The Workinq Group on: ba:r'_Q.fIJ.~try is studying the question of pressure reduction. The various reports submitted by States and the report by Mr. L.P.
Harrison, chairman of the working group, containing a detailed study of the
elements involved in the hypsometric equation used in pressure reduction, were
disseminated by the !f1MO Secretariat as Technical Note No.7. Members' comments on the ideas and proposals contained in Mr. Harrison's report are now
awaited. The chairman of the Viorking Group on barometry has also developed further the preliminary results which he had obtained and submitted to the first
session of CIMO concerning two functions permitting ;
(a) A relative and quantitative indication of pressure on a continuous
scale over the earth's surface, regardless of station elevation, and
(b) An indication of the horizontal gradients of the pressure field as
it exists at the earth's surface or at sea level.
These blo stUdies will shortly be submitted to the members of ClMO with
a request that their remarks and opinions be communicated to the chairman of
the working group.
It has only recently been possible to constitute the Workinq Gr9.lliL..QJ2
the measurement of soil moi~ure. Apart from the duties listed in Recorrunendation 30 (CIMO-I), this group has been asked to deal with a certain number of
questions referred to CIMO by CAgM, relating to the preparation of a draft recommendation and of paragraphs for inclusion in the Gulde to International Meteorological Instrument and Observing Practice, concerning the instruments and
methods for soil moisture measurements (continuous recording), actual evaporation and evapotranspiration, moisture content in the biosphere and wind structure in the lowest layers of the atmosphereo
6.

A start has been made on the following questions

~

- Having consul ted the members of .CHIO, the president distributed to his
colleagues·on the.iCSM, CAel\ll;·'.CAe,CCl and CI\IlM a note and a questionnaire
concerning the preparation of a project for the standardization 0 f the
characteristics of, instruments and methods of observation;
- An enquiry is at present being made amongst members of CIMO in preparation for investigation of the most suitable period of time for measuring mean surface wind speed;
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- The president of CIMO was·· consul ted by the president of CWIM concerning the recommendations passed by the first session of CIMO in connexion
with the accuracy of temperature measurements at the surface of the sea,
the president of CI\I~ was given some information regarding the reasons
underlying the issue of this recommendation.

7.
The president of cniO and the Secretariat are responsible for keeping
the Guide up:-to~date and the following chapters have been revised accordingly
-·Measurement of pressure (chapter 3)
- Radiosonde measurements (chapter 13)
- A text concerning the correction to be applied to wind measurements to
compensate for the earth's ~urvature is being prepared for insertion
in chapter 12 of the Guide (measurement of upper wind)
- Measurement of visibility (chapter 8), A new text is being prepared
for this chapter, taking into account CIMO recommendations. Certain
parts have still to be prepared; the ,Jorking Group on the measurement of visibility has been asked to give advice on the preparation of
nomograms and graphs shOWing the relation between the visual threshold
of an observer and the background luminance and the relation between
the daytime vieibility and the visual range of a light of known candle
power, in any known background luminance, With regard to the method of
obse,'ving and coding visibility, nothing can be indicated in the Guide
until Congress has taken a decision based on the work at present
in
hand,
110 JilJ!lJl!lary of the main .. guesjjons referred to CIMO
.
wQic~pave not yet been solved
These questions are the following

~

- Publication of the definition of various al ti tudes and heights at
meteorological station (Rec, 8 (CIi~O-I));
- Publication of available information on aneroid baroi.Jeters,
graphs on board ship (Reco 17 (CHAO-I));

a

and baro-

- Definition of meteorological optical range (Rec, 21 (CHIO-I)), The
president of CIMO intends to ask the \·iorking Group on visibility to
re-study the question;
- Estimation of visibility (Rec, 23 (CIMO-I)). The president of CIMO
considers that this qUestion should be dealt with by meteorologists
and has therefore asked the Executive Committee to authorize reconsideration of this problem by ClIAO;
- Dew gauges (Rec. 29 (CIMO-I ))
The president of CIMO will ask the
Working Group on the measurement of soil moisture to consider this
matter;
0
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- Questions related to the accuracy of upper wind measurements (Recs.34,
35, 36 (CIMO-I)). The president of CIMO is planning to deal with them
on the basis of the results of the Brussels comparison at the end of
1954, made at the initiative of the Belgian Royal Meteorological Institute. The use of several radar sets and radiotheodolites of various
models provides an experimental check on the calculations made by various autho".s, concerning the best methods of obtaining suitable accuracy, members of CIMO will be consulted in this connexion in the near
future,
The use of funds for international comparisons of instruments. The
Executive Committee decided that this question would be incorporated
in proposals for the second financial period. Once this suggestion
has received the approval of Congress, the matter will be taken up
again by the president of CIMO.
III.

Orqanization of the technical commissions

The opinion of the president of CIMO was published in document Cg-II/29*.

(signed)

*

This document is not published.

A. Perlat
President,CIMO
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"A.3.7

~

REPORT OF THE PRESIDENT OF THE COMMISSION FOR MARITIME,METEOROLOGY
(document Cg--II!34)

1.

First session of the 9i!M

1.1

Qene.ral

The first session of the Commission for Maritime Meteorology of the
WMO took place in London from 14 July to 29 July 1952.
Much of the preparatory work for the session was carried out by working groups, some of which were formed under the IMO and continued under the
auspices of the WMO. These working groups were as follows:
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

I

Selected ships
Sea ice
,
II I -- Technical Regulations
IV
Radio weather messages from whaling ships
V
Instruments and methods of observation
VI
General questions concerning storm warnings.
II

Full details of the proceedings at the session and of the resulting 12
resolutions and 31 recommendations are to be found in WMO publication No. 10,
RP.2.

The work of the first session can be grouped under the following headings
1.2

Ih~ ~ele£t~d_shi£ QrQani!aliQn (1 resolution and 9 recommendations)

The primary task was to study the existing ocean network and investigate
where improvements were necessary and practicable. Maps were prepared and
published showing distribution of shipping throughout the world on a stated
date picked at random. The total number of voluntary observing ships at the
time of the conference was shown to be 2,385. Two major pr"oblems were considered :
(a)

To encourage all maritime countries to recruit voluntary observing
ships,

(b)

To endeavour to rationalize recruitment so that all ocean areas have
as reasonable a network as possible.

Recommendations were made accordingly. The commission decided that
aero logical observations from merchant ships were generally impracticable at
present. The pUblication by the 'AlMO Secretariat of an international list of
selected ships was recommended.
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go!!!m1!nicgtion l:lrQble!!!s:•.in ,£0nngxion .l1!ij;h_sglgcj;eQ §.hip§. (1 resolution
and 4 recommendations)

A memorandum on the general subject was prepared. Proposals were made
concerning the waiving 'of ship charges and shore charges on radio weather messages from shipping. Action was taken to remedy delays in transmission and
reception of radio weather messages from ships and to ensure that radio weather
bulletins to ships are issued during the hours of duty of the radio operator
in "single operator ships".
1.4

Ie£hni£al ~egulaliQn§. (1 recommendation)

The draft technical regulations concerning all aspects of maritime meteorology were prepared by the commission.
1.5

MaIine_oQsgr~aliQn£l_PIoQlgm§.

(3 resolutions and 7 recommendations)

Sea and air temperatures, humidity measurements and rainfallobservations aboard ship and the contents of the new abridged Cloud Atlas were among
the problems studied., It was recommended that investigations and experiments
continue aboard ocean weather ships.
1.6

~e2theI Qullgtin§. gng gtQr!!! .l1!arnings_fQr_shil:lping (1 resolution and 3

recommendations)
Existing arrangements were considered· in detail and some recommendations made as to improvements of storm warnings in tropical areas and
of
visual storm warning signals.
1.7

~ynoQtic_m~t~o~oloQY

(3 resolutions and 1 recommendation)

The commission unanimously agreed that changes in the existing ship
code were very undesirable for various practical reasons. Minor clarification of certain code 'specifications was recommended.
1.8

Maritime climatoioqy
--""':'---=---

(3 resolutions and 1 recommendation)

A working group was established to study the application of meteorology
to the carriage of goods at sea, as it was felt that this was a problem of
considerable economic importance.
A working group was also set up to examine the mo'st practical manner
of processing and utilizing maritime climatological data. Three countries
primarily concerned in' this work (Netherlands, United Kingdom and United
States) expressed their willingness in principle to 'co-operate. Questions
concerning the internatIonal punch card for maritime purposes and a possible
international meteorological logbook were discussed.
1.9

Ice (2 recommendations)

As a result of lengthy studies undertaken by a working group of ice
experts since 1947; a new International Ice Nomenclature was drawn up and
unanimously recommended.
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EagiQ ,lYell.the.±: !!le.§.s.§.g,gs~f,±:o!!l ,\'!h.§.lj..ng .§.h,ip.§. (1 recommendation)
The need for every available weather message from ships "in th" Southern
Ocean makes it necessary to recruit whaling ships as "selected ships".
As
these vessels are reluctant to disclose their position to their rivals, aspecial scheme submitted by the South African Meteorological Service, was evolved
whereby the s'lips position could be transmitted to meteorological services in
cipher. The scheme also provided for the collection of tho reports from these
ships.
1.10

1.11

QCQan l'!e.§.ther .§.h,ip.§. (1 recommendation)
The commission recommended certain special observations which could
usefully be made aboard ocean weather ships and prepared a document (as instructed by Resolution 42 (EC·oII)) concerning practical considerations and ©
costs of operating ocean weather stations elsewhere.
1.12

Mi.§.c,gllaneQu.§. (1 resolution and 2 recommendations)
Some amendmGnts were proposed to the Maritime Section of the Guide to
Instrumental and Observing Practice (WMO publication No.8). At the request
of ICAO a recommendation ~Jas made about the inclusion of ships course and
speed in radio weather messages from ships for air/sea rescue purposes.
At the close of the session, four permanent working groups were established to carryon the work of "the commission between sessions. The terms of
reference of these working groups are contained in WMO publication No. 10,
RP.2.
Mr. Frankcom was ra-elected president and Mr. Termijtelen vice-president.
2.

Action by the Executive Committee upon recommendations and resolutions
of the first session of the Commission for Maritime Me~l29::l.

With two exceptions all the above recommendations were either approved
in bulk by the Executive Committee (EC-III) or adopted as Executive Committee
resolutions, the resolutions were merely noted.
3.

Action arisinq from the first session of the

3.1

In~d~qya£y_oi numb~r_oi .§.ele~t,gd_and_s~P£1~m~n1a~y_m~t~0.±:010gi£al

C~~

_0£-

.§.e£v,ing ~hip.§. iRQs~ ~5_(~C=III))
The response to this resolution has not been good. As the tabular
statement in the annex shows, according to available information supplied by
the WMO Secretariat, the number of voluntary observing ships at present is
the same as it was in July 1952. This table also shows the total shipping
tonn"age of each of the countries listed and it will be noted that there are
a number of countries with an appreciable merchant fleet which have not yet
found it practicable to recruit any voluntary observing ships while others
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have only recruited a very small percentage of their tonnage, It is realized
that the supply of instruments, to full selected ships'is expensive, but it
is suggested that if all the "ship owning" countries co-operate by recruiting
voluntary observing ships, even if many of them only made non-instrumental ob-·
servations, the OCean network would be very much improved, The possibility
of introducing a scheme (such as was in force before the war) whereby maritime
countries agreed to recruit at least x percent of their merchant shipping,
seems worth considering,
On the orher hand, reports from the directors of the N~w Zealand and
South African Meteorological Services indicate a very gratifYing, increase in
the number of reports received from "other ships" (i,e, ships not "formally"
recruited for this work) when in adjoining oceans, at the special request of
local port meteorological offices,
3,2

.fieQo£t.§. ir.Qm_w,haliLl9_shiQs_in 1h.2 201!t!le£n_Ogei!.n (ReS, 24 (EC-III))

The scheme was brought into effect for the 1952-53 whaling, season in
the Southern Ocean and there seems no doubt that it has beeh'successful, Reports show that in the South African sector the number of reports received
from whaling ships during the past five seasons has been as follows ~
1949,-1950
1950»·1951
1951-·1952
1952-1953
1953··1954

1139
1743
2706
3363
3750

In the Australian sector, on the other hand, results have been somewhat
disappointing as only 278 reports were received in that sector in thG 19531954 season and 241 in the 1952-'1953 season, It can only be assumed that the
lack of reports in the Australian sector was because there were only a few
whaling ships operating in that sector during the time in question, Diffi~
cuI ties have been experienced in the dissemination of the reports, Arrange"'
ments have been made in an effort to try and overcome some of the shortcomi.ngs.

The number of Whaling ships which have voluntarily taken part in' this
schome has been very creditable, These have included vessels from the N etherlands, Japan, South Africa, Norway and the United Kingdom,
3,3

Eaiving Qf_cha£g~s_on .§.hip_rQdio_m.2s.§.age2 (Res, 22 (EC-III))

As instructed by the Executive Committee the president of the CMM prepared a memorandum on the subject and submitted it to thG Secretary-General.
3,4

In1e.l:ni'.tionallc~ !:'l0!llencla1ur.e (Rec, 1 (CMM-I))

This nomenclature which had been unanimously recommended by the CMM
was referred by the thb:d session of the Executive Committee tO,the relevant
regional associations fOT comment, No specific comments were received from
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regional associations, but three Member States, Finland, Sweden and the USSR
raised certain objections to the nomenclature. The fourth session of the
Executive Committee thereupon instructed the president of CMM to reconvene the
working group·in order to study ·these objections. Representatives of Finland,
Sweden and the USSR accepted an invitation to join the working group. Finland
and Sweden subsequently withdrew their objections and some amendments proposed
by the USSR representative are now being considered by the working group. It
is hoped, in conSUltation with the USSR representative, to form a compromise
nomenclature which will be generally acceptable.
3.5

£uQlicgtion Qf_an inie£ngtional li~t_of ~eleQt~d_shiQs (Rec. 2 (CMM-i))

This recommendation was referred by the third session of the Executive
Committee to the first session of CSM and approved and agreed, and its publication was approved by the fourth session of the Executive Committee. The Secretariat has not yet found an opportunity to publish it.
3.6

~oll~cii2n_oi Qb~eLvgtiolls_fLOm ~eleQt~d_shiQs_in ya~iQu~ gr~a~ (Recs.18

and 20 (CMM-I))

..

The president of CMM has taken action by correspondence where necessary in order to provide improvements - e.g. in the Persian Gulf area. Two
composi te maps were drawn up howing the ~JOrld areas in .Jhich selected ships
report to various area s.tations and also the areas in which radio weather bulletins are issued for merchant shipping, and sent to the Secretariat with a
view to their pUblication.
4.

International punch card for maritime purposes

So far 17 countries ·are known to be using, or have announc·ed ·their .intention of·using, this punch card. Identification numbers to indicate "Country of Origin" have been allocatod to these countries accordingly.
5.

Thunderstorm activity at sea

Arising out of resolution 2 (CMM-I), WMO Secretariat have arranged, in
consultation. wi th the president of CMM, for .the British Meteorological Office
to supply some world-wide statistical data concert)ing thunder and lightning
at sea obtained during a long.period of years from British selected ships. The
preparation of this data has been facilitated by means of the punch card system.
6.

Aerological observations from merchant ships (Res. 22 (CMM-I))

An enquiry conducted by correspondence shows that with one exception
the directors of the meteorological services of the "maritime" countries do
not consider that aerological observations are generally practicable aboard
merchant ships. The Meteorological Service of Hong Kong has recruited one
selected ship to carry out pilot balloon observations associated with a shipboard theodolite. As a result of instructions provided by meteorologists who
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sailed aboard the ship during two voyages, the ship's officers themselves
make these observations as a routine whenever weather conditions and their
. other duties permit.
It has been suggested that a special effort be made to obtain some aerological observations from merchant ships during the geophysical year and it is
considered that this might perhaps be feasible, under certain circumstances.
7.

Activities of CMM working groups
Subjects studied by these working groups have included

7.1

~o~king

~

§rQuR :A~ (Organization of synoptic observations over the oceans)

(i)

The question of coded·ice reports from aircraft (for president
of CAeM).

(ii)

The clarification of the term "storm warning", upon which some
confusion appears to exist.

(iii)

Possible means of encouraging voluntary observers aboard selected ships.

(iv)

An international scheme for making blank weather maps of all
ocean areas available to voluntary observing ships.

(v)

Some proposed amendments to the present "descriptive terms of
waves".

7.2

7.3

Yio,;rklng §rQuQ _"£l." (Methods of observation at sea)
(i)

Questions concerning the measurement of sea surface temperature
and rainfall observations at sea.

(ii)

A definition of the term "gust".

(iii)

Instructions for· re",orting visibility at sea.

·Yio,;rking QrQuQ

~C~

(Applied meteorology and climatology)

Considerable information has now been collected from the various countries ·on the subject and the chairman of the working group has been instructed
to prepare a draft international guide concerning the meteorological aspects
of care of cargo for the use of ships officers.
7.4

J['!o,;rking QrQu.12
climatology)

~D~

(Problems involving international accord in maritime

Detailed information has been obtained from meteorological services of
"maritime" countries concerning the marine meteorological data which is available in their national archi ves. The working group is considering ways and
means of "punching" on the international maritime punch card the considerable
volume of data in certain countries which has not yet been extracted from
logbooks, and also the most practical manner of utilizing the data and combining it with data which have already been punched.
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~o~king ~r2uQ Qn~s~a_iQe

As stated above, the working group is now working on the "International
Ice Nomenclature".
7.6

~oQeQ.LeQo~t~ Qf_s~a_iQe_b~ ~i~cLait·

Arising out of ::J.esolution 10 (CMM-I), CMM submitted a recommendation
to the first session of CAeM on this subject. The resulting Recommendation 6
(CAeM-I) was referred to CMM by the fifth 'session of the Executive Commiictee
and was approved.
8;

Terms of reference of CMM

As a result of correspondence with CMM members the following amendment
to the terms of reference of CMM is proposed :
Paragraph (f) 'which reads at present :
"Climatological information for shipping and fishing"
should be amended to read :
"Climatological information for shipping and fishing including the compilati.Q.!LQf marine climatological atlases."
.. The reason for,. this recommended amendment is that the statistical treatment of marine meteorological dat.a is necessarily rather a specialized subject.
and is inevit.ably closely related to the selected ships Scheme. It is felt therefore t.hat t.his is a subject which can be most appropriatelY dealt with by CMM
(subject to adequate consultation with CCl as necessary),
9.

Eelations with other technical commissions

As many of the subjects'discu~sed at the first session of CSM and of
ClMO were of considerable practical importance to CMW members , the' president
of CMM submitted certain working papers for consideration at these sessions.
A representative of the meteorological service of the country in which the Conference took place attended. on CMM's behalf. The president.o'f CMM also submitted working papers for the first session of CC1, CAe and CAeM. Proposals about
. the maritime meteorological aspect of the International Geophysical Year were
submitted to the president of CAe •.
lb.

Supply of iL!f.9.;!:ination to ICAO in connexion with fourth North Atlantic
Ocea'1 Stati,Qn CO,'1ference (Paris 1954)

At the request of the WMO Secretariat, information was supplied concerning shipping densities' in the North Atlantic on' typical days in summer and winter, for the fourth North Atlantic Ocean Station Conference. This information
was obtained from meteorological services bordering the North Atlantic.
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International exhibition

At the request of the Secretary-General, the president of CMM supplied
. material to illustrate the activities of WMO in connexion with shipping, for
an international exhibition.
12.

Articles for

~~O

Bulletin

Two articles were prepared by the president of CMM for publication in
the Bulletin in order to illustrate the value of radio weather messages from
and to shipping.
The first article, which was prepared in accordance with Resolution 5
(RA IV-I) was pUblished in the July 1954 number of the Bulletin, and most of
the material contained therein was provided by CMM members. The purpose of
this article was to illustrate actual occasions when ships' observations proved
of importance in connexion with particular synoptic situations, and its object
was primarily as an encouragement to ships' officers to become voluntary observers. A recommendation has since been made that this article be reproduced
and made available to meteorological services of maritime countries for issue
to selected ships.
The second article was intended to illustrate in general terms the
selected ship scheme and the various oceanic areas in which ships send radio
weather messages, and also the various areas in which radio weather messages
are issued to shipping. It has not yet been found practicable to publish this
article in the Bulletin.
13.

North Atlantic Ocean Station Conference

As instructed by the Secretary-General, the president of CMVi acted as
official WMO observer at the third North Atlantic Ocean Station Conference
(Brighton 1953).
14.

MembershiQ
The total membership of the commission is now 65, representing 47 coun-

tries.
15.

Recommendations for Conqress

The commission has no specific recommendations to submit to the Second
Congress.
16.

Future activities
The energies of CMM will be primarily devoted to :

(a) An endeavour to improve the ocean network from voluntary f'bserving
ships and of developing a comprehensive scheme to encourage all maritime countries to play their part in the selected ship organization;
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(b) The consideration of means to encourage voluntary observers and
to improve the accuracy of obso'Vations at sea;
(c) The consideration of ways and means of making the best use of avail-able maritime climatological informatLn;
(d) The best application of meteorology to the safety of life at sea,
and to the efficient carriage of goods at sea.

(signed) C.E.N. Frankcom
President, CMM
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ANN E X

No. of ships
Country

(1)

recruited
1954 .y,
( 2)

Total

Per cent

shipping of world

Per cent of
world total
of
observing
ships

No. of ships
recruited
July 1952

tonnage

tonnage

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

Argentina

116

1,057,000

1.0

4.8

90

Australia

23

589,000

0.6

1.0

25

Belgium

12

497,000

0.5

0.5

12

Bermuda

2

56,000

Brazil
Canada

39

Chile

0.01

895,000

1.0

0.0

1,610,000

1.6

1.6
0.0

20<),000

Denmark

15

Ecuador
Egypt

3

Finland
France

159

Germany
Greece

4

Honduras
Hong Kong

60

Iceland
India

1,614,000
113,000

0.01

665,000

0.7

0.0

3,841,000

3.9

6.6

2,226,000

2.3

0.0

1,176,000

1.2

0.2

439,000

0.5

0.0

210,000

2.5

85,000

0.0

11

-,
169
4
53
90

83,000

0.01

3

11

109,000

0.45

48

3,758,000

3.9

2.0

3,578,000

3.7

0.0

Israel
Italy
Japan

*

14

4.1

3

Carried forward

0.6
0.0

513,000

Malaya

1.6

21,000

100

Ireland

36

7

200

602

23,344,200

Figures supplied by the Secretariat

0.5

36

0.3
543
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(3)

( 2)

(1 )

Brought forward

602

Mexico

(4 )

188

3,443,000

New Zealand

34

244,000

18

6,805,000
4,09l,000

3.5
7.0

7.7

178

1.4

28

0.75

16

0.0
4.2 .

0.0

Peru
Philippines

97,000

0.0

154,000

0.0

Poland

291,000

0.0

50

Portugal
Siberia
South Africa
Spain
Sweden
Thailand

18

561,000

0.5

2.1

2,381,000

2.5

0.0
0.75

127,.000

20

0.0

2

2,721,000

2.8

0.01

26*

12

19,000

0.5

11*

487,000

0.5

0.0

2,371,000

2.5

0.0

717

19,014,000

19.5

29.6

631

781

13,344,000

13.7

32.2

876

68,000

0.0

Venezuela

210,000

0.0

Yugoslavia

268,000

0.0

Uruguay

*

74

1.3

USSR

TOTAL

19

1,309,000

Turkey
United Kingdom
United States of
America

(6)

0.0

170,000

Panama

(5)

543

23,344,200
163,000

Netherlands
Norway
. Pakistan

GOM~ISSIONS

2,422

81,682,200

-----

==========

Not included in figures supplied to GMM-I

2,422

=====
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A.3.8 - REPORT OF THE PRESIDENT OF THE COMMISSION FOR SYNOPTIC METEOROLOGY
(document Cg-II/7l)
1.

Period fIQill-Eirsl Congress to the first session of the commission

During the above period the major activities of the commission centred
around the preparation for the first session of the commission, in this respect the work of Mr. Bilham on the draft provisional technical regulations
should be specifically mentioned.
Considerable progress was made by the Working Group on the Cloud Atlas
under the leadership of Mr. Viaut. Other working groups were less active.
this was partly due to illness of their presidents.
.
The president of the commission attended the third session of the Executive Committee in Geneva (September 8-27, 1952), especiallY to take part in
the discussions on the Cloud Atlas.
The commission lost its devoted vice-president, Mr. E. Bji:irkdal,in 1952.
2.

Fit§.:L§.&.§.§.i9JLQf thJL.£.Q!!!mission
The first s~ssion of the commission took place in Washington (2-29 April
1953). Details of this session have been reported in WMO publication No. 16.
RP.7. During its fourth session, the Executive Committee took action on the
recommendations of the commission, reference is made to WMO publication No.20.
RC.5 and Resolutions 20-30 (EC-IV).
The hospi tali ty of the United States Government during the first session of the commission is gratefully acknowledged.
3.

Activities since the first session of the commission
(a)

Circular letters

Circular letters were issued on the following subjects
(1)

Clarification of RECCO code;

problems solved.

(2) Ocean weather stations (one circular letter to all members and one
to members in the North Atlantic area); views of members were received. A
report was submitted :to the President of WMO, who placed this report in the
hands of the WMO observer at the fourth Conference on North Atlantic ocean
stations of ICAO.
(3) Definition of gust; information received was made available to
the president of eIMO.
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(4)

Establishment of Working Group on meteorological telecommunica-

(5)

Establishment of Working Group on networkso

0

(6) Recommendations 20 and 21 (CAe-I) (times of upper air observations);
it appeared from replies that CSM could not take immediate actiono
(7)

Annual report of the

f.;I

e.oident of eSM to the Executive Commi tteeo

(8) Resolution 5 (CAe-I) (Staridard isobaric surfaces) and Recommendation 32 (eCI-I) (CLIMAT broadcasts)o CSM cannot take action on Resolution 5
voting is in progress
(CAe-I); with regard to Recommendation 32 (CCI-I),
on a recommendation drafted by the presiderit of eSM on the basis of the replies
receivedo
(9) Resolution 10 (CAe-I), (Introduction of Cloud in TEMP and TEMP
SHIP forms of message);
v·oting is in progress on a recommendation drafted by
the president of CSM on the basis of the replies receivedo
(10) Continuance of North American continental broadcasto An appraisal
of the situation was made and a report was distributed amongst CSM memberso
The material was placed in the hands of the chairman of the Working Group on
telecommunicationso
(11) Recommendation 24 of the simultaneous CAeM-ICAO-MET Division session (Suggestions for improvement of new Aeronautical Meteorological Codes)
The Executive Committee considered study of this recommehdation urgenL A mail
vote on the main sub] ects took place and the president of CSM submitted a report on the matter· to the Presiderit of WMO who took action in accordance with
Regulation 9(4)0·
0

(12) VV in meteorologicalr~portso The opinion· of CSM members on the
use of the "Visibility index" was sought. Results were placed at the disposal
of the Secretary-General for· his report on this matter (see Reso 17 EC-V)o
(13)

PP in CLIMAT reports

0

Action under wayo

(14) Development of a code for ground weather observationso The president of CSM suggested,ori·the basis of an enquiry made by the SecretaryGeneral, to postpone action until the second session of the CSMo
(15) Use of X and / in meteorological messageso Interim solution for
use of these symbols is necessary as long as ITU has not accepted standardization of plus signo Action under wayo
It might be of interest to Congress to know the general response to
circulars in which a reply was requestedo Nine such circulars were issuedo
The number of Members represented in CSM is 58; 9 replies were received from
3 Members, 8 from 6 Members, 7 from 4 Members, 6 from 5 Members, 5 from 3 Members and 4 replies or less from 37 Memberso
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Cloud Atlas

Two persons requested by the first session of the Commission for Synoptic Meteorology to complete the Cloud Atlas texts as available at that session retired from the meteorological services to which they belonged and stated that they were unable to carry out the work of correcting and drafting the
texts for the Complete and Abridged Atlas. This caused considerable delay in
the completion of the texts.
Action was taken by Resolution 30 (EC-IV) and arrangements were made
for an English-speaking meteorologist to undertake the work of editing the
English version of Volume I, of writing the text of the Abridged Atlas and
of completing the editing of tho legends.
It was decided, in consultation with the Secretary-General, to concentrate first on plates and legends (Fasc. II). At the end of 1953, comments
were received from the engravers on the quality of photographs and colour pictures, it appeared that a number of the selected photographs had to be eliminated. The decision of the first session of the Commission for Synoptic Meteorology, adopted by the fourth session of the Executive Committee, to print
the C , CM' CH-code figure on the plates made it necessary to place the plates
L
in an order based on the coding. When reviewing the pictures suitable for
publication and placing them in a logical order it was noted that there appeined some serious gaps in certain code-figures. Action was taken and neW
pictures were selected by a small group consisting of the president of CSM,
a representative of the chairman of the former Sub-Commission on Clouds and
Hydrometeorsand a representative of the Secretary-General.
The work on the 224 blocks was started by four engravers in spring 1954.
The president of CSM took part in a number of discussions at the Secretariat
with representatives of the engravers. The preparation of the blocks called
for painstaking care; not less than five or six proofs of many plates were
necessary before final approval for printing could be given. The number of
blocks on which action is still outstanding is now less than ten. It is expected that a few examples of series already printed can be shown to Congress.
The fact that many pictures originally selected were eliminated also
involved additional work, as legends for the ne.J pictures had to be edited.
For the completion of the final version of all plates, much co-ordinating
work between English and French-speaking meteorologists was necessary. The
completed texts are now in the hands of the Secretariat, where a fin"al comparison was made between the plates, as they are reproduced in the English
and French texts. A series of plates and legends has been placed at the disposal of the president of CAeM for insertion in the Observing Manual for Air
Crews.
With regard to the text for the Complete Atlas, there appeared to be
many repetitions and some contradictions. Mr. Bilham and the president of
CSM had to revise the text completely, without however making changes of substance. The text is now in the hands of Mr. Bessemoulin for comparison with
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the original French text and for translation into French,
of this work has been completed,

approximately half

Mr. Bilham also prepared the text of the Abridged Atlas, which was forwarded to the Secretariat, with remarks made by Mr, C,F. Brooks, for final
editing and translation,
The president of CSM has suggested to the Secretary-General that a
small working group consisting of Messrs, Bessemoulin, Bilham, the president
of CSM and some representatives of the Secretariat meet in Geneva from 15-30
Jun2 1955 to prepare the final vel'sions of the texts of the Complete and the
Abridged Atlas.
It is hoped that Congress will realize that a heavy task was placed
upon the shoUlders of a small number of people, who had to take part in the
Cloud Atlas work in addition to their normal duties. Thanks are due to
Messrs. Viaut, Bessemoulin, Beaufils, Brooks and Bilham for their extremely
valuable work and to Miss van del' Linde of the Secretariat for her really·
painstaking administration of the photographic side,

(c)

Publication of Volume B

Extensive correspondence took plDce between the Secretariat and the
president 6f the commission with a view to bringing the code-fascicule of
publication -9 up to date, The general layout of Volume B is a more logical
one than that of the previous edition, the printing is also clearer.
(d) Workinq qroups
(1)

~o~king QrQuQ Qn_n~t~oLk~

Mr, Bessemoulin was elected chairman of this working group,· Being
actively involved .in the Cloud Atlas work, I\\r, Bessemoulin has not yet been
able to devote much time to his group, However, a few weeks ago, the first
circular letter to the members was issued, It is hoped that the representative of the Secretariat in this group will complete a general appraisal of
the situation in due course, so that active work on the network-problem can
start immediately after Congress,
(2) j'io,rking QrQuQ Qn_t,gl.gcQmmulli.£aliQn,§., Mr, Leclercq was elected
chairman of this group; he is already actively involved on a number of prob1 ems.

(e)

Relations with other constituent bodies

There was an exchange of views on various matters with the preSidents
of other technical commissions, Presidents of regional associations were informed of CSM decisions and were advised on code matters on many occasions.
In accordance with General Regulation 105 (5), the president of CSM
commented on recommendations of the sessions of other constituent bodies,
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Final remarks

When accepting -the office of president of CSM at First Congress, I had
not realized that so much work would be involved. The period from the third
session of the Executive Committee (September 1932) to Second Congress,
in
particular, has been extremely busy.

(signed)

W. Bleeker
President, CSM
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A.4 - FINANCIAL REPORT OF THE SECRETARY-GENERAL
(Agenda item 2.4)
. Interim report by. Secretary-General on the financial status
and transactions of the World Meteorological Organization
during the First Financial Period
(document Cg-II/43)
1.
In accordance with the prOV1Slons of Articles 15.2 and 15.3 of the WMO
Financial Regulations, the financial accounts of the Organization for the
years 1951, 1952, 1953 and 1954 have been submitted to the Executive Committee together with the corresponding reports thereon of the external auditor
and the Secretary-General.

After formal approval by the Executive Committee, these accounts and
reports have been transmitted to Members together with the budget for the
following year, as required by Article 15.4 of the Financial Regulations.
2.
With the commencement of 1955, the Organization entered upon the final
year of the First Financial Period determined by Resolution 26 (Cg-I).
The accounts to be rendered as at 31 December 1955 will be in two
parts
(i)
(ii)

The financial accounts for the year 1955;
The financial accounts for the First Financial Period 1951-1955.

These accounts will be accompanied by separate reports by the external
auditor and the Secretary-General, but in view of the fact that Congress may
not meet again for some years, the Secretary-General desires to make this
preliminary report in order that Second Congress may be aware of the financial
experience gained during the four years which have elapsed. This information
will be useful in the COUrse of the deliberations by Congress in connexion
with the budgets for the Second Financial Period and the annual budgets within
that period.
3.

Maximum expenditure

3.1
During the First Financial Period, the Secretary-General, when submitting the budget estimates, and the Executive Committee, when considering
these estimates and adopting the budget for the following financial year, have
been controlled by the maximum expenditure figure of US $ 1,273,000 permitted
by Resolution 26 (Cg-I) and by the breakdown into the parts specified in the
appendix thereto.
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3.2
Another controlling factor has been the strong feeling wi thin the Executive Committee that Members desired the annual contributions and advances
to the Working Capital Fund to be maintained at the same level during this
First Financial Period. For this reason the unit value of contributions has
been kept at US :$ 282.34 in 1952, 1953, 1954 and 1955 anr:! the advances to
the Working Capital Fund have been based on 7 per cent of the contributions
throughout the period.
3.3
An examination of the accounts rendered for the years 1951-1953 shows
that considerable budgetary surpluses were brought forward from year to year.
This was due to three main reasons: firstly, in the early years there was
a delay in recruiting the professional personnel with a consequent saving on
salaries, allowances and recruitment expenses; secondly, the delay in the
production of the Cloud Atlas for which no major expenditure was required before 1954; and, thirdly, the lag in the publication programme as set up by
each session of the Executive Committee. This Jatter reason was partly due
to insufficient funds being available to engage the necessary personnel for
typing and proof-reading.
3.3.1 However, in 1954, a concerted effort was made to speed up the publications programme and, by means of a supplementary estimate which the Executive
Committee approved, the lag in the publication programme existing at the time
of the fifth session of the Executive Committee will have been largely overcome by the end of 1955. It should be noted here that certain publications
not envisaged by the First Congress have been accomplished, with the approval
of the Executive Committee, during the First Financial Period, for instance,
the series of Technical Notes and "World Di.stribution of Thunderstorm Days".
For this main reason it now appears that the actual expenditure in the First
Financial Period will be close to the total maximum expenditure authorized by
Resolution 26 (Cg~I).
3.4
The headings by which the "breakdown of the maximum expenditure" into
parts and sections are listed in the appendix to Resolution 26 (Cg-I)do not
coincide with the budget appropriation heading~ adopted uniformly by United
Nations and the speCialized agencies for the purpose of facilitating ready
collation (Agreement between UN and WMO, Article XII, paragraph 3(a)). In
the annex to this document the actual obligations incurred as shown in the
statement I (Statement of budget appropriations, obligations incurred and unobligated balance of appropriations) of each year's accounts have been related, section by section, with the breakdown of the Congress resolution.
From this it will be seen that providing the financial year 1955 proceeds as
anticipated, the limitations laid down by Congress have been closely adhered
to.
The net totals show ~n und0r_expenditure of US :$ 21,769. Since the
trend in publication sales (see paragraphs 8.1 - 8.3) indicates that the estimated amount of US $ 20,000 to be derived from miscellaneous income in
1955 will be realized, the Secretary-General will submit supplementary estimates to the sixth session of the Executive Committee to cover expenditure
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during 1955 on salaries for additional temporary staff and urgently required
office equipmenL The total of these supplementary estimates will be limited
within this amount of US $ '21,769 and thus the overall expenditure will still
be within the limit set by First Congress.
4.

Surplus

4.1
Providing the technical programme for 1955 is fulfilled the budgetary
. surplus at the end of the financial period will be small, but there will be
a gross surplus of approximately US $ 100,000 which has accrued from the income derived from the contributions of new Members for the unexpired portion
of the year in which they become Members, the sale of publications, and from
other miscellaneous sources.
4.2
The Executive·Committee, at its fifth session, realizing the possibility of, these surplus funds being available in 1955, decided that the attention of Second Congress should be drawn to certain deficiencies which exist
in the technical programme, for which these funds might be used - either in
the Second Financial Period, or to commence certain programme items in 1955.
In the latter case, Congress w(',uld have to modify or waive Article 4.1 of the
Financial Regulations.
5"0

Contribution.§.

5'.1
The promptitude with which contributions have been paid during this financial period has ·been very s·atisfactory.
5.2
The accounts rendered as at 31 December 1954 showed that 94.35 per
cent of the total contributions assessed for 1951-1954 had been paid. A document will be made available during the session of Second Congress showing in
detail the position at a date immediately prior to'the meeting, and requesting
direction to the Secretary-General as to what action is to be taken in respect
of those few Members who are in arrears with their contributions. The Secretary··General has repeatedly reminded ·these Members of their financial obligations and there are hopes that these may be liquidated before Second Congress
. meets.
5.3
The questions of "Assessment of proportional contributions" of new
Members (Resolution 28 (Cg-I) and "Revision of proportional contributions"
(Resolution 31 (Cg-I)), are dealt with in other documents.
6.

~orking

Capital Fund

6.1
In accordance with Resolution 27 (Cg-I) a Working Capital Fund was
established by advances from Members in a proportion of seven per cent to the
scale of proportional contributions to the General Fund.
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6.2
These advances have been received at approximately the· same rate as
contributions and the principal of the fund at 31 December 1954
was US
$ 75,350 and will be US $ 97,399 (plus advances from any new Members admitted
in 1955) at 31 December 1955.
6.3
It has not been found necessary to make any \"ithdrawals from this fund
during the First Financial Period, but it seems very desirable that the fund
be maintainedto meet those contingencies mentioned· in Resolution 27 (Cg-I).
which may occur in the future.

7.

12an from United Nations

7.1
In accordance with Resolution 30 (Cg-I), the Executive Committee authorized the Secretary-General to apply for a loan not exceeding US;$ 200,000 from
United Nations to cover the interim period until sufficient Members' contributions had been received. Accordingly a loan of US $ 90,000 was applied for
and granted in September 1951. A second request for an additional amount was
cancelled as contributions, sufficient to cover the 1951 obligations, Were
subsequently received.
7.2
This loan of US $ 90,000 was made, free of interest, for a period
two years, and was duly repaid in August 1953.
8.

of

MiscellaneotJs income

8.1
In accordance with Article 10 of the Financial Regulations, all income
derived from sources other than contributions has been classed as miscellaneous income and credited to the General Fund.

The ever-increasing demand for WMO publications is
gradual rise in the revenue due from the sale thereof

8.2

1951
1952

d'
'l1>

990
US $ 2,472

US

reflected

in the

US $ 5,143
d" 11,937;
US <W

1953
1954

and in 1955 it is estimated that publications to the value of US
be sold.

"

"1'

20,006 will

8.3
The other sources of miscellaneous income during the four years 19511954 have been;

Interest on bank accounts
Reimbursement of federal tax
Profit on exchange of currencies
Rentals
Sale of wastepaper
Sale of surplus equipment
Advertisements in WMO Bulletin

US $ 3,641
240
52
288
174

421
3,089

US

$

7,905

==========
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World MeteoroloGical Orqanization Technical Assistance Unit

9.1
In order to G<J.rry out the working arrangements between the WMO and the
United Nations Technical Assistance Administration, substantive subventions
of US $ 15,000 have been received for each of the years 1952-1955.
9.2
These funds have been used for the operational costs of the WMO TA
Unit, the activities of which are dealt with in other documents. The actual
project costs are met directly from the budget of the United Nations Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance for the Economic Development of UnderDeveloped Countries.
9.3
For 1954, an appropriation of US $ 1,000 was made in the WMO regular
budget, which in accordance with the recommendation of the Executive Committee Advisory Committee on Technical Assistance, w.as used to meet the expenses of two projects - in Syria and Haiti.
10.

The International Meteoroloqi£al Organization - suspense account

10.1 In accordance with Article 26 of the Convention and Resolution 3 (Cg-r)
of First Congress the financial resources and obligations of IMO were taken
over by WMO, and in accordance with Resolution 13 (EC-I) a suspense account
was established for the purpose of receiving monies and securities transferred from IMO and of recording operations relating to the liquidation of IMO.
10.2 Statements of this suspense account (statements VI and VII) have been
rendered each year with the financial accounts. At.31 December 1954 the
statement and report thereto show that all the liabilities and. obligations
of the IMO have been discharged with·the exception of a final payment of approximately US $ 33,226 to the United Nations Joint Staff Pension Fund in
respect of the establishment of the pension benefits to three senior ex-IMO
staff members - see Resolution 39 (EC--II).
10.3 The assets of this IMO suspense account are held
in first.,.class
securities and bank
deposits yielding an average of approximately 3 per
cent. The surplus which will be available at the time of the meeting of
Second Congress will be approximately US $ 78,450 and the Executive Committee is directed by Resolution 14 (Cg-I) to recommend to Second Congress
measures and procedures for the use of these assets in the best interest of
the World Meteorological Organization. The Executive Committee has considered this matter, and at its fifth session established a small working group
to re-examine the question and prepare specific recommendations to the sixth
session of the Executive Committee, which if approved would be passed to
Congress.

*
l'

*

ANN E X
RECONCILIATION OF THE ACTUAL EXPENDITURES FOR THE YEARS 1951, 1952, 1953 AND 1954
BUDGET APPROPRIATIONS FOR 1955 vvrTH TOTALS OF EACH PART AND SECTION FOR COMPARISON
WITH THE "BREAKDOWN OF IIfIAXIMUM EXPENDITURE INTO PARTS" AS LAID OOWN
IN THE APPENDIX TO RESOLUTION 26 (1) OF FIRST CONGRESS
(in United States dollars)
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Appropriations
and reappropriations
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Congress

1954

1955

1951-1955

breakdown

Actual expenditures
1951

PART I - MEETINGS
Congress

--

Executive Committee
Regional associations
Technical 'commissions
Oth
international organizations
President and Secretary,·General
Totals PART I
PART II - TECHNICAL

1952
--

1953

--

--

Technical publications
Cloud Atlas
Technical assistance
Deduct for sales
Totals PART II
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4,191

-

-
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48,860

40,000
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13,573

18,054
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1,038

1,587
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7,039
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921

1,043
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5,445

6,000

19,457

17,195

34,615

36,240

68,867

176,374

160,500
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PROGRAM~E

Standardization and comparison
of instruments
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30,954

21,754

38,427

46,475

51,120

188,730

180,000

-

291

1,023

26,720

37,280

65,314

64,500

-

16

-

1,096

-

..

1,112

10,000

1,000

30,954
1,352

22,061
3,751

39,450
7,735

74,291
15,609

83,400
20,000

255,156
48,447

155,500
44,500

29,602

18,310

31,715

58,682

68,400

206,709

211 ,000
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Appropriations
and reappropriations
1955

1"951-1955

breakdiiwn

50,782 107,938 167,972 182,437

200,670

109,799

770,000

50,782 107,938 167,972 182,437

200,670

709,799

770,000
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Actual expendttures
1951

i952

1953

1954

Totals

Congress

....
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(X)

PART III - SECRETARIAT
Salaries; overtime', allowances,
insurance~

etco

Totals PAlU III
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PART IV - SECRETARIAT COMMON SERVICES

tTl

@
26,000

H

Communication services

4,415

8,086

10,405

10,134

10,000

43,040,

Rent, insurance and maintenance
of premises

3,389

1,881

2,178

4,284

6,000

17,732

25,000

5!t11

Stationery and other supplies

3,301

9,711

9,127

10,202

10,000

42,341

45,000

(f)

External audit

1,000

1,000

770

1,001

1,000

4,771

4,000

12,105

20,678

22,480

25,621

27,000

107,884

100,000
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Totals PART IV

Removal expenses
Miscellaneous (library, public
information, etc.)
Totals PART V
Totals PARTS I - V
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PART V - SECRETARIAT - EQUIPMENT,
ETC.
Office furniture, etc.
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6,788

4,927

2,300

6,264

6,000,

801

26,279

12,500

801

5,000

2,470

6,170

5,052

2,069

7,624

23,385

1~,,000

10,059

11,097

7,352

8,333

13,624

50,465

31,500
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378,561
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B. - PRO G RAM M E
FOR

THE

SECOND

FIN A N C I A L

PERIOD

(Agenda item 5)
. B.l - TECHNICAL· PROGRAMME FOR SECOND FINANCIAL PERIOD
Submi tted by th'e Secretary-General
(Agenda item 5.1, document Cg-II/14)
1.

Introduction

The purposes of WMO are clearly laid down in Article 2 of the.Convention while the functions of Congress include (Article 7( e) of ,the Convention)
the determination of general policies for the fulfilment of these purposes.
The object of this document is to provide the necessary explanatory material
regarding the various projects which have been suggested, mainly by Members,
for inclusion in the programme for the second financial period; these projectsare listed on ppo 4-9 of Appendix II of document Cg-II/2. Particular
attention is given to those projects which have appreciable budgetary implications.
This document is limited to technical considerations such as the benefits of the various projects, their international importance and possible
ways of carrying them outo Estimates of the costs involved, including the
necessary staff, are being presented in a separate document, which also deals
with the relationship between the technical programme and the budget for the
Second Financial Period.
The WMO Technical' Assistance Programme is also being ·discussed in separate documents.
20

Programme during First Financial peri.Q.!i

Before discussing in detail the projects which have been proposed for
inclusion in the programme for the Second Financial Period, it seems desirable
to review briefly the work,accomplished since First Congress. This period was
inevitably primarily concerned in the initial stages with administrative and
operating problems, the most important being the setting into motion of the
various constituent bodies and the buildi.ng ·up of the staff and activities of
the. Secretariat. As these tasks were accomplished, attention was given more
and more to the technical aspects of the programme laid down by First Congress.
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Constituent bodies

By the end of February 1955, all the constituent bodies established in
Resolutions 32 (Cg""I) and 33 (Cg-I) \~ill have held their first sessions. The
recommendations passed by constituent bodies have been studied at the annual
sessions of the Executive Committee and have led to many Executive Committee
resolutions calling for action by Members, by various WMO organs and by the
Secretariat.
Between sessions ?f' consti tuent bodies", ,their work is largely carried
on by their presidents and by various working groups assisted by the Secretariat. The present working groups are listed in Annex 1.
2.2

Secretariat

In considering the technical work of the Secretariat during the First
Financial Period, it must be borne in mind that the professional staff were
only recrui tE?d gradually during this time and that the full establishment was
only attained in November' 1954. Th,r routihe technical functions of the Secretariatmay be summarized under the following headings,
(a)

AssistancB to technical commissions;

(b)

Carrying'out technical investigations and enquiries as requested 'by
Congress, the Executive Committee or by other international organiza-'
tions;

(c)

Assi stance to ,the Executive Committee;

(d)

Assistance to

(e)

Preparation and publication of technical publications.,

regiunal associations;

In each of these fields there has been a progressive increase in the
activity of the Secretariat. The Secretary-General has 'therefore made some
allowance for a further gradual increase in this, routine work in his proposals for the establishment of the Secretariat for the Second Financial Period.
2.2.1

As£i£t~n£e_tQ

ie£hni£al £omrnis£iQn£
Permanent secretaries were appointed to all ,the technical, commissions
'and 'have helped the presidents in handling ,the correspondence of'the commissions, in carrying out technical studies, in preparing for and conducting
'sessions and in completing the work after,the sessions. The level of secretaria l' asd stanc'e has varied in the different commissions, dep<;lnding on the
wishes of the presidents. There has been a marked tendency by some presidents
to leave'more and more of their commiss,ion work to the Secretariat, and as the
professional officers become familiar with this work there is no doubt that
this tendency will be maintained. It seems certain that the Secretariat will
be called upon to prepare a much higher proportion of the working papers for
future sessions of the technical commissions than was the case for some of
the first sessions.
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Special mention might be made of the Secretariat assistance to the working groups of technical commissions. Owing to other commitments and to"budgetary limitations it has only been possible in a few cases for the Secretariat
to participate actively in the technical work of working groups. In most cases
assistance has so far been limited to replying to specific requests for advice
and to collecting information from meteorological services.
2.2.2

Ie£hni£al

inye~tig~tlolls

An increasing proportion of the time of technical officers has been devoted to technical studies on such varied subjects as the use of wind energy,
meteorological aspects of aircraft icing, the jet stream, atmospherics techniques, thunderstorm statistics and maps, dynamic climatology, hydroelectric
potential, meteorological telecommunications, Barometer Conventions and the
reduction of pressure to mean sea level. Some of these investigations have
been carried out with the aid of rapporteurs, while others have been done
entirely within the Secretariat. Results of investigations are published as
WMO Technical Notes when appropriate.
It should be stressed that requests leading to such investigations are
being received in increasing numbers from the United Nations and various specialized agencies, the main requests from these sources over the past two
years are listed in Annex II. It was realized at First Congress that requests
would be received from other members of the U.N. family and it was stated that
the assistance of WMO would lead to "economy in the general expenditure relating to the activities of the U.N."
To enable WMO to fulfil the purpose of Article 26 of the Convention,
it is considered of vital importance that the Secretariat should be adequately equipped for dealing expeditiously with requests from other organizations.
This question has been considered on several occasions by the Executive Committee and in Resolution 2 (EC-:III) it was recognized that in handling these
enquiries the best use should be made of the Technical Division of the Secretariat - in most cases there is insufficient time to employ the full machinery
of ref erence to a constituent body. If "lMO is unable to act sufficiently rapidly and effectively, matters of great conCern to WNiO may be handled by other
international organizations without consultation of :\IMO.
2.2.3

~s£i£t~n~e_tQ ih~ Ix~c~tiv~ Qommltle~

The technical work done by the Secretariat to assist the Executive Com" mittee consists mainly in preparing vwrking papers for its sessions, helping
at the meetings and carrying out the technical decisions of the Executive Committee. Here again the volume of assistance given has increased considerably
from one session to the next, tasks which were formerly done by members of
the Committee are being increasingly left in the hands of the professional
members of the staff. As pointed out in document Cg-II/2 (Appendix II, p.2),
it is proposed to effect very appreciable economiesin the Second Financial
Period by dispensing with the services of precis-writers, etc. which in turn
may lead to a heavier work load for the technical officers 0 f the Secretariat.
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Between sessions of the Executive Committee, the Secretariat provides
assistance to its working groups and panels'. A technical secretary has be'en
appointed to the main working groups (International Geophysical Year, International Meteorological Tables) and in the case of the Arid Zone Panel (see
agenda item 5.5) the work has been co-ordinated by the Secretariat.
2.2.4

bs~i~tgn~e_tQ Le2iQn~1_a~sQcialiQn~

The technical assistance rendered by the Secretariat to regional associations is 'similar basically to that given to technical commissions (see
section 2.2.1 above). An important part of this work is the follow-up action
on deficiencies in the observational 'network in connexion with the ICAO/WMO
working arrangements. Existing gaps in the networks and in the observational
programmes have been identified, largely during regional meetings of ICAO and
WMO, and there is a continuing commitment into the Second Financial Period
for negotiations with the governments concerned for overcoming these deficienciesa

gnQ QUQlic~tion Qf_t~chnicgl_pgbli£aliQn~
This is one of the 'most important of the technical tasks of the Secretariat, in that the bulk of the decisions of the Organization and of the tech,nical inveetigations cnrried out by the various constituent bodies and the
Secretariat are promulgated by means of the technical publications. The routine
WMO publication~ are listed below. They follow the lines envisaged at First
Congress, but attention should perhaps be called to the WMO Technical Notes
which represent an innovation commenced in 1954 in accordance with Resolution 14
2.2.5

Er~p~r~tion

(EC-IV)~

The work in connexion with these publications has increased rapidly
during the First Financial Period, especially as regards publication No., 9.
It was recognized by the Executive Committee during its fifth session
that it would not be possible to complete the publication programme envisaged
by First Congress without a substantial increase in the number of related personnel in the Secretariat .. ' A supplementary budget to that originally approved
for 1954 was therefore passed.

Routine WMO publicatiQ.ll.§
(1) 8e10luiiQn.§. ._rlQc,\1.m~nls_.and._minJdt£:~_of CO[l91:".§.s
The resolutions oJ Congress are published (printed) in the four official languages of the Organization (English, French, Russian and Spanish).
The documents and minutes of Congress are printed in English, and French.
(2)

Ei~al re£ort.§. ~n£ mi[luie.§. £f_E~e£uli~e_C£mllii!t~e

The final reports of the Executive Committee are published (printed)
in English and French. The resolutions of the Committee are published
(printed) also in Russian and Spanish and the minutes of the meetings of the
Committee are distributed in mimeographed form in English and French versions.
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lia~i£ Qo£uillellt~

The basic documents of the Organization are printed in the four officia 1 languages.
(4)

anllu~l_r~PQrls

The annual reports are mimeographed in English and French.
(5)

abLiQg~d_fingl_r~PQr1s_of ~e~siolls_of le£hlli£al £ommis£iQn~ ~nQ
LeQiQngl_a~sQcialiQn~

The abridged final reports of sessions of technical commissions are
mimeographed in English and French.
The abridged final reports of sessions of regional associations are
pUblished in mimeographed form in two of the four official languages of the
Organization in accordance with the decision of the association concerned.
(6) £uhlic.'J.tioll lIo... .6 ':'}lI§.t~01:010Qi£al Qffi£e~"
Only supplements to the former IMO publication No.2 have been issued
during the First Financial Period. At its fifth session the Executive Commi ttee decided that a revised version of this publlcation should be prepared.
This revised version will include in addition to information about Members of VIMO and about publications by governmental meteorological bodies, information about countries which are not Members of WMO and about the main publications of meteorological interest issued by other bodies.
(7)

£uhlicgtioll lID.,. .2 :CQmQo~iliQn_oi ][MQ"

Regular supplements are issued to this publication.

VoL A
VoL B
Fasc. III Fasc. IV

Nomenclature of Stations
Codes
Meteorological Transmissions
Weather Messages for Shipping.

The introduction of the new codes on I January 1955 involved the preparation of a new Volume B of this publication to replace the previous Fascicule 1. The work on Fascicules III and IV has increased steadily due to the
development in teletype and facsimile transmissions and to the increasing
number of changes in broadcasts and frequencies.
(9) .EuQlic.'J.tioll bP ... .t:l ':':GlJiQe_tQ In~t1:Uillellt_alld_OQs~rlLill9].ra.9.ticit"
In compliance with Resolution 47 (EC-IV) the Secretariat is preparing
and publishing (printing) the necessary revisions "nd supplements to.this publication (English and French).
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(10) JtlMQ l2.u,l)~tin
The \AlMO Bulletin is printed quarterly in English and French.
The number of pages in a single number of this publication has increased
from 24 in the first issue to about 60 at the end of 1954.
The desirability of publishing the \vMO Bulletin also in Russian and
Spanish was discussed at the fifth session of the Executive Committee. A
survey is at present being carried out to enable an estimate of the financial
implication of this proposal to be made.
(11) ~MQ ls£hni£al tloieg
In accordance with a decision taken at the fourth session of the Executive Commi ttee(Resolution 14 (EC-IV)), the first "';MO Technical Notes were
published in 1954. They contain papers prepared for sessions of \AlMO constituent
bodies and reports' prepared by the WMO Secretariat. The Notes are in mimeographed form with a printed cover and are only published in their original
language, provided this is one, of the official languages of the Organization,
but with a summary in the other ,three official languages.
Seven Technical Notes have been issued up to the' end of 195'4.
Based upon the establishment of the Secretariat suggested by the Secretary:"General, the estimated number of Technical Notes to be produced each year
is about ten.
(12) 1i~t_oi gele£t~d_and_sQP21~m~hla~y_shiQs
A first provisional edition of this list will be issued early in 1955.
The keeping up to date of this list means an additional task for the Secretariat which has not been carried out before.

U3)

Qniv~rgal Qe£imal gl~s1ifi£a1iQn

In compliance with Resolution 24 (EC-V) this publication will be printed
in the first financial period and will later have to be kept up-to-date.
(14) Qthe~ _t~chnic~l_PQbli£aiiQn~
In connexion wi th special projects for the First Financial Period the
following publications have been or are being published by the Secretariat
(i)

Ib,!U!}!.':E!}.!!g2!}.§!Lg12!!:L6!1.'!~ (Printed in English and French)

This represents the major VJMO publication prepared during the First financial Period. The preparatory work was carried out by a working group
, of CSM and the final texts were completed by very close collaboration
between English and French speaking meteorologists under the personal
.supervision of the p resident of CSM. The Secretariat has been'responsible for the detailed editing, proofreading Qnd negotiations with the
printers.
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World distribution of thunderstorm days
--------==~------------------~------==-

Part I; Tables, 204 pages. This publicati.on was issued in 1953 in
connexion. with a request received from the International Telecommunication Union.
.
(iii)

~l2i~1!~£!:~Ebl::_!:1~!~~!:£1~9i9~::_I!}!::E!}~!i~!}~1;U2~~~2._f~~~i~:!1::~_f2._g.1.
III and IV
These four volumes were printed by the Secretariat based upon manuscripts prepared by the French Meteorological Service (Abstracts in
French) •

(iv)

Guide to Meteorological Library Practice
=--------~------~-~=--~~=---=~-==-=~--=-

This mimeographed publication was issued in English and French.

Ad2i1iQn~1_dQtie~

2.2.6

Among the additional technical duties of the Secretariat not covered in
the above paragraphs, mention might be made of the following ,
(a)

Replying to technical enquiries from meteorological services and from
various individuals;

(6)

Representing the WMO at certain sessions of other international organizations;
Preparation of· tho Draft Technical RegUlations (see document Cg-II/6)",

(c)
(d)

Technical assistance programme (see documents Cg-II/4 and 5). This
work is handled by the Technical Assistance Unit with assistance as
necessary from other sections of the Secretariat.

3.

Prooramme for the Second Financial Period
·~eneral

3.1

remarks

In section 2 above, details were given of the activity of the Organization, especially in so far as the Secretariat is concerned, since First Congress.
The present section deals with the various projects which have been suggested,
mainly by Members, for inclusion in the programme for the Second Financial Period. Most of the routine work of the Secretariat described above will of course
continue throughout this period in addition to any neW projects approved·by Con,
..
gress.
,:~

At the fifth session of the Executive Committee, it was pointed out that
there were three major needs in meteorology to which WiIlO should give full at.tention, the need for more observational data, the need for improving forecasting,
and the need for more basic research.

*

This document is not published.
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With regard to observational data, WMO should do everything possible
to encourage Members to stlldy these problems, to set up the necessary additional stations for surface and upper··air observations, and to increase the
number of observations at existing stations as required. This work is closely connected with that referred to in paragraph 2.2.4 above.
With regard to' improvements in forecasting; it was stated that much
work was already being done by the national meteorological services·.·. Every
encouragement should be given by WMO to projects for improving forecasting
techniques.
.
Wi th regard to basic research, it was suggested that while WMO should
not itself conduct basic research there were many ways in which it could provide assistance to national and regional·research institutes, WMO should
show that it is promoting meteorology and encouraging research as laid down
in Article 2 of the Convention.
The importance of the part which WMO should play ·in furthering various
branches of applied meteorology was also stressed by members of the Executive
Committee. The success of VilMO as a specialized agency of the United Nations
depended largely on its ability to meet the needs of other agencies such as
rCAO, WHO and FAO which are concerned with various meteorological o.pplications.
It was. generally agreed by the Executive Committee that in determining
the future programme for WMO it was necessary to decide on the essential major
projects and to make the necessary financial provisions rather than to limit
the programme ab initio within a certain maximum expenditure.,
3.2

Technical Regulations
Under agenda item 3.5, the adoption of WMO Technical Regulations will
be discussed by Second Congress. In accordance with Article 8 of the Convention, Members will have to do their utmost to conform to the adopted Technical
Regulations, and wi 11 have to inform the SecretarY-GenBral if they ··are unable
to give effect to some requirement. The Secretary-General will presumably
have to take the necessary follow-up action in this matter. He will also be
called upon to assist in revising ,the Technici3.l Regulations •.
3.3.'

Individual projects

.
At the request of the President of iIMO, the Secretary-General invited
Members by circular letter in July 1953. to make proposals for the programme
'of the Organization for the Second Financial Period. These proposais, together with additional suggestions from technical commissions and the Secretariat, were analysed for consideration by the Executive Committee; the projects were grouped into the following four categories ~
(l) Projects which might be dealt with by the Secretariat .on a time
available basis without involving significant extra expenses' (based upon the
Secretary-General's proposals for the establishment of the Secretariat for
the Second Financial Period).
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(2) Projects which involve the issuing of new publications
will require extra staff and expenditureo
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and which

(3) Projects which involve an extension of the WMO Library with corresponding expenseso
(4)
projectso

Projects of an operational character including joint financing of

After a preliminary study by a working group established at its fourth
session, the Executive Committee at its fifth session suggested priorities for
the different projects according to the following defini tions ~
.projects of priority 1 which are of such importa,nce and urgency as to
justify the Secretary-General keeping them fully staffed at all costso
Projects of priority 2 which are useful and desirable but which ·would
not, however, have to be kept fully staffedo
The Committee also commended on some of the proj.ects and suggested that
some should be deletedo
. The individual projects are discussed below in the same order as listed
in document Cg-II/2, Appendix II, ppo 4-90
Group 1 -

Pxoje£t~ ~hich mighl Qe_d~alt_with Qy_the_S~c~elaxi.§.t_on .§. liille_a~ail~
.§.ble_b.i!.sis_witb.oyt_i,DYQlying_signifi.Q.ant_e2lt.J:a_erp.!!.nge1\._ iB.i!.s.!:ld_ul2.°11
lh~ ~eQr.!:lt.§.r~-~ene~al'g QrQpQs.i!.lg fo.J: lh.!:l ~slaQlishm~niQf_tb.e_S.!!.c.J:e~
ia~i.i!.t_fQr_tb.e_S~cQnQ financial £e!iQdlo

General

r~!lli!rks

The projects listed in Group 1 are those which can be fitted in with the
routine technical activity of the Secretariat as detailed in section 202 aooveo
Theymay be considered as specific examples of proj ects which arise as part of
the normal functioning of the Organizationo In accordance with decisions of
the Executive Committee, work has already started on many of these items, and
it is possible that one or two may be substantially completed by the end of
the First Financial Periodo Depending on decisions by Congress, certain of
these projects, for example 1.5 and 1.14, may develop into major items for the
Second Financial Period and might be more appropriately transferred to Group 40
~r~j~c!

101 §t:!dX £f _ c£d~ !Ea!t~r::: 1l£n;] !eEml - Priority 1
Codes are one of the most vital questions in international meteorology
for it is only by the use of a common code that the necessary weather data· can
be exchanged quickly and efficientlyo Codes have to be revised and amended
from time to time to meet the changing needs of meteorological services and
the need for devel.oping a more systematic approach to the whole question has
been stressed several times during recent years, for example by Regional Commission I in 1947, by RA-I in 1953, by CSM in 1953 - see Resolution 3
(CSM-I) - and by the Executive Committee at its fourth sessiono The question
has considerable economic implica·tions for meteorological services.
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Action on this project could take the form of a thorough study of code
questions by the Secretariat with a view to building up a pool of knowledge
and experience which could be called on as required in the future. This would
enSUre that any further changes in international codes would be made in an
integrated manner and not piecemeal.
~r~j ~c! ~. ~

~h~r! Er~j~c!i~n,~ fo:£ ~e!e~r~l;;g!c~l_ cba:£t~ 11~n2 !e;Eml - Priori ty 2

At its first session, CSM concluded that there. was a need to study the
question of projections recommended for ,use for meteorological charts. RA V
proposed in Recommendation 6 (I-RA V) that Resolution 26 (CD Washington,1947)
on this subject should be amended.
At the suggestion of the Executive Committee, the Secretariat is making
an immediate investigation of the question raised in Recommendation 6 (I-RA V).
The wider question raised by CSM could be studied within the Secretariat with
a view to preparing a report for a future session of CSM.
~r~j~c! ~.~

§t~t!o~ ~e!w~r~ ~e~s!t!e~ ll~n~

!eEml -

Priority I
One of the most fundamental questions in operational meteorology is'to
determine the optimum density of ,observing stations required. WMO has already
been asked to advise on the minimum networks required in some regions where'
existing stations are sparsely distributed. Although the IMO made some recommendations, on this subject in Resolution 45 (IMC Paris, 1946), it has been
,widely felt, ,that a thorough re,e'evaluation of the question, on a quantitative
basis, is urgently 'required. CSM has set up a working group to study certain
aspects of the problem (Resolution 8 (CSM-I))and the Secretariat has been
asked to provide a considerable amount of background information for this
group. CAe has also established a working group to consider network requirements for numerical forecasting (Resolution 8 (CAe-I)). RA IV called attention particularly to the urgent need for consideration of the network requirements in the tropics and the CSIA working group has been strel)gthened to handle
this request.
The studies at present in
tensified.

hand should be continued and if'possible in-

~r~j~c! 1. 4~e!h~d~ ~f _ sbo::t:,~e~i!:m: and ~0~g:r::n2e J~r~c::s!i!!gJ~o~g_ t~r~)

Priority 1
Meteorological services' should be kept up-to-date about developments
in forecasting methods, such information not always being available in published form. To this end, the Secretariat might collect material from meteorological services on methods of short-, medium- and long-rimge forecasting being
tried out or used on a routine basis. This information could be issued in WMO
Technical Notes i'n the form of progress reports.
~r£j~c! ~.~

Water :£e~0!:!r2e _il~v<;l£P!Ee!!tJlo~g_ t!:,r!!l) - Priority I
'At its 18th sessio'n, the' United Nations Economic and Social Council
passed a resolution recommending that specialized' agencies shOUld give particular attention to the assembling of hydrological data and inviting them, in
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co-operation with governments, to take all practical steps to help strengthen
international technical co-operation in regard to water resource development.
WMO has had several requests from other Members of the UN family for assistance
and advice in this field, and the Secretary-General drew the Executive Commi ttee's attention to the scope and importance of this project for WMO.
A preliminary study of this project, carried out by the Secretariat, in
accordance with Resolution 8 (EC-V), will be presented to Congress in a separate working paper under item 5.10.
~r~j~c~ 1'2

~e!e~r:?l~g:l:c~l_a~p~c!s_of ~p!21l:c~t!ol] ~f_a!o!l)i.<:: ~n~r2YJ1o!:,g_t!:r!l))

Priori ty 1
In view of the widespread tendency among peoples to associate the experimental explosions of hydrogen bombs with the apparently unusual wea'ther conditions which have recently been experienced in various parts of the world,
and considering that li tUe is known of the effect on the weather of such explosions, the Executive Committee instructed the Secretary-General to collect
all available information on the effect of atomic explosions on the weather
and to prepare and publish a WMO Technical Note on the subject.
It has also been suggested that there is a need for a study on an international level of the meteorological aspects of the by-products of atomic
energy plants.

After the completion of the Technical Notes referred to above, it seems
desirable that the Secretariat should continue to keep in touch with the meteorological aspects of atomic energy exploitation.
~r2j~c!

1. Z Eval!!a!i:?n _of

!h~ !ol]g:r~n~e _n~e~sJ:;r _m~t!:0Eo!02i.<::a! ~e:::e!0!2m::n!

~n~ Ee~e~r.<::h J!ol]g_ t.':r!!!) - No priority allocated

Whereas each of the technical commissions might be considered to be responsible for the promotion of research in its own area of activity, the Congress
may wish to establish means for conducting a study into the long-range requirements for meteorological development and research. The intent would be to
identify areas of the science which are either somewhat neglected or which need
further emphasis, after which the commiss,ions might be requested to work more
actively in the indicated field.
The Executive Committee suggested that this project could be deleted.
~r:?j::c! !.§

~e!e~r~l:?g~c~l_t~l::c~m~u~i.<::a!i:;n~ 112n2 !eEm2 - Priority 1

Telecommunications are the life-blood of operational meteorology. It
is essential for the efficient operation of national meteorological services
that the international arrangements for exchanging weather data should be carefully planned and co-ordinated. The plan for a world-wide network of meteorological transmissions outlined in Resolution 30 (IMC Paris,1946) has not been
fully implemented, and the Executive Committee recognized in Resolution 27
(EC-IV) that this was partly responsible for the deficiencies currently experienced by individual meteorological services. There are many problems in
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this field which require further study, and at the fifth session of the Executive Committee it was recommended that the staff of the S·ecretariat should include a meteorological telecommunications experto
In accordance with Resolution 13 (EC-V), the Secretariat is studying
the question of tal'iffs for- rneteol"ologi-cal telegrams and lease of cireui ts to
mete6rological services and is considering the ways and means for a more effective presentation of the interest of meteorology in telecommunicationso
As for Project 101 above, it seems very desirable to have a pool of
knowledge in the S.ecretariat which can be drawn on as necessaryo Close collaboration with ITU is essential in telecommunications questions and the
Executive Committee has recommended that WMO should participate in certain of
the ITU permanent study groups and that highly qualified experts should be
appointed t6 represent WMO at future international telecommunication conference-s

0

Er£j~c! 10 9

!r£P!c~l_ m~t~o!ol02Y Jl0!:g_ tgr~) - Priority 2

The experience of the First Financial Period of WMO has brought to
light, in several ways, the inadequacy of knowledge on tropical and subtropical meteorologyo The Arid Zone Programme of UNESCO in which WMO is now
taking an active part has shown how little is known about meteorology and
hydrology of arid and semi-arid regions in tropical and subtropical latitudeso Moreover, the Arid Zone Programme itself and also some of the United·
Nations Technical Assis·tance Programmes . sponsored by WMO (eogo meteorological
aspects of locust control) have shown that some of the most urgent development is required in areas wi thin these lati tudes
0

It is therefore suggested that WMO should sponsor a tropical m"teorological project. The main purpose of this project would be ~

(a)

to examine the existing state of knowledge of tropical meteorology;

(b)

to indicate on what lines meteorological effort should be directed with
a view to bringing such knowledge to a standard comparable to that of
the meteorology of temperate regions,

(c)

to take such steps as may be possible to achieve such knowledge and to
encourage and advise the meteorological services in tropical·regions
to that end.

Er~j !;c!

1.10

~r!d _Z~n~ Er£g!al!!ffi2 11'2n~ !eEml - Priority 1

An Arid Zone Research Programme was launched by UNESCO in 19510 I t is
hoped that a systematic study of the problems of these regions will indicate
ways of increasing their productivity, of raising .the standard of living of
the inhabitants, and of preventing the· extension of arid zone conditionso
The participation of WMO in this field has be-en authorized by Resolution 13 (I) of the First Congress and Resolutions j 7 (EO-IT), 32 (EC-III)
and 8 (EC-IV)o
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It is suggested that WMO should continue the implementation of the WMO
Arid Zone Programme as laid down in the terms of reference for the Arid Zone
Panel (see Resolution 8 (EC-IV)). Reference is made to agenda item 5.5.
~r£j~c!

!.!l

~r!ifi::i~l_c~n!r£l_of ~e~t~er l?r£c~s~e~ .!.1£n!t !erm2 - Friority 1

Much effort in recent years has gone into attempts to modify the weather
artificially, the best known projects being the various commercial undertakings to induce precipitation and to prevent hail by various forms of cloud
seeding. WMO has been asked for advice on these questions by UNESCO and has
published Technical Note No. 1 entitled "Artificial Inducement of Precipitation". CAe has set up a working group charged with the preparation of a report on the control and modification of clouds and hydrometeors.
In view of the enormous social and economic implications of any successful methods of weather modifications, it seems very desirable t,hat WMO should
maintain a continuous survey of future developments. Further reports on this
subject, such as that being prepared by CAe, could be published as a Technical Note.
~r£j~c!

!.!2

!2e::cEil?t~ol}£f_a!:!t£m~t~c_w~a!h~r_s!a!i£n:: ll£n!t !eEm2 - Priority

2

Following Recommendation 13 (CAeM-I/ICAO MET-IV), the Executive Committee
instructed the Secretariat to prepare and keep suitably amended a publication
containing information about the performance characteristics, cost and maintenance problems of available equipment for automatic weather stations. An earlier
proposal by CIMO, in Recommendation 7 (CIMO-I), led to the decision that suitable articles containing descriptions of automatic weather stations should be
pUblished in the WMO Bulletin.
~r£j~c!

!.!3

~u~i9 !r£P~c::il£n!t !erm2 - No priority allocated

Since 1952 UNESCO has been considering the possibility of launching a
programme on humid tropics research (on the lines of the Arid Zone Programme).
The humid tropics were referred to in Recommendations 3 and 4 (CCI-I) and the
Secretariat was requested in Resolution 34 (EC-IV) to prepare a report on the
subject. Such a 'report was submitted to the fifth session of the Executive
Commi ttee, during which information was received that UNESCO had allocated
first priority to this programme. It has now been approved for implementation
by UNESCO in 1956.
While it was quite clear to the Committee that there are many important
problems in the humid tropics in which WMO is concerned, i t was felt that at
this stage in the development of the Organization it would be unwise to launch
too many separate projects. It was too early to judge the success of the work
of the WMO Arid Zone Panel, which would serve as a model for the suggested
Humid Tropics Panel.
The Committee therefore agreed that WMO should take no immediate action
but that the Secretary-General shOUld ma1ntain a "watching brief" and prepare
a document for Second Congress bringing up-to-date the information submitted
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to the Committee in thG light"'of the decisions made by UNESCO.
made to agenda item5.11.
Project 1.14
~

~

~

~

Reference is

International
Geophysical Year
(long - term)
- Priority 1
=
=
=
= = - - - - =-=
~

~

~

-.~

~

In Resolution 9 (EC-IV) it was decided that WMO would particIpate officially in the International Geophysical Year, 1957-58, which is being organized by tha International Council 'of Sci~ntific Unions.
' . "
This is a major project which~9n contribute to" the future progress of
mehorology by leading.to the. early solution of certain specific problems detailed in the meteorological programme, and.possibly by indicating the advantages of more frequent observations over a . denser network than is normally
available •
• The SUCceSs of the proj ect depends primarily on the degree of implementation by Members of the recommended programme of observations.. The ·WMO Secretariat may also hav·e "an important part 'to ,play, for example in ,co-ordinating
the meteorological programme and in standardizing the method of presentation
of the observational data.
Full information on this project will be given in the documents prepared for item 5.i2.
~r~j .!:~!

l.l5

!,!e~theE !oEesa~t!n£ .§e;Ev!c.!:

iOE ~g:!:iEu ~ t~r,E! - Priority 2

The increasing demand for more intensive food production calls for
more help from meteorology to agriculture. The most valuable service that
meteorologic'al services could provide to agri'cul tural and allied interests
would be, of course, accurate weather forecasts properly timed and suitably'
expressed. FAO has recognized the necessity for better weather forecasts and
has requested WMO to promote developments in this field.
The preparation by WMO of a report on weather forecasting serVice for
agricul ture, containing a consolidated 'summary of the achievements obtained
in the most advanced agro-meteorologica r services and lisUng the requirements
in connexion with a number of crops and farming operations, would be a m"ajor
contribution to the world-wide development of weather services for agriculture.
In accordan~e with the instructions contained in Resolution 21 (EC-V),
the Secretariat is carrying out an enquiry on present national systems of
weather forecasting services for agriculture.
Er!;j.E;c! 1. 16

~r~t.!:c!i~n _ a2a1n~t JEo~t _ d:;m!l,g.!:

- No priority allocated

Crop losses due to frost are of co"nsiderable economic signific,ance.
Protective installations are always expensive and their efficient use requires
the provision of a reliable and "in time" service of frost warnings to growers.
Information on frost frequency, duration and intensity is also required in
various other human activities, such as building construction (concrete setting; man-hour losses, etc.), conduction of liquids by pipe-lines; highway
construction; prevention of road accidents; electric power and communications
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transmissions lineso In view of the widespread use which could be made of
improvements in techniques of frbst recording and in methods of frost forecasting, WMO might undertake the collection, consolidation and dissemination
on a world-wide scale of information on frost recording and forecasting practices as well as on meteorological assistance requested and provided in different countries, with particular reference to protection against frost damage
to crops 0
This project was discussed at the fifth session of the Executive Committee in terms of Recommendation 14 (CAgM-I) on which it is basedo
~r~j ~c!

10 17 -

S:l~m~t~l~gic~l_ i!:!f:::rl!!a!i~n J9r _ a~Fic!:ll !uEe,_ -

No priority allo-

cated
The particular requirements of agriculture for climatological information, both statistics and classifications, have long been recognized by agricUlturists as well as by climatologistso The Commission for Climatology has
established a Working Group on climate and agriculture competent to deal wi th
specific aspects of this project, which arises from Recommendations 8 and 9
(CCI-I) and Recommendations 9 and 10 (CAgM-I).
The Executive Committee directed the Secretary-General to prepare a
report in collaboration with the presidents of CCI and CAgM, i f possible before 1 January 1956.
Group 2 - Er.Q.Jilcj;s_whi.sh_illv.Q.lye_the_il?sJding_of nelC! £u£lic!,!LioLJs_and_whi.£h
lC!il1_r~qJdiLe_aQditional l?tgfi ~nQ ~xQenditJdr~
General remarks
Projects in this group which are marked with a star (,f) have been included in the Secretary-GeneralIs estimates for 1he Second Financial Period
(Part IVo Regular Programme) 0 It shoUld be noted, however, that in some
cases only 'a lump sum estimate of the cost of the proj ect could be made at
the time this budget was preparedo Further information on this point will be
made available to Congresso
Projects in Groups 2, 3 and 4 which are
either not included in the Secretary-General's
2013, 402) or are such that an estimate of the
WMO could not be made (Projects 403, 404, 4 05,
have been proposed after the Secretary-General
(Projects 2014 to 2023 inclusive, and 4.7)0
~r£j~c!s_2~1_-_2~5

not marked with a star are
proposals (Projects 20ll, 2012,
eventual costs to be covered by
406), or are projects which
submitted his budget estimates

In!e!n~tio~a~ ~e!e~r~l£g~c~l_G~i~e§ 1*1 ll~n2 !e!m1 - No

priority allocated
Following the precedent set by the "Guide to Meteorological Instrument
and Observing Practice" (WMO publication Noo 8), i t has been suggested from
various sources that WMO should issue a number of guides on other branches of
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meteorology, such as synoptic practices, climatological procedures·and meteorological services for agriculture. In accordance with the appendix to.Congress
Resolution 15 (Cg-I),these guides would contain the recommended practices· . and
technical arrangements not covered by the WMO Technical Regulations •
. Projects 2.1 to 2.5 originally referred to· five separate guides, but
when the question was discussed by the Executive Committee it was decided to
ask the Secretariat to prepare a complete list of suggested guides with, as
far as possible, some indication of their contents. For the purposes of this
document, the five projects have therefore been lumped together.
Fuller details on this project will be given in a document in support
of item 5.7.5 •
. ~r~j~c! 2.6. Ie~h!:!i~a~ ~o!e~ 1;flll~n2 !e:r:ml - Priority 1
Reference is made to paragraph 2.2.5 (ll)·of this document. The preparation and distribution· of about ten Technical Notes each year. in the Second
Financial Period is included in the routine work of the. Secretariat.
If this number is felt to be sufficient by Congress, this project
be transferred to Group 1.

~r£j~t!

3.Z

~uel!c!'!;t!o!! ~f_cli!!!a!0102i!?al ~t!a!,!e~
rity allocated

i"l

can

}.1~n!:l !e:r:ml - No prio-

.A persistent oemandfor an authoritative wClrlo Climatological atl.ns, has
been evident in recent· years •. Nothing of the kind has be·en attempted since
the publication of the celebrated Atlas of Meteorology by Bartholomew and
Herbertson in 1899. From time to time a revision of this early masterpiece
has been discussed, but discussion has flot so far led to act·ion;· The World
Meteorologica~ Organization receives many requests for information about the
climate of the world but is at present largely unable to supply the answers.

Many local atlases already exist or are in the course of preparation.
Some· regional associations have· already made plans to initiate programmes for
the production of regional atlases. Many of the world's meteorologicalservices are also producing excellent a:j;lases of the kind need.ed. It would be a
great step forward if WMO could approve a uniform prospectus to which these
regional atlases· rriight conform, standardize sporadic effort, and ultimately.
achieve a uniform world coverage.
The groups likely to avail themselves of the atlas will be geographers,
meteorologists, hydrologists, foresters, ecologists, soil scientists, agron·omists, engineers and educators. A considerable demand from these fields can
be anticipated within many of the Member States of WMO. Other international
organizations, especially the specialized agencies of UN, are also certain to
be interested.
In 1954, the CCI· adopted by correspondence a recommendation concerning
the publication of a world climatological atlas. This proposal was discussed
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by the Executive Committee and it was decided to ask the president of CCI to
prepare draft specifications for such an atlas or for a series of national,
sub-regional and regional atlases.
It is clear that this project could become a major undertaking for WMO,
involving considerable expenditure and effort. Fuller information will be
given in the supporting documents for item 5.7.6.

~r£j~c! ~.§

!n!eEn~tio~al ~e!e2r2l~gic~1_L~xic£n_(=)_(~h2r! !eEm2 - Priority 1

At its first session, the Commission for Bibliography and Publications
considered that already existing lexicons in the field of meteorology are inadequate to meet national and international needs. The commission therefore
established a Working Group on terminology VJhich was requested· to compile an
International Meteorological Lexicon (terms with definitions) before 1 December 1954. Furthermore, the commission authorized its president to include
the draft lexicon in his presidential report to the Second Congress. Because
of unavoidable delay, it is not YGt known whether the lexicon will be available in manuscript form when Congress meets.
The Secretariat may be called upon to arrange for the lexicon to be
printed and to keep it up-to-date as necessary.
~r~j~c! 2.9

!n!eEn.'!tio~a! ~e!e2r<:;1<:;gic.'!1_V2c~b~1~r:t i lf2 isboEt_t~r!!!) -

Priori ty 1.
At its first session, the CBP also considered that the already existing polyglot vocabularies in the field of meteorology were not adequate to
meet national and international needs. The CBP proposed that the working
group preparing the meteorological lexicon should later on also prepare a
polyglot meteorological vocabulary (multilingual equivalents without definitions). This should be based on the translations of the lexicon, and should
contain equivalent terms in at least the four official languages of WMO. The
CBP has authorized its president to include a specimen page of the vocabulary
in his presidential report to the Second Congress.
Here agatn the Secretariat may be called upon to arrange for the v6cabulary to be printed and to keep it up-to-date.
~r~j~c! ~ 10

~0!19 ~e!e2r2l~gic~1_Bib1i~gEa!?h;{ 1*2 il~n5.l

!eEml -

priority 2
It is universally recognized that for all scientific research and investigations , comprehensive up-to-date international bibliographies are wellnigh indispensable. Several such bibliographies are being supported by UNESCO.
The International Meteorological Bibliography recommended by IMO was prepared
and issued by the French Meteorological Service for the period 1933-l95l,and
in 1952 it was published by the IIIMO Secretariat fron material supplied by
France.
The question of continuing this bibliography in its present or in a
revised form was considered by CBP and by the Executive Committee. CBP recommended that WMO shOUld publish a "descriptive" world meteorological bibliography,
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and the Executive Committee decided that the matter should be referred
Congress,

to

This is a major project having considerable budgetary implications
principally as a result of the staffing and, printing costs involved,
Fuller information will be given in documents supporting agenda item
~r9j;:c! 2,11

£!u!h~rit!.!tiv;: !l)e!e~r~1~g!c:!1_m9n~gEaE;h§: 11~n~ !eEml

No prio-

rity allocated
This' project involves the prepnration of a series of authoritative monographs summ'arizing the present state of knowledge in various branches'of meteorology,: and arrangements for keeping them up-to-date,
It has been suggested that this project might more, appropriately be
sponsored by, the IUGG or by a learned society and the Executive Committee suggested that this project might therefore be deleted,

~r9j2c! 2,12

fo!l)p2n2i~m_o~ Ehysic§: 2f~clo~d~ ~n2 ~Y2r2m~t~oEs_(!o~g_t;:r!l)) -

Priori ty 2
The Working Group for, clouds and hydrometeors (CCH) of the CSM originally planned to include in the new'International Cloud Atlas a volume dealing
with the physics of clouds and hydrometeors, CSM recommended that this volume
should not at present be an integral part of the Cloud Atlas and the Executive
Committee decided to refer the matter to Congress,
Fuller information about this project will be given in the supporting
document for agenda item 5,? 2"
~r2j ;:c! 2, 13

~u~lic:!tio~ 2f _w2rld _m;:t~oEo!02i£a l

data.( 12n2 !eEml - No

priority allocated
This project arose from Congress Resolutionl? (eg-I) in which the Executive Committee was requested. "to refer the question of publication of world
climatological statistics of the surface a,nd upper air to the Commission for
Climatology for study and report", The Executive Committee was authorized
"to make financial provisions wi thin' the overall budget of the Organization,
for undertaking such work as may be deemed appropriate, after due consideration is giv,en to the report 'o'f the Commission",
In accordance with Resolution 36 (EC-IV) , the Secretariat is at present
conducting an enquiry to determine the extent to which surface synoptic observations are at present being publisheda nd to ascertain the extent of the demand
for such publiciltions. The results will be reported to Congress in a document
under agenda item 2.13.
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InteEn~t!o~a! ~e!e£r£l~g!c~l_T~ble~ 11£n2 !e~ml - Priorities 1

and 2
To meet the needs of meteorological services, the International Meteorological Tables were published in 1890, these tables have not been revised
since that time. The Executive Committee decided in Resolution 13 (EC-IV) to
set up a working group to consider various aspects of the preparation of a new
edition of the tables. In a report to the fifth session of the Executive Committee, the working group recommended that the tables should be published by
WMO in loose-leaf form; amongst other things this would have the advantage
that it would be possible to issue at an early date the tables which are urgently needed. The chairman of the group also expressed the view that the WMO
Secretariat should. be made responsible for co-ordinating the preparation of
the tables; although individual tables might be computed by experts outside
the Secretariat.
The Executive Committee considered that the proposals by the working
group were sound and the group was asked to continue its preparatory work. The
Secretariat was instructed to assist the group in obtaining information about
existing tables and about the requirements of meteorological services. Priority 1 was allocated to the urgently required tables and priority 2 to the remainder.
While this project is quite sUbstantial when taken as a whole, the cost
and effort can be spread over several years along the lines suggested by the
working group.
~r~j~c! 2.15

Manual_o~ p'e!e9.r9.1£g!c~1_oes~r~i~g_d~tle~ ~t_a~r£d!op'e~ lSbO!t

!e!ml - No priority allocated
In Recommendation 2 (CAeM-I) it was suggested that WMO should prepare
"a manual containing instructions and guidance material for meteorological

observing and reporting duties at aerodromes, including synoptic observations,
routine hourly and special observations and pilot balloon observations, and
appropriate information upon the use and maintenance of the equipment used in
surface and pilot balloon observing".
This recommendation was discussed by the Executive Committee.and it was
decided to refer it back to the president of CAeM for further consideration.
!:r£j~c! 2.16

~a~u::l_oi p'e!e£r£l£g!c~l_oes;:r~i~g_i~ ::i!c!aitJ~h£r! !erml Priori ty 1

In view of the need expressed for an international manual on meteorological observing in aircraft,.a draft was prepared by a working group of CAeM.
Recommendation 3 (CAeM-I) concerning this publication was approved by the Executive Committee in Resolution 15 (EC-V). The Secretariat is called upon to
finalize the draft in consultation with the president of CAeM.
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The final draft will be submitted to the Commission for Aeronautical
Meteorology for a mail ballot on the question of recommending this manual for
publication by WMO. The authorization of the publishing of the manual by WMO
will in due course have to be considered by Congress or the Executive Committee.
Er£jfc! 2.17

~a~u~l_o~ ~eEo~a~tic~l_mftfo~o~oEi~a! 9.f!i~e_p!a~tic~s_(~h£r!

tfr!l!) - Priority 1
The Commission for Aeronautical Meteorology considered at its first
session that it is desirable to publish a ':JMO manual on aerodrome meteorological office practices. It believed that the provision of such a manual·
would be an important contribution to raising the level of meteorological services for international air navigation. The commission approved with appreciation the steps already taken through the good offices of the United Kingdom,
to initiate the drafting of a manual on aerodrome meteorological practices.
This manual will in due course be presented to the Congress or the Executive
Commi ttee for. consideration for issue as a nMO manual (Reference Resolution 1
(CAeM-I)) "
The Secretifrial may be called upon to collaborate with the president
of CAeM in finalizing the draft and subsequently to prepare it for publica";
tion.
Er9.j2c! 2.18

~e~e::rsh_p!olest_o~

:::"!i:!.bil!t:r: 9.f_uEPfr_w!n2 £n~ !e!l)p~r£t);;!r~

in_ c£n~e~i9.n_ wi tb ~e!w~?r~ ~e.t:si t}; En~ frfq!:!e~c:r: 9.f _ o!::s!::r:::a!i9.n~
- No priority allocated
This project arose from Recommendation 5 (CAeM-I/ICAO MET-IV). The
question is already being studied in the United Kingdom and the l'esul ts of
these investigations are ·being referred to the CSM Working Group on networks.
As action is already in hand, and as there are no immediate financial
implications for WMO, it seems that further consideration by Congress is unnecessary.
Er9.j~c!

2.19

~i~c!:!1~t10~;?f _i~f9.r!l!a!i;?n _ c9.nse;::ning

gr£u!:;d _w.~a!h~r J~d~r _ egu!p:

!l!e~t_a.t:d_i~t::rEr~t~t!0.t: £f_r!!d~r_w::a!hfr_e~h!2e~

- No priority

allocated
This project arose from Recommendation 17 (CAeM-I/rCAO MET-IV) and the
Executive Committee directed the·Secl'etary-General to prepare a Technical Note
on the subject before the end of 1955 if possible. As it now s~ems that the
p;roject will be largely completed v·Ji thin the first financial period, 1)0 fUrther consideration by·Congress appears to be necessary.
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-Progress
- - - - report
- - .- -on-research
- - - -on-turbulence
- - - - - -and- -gusts
- - -carried
- - - out
~

~y _M~meeEsJlo!!g_ t~r!",!) - Priority 1

This project arises from Recommendation 41 (CAeM-I/ICAO MET-IV) and from
the resulting Resolution 20 (EC-V) which calls on Members to continue research
on turbulence and gusts and to send periodical reports on progress to the Secretariat. The progress in this field will be reported in a 'VMO Technical Note.
No further action by Congress seems to be necessary.
Er2j£c! ~.~l

Qiff~r~n£e~ ~h_r£u!e_w~n~s_d~t~rmine~ ~y_d!ffeEe!!t_m~t~oEolo2iEal

offices - No priority allocated
This project arises from Recommendation 46 (CAeM-I/ICAO MET-IV) which
was approved and referred to the president of CSM in Resolution 16 (EC-V).
No further action by Congress seems to be necessary.
~r2j~c!

2.22

~o~thlx ~h~r!s_of ~PEeE ~i~d~ ~n~ _uEP~r_a!r_t~mEeEa!uEe~

over

!h~ ~oEl~

- No priority allocated
Recommendation 63 (CAeM-I/ICAO MET-IV) suggested that WMO should "sponsor a co-ordinated programme for the prepar2tion of monthly charts of mean
vector winds and their standard vector deviations and moan temperatures and
their standard deviations, for standard pressure levels and for all areas of
the world". When this item was discussed by the Executive Committee, it was
made known that the United Kingdom already has this work in hand and it was
therefore suggested that the project could be deleted.
~r£j2c!

3.3 3

iF2r!!!eE _PEojeSt_3:.52 Qe~cEiEt!v2 .::uEv~y_of ~x!s!i!!g_l~t:;r~t~r~
£n_ the_J~t _ s!r~a!",! - Priority I

This project arises from Recommendation 50 (CAelVl-I/ICAO MET-IV). The
Executive Committee decided in Resolution 16 (EC-V) to direct the SecretaryGeneral to prepare a Technical Note containing a survey of existing literature on the jet stream, and to refer to the president of CAe the question of
preparing periodical progress reports on the latest findings of scientific
institutes and of certain operators in their studies of the jet stream.
No further action by Congress seems to be necessary.
Group 3 - £rQj,gc,is_wb,i.£h_i.!JvQlye_an ,gx,iellsioll Qf_ the_'iI,MO_lib.J;aLY... !£liih_cQr::
£e~P£n£iQg_e~p~n~e

General remarks
The general policy of \VMO with regard to the functions of the library
is set out in Congress Resolution C;(Cg-I), which states , "The Organization
shall maintain a technical library adequate for the efficient functioning of
the Secretariat".
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I t has been suggested that the functions of the Secretariat might be
extended in such a way that it could act as a documentation and information
centre to cover the needs of both applied and theoretical meteorologyo The
following projects were considered by the Executive Committee ati tsfifth

ses·sion"

International Reference
£r~j!!c! 302

.(1~n9 !eEml
World index ~f_cli~a!ol09i£al ~t.":tls!i£sJ:)Jlo!!g_t!:r~)

£r£j!:c! 303

World index ~f_s!u~i~s_a~d_r~p~r~s_o~ local ~e!e£r~l~g~ ~f_a!!r~
~r~m~s_a!!d_alr:r£u!e~

1*2

ll~n~

!eEml

The Executive Committee did not allocate priorities to these three pro~
jects (301 - 3.3), but agreed that they should be replaced by new proposals to
be prepared by the Secretariat for consideration by Second Congress.
Discussions are taking place with the librarian of the United Nations
library at Geneva in connexion with the suggested extension of the WMO library
and a report on the results of these deliberations will be presented under
item 5 9.
. .
0

£r~j!!c! ~o::

~e!!tEal le!!d!n~ lil:?r~r~ ~f_m~t~oEolo~i.::al film~

1*2

This project involves obtaining by the Secretariat national or private·
films on ·meteorological subjects fit for training and educational purposes, by
purchase or as a gifto The film library thus created would serve as a central
lending library and would provide its films on loan against payment by the
borrower or borrowing service of carriage and insurance. It would be valuable
for all meteorological services and specially for those which have no facilities for prodUcing their own films. The Executive Committee has instructed
the Secretariat to make an enquiry and to prepare a report for Second Congress.
Reference is made to agenda item 4040
Group.·4 -

ErQj~cis_of ~n_oQe~a1i2ngl_cha~aQt~r~ in£l~ding
Qr.Q.J~cis
.

join1 financing

Qf

Genera 1 remark s
All the projects listed above under Groups 1 to 3 are of the same "genre"
as projects. tackled during the first financial period in the sense that the
operational aspects of the work are in the hands of national.meteorological services; in none of these projects, with the possible· excep·tion of 2.7, 2010
anri 2.14, is the "qMO called upon as yet to act as an operational agency. The
projects in group 4 differ in this respect and i t therefore seems appropriate
to add a few general :remarks about the possible operational role of WMOo
·While the purposes of WMO, as laid down in Article 2 of the Convention,
do not explicitly mention operational activities, they are by no means excluded.
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Such phrases as "to ensure the uniform pUblication of observations and statistics" and "to further the application of meteorology to aviation, shipping,
agriculture and other human activities" are capable of 2 very wide interpretation. Congress Resolution 9 (Cg-I) is perhaps more explicit in this respect
when it states that "the Organization shall take all appropriate measures to
ensure adequacy in the world network of meteorological stations. In the event
of a serious gap, it shall examine ways of bridging it either by means of
collective aid, financing out of special funds, or by agreement with one or
more countries", and that "the Organization shall consider the possibility of
publishing condensed statistics of basic meteorological data either in tabular
or chart form".
The operational activities of WMO should be limited to those which are
essentially international in nature and which can be better accomplished by an
international organization. There has been no suggestion that WMO should in
any way compete with national meteorological services; on the contrary its
work should be aimed at helping these services. In the past various national
meteorological services have generously contributed to international meteorology by voluntarily undertaking the publication of hemispherical weather charts
and of international meteorological statistics, the computation of meteorological tables, the preparation of marine climatological atlases, etc. To avoid
unnecessary duplication of work in different countries, it seems essential that
such tasks should be co-ordinated by WMC; where appropriate WMO might also
undertake the work itself, possibly in the Secretariat.
This change in procedure would have to be done gradually but it has
been suggested that the ultimate aim should be that no individual Member of
WMO should be expected to carry extra loads by performing tasks which are of
benefi t to the other Members.
These policy questions will no doubt be discussed in more detail
documents referring to other agenda items, for example 5.6 and 5.2.

in

·Of the projects listed below,
the Executive Committee did not consider that 4.2, 4,3 and 4.5 were suitable for inclusion in the proposed programme for the Second Financial Period.
Publication of CLlMAT
Priority 1
In Recommendation 33 (Cel-I) it was proposed that WMO should sponsor
a publication of CLIMAT and CLIMAT TEMP data (monthly means of various meteorological· elements for selected stations which are included in weather transmissions a few days after the month to which they refer), In accordance with
Resolution· 39 (EC-IV) the Secretary-General carried out an enquiry to determine
the purposes, contents and cost of such a publication. In his report to the
Executive Committee, it was stated that CLIi~T and CLIMAT TEMP data are at
present used in many meteorological serVIces for plotting monthly charts as a
basis for long-range forecasting and climatological research, and that it was
generally considered that publication of the data would be useful.
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The Executive Commi ttEG 'discussed t:lis question ~nd decided that the
attention of Congress should be drawn, to the fact that the United States
Vieather Bureau is at present carrying out this project and has offered to
continue to do sao
~r~j :;c~ ~. ~

World ~e~theE !!leES J!0!!9_ t:;r!!l) - No priority allocated
The proposal is that the Organization should sponsor the regular publication of world weather maps showing the main synoptic features day by day
at selected levels. A part of this project is at present carried out by the
United States Weather Bureau in the daily "Northern Hemisphere Weather Maps"
series for sea level and 500 mb.
,
,Nothing similar is being produced for the Southern Hemisphere but the
,South Africa Weather Bureau publishes in "Notos" tables of daily values of Sea:level pressures, geopotentials of the 500 mb surface a,nd the 100-500 mb thickness for fixed grid-points between latitudes 10° and 90 0 S (15° and 70 0 S in the
case of sea-level pressure). This pUblication also contains mean monthly and
mean seasonal cha,rtsof these parameters.
~r2j:;c~

4.3

ln~e!n~t~o~a!lx ~t~n2aEdiz~d_k2y_s~ations

-(long
- - -term)
--

for all

~rid_a!e~s

- No priority allocated
.

, In meteorological research on arid zones it has been found that data
are often not easily comparable owing to'differenGes in instrumentation and
exposure. It has therefore been suggested that WMO should consider a plan
for the establishment of internationally standardized key stations for all
arid areas, e.g; one in Israel, 2-4 in Egypt, etc. These stations should
work accordin,~ to an internationally agreed plan of instrumentation and observations, which should include such items as radiation, evaporation and dew.
Data should be sent in to WMO Headquarters for' uniform processing and publica-·
tion. The costs for the project should be borne by the Members in whose ter"ri tory stations are situated, and by WMO. The observations should run continuously for a period of 2-3 years as a minimum.
Establishment of weather stations in Antarctica and on certain
!s!a!!d~ !n_ the_S~u~h~r~ 2c:;a!! il~n2 ~eEm2

- No priority allocated

The proposal is that W',!O should take action to achieve international
co-operation for the purpose of establishing about ten more weather stations
in Antarctica and on certain islands in the Southern Ocean. It'has been suggested that a small working committee might be appointed at the beginning of
Second Congress to advise Congress what further steps are deemed necessary to
attain this objective. Congress may find it necessary to establish a working
'group to pursue the matter further. This project is considered of g.reat importance to the futUre development of meteorology.
I t was agreed by the Executive Committee that thore was no' need, for
assessing a priority for this project as no direct expenditure was inVOlved
for WMO, but that the attention of Congress should be drawn to the matter.
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4.5

Er£visio~ ~f_m£t£0~0109iEal ~e~v!c~

fOE
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!n!e~n~t!o~a~p~rEo~e~

£y

~e~n~ ~f_a~ ~n!e:n~t~onal fund admin~s!eEe~ ~y_W~O_(lo~g_t~r~) -

No priority allocated
This project involves the institution of an international meteorological
operations unit, financed on joint support principles by an international fund
to be administered by WMO, to provide meteorological service fcir interriational
purposes in areas where such service cannot be provided by the State or Territory concerned even with aid under the technical assistance programme; this
unit could establish, man and operate surface and upper air reporting stations
and forecast centres in the area when these were essential to meet an international requirement, by agreement with the State or Territory concerned.
Er.c;j£c! ~.~

Intern"!tio~al ~e!e:2r£l:2g!c,,!l_ I!}s!i !u!e., a!}d J21~t£d _PEoi eEt~ .(.1£n9
!e~m2

- No priority allocated
This project arose from Congress Resolution 12 (Cg-I), which directed
the Executive Committee to study the question of the establishment of an International Meteorological Institute, especially as regards its desirability,
practicability and advisability. At its fifth session the Commi ttee agreed to
the conclusions of a working group which had been set up to examine this question, namely that the establishment of such 2,n Institute is not practicable at
the moment and that there are no substantial grounds for'the creation of an
international research institute for meteorology, It was agreed, however, that
there are weighty reasons for considering the creation of an organiza.tion for
the collection of data and for the co-ordination of meteorological research,
and in Resolution 6 (EC-V), a new working group was set up to prepare plans
for the progressive extension of the Technical Division of the Secretariat to
enable it to act as a processing centre for meteorological information.
The final recommendations of the Executive Committee will be given under
agenda item 5.6.
!:r:2j~c! 4.7

§Y!!'P:2s~u!!, £nJ:2r::c~s!i!}g_t~c~n!q~e~ isI:!0Et_t~rl!') - No priority

allocated
In Recommendation 60 (CAeM-I/ICAO MET-IV) the joint session recommended
that WMO should establish a programme permitting an exchange of opinions among
forecasters in different countries on the development of forecasting techniques
for high level operations.
.
One way of achieving this would be to urge regional associations to encourage such discussion amongst the delegates at their meetings. This system
would achieve only partial results as the discussions would be limited to the
Members of one region at a time.
Another way would be for WMO to sponsor a symposium on forecasting techniques in general.
The Executive Committee suggested that this question could be left
action by the presidents of regional associations.

for
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ANNEX

I

WORKING GROUPS OF CONSTITUENT BODIES
1.

2.
2.1

Workinq groups or panels establillhedJ2:L...j;he Executive Committee
(a) Arid zone
(b)

International Geophysical Year

(c)

International Meteorological Tables

(d)

Development of technical division

(e)

Disposition of IMO assets

Working qroups of reg; opal associatt'2.!l§.
. Ee£liQn,ill_AllsQciaiiQn_I
(a) Telecommunications
(b)

Solar radiation
(c) . Climatological atlas for Africa
2.2

Ee£liQnlll_AJisQcia,iiQn_Il
None at time of issuing this document

2.3

Re£liQn.i!1_AJisQcia1iQn_III
(8) Telecommunications

·2.4
2.5

(b)
(c)

Equatorial meteorology
Climatology (Climatological atlas and punched cards)

(d)
(e)

Maritime meteorology
Meteorological terminology

E8£liQn,i!1_AgsQcia1iQn_IY
(a) Eastern Caribbean Hurricane Committee
EeQiQn.i!l_A~sQcia,iiQn_V

(a)
2.6

Telecommunications

Ee£liQn.i!l_AJisQcia,iiQn_VI
(a) Meteorological transmissions
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3.

Wo't'k:i.ng groups of the technical commissions

3.1

~ommis£iQn_fQr_A2rQlQgy (CAe)

3.2

(a)

Upper air networks for numerical forecasting

(b)
(c)

Atmospherics
Modification and control of clouds and hydrometeors

(d)

Radiation functions and constants

(e)

Revision of IMO publication No. 79

(f)

Aerological diagrams

~ommis£iQn_fQr_A~rQnQuli£al MeleQrQIQgy (CAeM)

(a)
3.3

3.4

~ommis~iQn~fQr_AgricllliuLal MeieQrQIQgy (CAgM)

(a)

Observational requirements in agriculture

(b)

Effects of weather on domestic animals

(c)

Weather and plant pathologic problems

(d)

Meteorological assistance in locust control

(e)

Instructions on agricultural m0tcorology

~ommis£iQn_fQr_BibliQgLaQhy ~nQ £uQlicQtions (CBP)

(a)
3.5

Meteorological reconnaissance observing techniques

Terminology

~ommis~iQn_fQr_Climalo1o£y (CCI)

(a)

Climate and health

(b)

Historical weather elata

(c)

Micro-climatology

(d)

Dynamic climatology

(e)
(f)

Carel layouts
Rules anel practices

(g)

Statistical methods in climatology

(h)

Climate and agriculture

(i)

Form of climatological summaries

(j)

Requirements for networks and observations
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3.6

3.7

3.8
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gommis.§.iQnJQr:"I.!lslr1!m!lnis~aDd~M!lt1ioQs_of. Qb.§.e.l:v~tio.!l (ClMO)

(a)
(b)

Measurement of rainfall
Measurement of visibility for synoptic and AERO reports

(c)

Hygrometry

(d)

Radiation

(e)

Radiosonde comparisons

(f)

Soil moisture

(g)

Barometry

gommis.§.i,QnJQr_Mgritim£ ,MeieQrg.1,Qgy (CMM)
(a) Organization of synoptic observations over the oceans
(b)

Methods of observation at sea

(c)
(d)

Applied meteorology and climatology
Study of problems involving international accord in
matology

(e)

Sea ice

gommis.§.iQnj'£F_SynQpii,£ MeieQrg.1Qgy (CSM)
(a) Telecommunications
(b)

Networks

*
*

1f

maritime cli-
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II

LIST OF MAIN REQUESTS RECEIVED BY WMO SECRETARIAT
FROM OTHER INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS
10

Uni ted Nations

1.1.

&QQll2illic and Social Council

1.1.1 !aleL Le~oQrQe_d~vQlQPillellt
This request has involved detailed discussions with United Nations officials and a study of background material for Use at ECOSOC and inter-agency
meetings.
A working paper for the fifth session of the Executive Committee was
prepared and subsequent follow-up action has been taken.
Information has been collected· on the relationship
logical and hydrological services in various countries •.

between meteoro-

Only preliminary action has so far been taken on this project (some few
weeks' work for a technical officer) but it is anticipated th3t this item will
develop into u substantial programme which will occupy a technical officer and
technical assistant for a considerable time.
Reference is made to agend2 item 5.10.
1.2

Economic Commission

1.2.1

~oliQ iu~1_c£n~uillP1i£n

fo~

Europe

Calculation of mean temperatures and humidities for a selection of stations in Europe.
This request involved il few weeks' work on the pilrt of technical assistant under supervision. Further requests of this type are expected.
1.2.2

tlYQr£-~lQclric_P£tQnligl

Advice on rainfall and other hydrological questions.
10 3

Economic Cpmmission for Asia and the Far East

The Secretariat received from the chief of the Bureau of Flood Control
and Water Resources Development of ECAFE in Bangkok, for comments and criticism,
a draft publication entitled. : "St2ndards for methods and records forhydrologic
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measurements"
In view of the short time c1Vuilable for preparing the reply,
only preliminary comments could be madeo
0

10302

~t~nQa~d_fQrill Qf_r~cQrQs_and~slalldQrQ

fOIm_of hYQr£lQgic_Y~a~-goQk
The OrganizE\tion has been asked ·to advise on international standard
forms of records of precipitation - and evaporation - datao
103 03

llYQrQlQgic_t~rillillology

- ~u~v~y_oi hYQrQIQgic_d~ficiencieg
Like the other items under ECAFE, these requests originate from the
Regional Technical Conference on Water Resource Development held at Tokyo in
May 19540
Reference is made to item 5010 "water resource clevelopment"o
·Activ8 co-operation by IVMO ·is expected and these requests may develop
into a s·ubstantial programme involving considerable and continuous work by
technical officer and technical assistanto

a

104

Economic Commission for Latin

10401

]n~r£y_n~e2s_ill 1alillam~ric~

Am~

Computing average morithly temperature data (in degree-days) for large
areas in Latin America, after collecting all available materialo Preparation
of tables and mapso
20

lD12!national Civil Aviation Orqanization

Many requests have been received, generally in the form of recommendations made at joint WMO/ICAO sessions, th·e requirements have originated from
ICAOo
201

Aircraft icing

This subject was discussed at,the fifth session of the IMO Commission
for Aeronautical Meteorology at Paris in 1950 and the Commission recommended
that IMO should study certain dspects of aircraft icingo In October 1953,
the Executive Committee directed the Secretary-General "to collect information
on experimental research on the icing of aircraft and exposed surfaces and its
relation with cloud characteristics, such as water and ice content and particle
size distribution" and to prepare a report on the subjecto
This report was pUblished in May 1954 as Technical Note Noo 3, after
several weeks' work by a technical officer and a technical assfstEtnfo
2020

Sferics techniques

Assembly of information about current sferics techniques .anc\ about operational use of sferics datao Preparation of working paper for joint sessiono
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Preparation oJ publication describing current techniqueso
Several weeks' work for technical officero
203

Jet stream

Study of published information on practical aspects of the jet streamo
Preparation of a report for joint sessiono Preparation of a Technical Noteo
Several weeks' work for technical cfficero
204

Upper air

eQ~ipment

Assembly of information about cost and maintenance of radiosonde and
radar-wind equipmento Preparation of reporL
2 5
0

Automatic weather stations
Similar in nature to item "Upper-air equipment" aboveo

206

Ground-radar equipment

Assembly of information about technical dehlils, operation, maintenance
and cost of ground-radar equipment for weather observations, Preparation of
Technical Noteo
2,7

Mountain Wav.,illl.

Prepare a Technical Note for the use of pilots, on present knowledge in
connexion with mountain waveS ..
2,8

Network deficiencies

In accordance with the \·Iorking Arrangements between l·VMO and ICAO, statements of deficiencies in the existing networks from the aeronautical point of
view will be sent to "IMO by ICAO as request that V!N10 take the necessary action
wi th states
<'!MO shall keep continuously up-to-date Information of the type
hitherto sought by ICAO on the basic worle. networks, by means of direct factfinding inquiries amongst States, in preparation for each air navigation meeting,
0

This is a new arid important task for the Secretariat,
It is planned to prepare and keep up-to-date about 104 charts with which
to keep track of networks c'eficiencieso This project would take about 2/3 of
the working hours of a technical assistant for the whole Second Financial Period
under the supervision of a technical officer engaged ·in the overall co-ordination of the work of the regional associations with other ViMO bodieso
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3.

United Nations Educatipnal, Scientific and Cultu-cal Orqanizatj.on

3.1

Utilization of wind

en~~

In December 1953, thG ','IMO was asked whether it coulc provide, in time
for a symposium on wind anc solar energy to be held in the autumn o,f 1954,
certain information on wind records and wind 'energy potentialities, .lith special reference to the arid and semi-arid regions of the world. In view of
the importance and urgency of this project, first priority was allotted to the
preparation of a Technical Note on this subject. This Note (No.4) contains
more than 200 pages and the proparation of the manuscript took a technical
officer and a technical assistant several months.
It should not be overlooked that the issue of such substantia). publication means an extra load also on the reproduction-unit and on other personnel.
3.2

Artificial inducement oJ precipitation

The need for an authoritative \liMO statement on the possibilities of artificial inducement of precipitation has long been felt.
A first preliminary report on this subject was prepared by, the Secretariat on the basis 'of reports submittec; by5 experts representing the following' regions ~ Africa, India, South America, North anel Central America and
Australia.
The report was published as Technical Note No. L
3.3

.8ridzonel2r09.ll!!ll!!!.§

Study of several proposals relating to this programme, including two
schemes for artifiCially influencing the climate of these regions, and a worldwide survey of hygroscopic nuclei. Reference is made to agenda item 5.5.
4.

Internatio"" l Telecommunication Uni',n

4.1

International Radio Consultative Committee

4.1.1

:;:01:1.9.

!!F1QS_O.f.

::!Jign.9.ers10:!,:nUl.£t,iYity

This project is being caniee' out by the Secretariat in accordance with
instructions given by the Executive Committee, following recommendations approved at a joint meeting of "MO and the CCIR (ITU) in 1951.
Gooel maps of thunderstorm activity are important, among other things,
for the calculation of radio noise-level.
The first part of this work is published as WMO publication No. 21,
TP. 6 "World distribution of thunderstorm days" and contains about 200 pages
of tables of data from land stations. Accurate thunderstorm data for the
oceans are more difficult to obtain and such data are at present being calculated for WMO by the meteorological services of the United Kingdom and the
Federal Republic of Germany on the basis of several millions of punched cards.
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World maps of thunderstorm activity will be prepared by the Secretariat
once the data for the oceans are available.
5.

International

5.1

Telecommunications in Middle Enst a[ld S. Asia

Telephorr~

Consultative Committee

Preparation of charts for CCIF meeting in Karachi.
6.

food and Agriculture

Orqanization

The Secretariat is keeping close contact with FAO on a number of subjects
of common interest, for instance
6.1

Anti-locust campaign
Advice has been given at FAO meetings.

6.2

Bibliography on aqricl].ltural meteoroJ.().9.Y

Plans for the ,ossible preparation of such a bibliography hnve been submitted to FAO and informal exchanges of views are taking place •

•
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1

FUNDS FOR INTERNATIONAL COMPARISON OF INSTRUMENTS
1,

Introduction

At its first session, ClMO recommended that appropriate provlslons
should be made in the budget of \'JMO for the Second Financial Period for international comparisons of instruments, The" present document outlines the background to this question, Proposals with regard to the funds needed for this
purpose and their utilization will be presented to Congress in a separate
document,
2,

Backqround information

2,1

~IMO

R§£Qmm&n9ation

At its first session the Commission for Instruments and Methods of Observation adopted Recommendation 3 (CIMO-I) 2S follows;
"THE COMMISSION FOR INSTRUMENTS AND METHODS OF OBSERVATION,
NOTING,
(1)

Article 2(e) of the Convention of the 'Vorld Meteorological Organi-

zation;

(2) The necessity of international comparisons of instruments of different kinds, such as radiosondes, ceilometers, standard barometers and standard pyrheliometera, and
CONSIDERING the difficulty in obtaining funds from other sources
these international tasks,

for

REQUESTS the Executive Committee to make appropriate provlslOns in the
budget of the World Meteorological Organization for the second financial period
for the purpose of international comparisons of instruments",
In its Resolution 46 (EC-IV) the Executive Committee noted this recommendation "for inclusion in the proposals for the Second Financial Period",
This question was not discussed at the fifth session of the Committee and it
is therefore submitted directly to Congress for consideration,
2,2

Radiosonde comparisons

It should be noted that the First Congress included in the budget for
the First Financial Period i1 sum of US .::; 10,000 for "standardization
and
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comparison of instruments used in the international meteorological network".
The fact that none of this money has been expended so far should not be
taken as an indication of lack of activity in this field. On the contrary the
first world-wide comparisons of radiosondes took place in Payerne already in
1950 under the auspices of IMO, and arrangements are now being made for a second international comparison of radiosondes to be held also in Payerne in 1956.
A working group under the chairmanship of Mr. J. Lugeon was established
by Resolution 7 (CIMO-I) to make the preparations for these comparisons and in
Recommendation 32 (CIMO-I) the Commission for Instruments and Methods of Observation asked for the necessary provision to be made in the WMO budget for
1955 to cover the expenses in carrying out the second international comparison of radiosondes. It was, however, found impracticable to arrange the comparisons in 1955 and this is the main reason why the above-mentioned *~ 10,000
available in the budget for the first financial period have not been spent.
Recommendation 32 (CIMO-I) also recommends that before the second or third series of comparisons on a world~wide scale, comparisons of sondes used in two
or more neighbouring countries should be made, especially of sondes which have
not previously been comp<:lred. Such a sub-regional comparison was recently carried out in Brussels at the initiative of the Royal Meteorological Institute.
2.3

Barometer

com~risQD2

Attention is also drawn to the considerable interest shown by various
bodies of the Organization concerning compurisons of the working standard

baro~

meters of the national meteorological services.
Reference is made to the following resolutions and recommendations
Conqress Resolution 4iJ..gg::ll, requesting the presidents of regional associations to complete the comparisons of barometers undertaken on behalf of CIMO.
RQ§Qlution....:rL(EC-II~l,

deciding that permanent records of international comparisons of instruments should be maintained in the "MO Secretariat and requesting the presidents of regional associations to inform the Secretary-General of
the steps already taken in their regions and to proceed with international comparisons of barometers as expeditiously as possible.

Recommendation l5J.CIMO-I), which lays down the procedure of international barometer comparisons.
Resolution UI-RA I), which takes steps to implement Resolution 44 (Cg-I) and
llesoluj;ion 29 (EC-III).
~olution

1 (I-RA II), deciding that Calcutta be the main centre at which subregional standard barometers will be compared and establishing a working group
to plan and implement the programme of comparisons in Region II.

Resolution 18 (I-RA IIll, which re-affirms the arrangements for checking and
-standardization of meteorologic<:ll instruments in Region III laid down in
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in Resolution III (CR III Buenos Aires 1948) and resolves that the recommendations of CIMO on such matters should be adhered to.
Resolution 12 (I~RiLllll, which takes steps to implement Resolution 29 (EC-III).
Resolution 1 (I-RA V), which resolves that the Australian standard be used as
the reference standard barometer for RA V and lays down the procedure for a
continued programme of barometer comparisons including inter-regional compari
sons with Region II.
2.4

c
,

£yrheliometers

With regard to international comparison of standard pyrheliometers, also
mentioned in Recommendation 3 (CIMO-I) quoted above, the present status within
WI\i10 "0£ the various instruments used for radiation measurements" is laid down in
Recommendation 31 (CIMO-I). In this connexion it might be noted tnat the UNESCO
Advisory Committee on Arid Zone Research at its eighth session in October-November 195-4
expressed considerable interest in the development of -a simple standard pyrheliometer sui table for general adoption in measuring so1ar-"energy and
that correspondence is now taking place between the Secretariat of WMO and
UNESCO on this matter.
3.

Conclusions

Congress is invited to consider Recommendation 3 (CIMO-I) asking that
appropriate provisions be made in the budget of WMO for the Second Financial
Period-for the purpose of international comparisons of instruments.

*

*
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2

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON PROJECT 1.8
METEOROLOGICAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
1.
Since the preparation of document EC-V/35, which is issued as Appendix I
to document Cg-II!3, the following developments have taken place :

Having studied document EC-VI/2-add. 1 (See annex), during its second
and fourth meetings, the Executive Committee adopted during its sixth session
Resolution 5, from which the following is an extract :
"THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE,
NOTING Resolution 13 (EC-V), and
HAVING CONSIDERED. the report prepared by the Secretary-General in consul tation with the president of CSM, on the question of a more effective presentation of the interest of meteorology in telecommunications;
.. · 0 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 0 0 < > 0

RECOMMENDS ;
(1) That Second Congress give favourable consideration to strengthening
the establishment of the Secretariat by one meteorologist and one telecommunications technologist, to look alter the interests of meteorology in telecommunications .

"
This resolution was adopted after lengthy discussions concerning the
question as to whether meteorological telecommunications called for the permanent employment within the Secretariat of two or only one meteorologist,
that is to say :
(i)
the permanent employment of a meteorologist specialized in meteorological telecommunications problems, assisted by a telecommunications technologist*,

* The word "technologist" is used intentionally to show that i t is not
a question of an engineer, who would not have tasks in the Secretariat
corresponding to his training.
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(ii)

a single telecommunications technologist employed permanently.

Whilst no doubt was expressed concerning the need for a full-time telecommunications technologist, certain members of the Executive Committee feared
that the meteoroloqist specialized in telecommunications problems would not
find full employment in the Secretariat. As he might be given supplementary
tasks, the Executive Committee decided not to take any decision on this se-·
cond question, but to let Congress study it during consideration of item 6.1
of its agenda.
2.
Although they were not considered by the Executive Committee, the Secretariat submits the following suggestions to Congress for study ~
2.1

Special

t~aining

... . Befor.e commencing duty with the Secretariat, the person (or persons)
accepting this post ~}ould be invited to 2.cquaint themselves for a few weeks
with meteorological telecommuniciltions problems, by means of a stay in a
large weather observation centre. A further period of a few weeks would be
considered by W'AO elt ~ts own oxpense after a few months' work in the Secretariat, during which this' (these) officials (s) would become familiar with their
role as an international civil servant.
2.2.

Grades

2.2.1

~r~d~ Qf_thB_t£chnQIQgisi inQt_uni~e£sity)

Study of the grades in force in lTV shows that this official could be
recruited as Grade P.1.
2.2.2 Qr£dg

£f_the_m~t~oIologigt

If such an official were recruited, he could be given a grade P.2, according to the existing grading system used in WMO.

*
*

*
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ANN E X
(extract from document EC-VI/2)
PART II - A MORE EFFECTIVE PRESENTATION OF THE INTERESTS OF
METEOROLOGY IN TELECOMMUNICATIONS
1.

Introduction

During its fifth session, the Executive Committee directed the Secretary-General to prepare, in consultation with the president of CSM, proposals
for a future session of the Executive Committee, regarding a more effective
presentation of the interests of meteorology in telecommunications. That meteorology has interests in telecommunications is obvious, since telecommunications are the backbone ot operational meteorology. That these interests need
to be effectively presented arises from the fact that meteorological services
do not, in general, own telecommunications facilities and have, therefore, to
depend on public or private telecommunications agencies for the exchange of
meteorological information. An effective presentation of the interests of meteorology, on a world-wide scale, requires ;
(a)

A careful definition of these interests, and

(b)

The ability to negotiate and, i f necessary, c.efend these interests with
telecommunications administrations.

The present document analyzes the problems involved and gives some suggestions concerning the manner in which the above objective may best be achieved.
2.

Meteoroloqical telecommuoications_- a full-time

r~2Qsibili~

The telecommunications requirements of meteorology are numerous and
complex. A world«wide telecommunications scheme should incorporate and integrate the requirements for the following categories of broadcasts .,
(a)

National or territorial

(b)

Sub-continental

(c)

Continental

(d)

Shipping

(e)

Aeronautical.
eaoh of these categories has two aspects :

(a) A purely meteorological aspect which deals with the content, times,
arrangements, etc. of the broadcasts, and
(b) A technical aspect which deals with the ways and means by which
the information contained in the various broadcasts is best communicated, for
example manual versus automatic transmission, teleprinters versus CW telegraphy, etc.
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Both aspects are subject to modifications, from time to time, in response to new developments in the sciGnce of meteorology and in telecommunications techniques.
The duality in the nature of meteorological telecommunications problems
is further complicated by the fact that meteorology does not usually possess
its telecommunications facilities, as Was mentioned above, and has therefore
to negotiate with telecommunications authorities such questions (to cite only
a few) as priorities of meteorological telegrams, tariffs, desirable specifications of facsimile apparatus, standardization of the (+) sign and the assignment of a morse code to it.
Under the present system, the co-ordination. of the rec]Uirements, on the
reglonal and inter-regional levels, is entrusted to individuals or gl'OUpS which
deal with them. in ,various spare time capacities, or sporadically when an occasion or a crlS1S arises. The regional and commission working groups and their
terms of reference are soundly conceived but they are not enough, by themselves,
to cope with all the complex ramifications of the problems, especially since
telecommunications are the major responsibility of few, if any, of the members
of these groups. Their work, valuable and indeed essential though it is, can
be supplemented to great ·advantage. There· are, undoubtedly, ·many deficiencies
in meteorological telecommunicationso Yet we d.o not ·even possess an integral
picture of their nature and scope - Q first requirement for their removaL
Furthermore, the presentation of the kn'own requirements and fnterests of meteorology to telecommunications administrati.ons has sometimes been more or
less extemporaneous and, as such, not as effective as .it could have been. Above
all, there is no effective mecJ:L<:illi~lJnder_j,t!.e-PL~ni;~~stcm,..J'QL a _c.ontinuous. accumulation of .information•.2ll tele};'Q!!![IlJd.t)iQ.ations m,,:tte1:h nQr fSn::..~tran.£;:::
mi tti nq the eX..l2.€rience_ to dei!J. wi i:h._th~.§"~..J2.r_oblemLQlL;L\~.orld-'lide_scal~tQll!
£e1'son to .. 12erson 0 r from qrouJLiQ q1'..QJ!Q.
'Nhat is therefore needed, is C\ .• centrally located body to whom the reSponsibi li ty of lo·oking after the interests of meteorology in telecommunications
can be entrusted !2lLg full..,1if!lJCjJasis. The Technical Division of the VJMO Secretariatis eminently suit2.ble for this purpose.
3.

Suqqested term§ of ref er'l.ll£.'l...2i....tJ:Le-I.".chni ciLQi 'Lil'.iQ1Li.I1.thEL.i;i.eld o.£:
telecommunicatiol1~

Time division ~lould in general be responsible for cleClling with meteorological problems in their triple aspect, namely, the mc,teorological·, the technical and the public relations aspects.
It should accumUlate a continuously g:cowing fund of information about
meteorological telecommunications matters Clnd the experience to deCll with
them competently. In particular it should be staffed in such a manner as to
be able to discharge, with skill, the following duties, among others:
(a) Study the present network of meteorological transmissions on the
global scale and determine its deficiencies.
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(b) . Participate in the activities of various working groups on telecommunications and help formulate deficiencies as well-defined problems amenable to study.
(c)

Participate in the study of the above problems.

(d) Assist the meteorological working groups on telecommunications
with technical knowledge as the need arises.
(e) Undertake on its own initiative, or at the request of other persons or groups, studies which require more time or facilities than those normally available to members of working groups. An example of such a study is
the Secretariat's report on tariffs.

(f) Conduct enquiries, on its own initiative, or at the ·request of
responsible persons or groups, with a view to determining the concensus of
opinions among Members, or for any other reason. The Organizafion possesses
the facilities whereby such enquiries can be efficiently undertaken.

(g) Keep in touch with and, if possible, anticipate new developments
in the science and application of meteorology such, for instance, as the introduction into daily practice of numerical prediction and objective analysis,
and attempt to evaluate their effect on the content of meteorological broadcasts, and hence, on the requirements of meteorological telecommunications.
(h) Follow closely new developments in telecommunications techniques
and submit recommendations concerning the desirability of their adoption in
meteorology.
(i)
vigorously

Establish and maintain continuous contact with ITU and, in general,
present the interests of meteorology in telecommunications.

(j) Participate in the activities of ITU study groups whi"h are
direct interest to meteorOlogy.

of

(k) Attend the international conferences of ITU and defend, if necessary, the interests of meteorology.
(1) Be available for consultation on matters relating to meteorol()gical
telecommunications.
4.

Suqqestions concerninq the qualifications of the person in charge
telecommunications in the Technical Division

of

There is a certain divergence of opinion as to whether the person entrusted with the telecommunications problems should be a meteorologist with
experience in telecommunications or whether he shOUld be ess.entially a telecommunications expert who Ciln be sufficiently documented in the special requirements of meteorological telecommunications. In the latter case, there
is also some doubt as to whether a telecommunications engineer (university
background) or a technician, would be more suitable. We shall now attempt
to analyze the pros and cons of the various choices ,
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Ihgt~the_p~r§ou ~nirysie2 ~iih_the_t21gcQmmuui£aliQn£ QrQblems_b2

£ meieQrQIQgisi ~iih_e~grieucg in_t21gcQmmuUi£aiiQn£ ie£hni£ugs
The difficulty with this choice lies in the fact that there are very
few meteorologists who have the necessary experience in telecommunications and
these are for the most part indispensable in their own national services and
may therefore not be available for appointment in the Secretariat. However,
a meteorologist could be trained in the rudiments of meteorological telecom~
munications in one or more of the national meteorological services, prior to
assuming duties in the Secretariat. Gradually, since this is a long-term arrangement, he will acquire the necessary skills and experience to cope with
his responsibilities. It should, perhaps, be added that national meteorological services have not generally found it necessary toappoint telecommunications
experts to deal with their territorial telecommunications problems but have
relied, often with satisfactory results, on the skills and experience in telecommunications, gained by regular members of their meteorological staff. It
must however be pointed out that national services are in a much better position than the Secretariat for training personnel in a new discipline.
(b)

Ihgt_the_p2r~on ~nirysie2 ~ilh_the~t~lgcQmmuniQaiiQn£ RrQblems_b~

g iele£omm~nic~tious_engin~eI
This choice shifts the emphasis from the meteorological to the technical aspects of the terms of reference. Of course, the telecommunications engineer would have to be fully endoctrinated in the special requirements of
meteorology. The advantage of this choice lies in the fact that it endows
the Technical Division with a much higher degree of technical knowledge than
would be possible under the previous choice. Such a person could participate,
as a specialist, in the activities of ITU study groups; could negotiate, "between colleagues", the interests of meteorology with telecommunications administrations. He would furthermore be in a better position to advise Members or
working groups on purely technical matters if and when the need arises.
One possible disadvantage of this choice is that an engineer with his
heavy theoretical background might not finel. his duties in the Secretariat
stimulating, since only on a comparatively few occasions will he be called
upon to exercize his theoretical knowledge. This possible difficulty leads
us to consider the third choice.
lh£t_the_p£r£on gn1r~sieQ ~i1h_the_t~lgc2mmuui£aiiQn£ RrQblems_b~
g iele£omm~nic~tioDs_t~chniciaD
This choice is recommended inasmuch as the real need i.s more operational
than theoretical. What is needed is a man who has a knowledge of instruments
and the operational aspects of telecommunications. A technician with this background would probably accept employment in aP.l grade. Such a person should
of course be trained in the particular requirements of meteorological telecommunications. The training may be accomplished in two stages in one or more
national meteorological services prior to assuming duty in the Secretariat,
and again after a few months' experience in this new job. The same applies to
the person in case (b) above. The disadvantage of this choice is the fact that
(c)
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a candidate with this background might not possess the standing which would
be desirable for a person who is to be entrusted with·· the not always easy
task of presenting WMO interests to telecommunications administrations and,
when necessary, defending these interests.
5.

Conclusion

The above three choices have been analyzed on the basis that they are
mutually exclusive. This,· of course, need not be the case. The Executive
Committee might wish to recommend an establishment enablihg the employment of
both .a meteorologist and a technician, since the latter, as a P.I, may be considered as· one. of the technical assistants of the Technical Division.
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B.2 - ARID ZONE PROGRAMME
Submitted by the Secretary-General
(Agenda item 5.5, document Cg-II/30)
1.

Introduction

Congress Resolution 13 (Cg-I) directed the Executive Committee to report to Members on the activities of the Organization in connexion with the
Arid Zone Programme of the United Nations and its specialized agencies. This
has been done through the medium of the WMO Bulletin and, when necessary, by
circular letters issued by the Secretary-General. This document gives a brief
summary of the activities carried out during the First Financial Period of the
Organization and contains suggestions for the Second Financial Period.
2.

Collaboration with UNESCO

2.1

Qene.ral
The leading agency in the Arid Zone Research Programme is UNESCO, which
established a standing Advisory Committee in 1951, composed of experts in various branches of science, from various parts of the world. They are appointed
by the Director General of UNESCO and act in a personal capacity. The Advisory Committee meets at the expense of UNESCO twice yearly, once at UNESCO headquarters in Paris and once in an arid area in conjunction with a symposium
organized jointly by UNESCO and a Member State. WMO has been represented at
each of the eight sessions held by the Advisory Committee during the past four
years; it has also been represented at the three international symposia so
far organized; these were - "Arid zone hydrology", Ankara, April 1952; "Arid
zone plant ecology", Montpellier, November 1953; and "s olar and wind energy
sources and use in the arid zone", New Delhi, October 1954. It is mainly
through being represented at these meetings that VVMO has kept abreast of developments and prospects in connexion with the UNESCO programme. There has
also been direct consultation between the Secretariats of both Organizations
on specific SUbjects.
2.2

Homo~lim~tic_m~p~

The first item referred to WMO by UNESCO for comment was the homoclimatic maps prepared by P. Meigs, showing the works distribution of arid and
semi-arid homoclimates.
The maps were considered by CCl to be "satisfactory as a general representation of the ariel, zones, within the scale employed,
for a preliminary survey of problems, but they cannot be recommended for the
detailed design of arid zone projects". The Advisory Committee concurred
wi th this opinion and stressed "the importance of the collection of meteorological data from which the nature of local climates in arid regions could be
more precisely specified".
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hr,!iiij; i2l_p,Eej;i,l?i..!aJi2n_

The subject of artificial precipitation, with particular reference to
arid and semi-arid regions of the world, was brought to the attention of WMO
by the Director General of UNESCO, on the recommendation of the Advisory Committee. The HMO Secretariat, in consultation with the President of the Organization, carried out a preliminary enquiry with the assistance of experts in
v.arious regions, a'nd the results were presented in Technical Note No. 1 (WWlO
publication No, 24 •.TP. 7), which has received considerable attention.
2.4

£n~r.9Y.,JEci!!) jh~ !,'i!)d_

In preparing the Symposium on l'ind and Solar Energy, UNESCO asked the
WIilO Secretariat to prepare a report on the "Practicability of using wind energy;especially the distribution of suitable winds and sites", With the collaborati.on of a large number of meteorological services in Member countries,
the ··Secret<lriat was able to publish Technical Note No. 4 (WMO publication
Nci.32.1P.1O), which contains a survey 'of research work carried .out in various countries, an analysis of the distribution of winds, and wind statistics
for many stations.
2.5

.!:Ia.£ldE0,2k_

The UNESCO Programme for Arid Zone Research includes the ,preparation
of a handbook to guide in the collection of basic.data; it will contain a.
chapter on climatic factors, WiliO has been consulted about the manuals already
existing with regard to obtaining climatic data and has expressed willingness
to collaborate in the drafting of this chapter.
2.6

.§u.Ev~y_oi EVSlr,2sj;0l?ij; l?a,Etlclej2

Advice has been given to UNESCO in connexion with a proposal for a worldwide survey of air-borne hygroscopic particles. This advice was based on information received from the CAe Working Group on modification and control of
clouds and hydrometeors.
.
·2.7

The'Secretariat has contacted the' International Labour Office . in connexion with the study of the effects of weather and climate on labour conditions and labour stoppages. This subj ect was brought up by the UNESCO Advisory Committee, after consideration of the paper "Some aspects of. human
ecology in hot and tropical regions" read by Sir David Brunt at the"Symposium
on the Biology and Productivity Of. Hot and Cold Deserts, London, September 1952.
2;8

Me2s11rlnSl 2e!!

UNESCO Secretariat requested advice on the reliability of dew measuring
instruments. A preliminary reply was prepared based upon the discussions held
on the subject at the first session of CIMO.
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To implement Resolution 13 (Cg-I), the Executive Committee has reviewed
at each session tue developments in the Arid Zone Programmeo The relevant de.cisions are contained in Resolutions 17 (EC-II), 32 (EC-III) and 8 (E0-IV)0
302
It was clear that there were meteorological and/or hydrological aspects
in nearly all of the problems considered under the Arid Zone Programme and since
the consequent activities concern several of the WMO technical commissions, the
Executive Committee arrilnged for the establishment of a panel of experts, consisting of rapporteurs for each of the main arid regions and with the presi":
dents of' CAgM and CCI as ex-officio memberso
303·
This advisory panel has collaborated effectively with the Secretariat
in most of the activities listed under section 2 aboveo It also contributed·
towards the formulation of a WMO·Arid Zone J:'.:cog:camme which was approved by the
Executive Committee at its fourth session LRefe:cence: Resolution 8 (EC-IVi7
and can be summarized as follows ;
To arrange for the preparation of technical studies as required;
To promote, within WMO, technical and scientific activities·· concernirig
the arid zone,
(iii )

To collect and distribute information relevant to meteorological and
hyc1rological.problems of the ariel zone;

(iv)
(v)

To keep in contact with Members engaged in arid zone activities;
To bring forward items which should be undertaken on a co-operative
basis with other organizationso

304
Several ccnstituent bodies of the Organization have· paid attention to
·the WMO Arid Zone Programme ~ the Regional Associations II, III and IV, and
the Commissions for Aerology, Agricultural Meteorology, Climatology and Instruments and Methods of Observation, included in the agenda for their respectivesessions i terns on arid zone problems £References g . Resolutioh 29 (I-RA I I I),
Resolution 6 (CAe-I), Minutes 6 (CAe-I), Minutes 4 (CAgM-I), Recommendations 3,
41 and 43 (CCl.2/o
40

gonclusion
It will be seen from the above that the present WMO activities with re-

gard to the Arid Zone Programme consist mainly in keeping in close contact with
UNESCO and in carrying out investigations and enquiries as requiredo In considering the future part to be played by r,MO in this field, the implications
of. the general policies with regard to collaboration with the United Nations
and its specialized agencies (Agenda item 4 01) and with regard to the whole
technical programme (Agenda item 501) should be borne in mind. The Arid Zone
Programme is also linked with the question of water resource
development
(Agenda item 5010)0
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(1) To endorse the Executive Committee's decision to establish a panel
of experts on this subject! and
(2) To direct the Executive Committee to proceed on similar linGs during the Second Financial Period.
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Bo:'l - INTERNATIONAL METEOROLCXJICAL GUIDES
Submitted by the Secretary-General
(Agenda item 5 7.5, document Cg-II/54)
0

1.

Introdycti.QIl

Suggestions have been made from time to time that II'MO 'should prepare' ;
a series of international meteorological guides covering different aspects of
the work of meteorological services. This document outlines the various proposals and in some cases presents tentative outlines of the guides. Some information about the expenditure and staff involved in the preparation and publication of guides is given under projects. 2.1 to 2.5 in document Cg-n/5L
2.

Background information

I t seems clear from the appendix to Congress Resolution 15 (Cg-I) that
the question of issuing International Meteorological Guides is closely connected with the proposed WN'D Technicnl Regulations which will be considered under
agenda item 3.5. In the appendix to the above Resolution, a distinction is
made between "Technical Regulations" and "other technical arrangements", the
last mentioned category being characterized as follows ~

°'1'.11 other technical 8rrangements will find a place in the publications
of the Organization having the character of instruction books, guides, manuals
Or even nomenclatures such <:s the present publication 9/II and 9/nI."
At its fifth session the Executive Committee considered various projects
(2.1 - 2.5 in document Cg-II/14) suggested for inclusion in the programme for
the Second Financial Period, and decided to recommend to Second Congress that
provision be made for the preparation of certain guides in the Second Financial
Period. To facilitate consideration of this question by Congress, the Secretariat was asked to indicate, as far as possible, the contents of the suggested
guides.

The main object of the guides would be to supplement the information
given in the Technical Regulations, for example by suggesting procedures for
implementing some of the regulations and by outlining additional recommended
practices not considered appropriate for incorporation in the Technical Regulations. The Guide to International Meteorological Instrument and Observing
Practice (lYMO publication No.8) is an example of the type of publication envisagedo The guides would not in general be so detailed as to be suitable for
replncing nntionnl instruction manuals; they would be limitec\to the essential information required 'for achieving a certain measure of Uniformity in meteorological practice and would serve as a basis for the preparation and revision of national irlstructions. As in the case of WMO publication No.8, the
guides would undoubtedly also 'be of use to other organizations, institutes
and individuals interested in the various branches of meteorological practiceo

INTERNATIONAL METEOROLOGICAL GUIDES
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I t should be pointed out that proposals have also been made that 'NMO
should publish more detail manuals nnd handbooks, but this aspect is not discussed in the present documento A review of the policy vii th regard to other
WMO publications will be found in document Cg-II/38.

30

Suqgested internationnl quides in various fields of mete.orology

3.1

12il21iogr£lphy_ancLP1\bli.9.aiiQn£
In compliance with a decision made by the Executive Committee at its
fifth session, the Secretariat has recently issued a "Guide to Meteorological
Library Practice", WMO Noo 390 TPo 14, dealing with the functions and duties of
the meteorological librarian, types of documents, cataloguing, bibliographies
and abstracts, transliteration and translation, and the international exchange
of meteorological documents.
No further guides have been suggested in this fieldo
In.§.t]:ument.§. £In£ Me1hQd.§. QCO£s~ryaiiQn
In Resolution 47 (EC-IV), the Executive Committee considered that the
Guide to International Meteorological Instrument and Observing Practice (WMO
publication Noo 8) should be kept up-to-date and that the contents should conform with the WMO Technical Regulations. 'The resolution further directs the
Secretary-General - in consultation as necessarywith the president of CIMO to make such a re-arrangement and revision of the Guide and to provide adclitional sections or chapters for the Guide, as may be necessary.
3.2

I t is considered that the provision of the above-mentioned EC'-resolution is sufficient to cover the present need for International Guides in this
fieldo The following new chapters of the CIMO-Guide are envisaged ~

(3)

Sferics techniques

(b)

Meteorological reconnaissance observing techniques.

The chapter on "sferics" may be prepared by the Secretariat as a part
of its routine work on this Guide, the last mentioned chapter will, in accordance with Resolution 2 (CAeM-I), be prepared by a working group to be established by the Commission for Aeronautical Meteorology.
No further guides are suggested in the field of meteorological instruments and methods of observation.
3.3

fie:r.ology
Apart from certain recommendations relating to sferics, which will be
included in the Guide to International Meteorological Instrument and Observing Practice, there is very little material among the decisions of the Commission for Aerology suitable for inclusion in an international guide. Such a
guide does not seem necessary at this stage.
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INTERNATIONAL METEOROLOGICAL GUIDES·
Qlim~t21Qg~

It has been suggested that ViMO should publish an "International Guide
on Climntological Practices" on similar lines to WMO publication No.8. A
tentative outline of the contents of such a guide is given in Annex I. .

It is envisaged that the Guide may be composed of 5 main chapters deal-

ing with climatic elements, bnsic data, statistical computation, climatological
reports and maps, a~" applied climatology, respectively.
At its first session, the Commission for Climatology established a number of working groups which are working on problems and collecting information
on subjects which could be dealt with in the suggestec1 guide. These groups
are as· follows
Working groups on ;
Historical weather datil,

Resolution 7 (CCl-I)

Punched card layout,

Resolution 2 (CCl-I)

Rules anc' practices,

Resolution 9 (CCl-I)

Statistic al methods in climatology,

Resolution 5 (CCl-I)

Form of climatological suminaries.
It is suggested that the outcome of the work of these groups should be
considered when compiling. the guide.
Further material for inclusion in the suggested guide is available in
a number of IMO resolutions and in several of the recommendations from the
first session of the Commission for.Climatology adopted by the Executive Committee at its fourth session "for inclusion in a suituble guide" •. These resolutions and recommendations are listed in Annex II •.
The Guide described above will possibly comprise about 100 pages.
3.5

AgXiQultyr21~QtQoXology

When editing the parts of the drnft HMO Technica1 Regulations which
concern agricultural meteorology, it was felt that a considerable part of the
text prepared by the Commission for Agricultural Meteorology (CAgM) was in
the category of "recommended practices" more suitable for a guide than the
Technical Regulations.
It has been suggested that an "International Guide on Meteorological
Service for Agriculture", prepared on similar lines to HMO publication No.8,
could be of assistance to Members as a basis for the preparation by Members
of more detailed manuals to meet the particular needs of each country. The
suggested guide could also be useful for instruction in agricultural meteorology, for instance for technical assistance purposes, and the need for such a
book has been. expressed, among others, by the Food and Agriculture Organization. A tentative outline of the proposed guide is given in Annex III.
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It is believed that the reports of the following three working groups
of the Commission for Agricultural Meteorology would be particularly useful
for the compiler of the guide ~
Working Group on observational requirements in agriculture;
tion 7 (CAgM-I);
Working Group on instruction in agricultural meteorology;
(CAgM-I) ;
Working Group on weather and plant pathology problems;
(CAgM-I) •

ResoluResolution 11

Resolution 9

The last-mentioned group has already produced a comprehensive report,
which is being published as a WIvlO Technical Note.
Some of the recommendations adopted at the first session of CAgM and
the subsequent action on these recommendations will give appropriate material
for inclusion in the suggested guide. These recommendations are .~
Recommendation 9 (CAgM-I) - Climatological information for agriculture.
Recommendation 11 (CAgM-I)- Field surveys of crops.
Recommendation 12 (CAgIvl-I)- Causes of major crop failures.
The above guide 2.1so ran to about 100 pages.
3.6

Ma~iiime_m~t~o~QloQY

The maritime chapter of the International Guide to Instrument and Observing Practice (Publication No.8) is at present under revision.
From the correspondence of the president of the Commission for Maritime
Meteorology, it has been noted that the chairman of the CMM Working Group "C"
has been asked to prepare a.c1raft international guide concerning the meteorological aspects of care of cargo for the use of ships' officers.
No further information is available about this project.

3.7

~yno~tic_m~t~oLoloQY

It is considered desirable that the material contained in Chapter III
of the former Fascicule I, IIvlO publication No.9 (1949 edition), be amended
in view of recent CSM decisions und included in an "International Guide for
Synoptic Meteorology". The suggestion in this document is based on the assumption that this Guide should only contain material which is useful for the
daily operation of meteorological services. Basically it would be composed
of material extracted from valid resolutions in the fiele of synoptic meteorology. I t is not suggested that the Guic'e should contain information on telecommunication procedures. Such procedures should form the basis of the introductory section of Volume C of 'iMO publication No.9.
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A tentative outline of the content of a Guide for Synoptic Meteorology
is found in Annex IV; the number of pages would be about 600 Som" preliminary work has been done on this Guide and the time needed for preparing the
manuscript could therefore be reduced, compared with the estimates for the
other guides (ReL document Cg-II/5l) 0

30801 The plans for a Quid~ on MEl.teQroloqtfal Reco.nnaissanc.§LOps_ervinq Techniques (Resolution 2 CAeM-I) has been mentioned under paragraph 302 aboveo
308.2 With regard to the question of the publication by VI/IiIO of certain manuals in the field of aeronautical meteorology, reference is milde to the
following projects described in ('ocument Cg-II/14, pages 19 and 20 ~
2015

Manual on meteorological observing duties at aerodromes,

2016

Manual of meteorological observing in aircraft, and

2017

Manual on aeronautical meteorological office practices.

No further information is available on these projectso

3.9.1

Internatio!}al

~uicl::

£n _P!o~i.~i~n _of

!:ie!e£r£l£glc~ 1_ S!,!r~i~e;}£rJ!)d)!s:

!r!:::!n2'~O!!!m~r£0

I t has been suggested that VJIilO should issue a guide or hand-book specifying how meteorology can be used to assist industry and commerce, e.g. advertising and: marketing, air~condi tioning and indoor.-climate, ai;r pollution.
control, building construction, factory production, newspapers, power, public.
utili ties, radio and transport. No more detailed information is available..
on the possible content of this Guide ane! it is felt that several of the'
listed subjects could more appropriately be dealt w'ith in a ~Tecbnical Note
Or publ ished by other means 0

3.9.2 In!ern2tlo!}a.! ~uld~ £n_PEo~i~i£n _ of ~e!e£r£l£glc~l ~ S~r~i~e~ for PubU c
Health and Human 'Jielfare
The suggestion is to issue a guide or hand-book specifying how meteorology CeO be used to provide service for public health and human welfare, eogo
clothing, health protection, insurance, legal enquiries and cases, sport and
sporting events.
The same comment is offered on the proposal set out under paragraph
3.9.1 aboveo
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ConclusioQ.§

Congress is invited to consider the various suggestions for the preparation and publication by WMO of internCltional meteorological guideso In view of
the uncertainty with regard to the time when the approved guides VJill be ready
for publication, it seems advisable that an appropriate lump sum be included in
the budget for the Second Financial Period for the purpose under discussiono

*

*
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I

TENTATIVE OUTLINE FOR AN INTERNATIONAL GUIDE
ON CLIMATOLOGICAL PRACTICES
1.

Climatic elements (definitions, observation, measurement, units, etc.
stations, networks, directories, etc.)

2.

Basic data

3.

2.1

Collection (station - regional centre - national depositories)

2.2

Storage (punch-cards, etc.)

2.3

Annotation (searching and cataloguing;
data, etc.)

2.4

Dissemination

information on available

Statistical £omputation
3.1

Statistical parameters

3.2 Computation of means, frequencies, etc.
3.3

Homogenization of series

3.4 Mechanical computation
3.5
4.

Statistical methods (correlation, regression, distribution curves,
etc. )

Climatological reports 9nd maps
4.1

Summaries and yearbooks

4.2

Normals

4.3

Memoranda

4.4 Graphical presentation

5.

4.5

Climatological atlases

4.6

Climatic classifications

Applied climatoloqy
5.1

Interpolation and extrapolation of climatological data

5.2

Climatological prediction (probabilities, periodicities, harmonic
analysis, etc.)

5.3

Design problems (establishment of relationships between climatological data and operational parameters in the
user-field) •
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II

IMO RESOLUTIONS AND CCI-I RECOMMENDATIONS,
THE SUBSTANCE OF WHICH MIGHT BE INCLUDED IN
A GUIDE ON CLIMATOLOGICAL PRACTICES
IMO Resolutions

References

CM Leipzig 1872

8b

CE Vienna 1873
CE Vienna 1873

7/2

CCI TR VI. 3. 2

28a

eCl TR 1.6.3.2

eo Munich 1891

35

IMe St. Petersbourg 1899
IMC Southport 1903

11

IMC Southport 1903
CD Innsbruck 1905

19
25

CD Innsbruck 1905
IMe London 1921

37
47

IMC Locarno 1931
IMC De Bil t 1933

34

CCI TR VI.3.1.2

13

CCI TR VI.6.1.5

CD Warsaw 1935

8
16

CCI TR VI.3.2
CCI TR VI.3.2

n

19

eel TR VI.3.2

n

20
14

CCI TR VI.3.2
eel TR 1.6.3.3

18
75

Rec. 42 (eCI--I)

n

CD Washington 1947
n
n

(CCI-I) Recommendations
Rec.

5 (eCl-I)

Rec.

7 (CCl-I)

Rec. 17 (CCI-I)
Rec. 18 (2) (eel-I)

8

CCI TR 1.6.2.2.1.1

References
Res. 34 ( Ee-IV)

"
11

n
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(CCI-I)

Recom~eoQations

Rec. 34 (EC-IV)

Rec. 19 (eCI-I)
Roc. 22 (eel-I)
Rec. 25 (CCI-I)
Rec. 26 (CCI-I)
Rec. 30 (CCl-I)
Rec. 31 (Cel-I)
Rec. 29 (eCI-I) Draft Provisional Technical
Regulations, Part VI, Paras. 1, 3.1.2, 3.2,
3.3, 5.1.4, 5.1.5, 5.2 and Annex A

*

"
"
"
"
"
Doc,C9~II/6, Annex II,

p.2. Comments on Chapter VIII o~ Draft Technical Regulations.
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III

TENTATIVE OUTLINE FOR AN INTERNATIONAL GUIDE
ON METEOROLOGICAL SERVICE FOR AGRICULTURE
1.

Introduction

2.

Observational programme (stations, observations, instruments, etc.)

2.1

Physical environment

2.1.1

Atmospheric conditions

2.1.2

Soil conditions

2.2

Biometeorological phenomena

2.2.1

Physiological

2.2.2

Phenological

2.3

Special micro-meteorological campaigns

3.

Handling of data (records, statistics, charts, etc.)

3.1

Short period observations (hourly, daily or otherwise)

3.2

Non-periodic observations

3.3

Single station analysis

3.4

Regional analysis

4.

Weather forecasts (preparation, presentation, dissemination, etc.)

4.1

Short-term forecasts

4.2

Medium and long-range forecasts

4.3

Special warnings

4.4

Crop forecasts

4.5

Disease anel pest warnings
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5.

Presentation of informati·on (contents, forms, etc.)

5.1

Meteorological reports (weekly, monthly, etc.)

5.2

Long-period climatic summaries (statistical parameters, etc.)

5.3

Crop-weather bulletins (crop development, diseases, damages)

6.

Aqrometeorological studies

6.1

Bioclimatological research

6.2

Acclimatization of species and varieties

6.3

Climatic surveys and analogues

6.4

Agroclimatic classifications

.7.

Artificial influences on weather and climate

7.1

Frost prevention

7.2

Wind-breaks and shelters

7.3

Irrigation planning

7.4

Modification of clouds and hydrometeors

8.

Miscellaneous

8.1

Definitions

8.2

Units

8.3

Tables and diagrams.

'C
;,
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IV

: -. '! .

,-.

TENTATIVE CONTENTS OF A GUIDE FOR SYNOPTIC METEOROL03Y

A.

Preparation of surface synoptic charts

1.

Plotting of observations

2.

Representation of the results of the analysis

B.

Preparation of upper air charts

1.

Plotting

2.

Representation

C.

Forms of synoptic charts to be analysed

1.

Standard projections of charts

2.

Standard scales of charts

3.

Contours of charts

4.

Indications of station topography on maps and charts.

Annexes
Table 1

Plotting symbols for observations

Table 2

Graphical representation of fronts and other meteorological features
(jet stream, precipitation areas, etc.)

Chapter II

A.

Equivalents (length, velocities, geopotentials, temperatures)

B.

Constants (pressure, geopotential)

C.

Conversion tables (millimetres to millibars, Fahrenheit to Celsius,
etc.)

D.

Other tables such as: values of visibility in relation to hydrometeors, vis:ibility terminology (Res. 12 I-RA III), visible effects of
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E.
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wInd on the surface of the sea (Rec. 62 - CD Washington, 1947) , description of waves (Resolution 64 - CD Washington,1947), as modified by
Resolution 21 (EC-III).
The universal time system.

•
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B.4 - WATER RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT
Submitted by the Secretary-General
(Agenda item 5.10, document Cg-II/49)
1.

Introduction

At its 18th session, the United Nations Economic and Social Council
passed a resolution recommending that specialized agencies should give particular attention to the assembling of hydrological data and inviting them, in
co·"operation with .9overnments, to take all practical steps to help strengthen
international technical co-operation in regard to water resource development
and utilization. This resolution was discussed at the fifth session of the
Exeputive Committee, and in Resolution 8 (EC-V) the Secretary-General was
instructed to prepare a report for Second Congress on the policy, principles
and future programme of WMO in this field.
The present document reviews the historical background to this question, discusses some of the meteorological factors:'.involved, outlines action
already taken by the Secretary--General and concludes with proposals for the
future WMO programme.
2.

Historical backqround

2.1

ECOSOC discussion

The discussion at ECOSOC was based on document E/2603, which had been
written by the UN Secretariat after preliminary 'discussions with the,interested
specialized agencies. It pointed out that the need for widened development of
water resources is becoming more urgent owing to the shortage already being experienced in many areas. where demands are growing, and stresses that while "the
first,step in any activities on,~Jater control is the organization of hydrological data", in some countries "not even routine meteorological data are'available". The report then states that there is a need for one of the specialized
agencies to promote and assist in collection of hydrological data, to keep in
touch with adva,nces in the science and technology of hydrology and (this is
only implied) to co-ordinate technical assistance activities in hydrology. It
is suggested in the report that WMO might be able to fill this role, in close
collaboration with IAH and with national hydrological bureaux. Two other proposals made in this report are also of direct interest to WMO. FirstlY,it is
suggested that continuous co-ordination at secretariat level might be ensured
through regular inter-agency meetings. Secondly, it is suggested that the UN
might convene technical water conferences at appropriate intervals.
During the discussion, several speakers made reference to WMO's contribution in the meteorological aspects of the subject.
In
particular
Mr. McDougall (FAO) stated that FAO believed that WMO shOUld assume the main
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responsibility in international arrangements to assist governments in collecting hydrological data and Mr., Fernaux(Belgium) said that he considered that
the idea of assigning to WMO a substantial part of the tasks to be undertaken
was excellent.
Resolution 533 (XVIII), which was adopted Unanimously, contains
following phrases of particular interest to \iI1MO :

the

"THE ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COUNCIL

(3) RECOMMENDS that governments and appropriate United Nations Organizations give particular attention to the following problems,

(a)

Assembly of hydrological 'data,

(b) .... "

(4) INVITES the· Secretary-General, the regional economic commissions,
and the interested specialized agencies to take, in co-operation with governments, all practi,cal steps, within. the frame'lOrk of their present budgets and
the purview of conclusions in the Secretary-General' s report, such as the arrimgement of visits, by experts, the convening of technical conferences, and
other means mentioned in the report, calculated to help strengthen international technical co-operation in regard to water resource development and
utilization,
(5) INVITES the Technical Assistance Board and the Technical Assistance Committee to give special attention to requests for technical assistance
in respect of development and utilization of water resources,

2.2'

Inter-aGency meeting

As mentione:d, above, the ECOSOC report recommended regular inter-agency
meetings to discu$s" co-ordination with regard to water resource development.
At the first of these meetings, held in Geneva from 2 to 4 August 1954, WMO
was represented by Mr. K. Langlo and Mr. O.M. Ashford of the Technical Division
of the Secretariat. The other organizations represented were the
United
,Nations, the Economic .commission .for Europe, the Economic Commissiori for Asia
and the Far East, 'the Food and Agriculture Organization, the World Health
Organization, the Technical Assistance Administration and the International
Bank for Reconstruction and Development. The following summarizes the points
of ,interest for WMO.
l:!y£!rg.lQg.i c.sI_ dl! t£..
,Several speakers stressed the difficulties experienced in many parts
of the world in,obtaining hydrological data required for planning irrigation
schemes; hydroelectric projects, flood prevention measures, in short 'for all
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aspects of water reSOurce development. There was a great need for one of the
specialized agencies to assume responsibility wi thin the UN family for promoting the collection of hydrological data and for standardizing procedures, and
generally to keep in touch with advances in the science of hydrology. As the
terms of reference of WMO came much nearer to this than those of any of the
other agencies, the general wish was expressed that WMO would do everything
possible to fill the gapo
Ie~hui~al ~ouf~r~nQe~

It was strongly advocated that international technical conferences on
various aspects of water resource development should be arranged by UN and the
specialized agencies, either individually or jointlyo The UN and FAO representatives in particular felt that the first of these conferences should bring out
in some way the need for hydrological data, so that those countries which are
not yet fully aware of the importance of these data for economic development
would be encouraged to make the necessary observationso
EeQiQn~l_a~tivitie~

It was agreed that much useful work could be done at regional level, as
for example by the ECAFE Bureau of Flood Control and. r~ater Resources DevelopmenL Some regions are not, hOl,ever, covered by the UN regional coirunissions,
and the hope was expressed that HMO would be able to assist in these cases,'
especially in Africa, through the WMO regional associationso

liand!2o.Qk
The need was expressed for two types of handbook, the fi:ist being a
broad survey intended for the administrator and the intelligent layman, and the
second a more technical work for those directly engaged in water resource development, It was suggested that WMO might be able to assist in preparing· material
on hydrological datao
In the report on this meeting, the following paragraph appears; "Promoting the collection of hydrological data was recognized by. all participants
as of vi tal importance
The "IMO was unanimously prevailed upon to explore· the
feasibility of assuming major responsibility in this matter, with which
no .
other agency t s terms of reference were directly concerned
The related role
of WMO would include the rendering of assistance to governments in the planning
and organization of hydrological services, in the training of personnel.for the
gathering and analysis of hydrological data, and in the procurement of suitable
equipment" o·
0

0

203

WMO!IMO background

The importance of the links between meteorology and hydrology was recognized by the IMO, and in 1946 a hydrological commission was establishedo
In support of the proposal it was pointed out that although in some services
hydrological questions were dealt with in the "Rainfall section", hydrology
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was not simply a question of measuring precipitation. The growing importance
of hydrology had been recognized in some countries by the creation of hydrometeorological services.
At the first session of the Hydrological Commission .at Toronto in 1947,
resolutions were passed calling for close collaboration between meteorological
and hydrological services, for regional co-operation in hydrology and for the
establishment of an international bibliography and an international glossary
on hydrology.
At the first Con~n'ess of WMO in 1951, the number of technical commissions was reduced, but the terms of reference of the Commission for Climatology were extended to include "Arrangement of climatological data in order to
meet the heeds of hydrology ••• "
Hydrological questions have been discussed at sessions of several of
the regional associations and technical commissions held since First Congress.
The following resolutions and recommendations are relevant :
Resolution 28 (53-RA vI), which recommends that the question of establishing
a Commission on Hydrology should be studied.
Resolution 29 (I-RA III) which invites Members to publish maps. of the prevailing winds and their speed and of underground water supplies in order to determine the possibilities of emf'loying wind power to utilize these underground
water supplies for irrigation in drought periods.
Resolution 32 (I-RA III), concerning international co-operation in hydrological
matters.
Resolution 7 (I-RA II), concerning.networks of hydrological stations, co-ordination of hydrological and meteorOlogical. organizations and exchange of hydrological data.
Eecommendation 10 (I-RA II), which recommends that a meteorological representative be co-opted in all irrigation or multipurpose projects at the stages of
survey, planning and designing and operation of projects connected with water
resources development.
Recommendation 23 (CCI-I), concerning investigations of individual flood-producing storms - adopted in Resolution 38 (EG-IV).
Recommendstion 24 (CCl-I), concerning the reporting of rainfall intensities for
hydrology.
E2£Qillnlend~~

(CCI-I), concerning large-scale climatological.maps for hydro-

logical use.
Recommendation 26 (GCl-I), which recommends that whenever possible climatological data pertinent to hydrology should be arranged according
to the locally
accepted hydrological year.
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It is clear from the above that even before the action by'ECOSOC, constituent bodies of WMOhave been aware of the assistance which meteorologists
can render to those concerned with water resource development.,
3.

Meteorological aspects-.QLwater resource development

Water resource development is a comprehensive term embracing all aspects
of the utilization of the water resources of the world; it includes hydro-elec, ..
tric development, irrigation, flood control, use of water for industry, water
pollution, river,navigation and water supply for hurpan consumption. The experts
directly concerned with water resource development therefore include engineers,
agriculturists, industrialists, public health officials, meteorologists, hydrologists and economists.
Before going further it is desirable to attempt to distinguish between
meteorology, hydrology and hydraulics, in this particular field. Meteor~ is
concerned with all forms of precipitation including snow'cover, with evaporation of water and with distribution of water vapour. liy'!:!rology in its "broadest
sense is the science of the waters of the earth in their various forms, and
therefore covers the whole of the hydrologic cycle; in addition to the meteorological aspects already mentioned, it includes the scientific treatment
of
streams (potamology), lakes and reservoirs (limnology) and underground water.
Hydraulics covers the engineering aspects of hydromechanics (the science' of
liquids in motion), and therefore includes such questions as the design, construction and maintenance of works for the use and control of water. It is
clear that there are considerable areas of common interest between meteorology
and hydrology on the one hand, and between hydrology and hydra'Jlics on the
other. The meteorologist and the hydrologist both have to supply the historical
data required by the hydraulic engineer. The meteorologist also has to forecast
such meteorological elements as precipitation, evaporation and surface wind
which are of interest to the hydrological and hydraulic engineer.
The r~le of a meteorologist in water resource development can perhaps
best be illustrated by considering the various stages in a multi-purpose river
basin development scheme~ In the initial survey he must assist in providing
available data on evaporation, precipitation, etc. after a careful check of
the accuracy of the data and their representativeness. He must advise on the
observations re~uired to complete the gaps in existing data, including such
questions as the choice of site, the instruments to be used and the methods of
observation. At this stage he may also have to provide initial estimates of
average precipitation and maximum probable Hoods and droughts, based on the
available climatological data and the application of meteorological knOWledge.
During the planr.j ng construction stage, the meteorologist will be asked
for further estimates of precipitation, floods and droughts, evaporation losses,
wind above the surface of artificial lakes and reservoirs, etc. 'During the
actual construction he will be called upon for forecasts in, c.onnexion with concrete mixing (temperature), erection of works (strong winds, precipitation and
storms), etc. When the scheme is completed, he will be needed for forecasts,
especially of precipitation amount, floods and droughtso
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The importance of the meteorologi st varies from scheme to scheme but
in all cases meteorological advice should help in the most economical planning
and operation.
4.

Role of WMO

Much of the future work on water resource development will of course
be done at the national level, but there are also many international aspects,
such as the setting up of international standards for terminology, methods
of observation and presentation of data, providing advice and technical assistance where required,financing,projects, preparation of guides, etc.
The purposes of WMO, as laid down in Article 2 of the Convention, 'include :
"(a) To facilitate world","wideco~operation in the
establishment
of networks of stations for the making of meteorological observations
other oeophysical observations related to meteorology ••••••

or

(c),
To promote standardization, of meteorological observations and to ensure the 'uniform publication of observations and statistics;
(d)
To fUrther the application of meteorology to •••••• other human activities ........ "
In the purely meteorological aspects of water'resource development there
can therefore be no doubt· abo\.1.t WMO' s mandate. One of the main questions to J::e
decided is how far WMO should cover the borderline between meteorology and hydrology, e.g. such questions as stream flow, lake level, sedimentation, and level of subterranean water. Proposals in this connexion are given in section
7.1 below.
5.

Collaboration with International Association of Scientific Hydrology

The International Association of Scientific Hydrology (IAH) is a constituent body of the IUGG, which has been recognized by WMO in Resolution 4
(EC-IV) as "an international forum for the advancement of meteorology as a
science". It is essential that the future WMO programme on water resource development should include close collaboration with IAH, and an informal exchange
of views has already taken place with the secretary, Mr. 1.J. Tison.
At its Rome session in 1954, IAH adopted a resolution offering to help
within the llmits of its field and of its powers to encourage the work of assembling hydrological data and applying the knowledge thus secured to the benefit of countries without data. The resolution also envisaged the possibility
of IAH setting UP a permanent bureau to carry'out the work asked for by ECOSOC.
It transpired from the discussions with Mr. Tison that the suggestion
that IAH might set up a permanent bureau was partially based on the understanding that J'Jhat ECOSOC required was an international agency to collect and
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process hydrological datao It was agreed that this was not a completely correct interpretation of the situation, the real need being for one of the agencies to accept responsibility for laying down international standards and to
encourage the collection and processing of data at the national leveL
Mro Tison agreed in principle that if WMO undertook this responsibility as a
specialized agency, the role of IAH could be to act in an advisory and consultant capacity to WMO on the hydrological aspects of the various problems. If
·.for example WMO were to set up a working group or panel on water resource development, IAH might designate one or more representatives to serve thereon.
In considering future cOllaboration between WMO and IAH, it is important to remember that.WMO is an inter-governmental body and its decisions are
therefore addressed direct to governmentso

601

Enquiry among Members

Following the adoption of Resolution 8 (Ee-V), the Secretary-General
addressed an enquiry to permanent representatives of Members asking for information about the co-ordination of hydrological activities, the relationship between meteorological and hydrological services and the storage of
hydrological data in their respective countrieso Comments were also invited
on a report giving some of the background information contained in the present document and proposa Is fo:r possible action by WMO.
Some fifty replies have been received to this enquiry. In rather more
than half of the countries there is at present no central body responsible for
co-ordinating all hydrological activities, while in five countries it is the
meteorological or hydrometeorological service which has this responsibility.
In about ten of the countries in which there is.no central body, evidence
has been forthcoming of close collaboration between the meteorological and
hydrological services, while in 15 cases it is on a ·basis of supplying information or advice in reply to specific requests·, usually with a routine ex'"
change of prectpitation data. There is clearly room for improvement in many
countries with regard to the full utilization of the meteorological service
in hydrological matters.
The information received about the storage of dDta is being assembled
in a separate reporto
In addition to replying to the questionnaire, twenty permanent representatives referred to the proposals for possible action by WMO. In eleven
cases it was simplY stated that the proposals were supported, the comments
by the nine remaining countries are summarized below,
~ritish gaLi£b~all

IeLritQrie§
I strongly support the view that WMO should take a leading part in the
development of water resources and agree with the list of activities given in
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your letter. It would nppear desirable either to establish a joint committee
with IAH or to ask the association to nominate a small number of experts who
would be contihuously available for consultation by 'liMO.
j2ritisj:r fa.§.t_A£ricJJ.
••• It would seem ••• that 'liMO is, or is tending to become the UN spe· cialized agency with responsibility for hydrology. If this is the case, then
it seems to me that it sh,'uld be clearly understood what this implies, particularly as regards the extension of 'liMO activities beyond the normal boundaries
of the science of meteorology •••
.
I support the suggestion that technical conferences might be held to
ensure that all countries are fully aware of the importance of hydrology in
economic development; ••• they should perhaps be held on a regional basis •••
I would suggest that consideration be given to holding a symposium under the
auspices of RA I to discuss hydrological questions ••• The symposiUm could
presumably be financed from Technical Assistance funds.
Note: This letter also indicated support for the proposed 'liMO programme and
contained many useful suggestions for ·clarifying the proposals;· these have
been taken into account in preparing the present document.

EeQe£al EeQuQlic_o£

QeIm~ny

The "Dwtsche Wett·erdicmst" will support every measure taken by the 'liMO
in order to intensify international co-operation in regard to water resource
development, and will render any desired assistance, as far as possible. We
have noted with particula·r interest the proposed iss·ue ofa hydrological handbook which we consider to be expedient in the form planned.

I generally agree with the suggestions •• , The handbooks will serve a
· useful· purpose. There is definitely a need for standardizing the methods of
· observation of many hydrological elements. The practic·e of evaporation measurement, for example, is known to be different in different countries. It Is very
desirable that the 'liMO brings out a publication laying down the standards for
observing and recording of hydrological elements.

From the point of view of my country I should like to express my deep
satisfaction about the weight which has been given to this important question
by ECOSOC, and I hope sincerely that WMO can playa paramount role in the
field of development and utilization of water resources.
.
From an organizational angle, I should like to point out that many of
the activities envisaged by WMO require preparatory work by a technical commission, whereas others are better handled by regional associations.
The re--establishment of a hydrological commission within WMO may create
certain difficulties, not the least of which being the representation there of
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the directors of the hydrological services, in those countries where the two
services are not administratively united, who thus will be dependent from the
permanent representatives to'WMO of their country. The establishment of a
joint committee of the lAH of lUGG and of WMO needs again some·reference back
to a technical commission ·of "'[MO. As the policy of WMO may be directed towards
a decrease in the number of technical commissions, and as the question of water
resource development certainly falls within the fields of activity of both CCI
and CAgM as defined by Cg-l and by the commissions during their first sessions,
and certainly of elMO, as well, I should like to .repeat the opinion I expressed to CAgM of the.need for the stronger representation of all applications of climatology within a single technical commission, which would include
applications to agriculture, industry, building, human comfort, etc., and
therefore would necessarily include the meteorological aspects of hydrology.
With regard to activities of regional associations in connexion with
the question under discussion, I should like to propose that a co-operation
of the UN regional bodies, like ECAFE and ECE, with the regional. associations
of WMO would be more valuable, when a.coincidence of the areas.of both groups
could be achieved, as, e.g. the inclusion of those countries of the Middle
East which belong to RA VI, into ECE.
Much importance will rest upon the proposed technical conferences,
which should have strong representation as well from the side of the hydrological users as from that of the meteorological suppliers of data and advice.
Representation should, therefore, include not only the Member.s, but also the
best experts available within the territories of the Members •. This, of course,
involves·a number of problems,which certainly may not easily be solved, one
of which will be the .financial assistance to be given by the organizer or the
initiator of the conferences, in order to guaranteean ample representation.
Note ~ This letter also contained ·suggestions with regard to the liMO programme
which have been taken into account l.npreparing the present document.

We are of the OplnlOn that WMO is the Or·ganization best qualified
carry out this project in collaboration with IAH.

to

There does appear to be fundamental need for ·the promotion, co-ordination and dissemination of hydrological data, and it would appear that WMO, in
conjunction with existing hydrological bureaux, Gould playa very significant
role in hydrology as a science closely connected with meteorology. It is there-·
fore suggested that strong consideration be given to converting the "Possible
action by WMO" to positive and definite action.
,tle]!! lellllln,Q
In New Zealand we are fortunate in that the development of water·resources for irrigation, hydro-·electric power, etc., is purely a national problem.
However, we are well aware that over a considerable part of the globe
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the courses of large rivers may pass through several countries and the problems of developing the water resources, both technical and economic, need to
be tackled on a regional and international basis. Considering the ,close association between hydrological and meteorological services in most countries
it would therefore appear that the regional associations of WMO, in particular,
may be able to provide a usefUl contribution towards the development of standard practices in the measurement and publication of hydrological data, at
least on a regional basis.
NQJe: This letter also indicated general support for the proposed WMO programme, but expressed doubt as to whether it would be possible to get international agreement on desirable standards for density of stations in :,hydrological netwDrks. It was also suggested that the technical and regional conferences could require close collaboration with IAH.
1!nit .!ld]ln,gdQm
It is suggested that meteorological services should be specially encouraged to implement the relevant CCI-I Recommendations, e.g. 24, 26, 27.
For your information the Royal Meteorological Society recently held a discussion meeting on "Water supply" (in the U.K.) and a report of the discussion will appear in their Quarterly Report.
6.2

Collaboration with ECAFE
Following the UN Regional Conference for the Development of water Resources (Tokyo, May 1954), at which a leading part was played by the WMO representative Mr. Hatakeyama, the S'ecr,etary-General received a request from,
the Economic Commission for Asia and the Far East for collaboration in certain projects. The following ,information is given as an example of the type
of request which WMO can expect to receive from other agencies.
ECAFE had prepared a draft of a publication entitled "Standards for
methods and records of hydrologic measurements". This was studied in the
Secretariat and comments which were subsequently submitted, especially on the
chapter on "Measurement of precipitation and evaporation", have been incorporated in the final text.
ECAFE also SUbmitted a draft "Hydrological terminology" for comment.
This terminology contains many meteorological terms and the desire was expressed by ECAFE that there should be no differences between the final text
and any similar terminologies being prepared by other organizations. This
matter will be discussed at a meeting of a special working group to be held
at ECAFE headquarters in September 1955.
At the invitation of ECAFE, it has been decided that WMO should participate in a joint ECAFE/WMO project on the "Study of major deficiencies of
hydrological data in the ECAFE region". The object of this project, the details of which are at present being worked out, is to investigate the major
deficiencies in respect to :
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(a) Present requirement for the successful operation of water resources
development projects (such as flood prediction and flood warning, forecast 'of
available run off for the operation of irrigation projects, reservoir operation,
etc.);
(b) Essential requirements for anticipated water resources development
projects for the next 10-20 years;
(c)

Essential requirements for an overall appraisal ot' available water

resources"

ECAFE has suggested that the WMO representative to the meeting of the
Working Group on hydrological terminology should make contacts with technical
departments of some of the countries in the region on this matter on his way
to Bangkok.
6.3

Work by the WMO Secretariat

For WMO to participate effectively in these ECAFE projects and in other
similar activities, an essential requirement is that it should have at its
disposal an official who is well qualified in.this field of work. Following
the directives given in Resolution 8 (EC-V) and to avoid any delay in WMO assuming its responsibilities in this field, the Secretary-General has instructed the technical division to give full attention to the projects within the
present work programme of the division. One of the technical officers of the
Secretariat, who has already had experience in some branches.of the work and
has been working on the various related matters which have been handled by
the Secretariat over the past year, to develop his knowledge of the subject by
an intensive study of the questions involved. As in other matters handled by
the Secretariat, it may be desirable to have facilities for consulting outside
experts from time to time on specific aspects of the work.
7.

Future WMO'programme

7.1

Policy and Rrinciples

It is suggested that the future WMO programme with regard to water resource development shOUld be based on the following policy and principles :
WMO should accept the responsibility of being recognized as the specialized agency responsible for the meteorological and, to a lesser extent, the
hydrological aspects of the water resource development programme of the United
Nations.
On the meteorological side, WMO shOUld develop its own programme in
close collaboration with the UN and other specialized agencies"
On the hydrological' side, WMO should be prepared to meet specific needs
at the request of the United Nations or other specialized agencies. In this
work it should collaborate closely with IAH; in particular advice shOUld be
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sought from IAH on those aspects of' hydrology which are normally regarded as
being outside the field of meteorology.
WMO should not enter into the field of hydraulic engineering, but should
of course assist those concerned from the meteorological point of view.
7.2

Programme
The following framework is suggested for the future WMO programme.

£rQmQtioD Qf_cQlleQtioD Qf_m~t~oLolo£iQal ~n2 hygrQIQglc~l_d2t~
Members could be urged to obtain the necessary met,eorological and hydrological data by setting up the necessary additional stations and by co-ordinating existing networks of stations where these are fit present controiied by
various government departments and private interests.
(a)

(b)

2eitin£ ~p_int~rDaiiQn~l_siaDd~r2s
International and/or regional standards could be developed for :
(i) 'the desirable density of stations in various types of' country;

(ii) methods of observation (this is already partly covered by WMO publication No.8) 1
'
'

(iii) processing the data and presenting them ,in the most sui table form;
and
(iv) terminology.
Ie.£hni,Qal !in!!. Le£iQn!'ll_c2.niel:eDC~s
International conferences could be arranged to provide an ex~himge' of
views on meteorological and hydrological aspects of water re,source development.
(c)

Ie,QhniQal ~s~i~tJinQe
WMO should continue to provide technical assistance in',meteorology and
hydrology. Requests for such t~thnical assistance should be addressed by Members to WMO.
(d)

(e)

, ,Qol1,1'icii:,re_aid
Within the terms of paragraph (g) of Resolution 9 (Cg-I), WMO could
help to fill gaps in the networks of stations by collective aid.
IeQhniQal Jid:::!:iQe
The Secretariat could give technical advice to Members and other States
on meteorology and hydrology (paragraph (d) (U) of Hesolution 9 (Cg-I)).
(f)

(g)

E°l:eQa~tin£

Members of WMO could be advised on the setting up of floodwarning and
other forecast services where these are not already in 'existence.
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NatiQn~l~ Le~iQngl_and_wQrld_climalo10QiQal gtla~e2

Members could be urged to publish climatological maps for hydrological
use - see Recommendation 25 (CCl-I) - and in planning regional atlases and the
~'!orld Climatological Atlas (Agenda item 5.7.6) due attention should be given
to the needs of hydrologists.
7.3

Machinery for carryinq out the proqramme

It has been suggested that a WMO commission for hydrology might be eAtablished. This proposal has the merit that it is based on the long tradition
of the technical commissions which have achieved such useful results under· IMO
and more recently under WMO.

The hydrological side of WMO's activities might alternatively be covered by including more specific reference to hydrology in the terms of reference
of existing technical commissions. These terms.of reference are discussed in
some detail in dO'CUInont Cg--II/24.
On the other hand there have been criticisms that the technical commission machinery is too slow for modern requirements, especiallY for meeting
WMO's obligations to the United Nations and other specialized agencies (see
document Cg~II/29).
To implement either of the above suggestions would require action by
Congress. It may be felt, however, that the best procedure would be for Congress to adopt a resolution concerning the water resource development program-me
in fairly broad terms, and to leave decisions about the detailed machinery
for carrying it out to the Executive Committee and the Secretary-General. Much
of the work in this field will fall on the Secretariat and in considering the
future staff requirements it will be necessary to bear in mind the decisions
taken by Congress with regard to this programme. It may be desirable to set
up a working group or panel of experts for consultation by the Secretary-General as required. As mentioned earlier, IAH might be invited to designate one
or two experts to serve on this body.
It should be realized that in accepting this responsibility, WMO is
opening the way for an increasing number of requests for assistance from the
Dni ted Natio'ris and other specialized agencies. Whatever machinery is set up,
it should be sufficiently flexible to enable the Secretary-General to handle
these requests with speed and efficiency.
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B.5 - HUMID TROPICS
Submitted by the Secretary-General·
; (Agenda item 5·.11, document Cg- rr/20)
1.

Introduction

During the fourth session of the. Executive Committee, Recommendations 3
and 4 (CC1-I) were.: discussed. Both ref erred to the UNESCO research programme
on the· "Humid tropics", the former recommending that. it should be suggested to
UNESCO that· climatology should be selected as the central theme for one year,
and the latter recommending that a panel of experts, similar to the Arid Zone
Panel, should be set up by WMO to study the meteorological aspects of the humid
tropics.
In· accordance with the instructions contained in Resolution·43 (EC-IV),
a report on the humid tropics was prepared by the WMO Secretariat for consideration at the fifth session of the Executive Committee. The following decisions
are taken from the general summary of the work of this session:
"Whilst it is clear that there are many important problems in the humid tropics in which WMO is concerned, the Committee agreed that at this stage in
the development of the Organization it would be unwise to launch too many separate projects. It is too early to judge the success of the work of the Arid
Zone Panel, which would serve as a model for a possible humid tropics panel.
It was therefore agreed that WMO should take no immediate action but
that the Secretary-General should maintain a "watching brief" and prepare a
document for Second Congress bringing up-to-date the information submitted.to
the Committee in the light of the decisions made by UNESCO."

This document follows closely the report submitted to the fifth session
of the Executive Committee.
2.

UNESCO programme

Under the general heading "Contribution to research particularly fot
the improvement of living conditions of Irankind", ·the Director-General· reported
to the 7th General Conference of UNESCO that, in 1952, a panel of·honorary experts on problems of the humid tropical zone was set up to advise the Secretariat on the organization of a survey in this field. He also proposed that
in 1953 a programme similar to the arid zone prograIrme, which was begun in 1951,
be launched in connexion with the humid tropical zone, and to that end a commi ttee consisting of representatives· oJ the United Nations and the specialized
agencies, together with members of the panel of experts, would be convened to
set up an Advisory Committee on the humid tropical zone. It was also proposed
to continue the programme in 1954 by convening two meetings of the Advisory
Committee (one in Paris and one elsewhere), by making a survey of research carried out on a group of specific problems in various regions, by giving financial
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support to special research projects and plans for scientific meetings, and by
organizing an international symposium on a group of problems relating to research on the humid tropical zoneo
The proceedings of the 7th General Conference of UNESCO contained the
following statement, made by Mro Auger, Director of the Department of Natural
Sciences :
"000 That last item (Arid zone programme) had suggested the idea of a consultative committee on the humid tropical zone on similar lineso I t would find
a vast field of work in such regions as Latin America and Asia and could undertake research into flora, tropical products, buildings and pest controlo It
would take two years to set such a body on footo

A regional institute might also be the appropriate means for conducting
research on the products derivable from certain plants. The Advisory Committee
on the humid tropical zone, mentioned in the programme, would be able to undertake an investigation of that kind, and one of its principal tasks would be
specifically the study of the resources of vegetation."
The aforementioned 7th General Conference of UNESCO approved the following resolution :
"Ee.§.01uj:i.Qn_2...21 .. In order to contribute to scientific research, particularly
for the improvement of the living conditions of mankind, the Director-General
is authorized, in co-operation with Member States, the United Nations and its
specialized agencies and appropriate international organizations, to promote
the co-ordination of research on scientific problems concerning the arid zone
and the humid tropical zone, by collecting and disseminating information on
current research and assisting the implementation of projects that form part
of a systematic programme of basic researcho"
The question was considered again at the 8th General Conference of
UNESCO (Montevideo 1954)0 The introductory part of the proposal made by the
Director-General on this occRsion contained the remark ;
" 000 it will be necessary to take into consideration both the permanent requirements of scientific research and the specific necessities of countries
concernedo It therefore appears appropriate to seek advice not only from
scientific unions and research workers, but also from committees of experts
on the management and development of scientific activities."

The following details are extracted from the UNESCO document entitled
"Proposed programme and budget for 1955 and 1956"0
"£a1;agrJl.pb, .§5
Following the survey made in 1953 and 1954 of research on the humid
tropical zone, a meeting of experts will be convened in 1956 to consider the
reports and other relevant information supplied to UNESCO by Member States,
interested specialized agencies, non-governmental scientific organizations
and individualso The meeting will be asked to make recommendations on the
composi tion and mode of operation of an advisory committee onhumid tropics
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research and on the activities which should be undertaken by' UNESCO within
this programme. The advisory committee on humid tropics research is likely
to come into being in 1956 and it is expected that it will hold one meeting
in Paris in that year.
£a!;agrgpb. f.26
Maps delimiting the humid tropical areas and showing those ~reas which
experience similar climatic conditions are considered to be ·a prerequisite
for the work of ·the programme. The desirability of obtaining .international
agreement on the criteria of delimitation to be used in maps of· this type was
suggested by the International Geographical Union at the first session of the
WJ,AO·Coromisdon on Climatology in Washington. When agreement on these ·criteria
has been reached, an expert will be commissioned for the preparation of the
maps in consultation with WMO.
£aIagrgpb. 3.7
Experts will also be commissioned to prepare reports reviewing the research carried out on a subject of major importance in the field of humid
tropics research, such as human and animal physiology, vegetal·ecology, or
medicinal plants, the choice to be made at the 1956 meeting. These reports
would serve as background documents.for the first symposium under the ensuing
programme in 1957."
The above proposals were approved by the 8th General Conference vd th
slight modifications concerning the timing of the various activities proposed.
As the programme stands approved at the moment, a committee of experts in
humid tropics research will be convened early in 1956 to chalk out a plan of
work for the programme and it is envisaged that the first meeting· of the proposed international advisory committee on humid tropics research will meet in
the second half of 1956.
3.

Meteorological

3.1

~eneIal IemaIk~

2§Qect~2i-humid

tropics

In preparing proposals for a I'IMO programme on this subject, it is first
of all essential to define as clearly as possible what is meant by the humid
tropics, to consider what outstanding problems arise in these regions, to decide which of these problems might be tackled by international action under
WMO auspices, and to consider how such action can best be initiated.
3.2

.Qei,iniii.Qn_and_l.Qc2.tioll .QCh.!J.mid_t,ro,lli,£s
The term "Humid tropics" is rather vague, as is the term "Arid zone",
and it is not possible at this stage to give a precise definition. The climate of the humid tropics is characterized by high temperatures and high annual rainfall and the absence of a cold Season. They extend round the equator
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in a somewhat interrupted and irregular belt of .20 0 to 40 0 latitude in width
and occupy about 36 per cent'of the earth's surface, including nearly 20 per
cent of the earth's land surface and about 43 per cent of the oceans. The
belt is broken over the continents by high mountains and plateaux, where even
near the equator the temperatures are too low to be considered tropical.
On the basis of existing climate classifications and maps, a provisional
list of countries in which humid tropical climates are likely to be found has
been drawn up as follows ~

Belgian Congo
, British Central Africa
British' East Africa
British'West Africa
French Equatorial Africa
French West Africa
Italian Sbmaliland

Liberia
Madagascar
Portuguese East Africa
Portuguese Guinea
Portuguese West Africa
Spanish' Guinea

Burma
China (Hainan Island)
India'

Indochina
Pakistan
Thailand

Bolivia
Brazil
British Guiana
Colombia'
Ecuador

French Guiana
Paraguay
Peru
Surinam
Venezuela

Costa Rica
Cuba
Dominican Republic
El Salvador
Guatemala
Haiti, ,

Honduras
,Le'sser Antilles
Mexico
Nicaxagua
Panama
USA ,(Puerto Rico)

Australia
Indonesia,
Malaya-Borneo Territories

New Caledonia
NeW Guinea
Philippines
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~limgt~ Qf_h~mid_t~oQi~s

Temperatur~.
The yearly mean temperature is generally between 21° and
27°C (70° and 80°F) and the annual range is very small, in many places less
than 5°C (goF); there is no marked cold season. The irregular day to day changes
in temperature are also less pronounced than in higher latitudes, due to the
smaller horizontal temperature contrasts. As a result of this thermal monotony, there is no marked seasonal decrease in vegetable growth, except in
those r2gions where there is a marked dry season.

Precipitation. The humid tropics are characterised by a large average
annual rainfall, rarely less than 760 mm (30 in.) and in most regions considerably higher. A great part of the precipitation is of the convective type, the
heavy showers being accompanied by severe thunder and lightning. Convection,
which is directly dependent on solar radiation intensity, is particularly
strong in the tropics. The ascending air current is further favoured by the
convergence of the trade-winds in the doldrums zone. The convective origin
of most of the tropical rainfall explains also why the rains occur rarely in
the forenoon, but rather in the afternoon or, in coastal areas, later in the
evening. As clouds are also largely of the convective type, cloudiness variation follows that of the precipitation very closely. Cyclonic rains associated with weak tropical lows are also important in certain regions and during
certain seasons.
Rainfall conditions are much more variable than temperature .conditions.
The amount of precipitation varies greatly from year to year and the seasonal
distribution and amount vary from place to place. The fluctuations in annual
rainfall may be so large in some of the regions which have dry seasons that
severe crop failures and famine years may result.
Other weath~r factors, Temperature and precipitation conditions are
by far the most important characteristics shown by humid tropics climate. Some
other weather elements deserve special attention when considering the humid
tropics climate as a factor in economic development and as an environment for
human activity.
The light conditions are often distressing to the eyes, while great
care has to be taken to avoid heat-stroke and heat-apoplexy,
The prevailing high relative and absolute humidity is unfavourable to
evaporation from the human body and therefore hinders hUman activity.
The feeble temperature gradients result in only weak pressure gradients,
so that the prevailing air movement is slight; this also contributes to physical discomfort. Temporary relief may be brought by the strong squall winds associated with thunderstorms. Sea breezes render tropical coasts much
more
habitable than the interiors, as they bring cooler air from the Sea. Occasionally the trades advance. far enough equatorward to bring spells of desiccating
weather, e.g. the "harmattan" wind, along the Guinea Coast of Africa, which is
described as a cool wind, owing to its great evaporating power.
Hurricanes, tornadoes, typhoons and tropical thunderstorms, the latter
reaching within the doldrums belt their maximum development for any latitude
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of the earth, are weather processes of the' humid tropics of great economic
significance; the damages not infrequently include human casual ti GB and pro'perty losses of millions of dollars,
3.4

£:;limiltic_typ"s_iL! 1h,gQumig 1rQPic,§,

Wi thout entering into a full 'and detailed analysis of the various climatic classifications elaborated by a number of authors, it can safely be
stated that for ma'ny purposes there exist three main types of humid tropics
climate, based on the seasonal 'distribution of precipitation. Tbese three
main.types might be described provisionally as follows ~
Type I

Heavy annual rainfall, no dry season;

Type II

Heavy annual rainfall, but seasonally distributed;

Type III

Less annual rainfall with a distinctly wet and a distinctly dry season.

Although only precipitation is mentioned, ,it should be clearly understood that corresponding differences occur in all weather elements, since the
main reason for the existence of these three rainfall regimes is to be found
in.the different types of air masses moving across the.respective regions and
the various influences to which these air masses are subjected due to the geographicaland.topographical features of the regions concerned. The boundaries
between the various types .are not, of course, neatly defined, it would be
more correct to think of transition zones.
3.5

QlimiltQ ilnQ 1hQ

L!a1uLal,Le~0~rQe~ in_the_hQmid_tLoQi~s

The individual physical elements (climate, surface configuration, native
vegetation, soils, drainage, etc. )., which cause differences in various regions
of the earth, do not exist independently of one another, in spite of the fact
that they are usually so studied) '. on the contrary, they are interdependent,
each element reacting upon all others and, in turn, being reacted upon by them.
Three great patterns dominate the earth - those of climate, soils and
native vegetation. If the three patterns are superimposed, the coincidence
between their boundaries is striking. This is because climate is the fundamental dynamic force shaping the other two patterns. The complex of natural
features which characterizes any'part of the earth's surface is the result of
two sets of forces and their associated processes acting upon the. solid, liquid
and gaseous materials of the earth, One of these two sources of forces is internal or tectonic (gravitational, volcanic and diastrophic processes) and the
other, external, is provided by the sun. Solar energy expresses itself most
directly through the climatic processes and indirectly through a great variety
of physical and chemical reactions, two of the most important being the weathering of rocks' (soil ff)rmation, drainage and surface relief) and vegetable life
(growth, death arid decay of plants).
It has already been mentioned that plant life in humid tropics is encouraged by temperatures which permit growth throughout the year; but attention
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should be paid to the local temperature regime when dealing with the introduction·of new crops or the adoption of farming practices in humid tropics areas
(it was proved long ago that frequent ploughing can literally take all the
goodness out of a tropical soil).
Tropical settlers should be "water minded". If th" averages of a span
of years are considered,the rainfall regimes may appear uniform enough, but
in any given year few places 'enjoy an "average" rainfall. It could possibly
be stated that the key.to humid tropics development is control of water:
drainage and flood control are needed· where rainfall is regularly or occasionally excessive. Great damage to soil fertility may occur, on the one hand, as
the result of ignoring precipitation conditions and, on the other, from irrational exploitation of forests and overgrazing, since naked soil is rapidly
deteriorated by. downward leaching and the removal of matter by flood waters
after heavy rains.
The humid tropics, with their excessive heat and moisture, appear to
be less repellent to human settlement than deserts and polar lands, the other
two climatic extremes. But uniform climates are not so conducive to fOresighted action as climates with marked Seasonal contrasts. A number of other
factors, ·closely related to climate, a1s·0 seem to be detrimental to the economic . deve~opment of the humid tropics;. they include overpowering ve'getable
growth at)d l.eached soils, which offer tremendous resistance to farming progress. The, prevalence of diseases transmitted by a multi tude of in:sec'i:s, the
monotonous nnd deficient diet ahd the influence of atmospheric condit'ions on
human physiology are also unfavourable factors. Care should be taken, 'how-'
ever, not to exaggerate the effects of environmental conditions. In many
instances European exploitati00, alcohol, disease and the slave trade ,have
caused the population to diminish anctthG native economic and socialstructure to deteriorate. Whatever the'rea'sons, the fact'remains that: the humid
tropics are sr:iarsely populated' and:have become potential regions for immigraHon';- new settlements should be rationally planned on the basis of better
knowledge'of physical conditions amongst which cliinate is the most important.
4.

' Malar problems in the humid tropics

4.lGeneral
In most of the fields ,of applied meteorology and, applie'd climatology
there are -special aspects for the humid tropics. Without making an extensiVe
enquiry it is not possible to list all the major problems in the solution of
which meteorologists can playa useful part, but th,e special problems of the
humid tropics may be illustrated by a few selected examples.
4.2

Public health

There can be no doubt of the importance of the 'meteorological aspects
of the public health problems in the humid tropics, e.g. ,outbreak·of insect
plagues associated with certain weather conditions, the need for careful diet
control, water ,purity and the spread of epidemics.
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Human labour

The efficiency of human labour is very dependent on climate. A good
example of how meteorological data can be applied to this problem is provided
by a paper entitled "Some aspects of human ecology in hot tropical regions"
which was presented by Sir David Brunt at the International Symposium on the
Biology and Productivity of Hot and Cold Deserts in London in 1952.
4.4

Building desi,)" and construction

There is no need to stress the need for special building design to meet
the conditions of the humid tropics. The subjects of indoor climate and air
conditioning are very important.
4.5

Deterioration of materials

Many of the materials in common use in manufactured goods deteriorate
very rapidly in the humid tropics. Mr.C.E.P. Brooks in his book "Climate in
every day life"-as shown how meteorologists can assist in studying this important question.
5.

~eteoroloqical

5.1

Observations

~

requirements of the humid tropic1
networks and methods

To enable the meteorologist to make his maximum contribution
humid tropics, one of the first problems is to examine the adequacy
existing netwDrks in the regions, and to decide how any gaps can be
This question was referred to the president of CSM in Resolution 32

in the
of the
filled.
(EC-IV).

I t is also necessary to decide which meteorological elements should
be observed in the humid-tropics and in some cases to develop more suitable
instruments. There appears to be a need for more first class climatological
stations at which solar radiation, evaporation and evapotranspiration, soil
temperature and soil humidity should be observed.

5.2

Research

Many of the problems listed call for research and there is also need
for more general meteorological research in the humid tropics. In response
to suggestions from two WMO Members in the tropics, a project entitled "Tropical meteorology" has been included in the proposals for the WMO programme
for the Second Financial Period, this project is not of course limited to
the humid tropics.
6.

£ossible action by WMO

As the UNESCO project in the humid tropics has not yet been started,
WMO has not been called upon by UNESCO to assist in the solution of specific
problems, from this point of view the need for WMO action is not so great
as was the case with the arid zone programme. One possibility is therefore
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to await developments in UNESCO and to offer full co-operation in any programme
on v'hich they embark.
Alternatively i t may be considered that the problems of the humid tropics are so urgent as to justify the initiation of a spe'cial WMO project. The
aim of the programme should be to advance the knowledge of meteorological and
climatic conditions in the humid tropics and to further the application of
meteorology to human activities in that region.
Activi ties under this proj ect could include the co:"ordina'tion of the
work of Members and consU tuent bodies and the collection and dissemination
of' information on a number of specific proje:cts. This might be best achieved
by setting up a panel of consultants competent to sele'ct the subjects to be
studied and to recommend the measures to be taken for the most efficient running of the programme.
The Secretary-General could be instructed to conduct enquiries and surveys in collaboration with the panel of consultants and/or the 'constituent
bodies 'concerned, and to' consolidate the information received in the form of
reports which could be disseminated by means of Technical Notes, articles in
the Bulletin, circular letters, etc.
The panel could be,. considered as an advisory group composed of experts
in this field and the panel's activity could be co~ordinated by the SecretaryGeneral.
The members of the 'panel 'could be requested to select one or more subjects from the lists given under section 4 of this report, or adopted on their
OWn initiative. The subject(s) selected could be taken as the central theme
for orie year's activity, which should include a review of the current situation, the preparation of reports, the promotion of new developments and the
initiation of technical' assistance or other projects. For these purposes, the
panel could provide the Secretary-General with an outline of the action to be
taken, a list,of names of the most qualified experts, a summary of the most
important aspects of the c~osen subject in relation to the Member's geographical region or field of compet6ncy.

C. - ADMINISTRATIVE QUESTIONS
C.l - ESTIMATES OF MAXIMUM EXPENDITURE
FOR SECOND FINANCIAL PERIOD
Submitted by the Secretary-General
(Agenda item 6.3, document Cg-II/2)
1.
Under sections 3.1 to 3.4 of Article 3 of the Financial Regulations
of the World Meteorological Organization, the Secretary-Gene.l'al prepared and
submitted to the fifth session of the Executive Committee, estimates of maximum expenditure for the Second Financial Period (1 January 1956 to 31 December 1959). These estimates were presented to the Executive Committee in document EC-V/23 which is attached herewith (Appendix 1).
2.
The fifth session of the Executive Committee.examined the estimates
submitted by the Secretary-General and duly prepared a report on these estimates as required under section 3.4 of Article 3 of the Financial Regulations.
In accordance with the provisions of section 3.5 of Article 3 of the Financial
Regulations, this report, which is attached as Appendix II to this document,
is now transmitted to all Members of the World Meteorological Organization
for their information arid consideration.
3.
ShOUld it be necessary for the Secretary-General to submit supplementary estimates of expenditure for the Second Financial Period, such supplementary estimates will be submitted to the sixth session of the Executive Committee in accordance with sections 3.6 and 3.7 of Article 3 of the Financial RegUlations.

*

*
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ESTIMATES OF

~AXIMUM

I

EXPENDITURE

FOR THE SECOND FINANCIAL PERIOD
Submitted by the Secretary-General
(document EC-V/23)
1.
In accordance with Articles 3.1 to 3.4 of the Financial Regulations of
the World Meteorological Organization, 'the Secretary-General is requested to
prepare. estimates of maximum expenditures for the Second Financial Period of
the Organiza,tton and to submit them to the Executive Committee for their consideration.. '
..
The budget estimates as presented in the annex have been prepared after
between the Secretariat .and Mr. A. Viaut, chairman of the Administration. and Finance Committee, and represent one of. several possibilities,
depending upon the assumptions made. Other possible proposals for the budget
estimates have been outlined by Mr. Viaut in document EC-V/24 •. In arriving
at the proposals presented in this document, the following considerations have
been taken into account ~
"
2.

cons~:tations

(a) ]xperience gained durinG the First Financial Period, especially
with respect to the adequacy of the Secretariat establishment, and to the
trend in expenditure under the heading of General Services;
(b)

It has been assumed that the present structure of the O'rqanization
will remain unchanged;
.

(c) Continuation of the present policy with respect to the assistance
given to regional associations and technical commissions has been assumed;
(d) An increased programme has be'en envisaged for the Second Financial
Period. This programme has been based on the technical projects proposed in
the Report of the Working Party on programme and establishment of the Secretariat for the Second Financial Period (Reference appendix to document EC-V/17).
Fuller details of the manner in which these considerations affect the
budgetary proposals are given in the following paragraphs.
3,

Total expenditure

It will be seen that the proposed total expenditure of $ 1,997,000 represents a considerable increase on the maximum expenditure of $ 1,317,500
authorized by First Congress for the First Financial Period (Reference appendix
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'to Resolution 26 (Cg-I)). Comparison between the expenditures shown against
'the various parts of the estimates and the estimated total expenditures for
the First Financial Peri'od shows that the principal variations exrressed as
the nearest multiples of ~df>. 1,000 are as follows ~
Estimated
expenditure
for First
Financial Period

Estimated
expenditure
for Second
Financial Period

Variations

( ~>
.~) x 1,000)

($ x 1,000)

( 11' x 1,000)

",

I

- Meetings

134

137

II

- Personal Services

710

1,120

+ 410

343

212

- 131

107

490

+ 383

23

38

+

15

1,317

1,997

-I-

680

III - General Services

IV

- Regular programme

V

- Other budgetary
provisions

+

3

,If the First Financial Period is regarded as a developmental period, during which'there has been a logical increase in the services
required from the Organization';' and if it is accepted that the total estimate
of expenditure of $ 520,142 submittet;l by the'Secretary-General in document
EC'-IV/29 for the finanCial year 1 January 1954 - 31' December 1954 'represents
approximately an average annual expenditure required to enable the Organization to adequately achieve its purposes as defined in Article II of the Convention; the proposed total expenditure of .$ 1,997,000 for the Second Financial Period,of 4 years is not excessive. Experlence during 1954 has emphasized that unless an average annual budget of approximately .$ 500,000 is
adopted" the work potential of the Secretariat is insufficient to meet the
demands placed upon it.

4.

Revenue

1<ont .r i 12u,ii.Q.n,§.
The amount to be derived from Members by contributions in order to
balance the budget is $> 1,943,000" which represents a contribution unit value
of $ 435.65 per annum based upon a total of 1,115 units of contributions, as
compared w.ith a unit value of ~~ 282.34 in the 1952, 1953 and 1954 budgets.
~ale_oi Qu121ic~tiolls

Revenue from the sale of publications is estimated to total $ 50,000.
This amount represents the revenue anticipated from sales of pubiications
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produced under the approved pUblication programme of the Organization ($ 10,000
per annum) and from sales of the Cloud Atlas ($.10,000), for which a demand is
expected to continue during the Second Financial Period.
Adye,rtizin,9. in_the_Wl!!]O_Byl,le.tiJ}
The figure of $ 4,000 shown as estimated revenue from this source, is
based on the assumption that the Bulletin will continue to be produced quarterly, ,thus maintaining the present annual income from advertizing at approximately $ 1,000.
5.

Expenditure

£a,rt_I_-_M.Qe.ti.ug.§. 1. _E2Se.Q.uliye_Cgmllliit.Qe... 1:e,9.ign,ill_a.§.s.Qcialign.§.,_t.Qct!ni.Q.a,l £ommis.§.iQn.§. .§.ng gO.ug.r8.§.S
The assumptions enumerated under paragraphs 2 (b) and 2 (c) that the
present structure of the Organization and that the present policy with respect to the assistance given to regional associations and technical commissions.will be retained during the Second Financial Period has enabled the
Secretariat to base the estimate shown under this part of the proposed budget upon estimated actual expenditure during the First Financial Period. It
is possible, however, that Second Congress may wish to change the existing
structure and to increase the assistance given to regional associations, technical commIssions and to working groups (Reference EC-IV/Min. 5, paragraph
17 .6, EC-IV/Min. 9, paragraph 31.2) ,in the light of experience gained. Some
possibilities which may be considered by Congress for adoption, together with
their budgetary implications have been presented in the Report by the chairmanof the ADM Working Group (document EC-V/24).
A.

Executive Committee

It has been assumed that meetings of the Executive Committee will continue to be held in Geneva and that of the four sessions to be held during
the Second Financial Period, one session will be held in conjunction with
Third Congress. Hence, in accordance with Resolution 2 (EC-I), for this latter session, the travel expenses and subsistence allowance in respect of members of the Executive Committee will not be paid by th" Organization. The estimate has also been based on the assumption that the membership of the Executive Committee will remain similar to the present membership from the point
of view of geographical distribution.
A new item of expenditure, item LA. (3) "Overtime of Secretariat personnel engaged on Executive Committee duties", has been insertod under this
part of the proposed budget. Hitherto such expenditure on overtime has been
charged to Part III, General Services, but it is considel'ed that such expenditure shOUld be logically charged against the cost of meetings.
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E£2i~~~1_~~~~2!~!!9.~~l_!£2b~!2~1_s~~!~~!~~~_~~2_~£E~!~2_2E£~E~

The estimate shown under this heading is based on the continuation of
the present policy, whGreby apart from the attendance of Secretariat representatives at sessions of regional associations and technical commissions,
the assistance rendered by the Organization to the above bodies is restricted
to the documentation and distribution of working papers and to the supply of
minor stationery items. During the Second Financial Period, it is expected
that each technical commission and regional association will meet once, whilst
the estimated number of working group meetings has .been based on past experienceo
CO

S!£~~E£~.~

It has been assumed that Third Congress will again be held in Geneva
and that the conference facilities in the Palais des Nations will again be
utilized. Payments in respect of overtime worked by Secretariat .staff during
Third Congress have been included as a separate item under this part of the
budgeL

Ao

~~1~E!2~l_~~22~l_2~2E!!~2

A comparison between the staffing proposals for the Secretariat as
outlined i'1 this part of the budget estimates, and the internal structure,
the maximum establishment of the staff and the grades of staff members serving in established posts in thG Secretariat during the First Financial Period
as shown in the annex to Resolution 26 (EC-II), will reveal not only certain
anticipated changes in the internal structure of tho Secretariat, but also a
substantial increase in the staffing strength required for the efficient performance of the normal functions of the Secretaria.t. Justification for these
proposals will be found in document EC-V/35 which win provide the basis of
detailed proposals from the Executive Committee to Second Congress on the establishment of the Secretariat, as required under the instruction given in
Resolution 38 (Cg-I) (Reference EC-IV/Min. 9, paragraph 32.4)0
It will also be noted thatreclassific2tion of certain General Service
and Professional posts has been incorporated in the staffing proposals, which,
however, do not make provision for any reclassifications of the posts of Secre··
tary-General, Deputy Secretary.,General and chiefs of divisions and technical
sections, which maybe approved by Second Congress. A detailed comparison
between the existing salary grades of the grades of staff members serving in
established posts in the Secretariat and those of the United Nations Organization, together with other relevant information has been incorporated in
document EC-V/34.

In the total estimate of $ 1,119,860 proposed under Part II. A. of the
budget, no provision has been made at the. present stage, for any
overtime
payments which may be necessary for extra duty-authorized during the Second
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Financial Period, to complete urgently required work other than that required
in respect of sessions of the Executive Committee and Congress. As previously pointed out, provision for expenditure in respect of overtime worked by
Secretariat staff in connexion with sessions of the Executive Committee and
Dongress·,has been made under Part I of the budget estimates.

B.

~~~E~i!~~~!_~~2_!£!~!~~!!£~_£~E£~~£~

. The estimates shown under this heading assume that recruitment of·ten
"P" staff will be necessary during the Second Financial Pe·riod, due to the
completion of contracts by four P-staff and to the proposed increased establishment of the Secretariat as presented in docu~ent EC-V/35.
C.

Staff benefits·and allowances
---=--~=--=-------=---------~

The proposed increases in the establishment of the Secretariat.are also
reflected in the estimates detailed under the various sub-items of this part
of the budget. Such estimates are of course based upon the staff benefits and
allowances provided under the existing Staff Rules for the World Meteorological
Organization, and do not make provision for any additional benefits or allowances which may be approved by the Executive Committee as a result of submissions following a review of the existing Staff Rules which is at present being
completed by the Secretariat (Reference document EC-V/33);
D.

§£~~£!~~i~1_~~~i~!~~s~_!£_!b~ __ ~~£~i2£~!

An annual expenditure of $500 has been provided under this heading.

E.

~£EE£~£~!~!!£~_~!!£~~~~£_f£~_§£~~£!~!l:Q£~£E~!

II, accordance with clause 5 (b) of the terms of appointment of'the
Secretaly-General*, provision has been made for an annual representation allowance of $ 500. Consequent upon the development of the Organizat'iiin during
the First Financial Period and the resultant increased liaison ·necess~ry with
representatives of other international organizations, government del~gations
and other interested bodies, Second Congress may however wish to review the
adequacy of the present allowanoe and make an adjustment.

F.

~2~!!i~~!!2~_!2_~~~!~1~!E~!1~£~~~e£~~22_2t_!b2_Y~1!£2_~~!1£~~_~21~!
§!~tf_~2~~1£~_§2~!~

At its fourth session the Executive Committee approved the annual payment of the Organization's share of the administrative expenses of the United
Nations Joint Staff Pension Board •. The amount shown under this heading is the
estimate of the Organization's oontribution for a four-year period.

Ao

I~2Y~1_~ng_~!~D~Q2rig!ign

Anticipated expenditure under this heading is detailed in the estimates.
In arriving at the estimates shown under sub-items (1) and (2)
under this
* See Resolution 36 (Cg-I).
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budgetary heading, it has been assumed that representation of WMO staff at
sessions of r,egional associations, teehnical commissions and working groups
, w'nl continue on the same basis as that adapted during the First Financial
Period (EC-IV/Min. 5, paragraph 17 .6).
B.

!:!£~EH~lH~

The estimate shown under this heading is the amount required to provide hospitality to. important persons calling at the Secretariat.
C. §!~!!2~~E~_~Q2_2ff!s£_~~EE1!~~
During the Secand Financial Period, the average annual expenditure of
$ 12,500 which has been estimated under this heading, represents an increase
on present annual expenditure. This increase in expenditure must be considered in relation to the prapased increase in the establishment of the 'Secretariat and the resultant greater output of wark.
D.

2ff!2~_~9~!E~~~!_~~~_~~S~!~~~_~~2_~~!~!~Q~~2~_!~~E~£f

Provision has been made under this heading not only far the replacement of certain items of office equipment, but also far the purchase of essential new equipment to meet the requirements of the prapo.sed increased
,establishment and to. facilitate the technical 'Nork of the Secretariat. The
purchase of some such new equipment during the First Financial Period has
been deferred due to. budget limitatians and in same cases absolutely essential work has been carried out by the uneconamical shart periad hire of the
necessary equipment, e.g. hire of a calculating machine in connexion with
compilation of "World maps of thunderstorm activity". In the estimate no.
provlslOn has been made for the purchase of any additional office equipment
which may be necessitated by the erection or purchasE of a WMO permanent
building, for which possible praject, no. detailed plans or specificatians
are at present available. Should a decision be taken by the Executive Committee or Second Congress in this connexion a revision of the estimate of
~~ 30,000 may be necessary.
E.

Library books, periodicals, etc.

-=------~-=-------------~=----~-

In the estimate of $ 4,800 provision has been made for an average annual expenditure of $ 1,200 as compared with the present annual expenditure
af $ 1,000 in order to meet the increasing demand within the Secretariat for
an adequate technical reference library.
F.

Communications services

------~----~------~-~==

Estimated expenditure under this heading has been based on actual expenditure being incurred, together with the increase in expenditure resulting
from the anticipated enlargement of the regular programme of the Organization.

G. ~E~~!~~~l_£l~~~!Q~l_!~~~E~Q£~l_~~~!i~~l_!!~~!!~~L_E~~!~1
All expenditure on the present premises occupied by the Secretariat
under this heading has been included in the 0stimate of Z~ 22,000. As in the
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case of Part III D of these estimates, however, reV1Slon of the amount required for expenditure under this item own 1 -be necessary, should a-decision
be taken with respect to the erection or purchase of a WMO permanent building.
In this respect it should be noted that Resolution 25 (EC-II) specifies the
maximum rental which should be payable by the Organization in respect of such
a building.
H. 2!b~~_~~EE!!£~_~~9_~£E~i££~ (Bank charges, etc.)
This estimate is based on actual expenditure being incurred under this
heading.

A.

~E!~!!~~_~f_£~El!£~!!~D~

During the First Financial Period expenditure under this heading was
recorded under Part III of the budget - Contractual printing. However, the
printing of publications should-be considered not as-a general service but
rath-er as part of the technical- programine of the Organization, thus following
the practice adopted by other specialized agencies.
The estimate of $ 180,000 as pres~nted is equal to the budget appropriation approved by First Congress for technical publications produced during
the First Financial Period (Reference Resolution 26 (Cg-I)). I t is unlikelY';-'
due to staffing limitations in the Publications Section, that this amount
will be fully- expended by 31 December iSi55 , but with the increased output of
work resulting from the greater number of editor proof-readers proposed for
the Seoond Financial Period, it is considered that the amount of $ 180,000
is justified.

B.

Technical assistance

First Congress in its authorization of maximum expenditure for the
First Financial Period (Resolution 26 (Cg-I)) approved a budget appropriation
of $ 1,000 for expenditure under the heading of "Technical assistance to
under-developed countries". This amount has riot -been sufficient to enable
any :regular programme of technical assistance of a major nature to be accomplishedby the Organization although -action is in hand to achieve the expenditure of the token sum of $ 1,000 on a profitable basis during 1954.
Experience during the First Financial Period having emphasized the need
for a regular programme of technical assistance in meteorology to be carried
out by the Organization, details of action which it is recommended shOUld be
taken in order to ascertain the extent to which fun-ds will be required in order
to implement such a regular programme have been given in document EC-V/26.
Pending the receipt of exact information as to the funds required_for implementation of a regular programme of technical assistance, a nominal amount of
$ 10,000 has been included under this part of the proposed budget.
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Co 2!b~!_2!£1~2!~
The final appropriation approved under this part of the budget will
depend upon the programme approved for the Organization for the Second Financial Period by Congress following the recommendations received from the
Executive Committee after its study of document EC-V/17, "Report of the working party on programme and establishment of the Secretariat for the Second
Financial Period", at its fifth sessiono Meanwhile the estimate of ~p 300,000
shown under this heading has been derived·by selecting certain projects from
the appendix to document EC-V/17 and by dividing these projects into parts,
i.e" ~
(a)

Projects for which detailed estimates are already available,

(b)

Projects for which no detailed estimates are available but for
which a lump sum has been estimated.

These estimates are as follows
(a)
(b)

Items 201, 202, 203, 204, 2 05, 2.6, 2.8, 2 09, 2010,
302, 3.3 in appendix to document EC-V/17

:~

153,000

Items 207, 304, 4.1 in appendix to document EC-V/17

$

147,000

$

300,000

Total

;:<::=:=::::=====

It must be mentioned that at the present stage, the salaries and allowances of additional staff which are indicated as being required to implement the projects indicated, have been included in the estimate of $ 300,000,
and are therefore additional to the provisions for salaries and allowances
und.er Part II of the proposed estimates 0 These additional staffing proposals
will therefore require to be cd tically examined in the light of the proposals
incorporated in Part II, section (A) of the estimates, as soon as fuller details are available concerning the actual additional work load which may be
imposed. on the Secretariat if any of the projects are approved by Second Congress for implementation during the Second Financial Periodo

Ao ~!2::1~1£!?~_f£!_~2!?E!?~~~~!~~_:'!~sL~!:!f£!,!;~,~~!!_~~E~!?:!~!~!~
The estimate of $ 25,000 shown under this heading has been based on
experience gained. during the First Financial Period, which has revealed. that
an annual average appropriation of approximately $ 6,000 is required to meet
contingencies and unforeseen expenditureo
Bo

External audit

Estimated expenditure under this heading has been on a slightly increased. charge being made for this service, as a result of the increase in
the number of financial transactions and in the activity of the Finance Section.
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Public information

Since at its fourth session the Executive Commi tte.e recogniz-ed the
usefulness of exhibits and -other public information services in making known
the activities of the Organization by making a modest provision in the- 1954
budget for expenditure on public information, acHon has been- taken to include
an estimate under this heading for the Second Financial Period. During 1954
the need for enlargement of HMO public information activity-has continued to
be emphasized and the estimate shown will enable the increasing demands for
information on WMO activities to be met more adequately.

*
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ANN E X
SUMMARY OF BUDGET ESTIMATESL_.
OF THE WORLD METEOROLOGICAL ORGANIZATION
FOR THE SECOND FINANCIAL PERIOD (1956-1959)
('in United States dollars)
Revenue
Contributions
Sale of publications
Advertising in the WMO
Bulletin

Expenditure
1,943,000
50,000
, 4,000

I

137,140
1,119,860
212,000
490,000
Regular programme
Other budgetary provisions
38,000

Meetings

II Personal Services
III General Services

IV
V

---

1,997,000

1,997,000

==:::::======

=========

PART I - MEEl1I'JGS
Executive Committee, regional associations, technical commissions2nd Congress
A.

Executive Committee (4 sessions but one session held concurrently with
--Congress - Res. 2, Ec-r)
(1) Travel expenses and subsistence allowance during travel of members of
the Executive Committee. (Based on membership of Executive Committee
remaining similar to present membership from point of view of geographical distribution).
Approximate duration'
Round trips to
Approximate cost
(both ways)
and from Geneva
$
2 days
810
Washington
Paris
50
4 days
Salisbury
829
4 days
767
Nairobi
4 days
New Delhi
782
Hio de Janeiro
4 days
1,238
4 days
Toronto
807
6 days
flellington
1,509
Zurich
29
6 days
Melbourne
1,200
Madrid
133
182
Lisbon
Oslo
180
London
76
4 days
355
Moscow
8,947

38 days
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$

Total of travel expenses for 3 sessions
3 x 8,947 dollars

26,841

Subsistence allowance during travel for
3 ses&ions :
3 x 38 days x 6 dollars

684

(2)

27,525

Temporary conference staff for the sessions
of the Executive Committee (3 weeks duration
to cover the period for each session)
4 interpreters at Sw.fr. 108 per day 432
76
228
3 translators
70
280
4 precis-writers
44
176
4 typists
3 bilingual
46
138
stenographers
2 mimeograph20
40
operators
18
36
2 hand collators
18
36
2 messengers
24

Daily total in Sw. fro

1,366

_.TD.t.aL Jor.1_.?_~_sjco_Q§ __ ~_
1,366 x 21 x 4
=
(14;-144-"' 26;80r------

(3)

Overtime of the above staff _during Executive Committee sessions.
17 ;members working 10 hours over-time per week at average of
Sw.fro 8 per hour;
4 x 3 x 17 x 10 x 8 = Sw.IT.16,320

3,813

Travel expenses for 4 members of
the temporary staff engaged from
abroad (4 x 4 x 100)

1,600

Overtime of Secretariat Personnel
engaged on Executive Committee
duties

10,000
3,000

(4)

Supplies and materials

(5)

Rental of conference rooms and
equipment
Travel and SUbsistence of presidents
of technical commissions

(6)

32,214

5,000
5,500

To be carried forward - Part I

83,239
83,239
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$
Brought forward - Part I

83,239

B. Regional associations~ technical
commissions and working qroups
Supplies; materials and transportation of documents, etc.
2,150
4,000
1,000

6 regional associations 6 x 350
8 technical commissions 8 x 500
20 working groups
20 x 50

7,150

C. Congress
(1)

Temporary conference staff for·
3rd session of Congress (session
of 4 weeks duration)
10 interpreters at Sw.fr.126.- per
day - 4 weel's ~ 10 x 126 x 28 =
9 translators at Sw.fr.87.- per
day - 4 weeks ~ 9 x 87 x 28 =
2 translators at Sw.fr.87.- per
day - 1 week ~ 2 x 87 x 7
=
4 precis-writers at Sw.fr.76.per day - 4 weeks ~ 4 X 76 X 28 =
4 steno-typists at Sw.fr.40.per day·- 4 weeks ~ 4 X 40 x 28 =
4 stenographers at Sw.fr.44.per day -4 weeks: 4 x 44 x 28 =
2 documents control clerks at
Sw.fr.44.- per day
- 4 weeks : 2 x 44 x 28
=
3 bilingual secretaries at
Sw.fr.46.- per day
=
- 4 weeks : 3 x 46 x 28
30 copy typists (English and
French) at Sw.fr.37.- per
day - 4 weeks : 30 x 37 x 28 =
4 copy typists at Sw.fr.37.- per
=
day - 1 week : 4 x 37 x 7
6 messengers at Sw.fr.21.- per
=
day - 4 weeks : 6 x 21 x 28
Sw.fr.

Sw.fr.
35,280
21,924
1,218
8,512
4,480
4,928
2,464
3,864
31,080
1,036
3.528
118,314

To be carried forward :

=

27,643
27,643

To be carried forward - Part I

90,389
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$
Brought forward - Part I
Brought forward

Overtime of Secretariat staff
during 3rd Congress

(3)

Documentation

(4)

(5)

90,389

27,643

Overtime of the above staff
during 3rd Congress
(2)

>

2,000

29,643

Mimeographing by UN mimeographing
department - 1,800,000 sheets at
Sw.fr.15.- per 1,000 impressions
(including paper) ~ Sw.fr.27,000 =

6,308

Travel expenses of conference staff
(presumably 40 persons from outside
Geneva, at $ 120)

4;800'

Rental of conference and committee
rooms

(6)

Mi scellaneous supplies, equipment
and services

1,000
TOTAL PART I

46,751
137,140
===;:;===

PART II - PERSONAL SERVICES
A.

~laries,

Waqes, overtime

£eQr2t~r~-geneLalt~

QfiiQe

Secretary-General
1 Secretary

G.3

40,000
8,500

P.2
G.3

36,000
19,800
8,570

P.2
G.4
G.3

20,400
8,990
8,080

QeQuiy_S~cLeiaLy=G~n~r~1~s_oific2

Deputy Secretary-General
1 Technical officer
1 Secretary
]x1eLn~1_r~1~tions_s2c1iQn

1 Technical officer
1 Clerical assistant·
1 Secretary

To be carried forward

150,340
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$
Brought forward ,

150,340

IeQhn~£al ~iyi£iQn

1 Chief 0: division
2 Senior technical officers
4 Technical officers
4 T,ch~ical assistants
3 Secretary typists

Po3
Po2
Go 5
Go3

33,250
55,440
85,000
40,200
26,470

£uQlic~tions~SQcliQn

1 Chief of section
1 Deputy chief of section
1 Secretary

Po2
Pol
Go3

1 Editor proofreader
1 Editor proofreader
1 Editor proofreader

QrQuQ ~ ~ £uQlic~tion
1 Editor proofreader
1 Editor proofreader
1 Proofreader

20,400
15,600
8,080
10,040
9,990
8,080

llo~

2
8,750
8,080
6,980

1i!l.r!l.ry:
1 Librarian
1 Assistant librarian

Pol
Go 5

15,000
9,810

Admini£tLaliQn_Division
1 Chief of division
1 Secretary

25,225
7,870

Einancil .§,eQtioll
1 Chief of section
1 Accounts clerk
1 Secretary

16,400
10,670
8,400

£eLsQnnel Jl.ng geneIal .§.eLvicQs
1 Chief of section
1 Secretary-clerk
1 Huissier
1 Telephonist

15,000
7,870
7,930
6,220

Eegi.§.tLaliQn
1 Registry clerk

9,390

To be carried forward

626,485
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$
Brought forward

Eu121i C.i! ti o.!} s_Di siribll ti o.D
1 Secretary typist
1 Typist

IYQing_and_ QUQlic.i!ting
1 Chief of section
1 Deputy chief of pool
3 Secretary typists
9 Typists
2 Mimeograph operators
1 Hand collator

0

626,485

G.3
G.2

8,995
6,980

G.6
G.5
G.3
G.2
G.l
G.l

10,920
. 9,810
23,610
69,120
13,000
6,500

P.l
G.6
G.2

30,000
25,700
7,030

£e~vic~

1ingQi~tic_S~cii2n

2 Translators
2 Translators
1 Typist

Total of

ba9~c

salaries

838,150

5 per cent of liv·ing allowance for G staff
(5 per cent of $ 4}0,635)
B.

20,531

858,681

and termination expenses
of staff and dependents
(1) Travel and removal expenses - Recruited
staff (10 P-staff and 8 wives and 16
children :

Recruit~~nt

Travel of 34 persons x $ 300
Subsistence allowance : 10 x $ 5 x 2 days
24 x $ 3 x 2 days
Removal of household effects
(2)

10,200
100
144
10,000

20,444 .

3,900
40
54
4,000

7,994

Separation from the service (Presumably
4 P-staff and 3 wives and 6 children) :
Travel of 13 persons x $ 300
Subsistence allowance , 4 x $ 5 x 2 days
9 x $ 3 x 2 days
Removal of household effects

To be carried forward - Part II

28,438
887,119
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$
Brought forward - Part II
Co

887,119

Staff benefits and allowances
(1)
(2)
(3)

Staff Pension Fund contributions
(14 % of salaries)

117,341

Staff health insurance and medical
service
Children's allowance
- 30 children of P-staff x
- 12 children of G-staff x

$ 200 x 4
$ 150 x 4

Education grant ;
- 25 P-staff x $ 200 x 4
Travel of 20 children ;
- 20 x average $ 350 x 2 (including
subsistence allowance)

24,000
7,2::J0
20,000

14,000

65,200
1,000

(4)

Language courses

(5)

Home leave (19 P-staff and 15 wives
and 30 children) ;
Travel and subsistence of
74 persons x average $ 200 x 2

D. Secretarial assistance to the

14,000

29,600

227,141
2,000

P~~nt

E. E§.l2resentation allowance for Secretary-General

2,000

F. Contribution to administrative eXQenses of the
~ension Board

1,600
TOTAL PART II

PART III - GENERAL SERVICES
A. lravel and transportation
(1)

Travel and subsistence allowance of WMO
staff attending sessions of regional
associations

1.119.860

===:::::::= = =::::
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1 Technical officer for 6 sessions

(2)

(3)

(6 x 500)

3,000

Subsistence allowance
6 x $ 12050 x 24

1,800

Travel and sUbsistence allowance of l'vMO
staff attending sessions of technical
commissions and working groups (8 technical commissions and 12 working groups)
20 x 200

4,000

Subsistence allowance (Technical commissions) 8 x $ 12,50 x 21
(Working groups) 12 x $ 12 050 x 7

2,100
1,050

Travel of 20 representatives per year in
their resident area 4 x 20 x 100

8,000

Travel of 10 representatives per year outside their resident area 4 x 10 x 200

8,000

Subsistence allowance

4 x

$

15 x 10 days

Other, travel of the Secretary-General
and/or Deputy Secretary-General (6 journeys
per year) 4 x 6 x $ 100
Subsistence allowance

(6)

18,000

3 4 ,000

Meetings between the President and the
Secretary-General
Travel of President or Secretary-General
(once a year) 4 x 50

~(5)

7,150

Representation of ""MO at meetings outside
Geneva of other international organizations

Subsistence allowance
(30 representatives x $ 15 x 10 days x 4)
(4)

4,800

4 x 6 x

Insurance for air travel 2025
fares

$

15 x 7

% of

200
600

800

2,400
2,520

4,920

air
530

52,200
1,000

B Hospi tali ty
0

50,000

Co Stationery and office supplies

To be carried forward - Part III

1030200
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$
Brought forward - Part III
D. Qffice equipment and machines and maintenance thereof

103,200
30,000

E. Library books·, periodicals, etc.

4,800

F. gommunicatiori··services

50,000

G.

22,000

Premise~

cleaning, insurance, heating, lighting, rental

2,000

H. Other supplies and services (bank charges, etc.)
TOTAL PART III

212,000
=:=:::====

PART IV - REGULAR PRCXiRAMME
180,000

A. Printinq of pUblications

10,000

B·lechnical·Assistance

.3.00,000

C. Other proiects
TOTAL PART IV·

-

490,000
:::;:;:::::::::::::::::

PART V - OTHER BUDGETARY PROVISIONS
A. Provisions for contingencies and unforeseen
expenditures

25,000

B. External audit

5,000

C. Public information

8,000

TOTAL PART V

38,000

GRAND TOTAL PARTS I - V

1,997,000
=========

*
*

*
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II

Part I
REPORT OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE UPON THE ESTIMATES
BY THE SECRETARY-GENERAL OF MAXIMUM EXPENDITURES
FOR THE SECOND FINANCIAL PERIOD
1.
In accordance with Article 3 of -the WMO Financial Regulations, the
Secretary-General prepared and submitted to the fifth session of the Executive Committee, in document EC-V/23, estimates of maximum expenditures for
the Second Financial Period (1 January 1956 - 31 December 1959). The observations on these estimates which follow constitute the report of the
Executive Committee thereon, in accordance with Financial Regulation 3.4.

2.

for the estimates
The general considerations listed in paragraph 2 of document EC-V/23
are accepted, except as discussed in section 3 below. Decisions taken dur-log the fifth session of the Executive Committee have made it possible to
be somewhat more precise in estimating some of the expenditures, particularly in respect to technical programme.
~~is

3.

Expenditure.§.
Following is a comparison, by parts, between the expenditures estimated by First Congress for the First Financial Period, the estimates for the
Second Financial Period by the·- Executivi;-Commi ttee upon review of the Secretary-General's estimates:

Part
Part
Part
Part
Part

I

III IV V II

Expenditure estimated by : (in thousands of dollars)
Congress for Secretary-General Executive Committee
1st Financial for 2nd Financial for 2nd Financial
Period
Period
Period
156
Meetings
134
137
1,030
Personal Services
710
1,120
185
212
General Services
343
260
Regular programme
107
490
25
:38
Other provisions
23
1,317

1,997

1,656
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The adjustments suggested by the Executive Committee are based on the
following considerations
£art_I_-_M~e1illg~

During the preparation of the 1955 budget, some Jconomies were found
possible in staff and facilities for Congress and the Executive Committee~ .
Similar economies can be made in the Second Financial Period. These econo~·
mies can be effected by the use of recording equipment instead of preciswriters, typists, etc. and by somewhat greater use of technical officers of
the WMO Secretariat in preparing summary records of meetings. The amount of
the·estimates for meetings can be reduced by about $ 11,000. The cost to WMO
of sessions of regional associations, technical commissions and working groups
will depend on whether additional assistance is given in sessions of these
bodies. The experience of the first financial period has shown that effectiveness is likely to suffer if some additional assistance is not given. Because
of difficulties in securing host countries, provision should also be made to
hold at least part of the sessions of technical commissions at the headquarters
of WMO. An additional sum of $ 30,000 shOUld be provided for these purposes.
This would allow for
(a)
(b)

The cost of holding five sessions of part of the technical commissions at headquarters,
Some assistance to regional association sessions in the form of
one additional skilled conference staff.

Provision should be made to cover· the cost of holding a small number
of sessions of working groups of experts at Geneva or other convenient locations,
costs to inClude the travel and stjbsistence of experts. Authorizations in
each case would be controlled by the Executive Committee and would only be
granted where needed to carry out work of a high priority. The cost for such
working group sessions should, however, be placed in Part IV under "Other Projects".

=

£art_II £ersQn~l_s~ryiQe~
The proposals of the Executive Committee on the establishment of the
Secretariat during the Second Financial Period are given in document Cg-II/3,
Appendix II. The estimate of $ 1,030,000 is II.ade on the basis of these proposals. The proposed establishment does not include staff to cover major
projects which may be proposed under Part IV of the estimates, for which
extra staff would be required. In general, the Executive Committee considers
that some increase in staff is necessary to handle the regular and necessary
workload which has increased substantially during the First Financial Period
and which is expected to increase further during the Second Financial Period,
but the increase need not be as large as that proposed by the Secretary-General.
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Ea~t_III_-_G~n~r21_s~rxi£e~

On the basis of estimates worked out for the 1955 annual budget, it
appears possible to reduce somewhat the estimates for several items, including representation at meetings of other organizations, office equipment and
maintenance, stationery and services. It is believed that the total can be
reduced to $ 185,000. This figu're does not include provision for additional
furni ture and equipment and rental which would probably be necessary if new
headquarters=ommodations, are estab'lished during the financial period.
£a~t_Iy

=Eegula£ QrQg£amm2,

The estimated actual expenditure for technical publications,excluding
the Cloud Atlas, during the First Financial Period is approximately ~~ 189,000
(4 3/4 years) or slightly less than $ 40,000 per year as an average. A portion
of these pUblications wouid, 'however, fall in the category of "Other Projects"
under the budget organization proposed for the Second Financial Period. Assuming a balance with the prospect of some overall increase'in regular publications, the amount suggested for this item is $ 160,000~
In regard to technical assistance, it will not be possible to decide
what figure, if any, should be inserted for regular programme until the results of a forthcoming survey are evaluated. Therefore it is suggested that
this item be left in the estimates but without any amount specified until
Congress decides the matter.
The Executive Committee in its fifth session reviewed proposed projects which might be included in the programme for the Second Financial Period.
Projects were grouped according to priority and the manneT in whieh they might
be carried out. Details are given in the'annex attached' hereto. It is considered necessary to make budgetary provision for the priority 1 projects and
a portion of those in priority 2. Because details have not been worked out
in full anj because the rate of progress on some.of the projects cannot 'be
accurately determined, an approximate figure ($ 100,000) is proposed
for
"Other Projects". It is expected that further detail will be availabl"e for'
consideration of Congress. The total proposed for Part IV is therefore
$ 260,000.
£a~t_V_-_Olh~r_b~dgela£Y_PLoxi~i2n£

It appears possible, in light of accumulating experience in management
and budgeting, to reduce the provision for contingencies to $ 14,000. It is
also believed that the amount for' public information can be reduced to $ 6,000.
No amendment to the external audit figure of $ 5,000 is recommended.
The
total proposed for Part V istherefdre $ 25,000.
4.

Revenue

With the reV1Slons in proposed expenditure listed above, the amount of
revenue to be derived from contributions will be $ 1,602,000. Based on the
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present total of 1,115 units of contributions, the unit value would be $ 359
(approximately) as compared to 1't 282.34 in the budgets for 1952, 1953, 1954
(and 1955).

£art II
REPORT BY THE FIFTH SESSION OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
ON THE PROGRAMME OF THE WORLD METEOROLOGICAL ORGANIZATION
FOR THE SECOND FINANCIAL PERIOD
The general discussion in full committee of the basic philosophy underlying the determination of the f~ture programme to be proposed to Congress,
indicated the necessity for WMO to ;
(1)

Contribute more fully in the furthering of applied meteorology,

(2)

Meet the needs of organizations concerned with various applications,

(3)

Overcome certain deficiencies, e.g. in networks and forecasting.

WMO should promote meteorology on the lines laid down in its Convention. The necessary increase in programme could be achieved within the terms
of the Convention, but it might necessitate the development of the technical
division.
The future programme should be based on the principle that it was necessary to decide on the essential projects and make the necessary financial
provisions for them, rather than vice versa.
The Committee reviewed documents EC-V/17 and 66 and classified the projects which would be proposed to Congress in two categories ,
Projects of priority 1 which are of such importance and urgen-cy as _ to
justify the Secretary-General keeping them fully staffed at all costs.
Projects of priority 2 which are usefUl and desirable but which would
not, however, have to be kept fully staffed.
The projects are listed below in the same order as in documen-~EC-V/17
and 66.
Group 1
£rQjQc1s _wbi£h_mig,h t..l!e..;;lQ.:;'lij; !£'Lith- .!<y_ tbe_ Sgc.re1a.riJ:l t_ oll .§. 1ime.::ayail.§.bl e
12a.§.i.§. YiilhQul inyolvin,g .§.ignific.§.nl Qx1r.§. QXQensQs
Project 1.1
Study of cods matters (Doc. 17)
Priority 1
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Project 1.2
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Chart projections f6r meteorological· charts
(boc. 17)

Priority 2

Project 1.3

Station network densities (Doc. 17)

Priority 1

Project 1.4

Methods of short, medium and long-range forecasts
(Doc. 17)

Priority 1

Water resource development (Docs. 17, 47,
Res. 8 (EC-V))

Pl'iority 1

Project 1.5

This item includes the project given under paragraph 1.5 of document
17. The Committee on Programme agreed to the recommendation on page 4 of
document 47, on the understanding that only a preliminary study of this project could be carried out by the Secretariat for submission to the Second
Congress. It was agreed that the Secretariat shoUld be in a position to call
upon suitable conSUltants to assist in this work.
Project 1.6

Meteorological aspects of application of atomic
energy (Doc. 17, Res. 10 (EC-V))

Priority 1

Evaluation of the long-range needs for meteorologic·al development and research (Doc. 17)

Deleted

Project 1.8

Meteorological telecommunications (Doc. 17)

Priority 1

Project 1.9
Project 1.10

Tropical meteorology (As presented in Doc. 17)

Priority 2

Arid zone programme (Docs, 17, 38)

Priority 1

Project loll

Artificial control of weather processes
(Doc. 17)

Priori ty 1

Description of automatic weather stations
(Docs. 17, 66, Rec. 13 (CAeiVi-I/MET IV)
Res. 16 (EC-V))

Priority 2

Proj Gct 1.13

Humid tropics (Doc, 21)

Deleted

Proj ect 1.14

International Geophysical Year (Docs. 66, 39)

Priority 1

Proj ect ·1.15

Preparation of a Guide on Weather Forecasting
Service for Agriculture (Docs, 66, 4, Recs, 17
and 18 (CAgM-I), Res, 21 (EC-V)

Priori ty 2

Project 1.7

Proj ect 1.12

The question of preparing a report On this subject has been left
. the discretion of the Secretary-General.
Project 1. 16
Proj ect 1.17

Protection against host damage (Docs.66, 5,
Rec,14 (CAgM-I), Res, 21 (EC-V))

to

Deleted

Climatological information for agriculture

It was agreed that the Secretary-General shall prepare a report on this
subject if possible before 1 January 1956.
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Grqup 2

Proj ects 201
to 2 5
0

The Programme Committee agreed U-at it should be recommended
to the Second Congress that provision be made for the preparation of certain guides in the Second Financial Periodo It
was realized that the precise number of such guides and their
contents were not known at the present time and the Secretariat was, therefore, asked to prepare for consideration by
the Second Cong~ess a list of suggested guides and, as far as
possible, to give some indication of their contento

,

The below rough estimates of staff I'equirements and other
costs were submitted for the guidance of the Committee on
Administrative and Financial Matterso
Staff requirements
Typing
Proofreading .Translation
Other costs

~

1 G-2 staff
1 G-5 staff
1 P-l staff

100 days

73 days
192 days

~

Preparation of manuscripts and printing
approximately

$

11,500000

;::;;;:;:;:::;========

Project 2 6

Technical Notes (Doc. 17)

Project 207

Publication of Climatological Atlases

Pr"ject 208

Meteorological lexicon (Reso 2
Doco 17)

0

Project 209
Proj ect 2010
Project 2011
Project -2012
Proj ect 2013

Priority 1
(CBP~I),

Priority 1

International Meteorological Vocabulary
(Reso 2 (CBP---I), Doco 17)

Priority 1

World Meteorological Bibliography
(Docso 17, 58, Reso 26 (EC-V)) -

Priority 2

Authoritative meteorological monographs
(Doco 17)

Deleted

Compendium on physics of clouds and
hydrometeors (Doco 17)

Priority 2

Publication of world meteorological data
(Doco 17)
0

It was understood that this item only comprised a possible pUblication
of synoptic surface observations. The publication of upper air observations
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has been dealt with in Resolution 41 of EC-IV and the question of publication
of CLIMAT and CLIMAT/TEMP data is dealt with under project'4.1. It was agreed
that no priority could be given at present to the project of publishing synoptic surface obs'ervations pending the result of the enquiry now being carried
out by the Secretariat. This item is on the Agenda for the Second Gongress.
Project 2.14

Project 2.15

International Meteorological';Tables
(Docs. 32, 8, 66, Res. 9 (EG-V))
For urgent tables
For less urgent tables

Priori ty 1
Priority 2

Manual on meteorological observing duties
at aerodromes (Doc. 66, Rec. 2 (GAeM-I),
Res. 15 (,EG-V))

This, question ,has been ref erred back to the President of GAeM.
priority has been allotted~
Proj ect 2.16
Project 2.17
Project 2.lf!

No

Manual of Meteorological Observing ,in Aircraft
(Doc. 66, Rec. 3 (CAeM-I) ,Res. 15 (EG-V))

Priority 1

'Manual on Aerodrome Meteorological Office
Practices (Doc. 66, Res. 1 (GAeM-I))

Priority 1

Research project on variability of upper wind
and temperature in connexion with network density and'frequency of observations '(Doc. 66,
Flec. 5 (GAeM-I/MET-IV), Res. 16 CEC-V)).

This question has been referred to the president of GSM and to the
Secretariat.
Proj ect 2.19

Girculation,of Information concerning Ground
Weather' Radar Equipment and Interpretation of
Radar Weather Echoes (Doc. 66, Rec. 17
(GAeM-I/MET-IV), Res. 18 (EG-V))

It has been suggested that the Secretariat should prepare a Technical
Note on this subject if possible before the Second Finaricial Period.
Project 2.20

Progress report on research on turbulence and
gusts carri ed out by Members (Doc. 66, Rec. 41
(CAeM-I/MET-IV), Res. 20 (EG-V))

Secretariat to prepare a Technical
Project 2.21

Note.

Differences in Routine Winds Determined by
Different Meteorological Offices (Doc. 66,
Rec. 46 (GAeM-·I/MET-IV), Res. 16 (EG-V)).

Friority 1
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This matter has been referred to the president of CSM in co-operation
with the President of CAeMo No priority has been allottedo
Project 2022

Charts of Upper Winds and Upper Air Temperatures
over the World (Doco 66, Reco 63 (CAeM-I/MET-IV),
Res. 16 (EC-V))
Deleted

Groul? 3
,frQj,llCiS_whiQh_invQl)Le_an ,gx,iension Qf_the_WMO_Lib,l;:a.J:Y.l. !Ili:J;,h_cQr.J:e.§.pQn!J.ing .2xQens.2s
Project 3.1

International. Reference Centre for Meteorological
Publications (Doc. 17)0

It was agreed that ,this item should be considered in'conjunction with
project 2010, World Meteorological Bibliography.
Pl'ojects302
and 3.3

II/orld index of climatological statistics
"orld index of studies and reports and the
local meteorology of aerodromes and air
routes ~ (Doco 17) 0

The Committee agreed that the three projects 301 - 303 should be replaced by new proposals to be prepared by the Secretariat for consideration
by the Second Congresso It was agreed that, in preparing these proposals,
the Secretariat should review the functions of the library, giving due regard
to Resolution 8 (EC-II)o
Project 304

Lending library for meteorological films
(Doc. 17)0'

It was noted that the Secretariat would prepare a working paper
this item for the Second Congresso
Project 305

on

Descriptive Survey of Existing Literature on
the Jst Stream (Doc. 66, Reco 50 (CAeM-I/MET-IV),
Reso 16 (EC,-V))
Priority 1

A Technical Note to be prepared by the Secretariato
Group 4
£rQj,gcis_o£

gn_oQeLa:J;,iQngl_chaLa£t~r~

inQIQding join:J;, financing

Qf

.!lr.Qj~cis

Proj ect 401

Publication of CLIMAT and CLIMAT/TEMP data
(Docso 17, 66, 37).

Priori ty 1
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It was noted that this project is at present being carried out by the
United States Weather Bureau and that the attention of the Congress should
be drawn to the fact that the United State·s liJeather Bureau had offered to·
continue this publication,

Project 4,2

World Weather Maps (Doc. 17)

Deleted

Proj ect 4.3

Internationally standardized key stations for
all arid areas (Doc. 17)

Deleted

Proj ect 4.4

Establishment of W,ather Stations in Antarctica
and on certain Islands in the Southern Ocean
.
(Doc, 17).

It was agreed that there was no need for assessing a priority for
this project as no direct expenditure was involved for V-lJIAO, but the atten.tion of Congress should be drawn to the matter.
Project 4.5

Provision of meteorological serviCe for intern2.tional purposes by means of an int~rnational
fund administered by WMO (Doc. 17)

Project 4,6

Deleted

IntEirnational Meteorological Institute and
related projects
(Docs; 17, 12, 18, Res. 6
(EC-V)) •

The Committee agreed to the conclusions of the Working· Group of the
Executive Committee ·with regal'd to this matter, i. e, that the idea of an
International Meteorological Institute should be dropped and that a working
party should be set up to consider the development of the Technical Division
of the "~MO Secretariat. Reference is made to Resclution·6 (EC-V).
Project 4.7

Symposium on forecasting technique (Doc. 66, Rec. 60
(CAeM-I/MET-IV, Res. 4, (EC-V)).

This question has been left for action by the presidents of regional
associations.
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Co2 - BUDGETARY IMPLICATIONS OF THE TECHNICAL PRCGRAMME
FOR THE SECOND FINANCIAL PERIOD
Submitted by the Secretary-General
(Agenda item 603, document Cg-II/52)
10
The Secretary-General, "Jhen preparing his estimates of maximum expenditure for the Second Financial Period, envisaged that an increased technical
programme for the Organization would be approved by the Second Congresso As
a result, in the proposals submitted by him to the fifth session of the Executive Committee in document EC-V/23 (See Doco Cg-II/2, Addo 2, Appo I) an amount
of $ 300,OCO was included under Part IV C of the budget estimates, as a first
estimate of the expenditure required during the Second Financial Period, to
implement certain technical projects additional to those which could be accomplished within the routine technical activity 6f the Secretariat o
•
2.
This estimate of $ 300,000 was made by the Secretary-General after
considGration of the "Report of the Working Group on programme and establishment" (see Doco Cg-U/2, Appo 1) submitted to the fifth session of the Executive Committee, and which contained an andlysis of the technical projects suggested for inclusion in the programme for the Second Financial Periodo Subsequent to this estimate being made, additional projects were suggested for
inclusion in the programme (See Doco Cg-II/2, Appo II), but no variation was
made in the original estimate of the Secretary-General, since for certain
major projects detailed estimates were still not availableo
30
The fifth session of the Executive Committee considered the full list
of projects suggested for inclusion in the programme for the Second Financial
Period and approved'a report which has been submitted to Congress in Doco
Cg-II/2, Appo 110 In Doc. Cg·-II/14, the Secretary-General has submitted necessary technical explanations concerning the various projects listed on
ppo 4 to 9 of Appendix II of Document Cg~·II/2. The purpose of this document
is to present to Congress more detailed estimates of the costs involved in
implementing the various projects proposed to Congress by the Executive Committee and to indicate clearly the relationship between the technical programme and the Budget proposals for the Second Financial Periodo
40
When analyzing the possible technical programme for the Second Financial Period in document Cg-II/14, the Secretary-General divided it into two
main parts viz •
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A

Routine technical work which has been carried out by the Secretariat
during the First Financial Period and which will be continued during
the Second Financial Period.

B

The additional projects proposed to Congress by the Executive Committee,
which are detailed it! document Cg~'II/2, Appendix II, and for which definite priorities have been indicated.

This possible technical programme has been examined critically in relation to the proposals of the Secretary-General for the maximum expenditure
during the Second Financial Period in order to determine the adequacy of the
expendi ture proposed under Part II - Personal Services, Part III - General Services and Part IV <- Regulgr Programme, of the budget estimates •. The results
of this examination are presented for the information of Congress, in the
following paragraphs.
5.

12udqetary implications of '~he routine technical work which has been
carxied out·lJy the Secret.§!riat duriJ:lq the First Financial Period and
which will be continued during the Second Financial Period

As stated in document Cg-II/2, Appendix I, page 1 when arriving at the
budgetary proposals for the Second Financial Period, two of the main considerations which were taken into account were as follows'
(1) it was assumed that the present structure of the Organization
will remain unchanged;
(ii) continuation of the present policy iNi th. respect to the assistance
given to regional associations and technical commissions was assumed.

In addition, i t was assumeo that the routine technical' work whibh had
been carried out by the Secretariat during the First Financial Period would
be continued during the Second Financial Period. The expenditure proposed
under Parts II, III and IV of the budget estimates, therefore, took all of
these considerations into account. The proposals for the establishment of the
WMO Secretariat during the Second Fina'ncial Period, which have been presented
to Congress in document Cg-II/3, Appendix I, ana which have been incorporated
in the budgetary proposals, under Part II, have included the addi tional staff~
il1g considered necessary, in the light of the ex'perience of the First Financial Period,. to enable the efficient accomplishment of the routine work load
of .the Secretariat. Similarly, the estimated expenditure under Part III of
the budget proposals have taken into account the costs, under the heading of
General Services, of maintaining this routine work load. Under Part IV, Section A, of the budget estimates, the amount of $ 180,000 has been inCluded to
cover the cost of the routine WMO publications which are listed in paragraph
2.2.5 of document Cg-II/14.
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Budqetary implications of the additional proiects proposed to CODqreSS
by the Executive Committee, which are detailed in document Cg~IlL1i
8.wendix ~ 4 to 9, and for wbich definite 2.r.i01'i tie.!Lhave" been
indicated

The fifth session of the Executive Corrunittee, when reviewing the project proposals, to be submitted to Congress, suggested priorities for the different projects according to the following definitions (Ref. Doc. Cg~II/14,
para. 3.3) :
(a) Projects of priority 1 which are of such importance and urgency
as to justify the Secretary-General keeping them fully staffed at all costs,
(b) Projects of priority 2, which are useful and desirable, but which
would not, however, have to be kept fully staffed;
(c) Projects for which no priority was allotted or in·respect of which
deletion from the proposed programme has been recommended.
In addition, the projects were grouped into the following four categories
(1) Projects which might be dealt with by the Secretariat on a time
available basis without involving significant extra expenses (based upon the
Secretary-General's proposals for the establishment of the Secretariat for
the Second Financial Period);
(2) Projects which involve the issuing of new publications and which
will require extra staff and expenditure;
(3) Projects which involve an extension of the VJMO library
responding expenses;

(4)
projects.

with cor~

Projects of an operational character including joint financing of

For the purposes of analysing the budgetary implications of the projects included within these four categories, those within each category have
been grouped under each of the priorities suggested by the Executive Committee. Only those projects which cannot be dealt with on a time available basis
in relation to the Secretary-General's staffing proposals which are grouped
under categories 2, 3 and 4 will involve expenditure additional to that re~
quired to maintain the routine work of the Secretariat. Hence, Annexes I, II
and III to this document present, respectiVely, the costs which will be in~
volved in implementing priority 1, priority 2 and other projects under categories 2, 3 and 4.

6.1

£rQj.!:c1s_whi£h_might_b-," Qe.§l.li l)!iih_by 1h-,"
.§l.ble_b.§l.sis_witho1jt_invQl:'LiLl9_ .§.ignific.§.n1
1h-," .§:ey-,"t.§l.ry-Qene.ral'.§. J2rQpQs.§l.l.§. £oL 1h-,"
iaLi.§\.t_fQr_the_S.!:cQnQ fiLlancial £eLiQdl._
Group 1

.§e.Qritt.§l.riai Qn_aJiJll-," .§l.v.§l.il~xir.§l. -,"xQens-,"s_ LB.§l.s-,"d_uJ2 on
-,"s1a121ishm-,"ni Qf the_S-,"c.r e.::

LS.!:e_DQc~ gg.::I1/l4~)

The projects within this group have been allotted priorities as follows"
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(a)
(b)
(c)

Priority 1 - projects 1.1., 10 3, 104, L5", ,1. 6"
1014,
Prio:city 2 - projects 102,109, 1.12, L15,

1. 8, 1.10, 10 11,

Other projects for which no priority was allotted or in respect
of which deletion from the proposed programme has been recommended
- projects 1.7,'1.13, 1.16, 1.17.

It is considered that if Congress adopts the Secretary-General's proposals for the establishment of the Secretariat during the Second Financial
Period, all of the projects listed under group 1 can be dealt with on a time
available basis; in addition to the routine technical work referred to in
Section 5 of this documenL Hence the total estim'ated expenditure proposed
under Parts II, III and IV of the Budget Estimates are considered to be adequate for the purpose of implementing group 1 projects, in addition to the
routine technical work, during the Second Financial Period.
,

6. 2

,

E.rQj~c1s_\'Jhi.f.h_iuvQlye_e2>pil.nQi1ul:e_a.9.di tioual
Qf_the_Sil.cl:e!al:i~t

.10_ tba.! Leguiril.d_ tQ main:::

1ain_the_rQu1iue_wQrk

Group 2 - ~E21~.::!.':_!'!~-'!:.::b_l::::::£1l::.':_!b~;",i.':~~i::2_£L::~~U~~~!.!:'::~!.!:£::~_~::~
~~i2b_!'!ill_E.':~iE~_~~~1!1?~~1_~!~ii_~~~_.':~E~~21!~E~

(u)

Priority 1 - projects 2.1 to 2.5, 2.6, 2.8, 2.9, 2.14 (part), 2.16,
2.17, 2.20, 2.23,

(b)

Priority 2 - projects 2.10, 2.12, 2.14 (part);

(c)

Othel' projects for which no priority was allotted or in respect
of' which deletion from the proposed programme has been recommended
- projects 2.7, 2.11, 2.13, 2.15, 2.18, 2.19, 2.21, 2.22.

Group 3 -, Projects
which
involve__ B'_>=O"'"
an extension
of''' __the WMO
_____
__
__ "''''' __ ''' ___
____ library with
__
~"'=~=

~

="'_====~

~~~

O=O~~'''~'~o=O~_~

(a)

Priority 1 - no projects,

(b)

Priority 2 - no projects.

(c)

Other projects for which no priority was allotted - projects 3.1
to 3.3, 3.4. (It will be noted that projects 3.1 to 3.3 have
been replaced by neW proposals which have been prepared by the
Secretariat and which'have been submitted in document Cg-II/45.
This latter document indicates the staffing and expenditure required to implement these neW proposals)..

Group 4 - Projects of an operational character, including joint financ-

~-~----------~-------==-=-------------=----------------------

i!!!L~LE!21~~!~

(a)

Priority 1 - project 4.1;
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(b)

Priority 2 - no projects,

(c)

Other projects for which no priority was allotted or in respect
of which deletion from the proposed programme has been recommended.
Projects 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, 4.5, 4.6, 4.7.

Listed in the order of priority allotted to them by the Executive Committee, all of the projects grouped under categories 2, 3 and 4 can be summarized as follows ,
(a)

Priority 1 - projects 2.1 to 2.5, 2.6, 2.8, 2.9, 2.14 (part), 2.16,
2.17, 2.20, 2.23, 4.1,

(b)

Priority 2 - projects 2.10, 2.12, 2.14;

(c)

Other projects - projects 2.7, 2.11, 2.13, 2.15, 2.18, 2~19, 2.21,
2.22, 3.1 to 3.3, 3.4, 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, 4.5, 4.6, 4.7.

When preparing his budgetary estimates for the Second Financial Period,
the Secretary-General included the estimated cost of projects 2.1 to 2.5, 2.6,
2.7, 2.8, 2.9, 2.10, 3.2, 3.4, 4.1 in his estimate of (; 300,000 under Part IV,
Section C - Other proj ects. An estimate of the cost of the remaining p:coj ects
listed under the above priorities, i.e. projects 2.11, 2.12, 2.13, 2.14, 2.15,
2.16, 2.17, 2.18, 2.19, 2.20,2;21, 2.22,3.1, 3.3,' 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, 4.5, 4.6,
4.7 was not po,ssible at the time of the submission of, the budget estimates,
ei ther because the necessary basic data "Jere not then availabl.e, or 'because
certain projects were proposed after the subinission of the estimates. It will
be noted that as a result of some of the decisions and recomm'endations by the
Fifth Session of the Executive Committee, which are sunimarized in document
Cg-II/14, pp. 9 to 25, no financial implications are likely with respect to
some of the projects. The results of the analyses which are presented in
Annexes I, II and III are summarized in the following paragraphs ,
6.3

2t~ffillg_and_e~p~nQilu~e_r£c~i£eQ 10_iillPlement_p£iQrity

grQuQs_2~

1

1

QrQj~cls_ill

~nQ 1,_dQring lh~ 2e£orid_Fin~n£i~1~P~rioQ is&e_Ann~x_Il

Staffino
As indicated in the totals shown in Annex I, the total staffing expressed as the number of working days required wi thin 'each' stiifTing"calegory ,to
carry out all priority 1 projects, is as follows ~
Mimeograph operator

(Grade G.2)

120 days

Typist

(Grade G.2)

905 days

Technical assistant
or Proofreader

(Grade G.5)

965 days

Translator

(Grade P.l)

315 days

Technical officer
or consultant

(Grade P.3)

890 days
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~im~oaruQh-22~~

(Grade Go2)
Additional assistance wi thin the Mimeograph Section will, of course,
only be necessary if it is decided to produce more than ten Technical Notes
per annum. The amount of temporary assistance, Le. 120 working days would
involve the employment of a temporary mimeograph operator for six weeks per
annUffio

IXE!~! (Grade G,2)

in the
typing
to the
of the

If it is decided ,to approve the inclusion of all Priority 1 projects
programme for the Second Financial Pe:ciod, the employment of additional
assistance for 905 working days will be necessary. This is equivalent
employment of one typist on a full-time basis for approximately 3! years
Financial Period of four years.

I£l<tlUi!<~.L.\l.ti.tii.ti;!;,;:o.:U.l1:.l?1:1111.fi:~.Q9§:l: (Grade G. 5)
Of the 965 working days, which is the estimated working time during
which employment of suitable General Services staff with salary grade G.5,
would be necessary, 350 of ,the days refer to the working time of a technical
assistant (G.5)' employed on the implementation of project 4.1 - Publication
of CLIMAT and CLIMAT/TEMP data. Hence, the services of an additional technical assistant at approximately one-third time would be required 'during the
whole of the four-year period, in order to implement this priority 1 project.
The remaining 615 working days refer to the working time of suitable proofreading staff (Grade G.5) who would be required to carry out those priority 1
projects, involving publication action. Full implementation of such priority 1 projects would ,involve the employment of a proofreader (G.5), on a fulltime basis for approximately 21/3 years of the financial period of four years.
IrDD£12iQ! (Grade P.l)
'In order to carry out those priority 1 projects involving the publication of guides and manuals, the employment of a translator will be required
for 315 working days during the four-year financial period. This working
period is,'equivalent to' a translator on a full-time basis for approximately

It years.
QllD~llU.flDi_QUit\il:ul.iJ<.fl.l._Q.f.f.i.Q,<;;);, (Grade P. 3)
Dependent upon the exact nature of each project, the services of either
a technical officer or a suitable technical expert utilized in a consultant
capacity would be necessary in order to direct and supervise the project. The
estimated working time during which such professional staff should be employed
is 890 working days which is equivalent to the employment of a suitable P.3
staff member for approximately 3! years of the financial period of four years.
F.xpenditure
The estimate of expenditure required to cover the cost of carrying
out the Priority 1 projects may be summarized as follows
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~!!J~~!J1

~--------------~-----------------

Part II

Personal Services

Part III

General Services

Part IV A

Printing of pUblications

$ 55,283
$ 7,210
$ 28,570
Total

$ 91,063
========

With respect to the amounts indicated above, the following comments
are necessaryo Included amongst the amount of $ 55,283 shown against Part II
- Personal Services - is not only the estimated expenditure due to the basic
salaries of any. additional personnel, but also other estimated payments in
respect of staff benefits and allowances.
In the amount of $ 7,210 )_S included the estimated expenditure on additional stationery and office supplies (Part III C), additional'office equipment and machines and maintenance thereof (Part III D), and additional communications services (Part III F)o
The amount of $ 28,570 shown against Part IV A - Printing of publications - has taken into account the type of pUblication to be produced, and
the method of printing to be adopted, and is based upon the current printing
rates.
6.4

2tgfiing_aDd_e~p~nQiluLe_r~qlliLeQ

2rQUQs_2i

d

2nQ

1

10_implement_PLiQrity £

QrQj~c1s_iD

QuiiDg_the_S~c2nQ financial £eLiQd (See Annex II)

,iltaffino
The total staffing expressed as the number of working days required
within each staffing category to implement priority 2 projects is as follows
Typist

(Grade G.2)

30 days

Secretary

(Grade Go3)

1,040 days

Proofreader

(Grade Go5)

2,140 days

Translator

(Grade Pol )

330 days

Technical officer

(Grade Po3)

1,040 days

Il!?!~:L (Grade Go 2)
The working period of 30 days indicated for this category of staff represents the employment of one typist G.2 for six weeks.
§~~E2!~El
It

(Grade Go3)
~Mil1

h<:"_ lloted fr-:"m /,PfF)X II

th;<t th0 employment nf ;) sccrGt<lry
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(G.3) for 1,040 days or on a full"time basis for ..tlle four··year period is required to assist with the production and publication of the "lor Id Meteorological Bibliography (Project 2.10).
~E~~fE~~2~E (Grade G,5)

Th" majority of the total number of working days during which a proofreader (G.5) would have to be employed would be utilized for the preparation
and production of the World Meteorological Bibliography. Since two G.5 proofreaders will be employed C'n a full-time basis on project 2.10, the employment
of an additional 'proofreader for 12 weeks will be necessary.
IE~.!:21~!2E (Grade P.I)
In order to carry out trc,nslation work associated with the implementation of priority 2 projects, it is estimated that the equivalent of 330 working days during the four-year period would be required. Of these 330 days,
however, it will be noted from' Annex II that the equivalent of ·260 working
days, or the services of a translator on a quarter-time. basis ·for the full
period will be required in connexion "lith the preparation and production of
the World Meteorological Bibliography.

I~~b.!:l~~l_~ffl~~E (Grade P.3)
It is estimated that the services of a technical officer (P.3) on a
full-time basis will be required to supervisG the production of the World
Meteorological Bibliography, should this project (2.10) be approved for inclusion in the technical programme of the Second Financi-al Period.
Expenditure
The estimate of expenditure required to cover the cost 6f carrying out
the priority 2 projects may be summarized as follows
Amount
Part II

Personal Services

$.~ 78 ~ 523

Part III

General SeTvices

C

Part IV A

Printing of publications

$ 30,100
Total

1,445

$1l0,068
=======:::

It will be noted from Annex. II, however, that of this estimated expenditure of $ 110,068 on priority 2 projects, <~; 105,438 is the amount estimated
as being neCEssary to cover the cost of preparing and printing the World Meteorological 'Bibliography, along the lines proposed by the Commission for
Bibliography and Publications. The amount of $ 78,523 shown against Part II
- Personal Services - covers the estimated cost of salaries and, related bendi ts and allo",ances.
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6.5

~t£fii.!lg_and_e~p§.nQi1u.teJ§.q1!.i1:eQ 10.,;.i!!!plel!lent~D1h§.r_p:!:o.ie.Qt.§. in
grQuQs_2,.. l.§.nQ .:! Quring_the_Sj:tcQng Ei.u811cial Ee1:iQd (See Annex III)

It will be noted from Annex III that 6f the total estimated expenditure
of $ 784,08l,it is considered that $ 660,000 would be required in order to
carry out the preparation of World Weather Maps of the Northern Hemisphere
(Project 4.2). This estimate of $ 660,OOC is based upon information supplied
by the United States Weather Bureau, details of which are given in Annex IV
to this docum·ent. In computing this amount, 20 per cent. has been added to the
figures supplied by the U,S. Weather Bureau in order to cover the cost of publishing the world weather maps for 12 months each year instead of 10 months
which is the rate of production achieved by the U.S, Weather Bureau. V1hilst
details of the staffing required for this project· are given in Annex IV, such
details have not been incorporated in Annex III.

Also it will be noted that in respect of some of these projects, e.g.
projects 2.7,2.11,4.7, no staffing details have been included in Annex III,
because of the fact that at the present time, no estimate of staffing is possible. Consequently, it has not beEm possible to 'present a concise summary
of the staffing required to implement these projects similar to those given
in parts 6.3 and 6.4 of this document.
With respect to projects 3.1 to 3.3 inclus·ive,·i t is desired to advise
that the staffing and estimated expenditure shown in Annex III are based upon
'the proposals presented by the Secretariat in document Cg-II/45, entitled
"Functions of the tec.hoical library of the Secretariat", these proposals
being the results of a study undertaken by the Secretariat under instructions
from the fifth session of the Executive Committee.
Expenditure
As in the case of the staffing proposals, the estimated expenditure
required to carry out these projects, refers to those projects in respect of
which sufficient details are at present available. The summary of this expenditure is as follows :
Relevant part of
budqet estimate

.Estimated cost of
Estimated cost of
other proiects exproiect 4.2
eluding proiect 4.2

Total estimated
cost of other
Rrojects

Part II - Personal
Services

$ 41,956

$> 430,080

Part III - General
Services

4,765

114,720

119,485

Part IV A - Print-~
ing of publications

77 ,360

115,200

192,560

$ 124,081

$ 660,000

$ 784,081

;::;::=== =;:::==

$ 472,036 .

=========
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The latter tabulation shows that the greater part of the estimate of

$ 784,081 covers the cost of implementing the publication of world weather

maps of the Northern Hemisphere (Project 4.2). This project has not been recommended by the Executive Committee for inclusion in the programme for the
Second Financial Period, and if the Second Congress should decide to delete
it from the programme, the estimated expenditure on other projects would become $ 124,081. Included in this latter amount is a sum of $ 42,798. which is
the amount required to carry out certain projects connected with the expansion
of. the technical library of the Secretariat (See Doc./Cg-II/45).

6.6gomp~risQn_oi lle~ fsiimaie£ ~iih_tho£e_sQbilliit~d_in ~o£uilleDt_Cg-IIL2
Acting on the assumption that project 4.2 may be excluded from the
programme for the Second Financial Period, the total estimated expenditure required to implement the remaining projects listed in Annexes I, II and III
may be summarized as follows ~
Estimates of expenditure as detailed
in Annexes I, II and III
Priority' Priority
1

2

Other
projects

projects projects

Original
Modified
estimate
estimate by
of
Executive
Total
SecretaryCommittee
General
(Doc.Cg-II/2,
(Doc.Cg-IIj2, app.I) app. II)

Part II - Personal
Services

$

$

$

$

55,283

78,523

41,956

175,762

Part III - General
Services

7,210

1,445

4,765

13,420

28,570

30,100

77,360

136,030

Part IV A
- Printing of
pUblications
TotaL

91,063 .110,068
=;;:====

=======

=======

$

$

380-,000

100,000

300,000

100,000

-==~====.

It will thus be seen that, based on data available, the total estimated
expenditure on the projects proposed by the Secretary-General for the Second
Financial Period is $ 325,212 instead of the amount of $ 300,000 which was included in the estimates submitted to the fifth session of the Executive Committee. The amount of $ 25,212 will, therefore, be included in a supplementary
estimate which will be prepared by the Secretary-General in accordance with
Article 3.8 of the Financial Regulations of the WMO and submitted to Second
Congress in a later document.
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Addi tiona 1 proposals for pro j ects during the Second Financial Period

The present document deals only with an analysis of the staffing and
budgetarY implication of the proposals for a Technical Programme for the
Second Financial_ Period as presented in document Cg-rr/14. Some additional
proposals will be presented to Second Congress and any budgetary implications
of- such additional pr(')posals will be presented in another documenL
In conclusion, it is desired to point out that whilst the staffing necessary for implementation of all projects has been given in detail, the number of working days required within each staffing category for the implementation of each project will be spread over the whole of the four-year financial
period- dependent-upon the plan adopted to carry out the programme approved by
the Second Congress.
8.

References to Annexes I, II and III
(l)
( 2)
(3)
(4 )
(5)
(6)

(7)(8)
(9)
(10)
(11 )
(12)
(13)
( 14)

*

Project
Mimeograph operator - G.2
Typist -- G.2
Secretary - G.3
Technical assistant or proofreader - G.5
Translator - P.I
Consultant or technical officer - P.3
Additional total staffing Gost in respect of each project
Printing
Stationery and' office supplies
Communications (postage)
Furniture and office equipment
Total
Comment
Included in the Secretary-General's initial estimates for the Sec0nd
Financial Period (Doc. Cg-II/2, App. I).

*

*

*
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ANNfOX

I

ANALYSIS OF ADDITIONAL STAFF AND
PRIORITY 1 PROJECTS OF GROUPS 2, 3 AND 4

Project

(1)

Staffing required additional to that propo~d by
Secretary-General for the Second Financial
Period
(DoC. Cg-II/3, App. 1) expressed in number of days
work to be performed with equivalent salary in dollars
(2)

(3)

(4)

'(5)

1

I

(6)

(7)

'(8)

2.1 International guide
on synoptic and forecasting services (shortterm)*
(100 pages)
2.2 International guide
on climatological
and
statistical
services
(short-term)*
(100 pages)
2.3 International guide
on provision of meteorological service' for industry and
commerce
(short-term)*
(200 pages)
2.4 International guide
on provision of meteorological service for public health and human
welfare (short-term)*
(100 pages)

140
days

175
days

245
days

' 260
days
(1 P.3,
full
time,
1 year)

2,120

4,650

8,165

16,183

,

2.5 International guide
for provision of meteorological service for
agriculture (short-term)*
(200 pages)
Carried forward

$ 16,183
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I

EXPENDITURE REQUIRED TO IMPLEMENT ..
DuRING

THE

SECOND

FINANCIAL

--1

Additional costs
Print- i
ing ~ 1
(9 )

\

!

General Services
( 10)

(ll)

PERIOD

I

(12)

i

i

Total
(13 )

!

II

I
~

II

1,
I

I
I

I

II
I

1

I

I
I,
.1

1I
I

1

I

I

I

10,150

I

I,

40

215

700

27,288

1
1

"

II

I

"

I

1,

,

I

i

J

,

I
i
I
10,150

,I
I

-

40

-

-

215

700

27,288

!I

Comment
(14)
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(2)

(1 )

(3)

(4 )

(5)

(6)

(7)

J

Brought forward

(8)
$1~,183

520..
. 'days(1.1'.3,
1 t"lme,
2"
4 years)
15,300
20,608

- 160
days

-- .240.
days

1,740

2,708

2.8 International ID2teorological lexicon (short(200 pages)
term)*

20
days
:ill 173

80
days
624

30
days
1,060

1,857

2.9 International meteorological vocabulary
(short-term)* (50 pages)

5
days
$ 35

15
days
193

20
days
911

1,139

2.14 International met eo•
rological
tables (longterm)

20
days
173

55
days
632

20
days
911

1,716

2.16 Manual of meteorological observing in aircraft (short-term)
(100 pages)

20
days
$ 173

25
days
290

35
days
750

20
days
911

2,124

2.17 Manual on aerodrome
meteorological office
practices (short-term)
(100 pages)

20
days
$ 173

25days
290

35
days
750

20
days
911

2,124

520
days
(1 G.~
1 t"lme
"2
4 years)
$4,890

350
days
(l G.5,
1/3time
4 years)
4,642

2.6 Technical Notes
(long-term)

120
dayG

$860

$

!

2.20 Progress report on
research on turbulence
and gusts carried out
by Members (long-term)
2.23 Descriptive survey
of existing literature
on the jet stream
4.1 Publication of CLIMAT
and CLIMAT/TEMP data
(24 pages
(long-term)
per month in 1,000 copies)

9,532
$55,283

Total
i

=======
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.

(9 )

(10)

(ll )

40

215

10,150

(12)
700

(13 )
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(14)

27,288
Based on issue of .10 Technical
Notes of 40 pages, additional to·
those which would be produced within Group I (Routine projects)

580

210

200

3,270

40

50

5,217

470

10

30

1,649

180

21,778

1,700

10

35

3,461

1,400

20

35

3,579

1,400

20

35

3,579

Involves preparation and publication of urgently needed tables
(50 pages published per annum)

To be published as a Technical
Note (see project 2.6)

To be published as a Technical
Note (see project 2.6)

9,600

400

-

28,570

750

======

---

4,800

180

-- - -

24,512

5,400

1,060

91,063

-----

-----

:::::::==:;:;=
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ANNEX

II

ANALY~IS

OF ADDITIONAL STAFF AND EXPEN[)IJPRE
GROUPS 2, 3 AND 4 DURING THE SE-

Staffing required additional to that proposed by
Secretary-General for the Second Finanoial Period
(Doc.Cg-IIA App. 1) expressed in number of days work
to be performed with equivalent salary in dollars

Project

. (1)

(2)

(4)

(3)

I

(5)

,
,

(6)

---~-------+-----r-----'~

2.10 World

meteorological bibliography
(long-term)*

1,040

$
2.12 Compendium

on
physics of clouds and
hydrometeors (longterm)
(250 pages)

$

1,08J

260

;

(7)

,

!
1

1

1,040'

days
days
days
days
(1 full- (2 full- (1, t
(1 fulltime)
time)
time,
time)
4 years) I
11,040

28,948

30

60

70

days

days·

677

1,518.

1

(8)

I
76,068

5,480130,600

days
260

:

I'

2,455

2.14 International me-

teorological tables
( long-term)

i$78,523

Total

,

'I

1=======
;
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REQUIRED TO IMPLEMENT PRIORITY 2 PROJECTS OF
COND FINANCIAL PERI.OD.(FOUR YEARS).
I

Additional costs
Printing
(9)

Total
General .Services.
(10)

(11)

I

(1;1

Comment
I

(13 )

I!
,,

(14)

i

28,000

100

200

15

2,100

1,070

-

-

115

260

:::==:;;::::::;::

---

;:::::::;:

Only publication costs shown. In
addition it is possible that honoraria at the usual rates will be
paid to contributors
(See Doc. Cg-II/15 )

4,630

60

30, ~OO

105,438

-I

, :~~:~ I!
;

Part of this project involving the
publication of urgently needed
tables has been included under
priority 1 projects
(See cost against project 2.14
under priority 1)
110,068
===::::;===

I
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III
ANALYSIS OF ADDITIONAL
DURING

THE SECOND

STAFF AND

FINANCIAL

PERIOD

TO WHICH NO PRIORITY HAS BEEN ALLOTTED OR IN RESPECT OF -WHICH

. . ..
Project

(i)

Staffing required additional to that proposed by
Secretary-General for the· Second Financial
Period
(Doc. Cg-II!3, App. 1) expres.sed in number of days
work to be performed with equivalent salary in dollars
.. (2)

(3)

(4)

(8)

(5)

2.7 Publication of climatological atlases
(long-term)*
1,000 copies
2.11 Authoritative mete6rological monographs
(long-term)

2.13 Publication of
world meteorological
data (long-term)
2.15 Manual on meteorological observing duties
(100 pages)

$

20
days
217

25
days
290

days

20
days

750

911

35

2,168

2.18 Research project on
variability of upper
wind and temperature in
connexion with network
density and frequency
of observations
Carried forward

$ 2,168
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III

EXPENDITURE REQUIRED TO IMPLEMENT
PROJECTS SHOWN UNDER GROUPS 2,3 AND 4,
DELETION

FROM

THE PROPOSED

PROGRAMME HAS BEEN RECOMMENDED

Additional costs
Printing

General Services

(9 )

( 10)

(ll)

72,660

100

200

( 12)

Total

Comment

(13)

(14)

72,960

No estimate of staffing possible
until details with respect to the
method of production are settled
(See Doc. Cg-II/17 and 44)
It was suggested by the Executive
Committee that this project might
more appropriately be sponsored
by the IUGG or by a learned society and the Executive Committee
suggested that this project might
therefore be deleted. No financial implications are therefore
likely
See estimate of cost for project
4.1 under priority 1. No other
financial implications likely

1,400

20

35

3,623
No financial implications likely

74,060

-

120

-

235

I

-

76,583
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(1)

(3)

( 2)

Brought forward
2019 Circulation of information concerning
,,
ground weather ,radar
i
equipment and int,erpreta-I
,
Hon of radar wea-~her
I
echoes
!

l

2.21 Differences in route!
winds determined by dif- i
ferent metEorological of-i,
fices
,

,

2022 Monthly charts of i
upper winds and Upper airi
temperatures over· the
world

!

I

(4)

(5)

,, l

(6)

(7)

(8 )
.m

'lP

I

I

2,168

I

I
I
I

I

,

,i
1

i,
I
I

,

I

301 International' refer- !
ence centre for meteoro- I! '
logical pUblications
I
(long-term)*

I

I

I

II
II

I

1,560
2,080
195
days
days
days
(2 G03
(2 G.5, (1 P.l,
. clerks,
full- "41 t'1me9
fulltime) 3 years)
time,
3 years)
$ 7,241 28,948 3,599

I
3.2 World index at" :climatological statistics
(long-term)*
303 World index of
studies and reports on
the local meteorology
of aerodrome and air
routes

39,788
\

I
II
,

)

i

3.4 Lending library for
meteorological films

I

I
!
i

,

1

I

Carried forward

I

i

$41,956

!
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""

;

(9 )
"74,060
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( 10)

(ll )

( 12)

120

235

-

(13 )

(14)

76,583
NO financial implications likely

No financial implicationslikely

No financial implications likely

No financial implications if financial provisions are made for
the preparation of a World Meteoro~
logical Bibliography. The figures
indicated are based on proposals
presented in document Cg-II/45 on
the functions of the technical
bibliography library of the Secretariat
See proposals presented in document
Cg-II/45
100

2,910

42,798
See proposals presented in document
Cg-II/45

3,300
(purchase
pf films)
77 ,360 !

1,400

-

220
"

"-

-1,635

4,700

-"-

2,910 , 124,081

See doeument Cg-II/31, pp. 3, 4)
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(2)

Brought forward
4.2 World weather maps
(long-term)

(3)

(4 )

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

$41,956
430,080

4.3 Internationally stan~
dardizedkey-stations for
all arid areas (long-term)
4.4 Establishment of
weather stations in Antarctica and on certain
islands in the Southern
Ocean (long-term)
4.5 Provision of meteorological service for international purposes by
means of an international
fund administer~d by WMO"
4.6 International meteorological institute and related projects
4.7 Symposium on forecasting techniques
(short-term)

TOTAL

$ 472,036
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(9)

(10)

(ll )

(12)

(13)

77,360

220

1,635

2,910

124,081

115,200

39,520

5,000

70,200

660,000

261

(14)

Estimate based on figures and information supplied by U.S. Weather
Bureau and refers to the expenditure involved in producing daily
Northern Hemisphere weather maps
for sea level and the 500 level
Not suggested for inclusion in the
programme for the Second Financial
Period. No financial implications
likely
No financial implications likely

Not suggested for inclusion in the
prog;J1amme for the Second'Financial
Period. No financial implications
likely
Not suggested for inclusion in the
programme for the Second Financial
Period
(The Executive Committee has suggested that the question could be
left for action by the presidents
of regional associations. For the
present, therefore, no financial
implications can be submitted)
192,560

39,740

=======

======

6,635

73,110

784,081

======

======::::
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ANN E X

IV
'-','

Washington, August 10, 1954

United States Department of Commerce
Weather Bureau

The Secretary-General
World Meteorological Organization
Geneva',. Switzerland
Dear Mr. Secretary-General,
v'ie.have compiled information on the facilities and staff required and costs of publishing Northern Hemisphere weather maps, as
requested in your letter 5A98/54/S/EC-V. You will note from the
attachment that we are, at present, only preparing maps for sea level
and 500 mb, and further that the rate of production is only ten months
of maps during each fiscal year. The cost of publishing 12 months per
year would be approximately 20 per cent greater than these figures,
although some adjustment of duties would be possible which might reduce this figure.
If we can be of further assistance in developing plans and estimates for this program, we will be glad to help.
Sincerely yours,

for

F.R. Reichelderfer
Chief of Bureau

(signed)

D.M. Little
Acting Chief of Bureau

BUDGETARY I;~PLICATIONS OF THE TECHNICAL PROGRAMME
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APPENDIX

DESCRIPTION OF NORTHERN HEMISPHERE WEATHER MAP PROGRAMME
The Weather Bureau publishes daily Northern Hemisphere weather maps
for sea level and the 500-mb level, in booklets each containing a month of
maps. A separate monthly booklet contains a tabulation of sele'cted Northern
Hemisphere surface and upper air observations for the month. The following
discussion of th" facilities and staff r'equirementsof this project include
both the map anj data publishing phases, since they are operated jointly.
However, estima:e,j costs of operating the map project alone are given wherever possible.
The project involves six phases :
10
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
10

Col'ecting observational data
Punching cards and listing data for the tabular data section
Sorting data and plotting maps
Map analysis
Drafting
Printingo

Data collection

Observational data from the Northern Hemisphere are obtained primarily
from routine radio and teletype collections maintained to serve analysis and
forecasting centers. Approximately 80 per cent of the reports are collected
in this way. An additional 10 per cent are received by direct mail from the
meteorological services of other countries', on forms supplied by the UoSo
Weather Bureauo The published data bulletins of several countries provide
the remainder.
Staff
Facilities
Costs

One person
No special facilities are required
, $ 4,000 per annum for salary and supplies

2.

Data processinq
This phase of the work includes punching cards and the machine work
necessary to prepare data listings for publication. This phase is not essential to the preparation of mapso
Staff
Facili ties

11 operators of IBM equipment

IBM machines, including 4 punches, 1 forter, 1 collator and one alphabetic accounting machine
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$
$
$

Costs

3.

40,000 salaries per annum,
14,000 per annum machine rental,
6,000 per annum,card costs and other supplies

Map plotting

In order to expedite the plotting of maps, the data collections, for
the most part, are used first by the map plotters, then go to the machine
unit to be punched and listed for publication. Plotting maps from data listings prepared by IBM machines would be slightly less expensive but would delay the map pUblication.
Staff
Facili ties·

5 map plotters
No special facilities beyond the usual office
equipment
$ 20,000 per annum for salaries

Costs
4.

Map analysis

. To assist in analysing the single map per day for each of the levels,
sea level and 500 mb, which are published, manuscript maps for· other levels
and other times of day are made available to the analysts.
Staff

3 analysts, one of which is supervisor of the entire
project
Office space, and appropriate desks and supplies for
analysis
$ 18,000 per annum for salaries

Facili ties
Costs
5.

Drafting

. The meteoro.logical analyst works only with pencil. The maps are prepared for printing by draftsmen using special pens, inked wheels, and preprinted gummed labels.
2 draftsmen
Ordinary drafting eqUipment, plus special tools designed for the purpose
$ 7,600 per annum for salaries

Staff
Facilities
Costs

6.

Printing
Costs

7.

:

$ 24,000 for 10 months of maps and data

General supervision and miscellaneous supplies
Total costs

~

$

...

135,000 per annum, 10 months of maps.

$ 1,400
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C.3 - SUPPLEMENTARY ESTIMATES OF EXPENDITURE
FOR THE SECOND FINANCIAL PERIOD 1956-1959
Submitted by the Secretary-General
(Agenda item 6.3, document Cg-II/SO)
In accordance with Articles 3.6 and 3.7 of the Financial Regulations,
the Secretary-General submits herewith supplementary estimates of expenditure
for the Second Financial Period.
The estimates submitted by the Secretary-General to the fifth session
of the Executive Committee (Reference Doc. Cg-II/2, App. I) were based on information available at the time of submission, but since that time certain
proposals adopted by the Executive Committee with respect to the establishment of the Secretariat, and other proposals which have been submitted with
respect to the programme of the Organization for the Second Financial Period,
have necessitated the preparation and submission of the supplementary estimates
detailed in the attached annex. In this annex, reference is made to the
appropriate Congress documents in which the details of the additional staffing proposals and programme items are to be found.
It should be noted that no amount has been included in the estimate
in respect of expenditure which may result from an increased Regular Programme
of Technical Assistance (Reference Doc. Cg-II!5)* or from any decision which
may be taken concerning the production of films on meteorological subjects by
the Organization. Hence, the figures given in the supplementary estimate may
require revision in the light of any decisions by Congress on these two items.
Further, it is desired to stress the comments given in Doc. Cg-II/2,
Appendix 1, pp. 6 and 7, that no provision has been made in the estimates for
the Second Financial Period "for the purchase of any additional office equipment which may be necessitated by the erection or purchase of a WMO permanent
building" and that no provision has been made for any associated rental costs
which may be incurred. A document which·is being prepared giving details of
building proposals SUbmitted by the United Nations Organization and the Canton
de Geneve will be available early during the session, and will enable Second
Congress to assess these items of expenditure more accurately.
Addition of this total supplementary estimates of $ 97,124 to the estimate of $ 1,997,000 submitted in Doc. Cg-II/2 gives a total estimated expenditure for the Second Financial Period of $ 2,094,124.

* This document is not published.

*

*

*
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SUMMARY OF SUPPLEMENTARY ESTIMATES TO THE BUDGET ESTIMATES
FOR THE SECOND FINANCIAL PERIOD 1956-1959
(in United States dollars)
Expenditure

Revenl,l,"Contributions

.$

i'?

97,124

PART I

Meetings

PART II

Personal Services

PART III

General Services

PART IV

Regular programme

PART V

Other budgetary
provisions

$

45,612
NIL
46,812
4,700

:it

97,124

NIL

97,124

==:::=====

::::=.= = =:::.= =

*
*

*
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APPENDIX

Net
Part and section

Oriqinal
estimate

New
~st~

amount
for

~lementary

,Qomments

estimate

PART II - PERSONAL
SERVICES

33,250

36,440

3,190

55,440

61,150

5,710

Chief technical division P.4 to P.5
(Doc. Cg--II/3 and 52)
2 Senior technical officers P 3 to P.4
(Doc. Cg·-n/3 and 52)
Q

85,000

100,900

15,900

4 technical officers
P.? to P.3
(Doc. Cg-II/3 and 52)

25,225

30,575

5,350

Chief, administration
division P.3 to P.4
(Doc. Og-I1/3 and 52)

1,825

1,825

Various suggested upgradings of G positions
(Doc. Cg-I1/52, para.4)

198,915

230,890

31,975

(1) Staff Pension
Fund contributions

117,341

121,818

4,477

Carried forward

316,256

352,708

36,452

,C. Staff benefits and
allowances
14 per cent of additional
salaries mentioned above
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Net

orig ina 1!::!.2!

Part and section

estimate

estimate

amount

f.!2l:
supplementar~

estimate

:$
Brought forward

~

316,256

352,,708

36,452
Installation grants,
for recruited staff
original estimates,
previously omitted.

(6) Installation'
grants for recrui ted staff
10 x 30 day s x~}l0
24x30daysx$ 3

NIL

5,160

5,160
Omitted from original
estimates.

(7) Repatriation

grants and
commutati!:m of
annual leave

4,000

4,000

316,256

361,868

45,612

300,000

325,212

25,212

NIL

PART IV - REGULAR
PROGRAMME

D.

~t~n£aLdiz~tion
~nQ .£o!!!p§,risQn

Qf_insir,!Jm.!;nis

Carried forward

NIL

300,000

10,000

10,000

335,212

35,212

Document Cg-II/51,p.10
Excess of anticipated
expenditure over original estimate presented in Doc. Cg-II/2.
Amount appropriated for
this purpose by First
Congress but unused in
first financial period.
ThTs amount includes
cost of project suggested
in Doc. Cg-II/65 - $1,280.
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Part and section

Brought forward
Eo J!)Ia:\:e1: .J:e.§.oJdr£e
Qeyelonmllni
QrQJgci

Original
. estimate

Net amount
New
for
estimate supplementary
,?stimate

~t

<\l'
,p

300,000

335,212

Comments

:$
35,212
Docu~ent CgoII/49,

NIL

11,600

11 ,600

parao72. This figure
is very gpproximate·
owing to absence of
defini te data. I t has
been estimated as folloiNs ,
Travel and subsistence
of 6 experts to 2 working group meetings in
Geneva
:$ 3,600
6 x $ 300 x 2
Contributions by WMO to
the expenses of 2 regional conferences (Say
Africa and South America)
$ 2,000
Travel and subsistence
of 1 WMO staff and 2
perts to these confer-

ex~

ences

$ 5,000
Documentations, etc.
for the 4 meetings
til 1,OOC
.t~

---~

300,000

346,812

46,812

:::::::::;:::;::=:::::
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£art and section

Net amount
fbr.
Original
estimate .estimate. supplementary
estimate

Comments

$

$
PART V - OTHER BUDGETARY
PROVISIONS

C. £uQlic_infQrmaliQn
Meteor:ological films
- Centra.} 1ending
library (purchase,
transportation, insurance, etc.)

Document Cg-II/3l,
para.3

NIL

4,700

4,700

4,700

4,700

